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A sentence written in the active voice is the straight-shooting 
sheriff who faces the gunslinger proudly and fearlessly. It is honest, 

straightforward; you know where you stand…

A sentence written in passive voice is the shifty desperado who tries 
to win the gunfight by shooting the sheriff in the back, stealing his 

horse, and sneaking out of town.

Sherry Roberts, 11 Ways to Improve Your Writing and Your Business
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1. Introduction
In this dissertation I carry out a synchronic analysis of the get-passive, 
describing the main properties of this construction in contemporary 
English. My research is not about investigating the origins of the get-passive 
or tracking down the history of its development; it rather semantically 
analyses the construction in its current uses in different varieties of English.

As we know, passive periphrases in Present-Day English can select two 
different verbs, be and get. But what is a get-passive? The change from the 
active voice to the passive voice involves a structural rearrangement of the 
clause elements, where the active subject becomes the passive agent, the 
active object becomes the passive subject, and the agent, if mentioned at 
all, is introduced by the preposition by. The change from active to passive 
is shown in the following example:

(1)  a. The undercover cop arrested the clumsy forger. (active)
b. The clumsy forger got arrested by the undercover cop. 
(passive)

While the active sentence in (1a) illustrates an agent + patient word order, 
the long passive (or passive with an expressed agent) displayed in (1b) 
serves as a reversing-order strategy, yielding the opposite arrangement 
of constituents, namely patient + agent. It is worth mentioning that only 
long passives constitute order-rearranging strategies yielding unmarked 
SV(O) order which can be considered as equivalent counterparts to the 
active construction, since short passives (those with no overt agent) 
background the agent of the action by omitting it. Besides the function 
of rearranging the constituents within the clause, authors such as Seoane 
(2009: 366) see long passives as ‘topicalising constructions’: “passives, by 
locating a patient or benefactive noun phrase in initial position, serve the 
purpose of assigning it topic and subject function.” There is a tendency in 
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the English language to encode topics as the grammatical subject, since 
(i) subjects, like topics, generally occupy sentence-initial position, and (ii) 
subjects tend to have human referents and most often play the semantic 
role of agent. One of the reasons behind the predominance of actives over 
passives in English is this correlation between topic and the animacy and 
agentivity of subjects, and it is supposed to be a crucial factor controlling 
the choice between active voice and passive voice (cf. Givón 1979; Bock 
1982; Foley 1994; Seoane 2009).

The phenomenon under investigation in this dissertation, the get-
passive, has been subject to numerous academic studies and prolific debates. 
Most of the literature (cf. Chappell 1980; Quirk et al. 1985; Givón & Yang 
1994; Carter & McCarthy 1999; Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002; McEnery 
et al. 2006, among others) analyses in detail the defining characteristics of 
get-passives and focuses on the major differences between the get-passive 
and the most widespread passive periphrasis, the be-passive. As opposed 
to the latter, get-passives tend to be avoided in formal English and are 
recurrent in conversation; the presence of an agent phrase is exceptionally 
rare in passive get constructions; get-passives tend to occur only with 
dynamic verbs (e.g. cut, send, throw), as opposed to be-passives, which 
can occur with both dynamic and stative verbs; the animate subject of the 
get-passive has a higher degree of responsibility for the action described 
than the subject of be-passives; and, finally, adversative consequences are 
commonly attributed to the subject-referent in these constructions, hence 
its frequent occurrence with predicates such as arrest, hit, kill, shoot, and 
the like. 

Some of these authors (cf. Quirk et al. 1985; Collins 1996; Leech 
et al. 2009) acknowledge the existence of a set of get + past participle 
constructions that involve types of meanings different from the regular 
passive functions, despite their formal and semantic similarity, and place 
them on a gradient or scale according to their degree of ‘passiveness’, which 
ranges from prototypical central get-passives on the one end to borderline 
constructions with get on the other end. Although there are a number of 
studies on get-passives, their syntactic and semantic characteristics are still 
under discussion; and, although they are said to form a gradience, there 
is no agreement on how many different get constructions there are and 
their basic features. In fact, ongoing studies such as Anderwald (2014), 
Bruckmaier (2014), Gustafsson (2014) and Pullum (2014), who is very 
critical with scholars’ misconceptions about the passive voice, bear witness 
to the current interest on this hot issue. This shows that further studies 
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are necessary, especially corpus studies like this that can shed light on the 
actual use of get constructions in Present-Day English. 

World Englishes is a new and blossoming subdiscipline within English 
linguistics and there are many ongoing studies on the morphosyntactic 
variation found in these new varieties of English, particularly those which 
resulted from colonial expansion. Findings regarding language variation 
in these varieties provide information not only about their features and 
how they differ from ENL (English as a Native Language) varieties; more 
importantly, they also provide new information about the role of language 
contact in language variation and change, especially regarding  the 
cognitive constraints which characterise language contact situations 
and which often lead to linguistic developments such as morphological 
simplification, syntactic elaboration, and others. They also shed light on 
the influence of typologically different substrate languages, and at times 
they also open a window on the history of English, since they exhibit 
features of the superstrate language, a spoken variety of earlier English. 

However, little attention has been paid to get constructions as they 
occur in varieties other than L1 (English as a first language) or native 
varieties of English (ENL, such as British English and American English). 
Although authors like Sussex (1982: 90) and Collins (1996: 53-54) state 
that get-passives in Present-Day English are not evenly distributed among 
the different varieties of English but are subject to regional variation, they 
only provide broad figures of the frequencies of get-passives in British, 
American, Australian and Indian English, and do not offer a detailed 
explanation of the reasons behind these differences in use. Papadopoulou 
(2005) goes a step further in her article on the get-passive in Singaporean 
English. Besides the examination of the overall frequencies of get-passives, 
she analyses two basically semantic features related to these constructions: 
whether they are used to express the responsibility of the subject, and 
whether they are used with a by-agent. So does Gustafsson (2014), who 
studies the frequencies of long and short get-passives (the former expresses 
the agent in a by-phrase, the latter does not) and their ‘adversative’ and 
‘non-adversative’ semantics in English as used by Swedes. 

Get constructions in L2 or ESL (English as a second language) varieties 
or non-native varieties of English, especially South and Southeast Asian 
Englishes, is a subject which has, therefore, not been exhaustively dealt 
with up to these days. For this reason, a large-scale in-depth monographic 
study on the topic is in order. Through the study of get constructions in 
three World Englishes and British English I intend not only to clarify the 
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nature and actual use of these constructions but also to contribute to this 
field of study with data that can expand our knowledge of contact-induced 
variation and change.

1.1. Aims of the study

This dissertation aims to study those structures in which get occurs in 
combination with a past participle, hereinafter referred to as get + past 
participle constructions. All get constructions posited on the ‘passive’ 
gradient (central get-passives, pseudo get-constructions, adjectival get-
constructions, idiomatic get-constructions, and reflexive get-constructions) 
will be analysed individually for overall frequencies and according to the 
defining characteristics of central get-passives. The first step in the analysis 
will aim to check the extent to which these prototypical features apply 
to the rest of constructions with get. The second step will be the study of 
the get constructions in the four varieties of English under consideration: 
Indian English, Hong Kong English, and Singaporean English, with a 
parallel corpus of British English used as a benchmark corpus. The last 
step will consist in a cross-varietal comparative analysis of get + past 
participle constructions, which will put forward both the similarities and 
differences across the different varieties. Not only will it try to confirm that 
get constructions are more frequent in the ESL varieties of English than in 
the standard variety, but also analyse the reasons behind their frequent use 
through a study of their function.

1.2. Outline of the research

The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 
serves as an introductory review of the theoretical approaches to the study 
of World Englishes. It focuses on the different models of World Englishes, 
highlighting their strengths, weaknesses and limitations, and discusses 
the varieties’ developmental phases put forward by scholars so far. This 
is followed by a summary of the major linguistic characteristics of Asian 
Englishes at the phonological, morphological, syntactic and lexical levels, 
and a close introspection to the historical and linguistic background of 
the three South and Southeast Asian varieties under study, namely Indian, 
Hong Kong and Singaporean English. An overview of passive usage in the 
substrate languages concludes the chapter.

Chapter 3 discusses the gradient along which the different get + 
past participle constructions are placed, according to their degree of 
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‘passiveness’. A detailed description of each construction, together with 
their main characteristics and functions, is provided. Similarities and 
differences between one construction and another, and even parallelisms 
between be-passives and get-passives, are also discussed.

Chapter 4 provides a review of previous literature and analyses 
the defining or prototypical characteristics attributed to central get-
passives, namely presence of agent by-phrase, type of lexical verb, subject 
responsibility, subject animacy, and adversative semantics. A number of 
non-prototypical variables are also commented on (mainly for descriptive 
purposes though), since their analysis might add interesting information on 
the structure and function of the different typologies of get constructions.

The next chapter offers a brief survey of the corpora used in this 
study, the methodology employed and the database design. Chapter 6 
is the empirical part of the dissertation, since it presents and discusses 
the findings from the corpus-based study of the get + past participle 
constructions in contemporary oral English texts. Each of the four varieties 
under study is treated separately here. It is in Chapter 7 where a cross-
varietal comparative analysis of get constructions in the Asian Englishes 
and in the reference variety is presented, emphasising the similarities and 
differences between one variety and the other, and discussing whether or 
not the defining criteria of get-passives are fulfilled.

Finally, Chapter 8 provides a summary of the investigation as well as 
the main conclusions. It tries to give plausible responses that justify the 
shifts in the get constructions’ prototypical features, more advanced and 
noticeable in some varieties than in others, which plead for a revision 
and reconsideration of some theoretical approaches, such as the defining 
characteristics of get-passives set out in the relevant literature.
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2. World Englishes: a field of 
investigation on the rise

There is no doubt that English today is the language of international 
communication, business, politics, and the media. English has become 
the world’s lingua franca or vehicular language, a language systematically 
used to make communication possible between people that do not share a 
first language, in particular when it is a third language, different from both 
speakers’ first languages (cf. Crystal 2012: 151-177). 

The global spread of the English language, culminating in the late 
twentieth century, has its origins in the colonial expansion of the British 
Empire between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries, establishing the 
use of English in regions around the world such as North America, Africa, 
India, Australia and New Zealand. Milestones in recent human history, as 
the industrial revolution and the two world wars, were set in an English-
speaking context. In the postcolonial era, the countries concerned have 
retained the English language together with their indigenous languages, 
and in some cases, English has even been promoted to official or co-
official status. This diversification produced innovative and regionally 
distinctive forms and uses of the language, which led to the emergence of 
new varieties of English or ‘World Englishes’ (cf. Crystal 2012: 156-164 for 
a summary of the factors explaining the globalisation of English; see also 
Leith & Seargeant 2012: 102-107; Schneider 2011: 45-53; 2013: 136-143). 
These must be kept apart from other linguistic developments also derived 
from the globalisation of English: on the one hand, World Englishes do not 
concern the use of English as a lingua franca (ELF), that is, the international 
variety used as the language of international communication (politics, 
business, media), of academic research, and of the Internet (cf. Schneider 
2011: 215-218). ELF constitutes an independent research topic in itself, 
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with two focal points: the VOICE project in Vienna and Oxford (Vienna-
Oxford International Corpus of English, cf. Seidlhofer 2010), and the ELFA 
project (English as a Lingua Franca in Academic Settings, cf. Mauranen 
et al. 2010; Mauranen 2012). On the other hand, World Englishes are 
also independent from ‘Globish’, a term coined by former IBM executive 
Nerrière to refer to the use of English as a vehicular or working language. 
This is merely a reduced version of English, with simplified linguistic and 
pragmatic features, used in the context of international business.

In order to deal with World Englishes as such, a new discipline 
within English linguistics has emerged since the early 1980s, which has 
received several labels: ‘Englishes’ and later ‘English World-Wide’, based 
on Görlach’s first scholarly journal exclusively devoted to these processes; 
‘New Englishes’ (cf. Pride 1982; Platt, Weber & Ho 1984; Kortmann et 
al. 2004); and ‘World Englishes’, employed by Kachru since 1982, which 
is the most widespread label today. Schneider (2007: 3) himself uses the 
term ‘Postcolonial Englishes’, not only because it is more neutral but also 
because it focuses on the evolutionary process of the varieties which is tied 
directly to their colonial and postcolonial history.

Although there are great differences between the individual varieties 
of English in their respective forms and functions, since each variety 
emerged in distinct socio-historical contexts and circumstances, there 
are also surprising similarities. According to Schneider (2007: 4-5; see 
also Leith & Seargeant 2012: 102-103), all these varieties share a uniform 
underlying developmental process based on language-contact settings, 
involving intercultural encounters between the English-speaking settlers 
and the indigenous population. This process entails the emergence of 
common features characteristic of language contact situations (the well-
known ‘vernacular universals’, as coined by Chambers 2004) and, at the 
same time, of locally characteristic linguistic features, which ultimately 
give rise to a new variety of English (cf. Schneider 2013: 131).

2.1. Different models of World Englishes

During the last three decades, a number of linguists have tried to make 
sense of the present-day diversity within the English language complex. 
In this section I offer an overview of the most relevant models of analysis 
that have been suggested in the literature to categorise the different World 
Englishes.
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2.1.1. Strevens’s World map of English model

Strevens’s (1980) World map of English model (adapted later in Crystal’s 
(1995) The Cambridge encyclopedia of the English language) employs a map 
of the world with a superimposed inverted tree diagram, dividing English 
into two branches: a British English branch and an American English 
branch (see Fig. 1, from McArthur 1998: 96). As can be seen on the map, 
British English spreads through Africa, the Caribbean, South Asia and 
Australasia, and American English through the Caribbean and Asia. 

2.1.2. Görlach’s Circle of International English model

An alternative model is Görlach’s (1990) Circle of International English (see 
Fig. 2, from Bauer 2002: 21), a wheel model which starts in the middle 
with the most widespread variety of English, International English, 
surrounded by a range of regional varieties or ‘regional standards’ (such as 
British English, United States English or African Englishes), these in turn 
enclosed by subregional varieties or ‘subregional semi-standards’ (such as 
Australian English, Irish English or Scottish English). Beyond lie the most 
local varieties, such as Aboriginal English, Black English Vernacular, Butler 
English or Yorkshire dialect (cf. McArthur 1998: 98; Bauer 2002: 20).
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Fig. 1. Strevens’s World map of English 
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Fig. 2. Görlach’s Circle of International English

2.1.3. McArthur’s Circle of World English model

The previous model is similar to another wheel model, namely McArthur’s 
(1987) Circle of World English (see Fig. 3, from McArthur 1998: 97), the 
main difference being that the centre of the circle is considered a standard, 
World Standard English, something which Görlach (1990a: 42) explicitly 
denies. According to Bauer (2002: 20-21), these two models do not show 
origins nor influences, but see English as a set of differing standards held 
together by the common heritage of world English at the centre of the 
wheel. Furthermore, these models fail to show the involvement of two 
very different types of English: on the one hand, varieties spoken primarily 
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by native speakers of English, and on the other hand, varieties originally 
spoken by second-language learners of English.

Fig. 3. McArthur’s Circle of World English 

Despite the popularity of the previous models of World Englishes, 
undoubtedly the ones which carry the most weight are two comprehensive 
models, Strang’s and Kachru’s, which have been argued to categorise the 
varieties of worldwide English into broader types, with both looking at 
the functional and political role of English in a given country, and both 
assuming three classes.
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2.1.4. Strang’s ENL-ESL-EFL model

The first of these models builds upon a distinction of ENL (English as a 
Native Language) countries from ESL (English as a Second Language) 
countries and EFL (English as a Foreign Language) countries. McArthur 
(1998: 42) traces the model back to Strang (1970), whose proposal gained 
authority and diffusion by its adoption in Quirk et al.’s (1985) authoritative 
grammar of English, A comprehensive grammar of the English language. In 
ENL countries, English is the vernacular language of the majority of the 
population, as happens in Britain, the USA, Canada, Australia and New 
Zealand. In ESL countries, such as Kenya, Nigeria, India and Singapore, 
English exists side by side with indigenous languages and is widely spoken, 
even assuming official functions, as the language of politics, jurisdiction, 
higher education and the media. In EFL countries, such as Russia, China, 
Indonesia and Japan, although English holds no official status and is 
acquired almost exclusively through formal education, it is widely used 
because of its global usefulness in fields such as finances, science and 
technology (cf. Kirkpatrick 2007: 27-30). Although this model has been 
widely adopted, like all models it has some weaknesses. According to 
Schneider (2007: 12-13), it does not acknowledge either the presence 
of non-native speaking groups in ENL countries (as French Canadians, 
Native Americans or Australian Aboriginals), nor the existence of native 
speakers of English in both ESL countries (as the British expatriates in 
Hong Kong or the Anglo-Indian community in the Indian subcontinent) 
and EFL countries (as the Anglo-Argentine community in South America 
or the British residents on the Balearic Islands or the Mediterranean coast 
of Spain). Furthermore, the difficulties in classifying official multilingual 
countries like South Africa either as ENL or ESL, and the limitations in 
showing the influence English has over a given language and vice versa (as 
is the case with English, Tagalog and the so-called ‘Taglish’ variety in the 
Philippines), have proved that this model is out of date (cf. Schneider 2011: 
29-31; Seargeant 2012: 32-34). 

2.1.5. Kachru’s Three circles of English model

The second widespread categorisation of World Englishes is Kachru’s 
seminal Three circles of English model, which was first proposed in a 1985 
book chapter that resulted from a conference commemorating the fiftieth 
anniversary of the British Council (cf. Kachru 1985). The aim of the 
model is threefold, namely representing (i) the types of spread of English 
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worldwide, (ii) the patterns of acquisition, and (iii) the functional domains 
in which English is used internationally (cf. Bolton 2006b: 292). As can be 
seen in Figure 4 (from Bauer 2002: 23), Kachru’s classification distinguishes 
countries of an Inner Circle, an Outer Circle, and an Expanding Circle, and 
it is obvious that the three circles largely correspond to the ENL-ESL-EFL 
distinction in Strang’s model. Thus, the Inner Circle of the model comprises 
those countries where English is the primary language; the Outer Circle 
refers to those postcolonial Anglophonic societies where English coexists 
with other languages and achieves some degree of recognition as an official 
or co-official language; and the Expanding Circle includes countries which 
learn English as a foreign language (see also McArthur 1998: 97-98; Bauer 
2002: 21-22; Kirkpatrick 2007: 30-35). Each circle further differs in that the 
Inner Circle is ‘norm-providing’, via dictionaries, grammars and textbooks, 
whereas the Expanding Circle is ‘norm-dependent’ or ‘norm-accepting’; a 
number of Outer Circle societies are ‘norm-developing’, as they establish 
their own local norms (cf. McArthur 1998: 59; Bolton 2006a: 249; 2006b: 
293; Schneider 2011: 31-33). 

Fig. 4. Kachru’s Three circles of English
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Even though this model has proved to be very influential, it has not escaped 
severe criticism. According to Jenkins (2003: 17-18) and Bolton (2006b: 
303), for instance, it favours standard and “national varieties” (considering 
L1 varieties as branches of a “Greater British” family of English dialects), 
ignores “grey areas”, and simplifies discussion of linguistic diversity. 
In response, Kachru contends that his conception of the Three Circles 
“is essentially intended as a historical model that conceptualizes the 
chronology of the diasporic origins of world Englishes” (Bolton 2006b: 
293), and rejects the claim that any special prominence or status should 
be assigned to ENL countries. The diasporas Kachru mentions above were 
basically of two types: the first diaspora took place between the seventeenth 
and mid-nineteenth century, with British settlers establishing English as 
an L1 in territories such as North America, Australia and New Zealand. 
The second diaspora meant the introduction of the English language as an 
L2 particularly in African and Asian colonies. 

Schneider (2007: 14) points out as shortcomings of Strang’s and 
Kachru’s models that they both fail to establish clear categories of linguistic 
description and classification. In other words, neither one has tried to 
distribute all countries in a given category or provided a list of features 
that convincingly serves to fit problematic cases (like multilingual South 
Africa mentioned before, cf. Seargeant 2012: 32-34). In turn, Bauer (2002: 
23) argues that Britain should be classified differently from the rest of the 
Inner Circle countries, since contrarily to everywhere else where English 
has been introduced, it is endemic there.

Since the 1980s, models dividing World Englishes into ENL, ESL and 
EFL varieties have provided rough estimates of the number of speakers 
in each category. A look at the figures provided over the years show 
that the globalisation of English is still ongoing, since it spreads to new 
territories, and that the number of speakers of English is on the increase, 
since the countries where English is a second language have high rates of 
population growth. The quick spread of the language in the postcolonial 
era is portrayed in the following demographic figures (cf. Bolton 2006b: 
299):

In 1962, Quirk estimated the number of “native” speakers of 
English at around 250 million, compared with 100 million 
using English as a “second language”; by 1977, Fishman, 
Cooper, and Rosenbaum give the figure of 300 million for 
each group; but by 1995, Crystal is arguing that one could 
then identify 350 million native speakers, around 225 million 
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second-language users, and around 550 million users of 
English as a foreign language.

 In 1998, Svartvik provides the following data on the number of L1 
and L2 speakers in both the Inner and Outer Circles (see Figures 5 and 
6 respectively, from Svartvik 1998: 18-19). Figure 5 shows that in Inner 
Circle countries, English is spoken by over 329 million people as a first 
language and by almost 50 million people as a second language. Figure 
6, on the other hand, illustrates that in Outer Circle countries there are 
over 8 million L1 speakers of English and almost 100 million L2 speakers 
of English. It is important to note that in Outer Circle communities, a 
variety of English, rather than Standard English, is spoken, and Crystal 
(1997: 55-56) clarifies this point: “The notion of ‘a variety of English’ […] 
includes standard, pidgin, and creole varieties of English. That is why, in 
certain countries, the usage totals in the list are much higher than would 
be expected if only standard English were being considered.” The figures 
demonstrate that there are over 337 million L1 speakers and almost 
150 million L2 speakers. Together, L1 and L2 speakers total almost half 
a billion, and if added to the population of countries where English is 
spoken as a foreign language (EFL), the sum exceeds two billion people. 
This means that one third of the world’s population is, thus, exposed to 
English; nonetheless, only one in four actually speaks English as L1 or L2 
(see also Svartvik 1998: 20).

Current studies by McArthur (2001) suggest that there are now an 
estimated 375 million users of English in Inner Circle (or ENL) countries, 
375 million in Outer Circle (or ESL) societies, and between 750 and 1,000 
million in the Expanding Circle (or EFL). Most recent counts (cf. Crystal 
2008: 6-8; 2012: 154-155) show that English is now spoken by almost 
2,000 million people; of these, only 400 to 500 million are native speakers 
of English. In other words, as a result of the expansion of English, today 
there are now more non-native speakers of English than native speakers, 
with a ratio of 4:1. Moreover, this difference is steadily increasing, since, as 
already mentioned, the countries where English is a second language have 
higher rates of population growth.
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Fig. 5. Number of L1 and L2 speakers in the Inner Circle 

2.1.6. Schneider’s Dynamic Model

Schneider (2007: 29) proposes a model of the evolution of Postcolonial 
Englishes which claims that despite all surface differences there is a shared 
underlying uniform process which conducts their formation, accounts 
for the similarities between them, and seems to operate whenever there 
is a language transfer. He calls it the ‘Dynamic Model’ and describes it 
as a sequence of five progressive stages, a process which moves from the 
transferring of English to a new territory through a period of vigorous 
social and linguistic changes to a renewed stabilisation of a newly emerged 
variety (see Fig. 7, from Schneider 2007: 56). The stages are the following: 

(i) ‘Foundation’: English begins to be used in a country where it 
was not spoken before;

(ii) ‘Exonormative stabilisation’: both the settler-imported variety 
and the local indigenous variety coexist and they begin to influence 
each other (e.g. Fijian English); 

(iii) ‘Nativisation’: both varieties merge and a restructuring of the 
English language takes place, mainly at the grammatical and lexical 
levels (e.g. Hong Kong English); 

(iv) ‘Endonormative stabilisation’: the new variety becomes 
accepted as a model (e.g. Singapore English); and,

(v) ‘Differentiation’: the new variety reflects local identity and 
culture, and more local varieties emerge (e.g. New Zealand English). 
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Fig. 6. Number of L1 and L2 speakers in the Outer Circle. Territories marked with * 
indicate estimates; (c) stands for creole/pidgin
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Fig. 7. Schneider’s Dynamic Model
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 Schneider (2007: 31) analyses four constitutive parameters which 
characterise each of the five evolutionary stages of the model: first, 
the extralinguistic (socio-political) background; second, identity 
constructions on the sides of the parties (settlers and natives) involved; 
third, sociolinguistic conditions of the contact setting (participants’ use 
of specific varieties, norm orientations and attitudes); and fourth, typical 
linguistic consequences of the varieties involved (structural changes on 
the levels of lexis, pronunciation and grammar). Of major importance is 
the socio-political and communicative relationship between the parties 
involved in a colonisation process, the so-called “strands of communicative 
perspective” (Schneider 2007: 31), namely the colonisers or settlers (‘STL 
strand’) and the colonised or indigenous people (‘IDG strand’), since the 
evolution of Postcolonial English varieties might be seen as a process of 
convergence between these two groups, despite all the initial differences 
between them. Schneider (2007: 31) points out that this model describes 
an ideal context, so that variation, fuzzy transitions from one phase to the 
next, and overlapping parameter realisations will almost certainly occur 
as it takes time for innovations to spread through a given society (see also 
Schneider 2011: 33-35).

Schneider’s (2007) Dynamic Model is by far the most influential one at 
the moment. Before him, however, other authors have suggested that there 
exist developmental cycles or phases through which varieties of English 
go. Kachru (1983b: 40), for instance, has proposed three phases through 
which non-native institutionalised varieties of English seem to pass. The 
first phase is characterised by non-recognition of the local variety and an 
intention to learn and imitate the imported native speaker variety. The 
second phase portrays the coexistence of both the local and the imported 
varieties. The third phase sees the recognition of the non-native variety 
as the norm, its social acceptance and it becomes the model for language 
learning in schools. 

Moag (1983: 270-283) proposes “a life cycle of non-native Englishes” 
consisting of five processes. The first one (‘transportation’) refers to the 
arrival and establishment of English in a new territory. During the second 
process (‘indigenisation’), the imported variety loses its original cultural 
roots and grows new local ones primarily through structural and lexical 
borrowing. ‘Expansion in use and function’ is the third process and, as its 
own name indicates, involves the spread of the new English variety to a 
wide range of domains and situations, particularly education, government 
and the media. The fourth process (‘institutionalisation’) witnesses the 
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use of the non-native variety as a model for language learning in schools 
and as a means for promoting local literature. The fifth and final process, 
known as ‘restriction of use and function’ or ‘decline’, does not apply in all 
cases but suggests that an increased official promotion of a local variety 
(as, for example, Tagalog in the Philippines or Malay in Malaysia) might 
result in a decline in the use of English or even in its disappearance (see 
also Kirkpatrick 2007: 31).

Despite the strong influence of Schneider’s Dynamic Model, new 
models are being developed in this blossoming field of research, such as, 
for example Mair’s (2013) World System of Englishes, a new theoretical 
model designed to complement the abovementioned models in domains 
beyond the postcolonial nation state. In my study I will follow Schneider’s 
Dynamic Model, as it can accommodate all varieties and their changing 
status in a more rational and flexible manner. In fact, this framework has 
been widely accepted by many authors as the most convincing model, 
sometimes with slight modifications, as in Mukherjee (2007) and van 
Rooy (2010) (cf. Schneider 2013: 135). 

2.2. Asian Englishes

I will focus on the most important Postcolonial Englishes in South and 
Southeast Asia, also known as Asian Englishes, a term implying several 
varieties at different locations with different background or substrate 
languages, that is, coexistent languages which have had an influence and 
still have on the English language, as Cantonese in Hong Kong, Tagalog in 
the Philippines, or Malay and Tamil in Singapore (cf. Hickey 2004: 509-
510; Seoane & Suárez-Gómez 2013: 5-8). There is a strong attraction and 
demand for the English language in the Asian countries, and all Asian 
Englishes share, according to Hickey (2004: 511ff), some common features 
which can be pinned down to three main factors: background, genesis 
and function. Regarding the background, these varieties did not develop 
in contexts where native speakers of English transmitted the language 
from one generation to the next. As far as the genesis is concerned, Asian 
Englishes arise through the educational system, especially when it is the 
medium of instruction in primary education. Finally, as regards their 
function, these varieties are present in almost all domains of society, such 
as education, politics, the media, etc., and they have to compete with other 
background (indigenous) languages, as is the case with the parallel use of 
Mandarin, Tamil and Hokkien together with English in Singapore. 
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Asian Englishes also have common characteristics concerning the 
phonological, morphological, syntactic and lexical levels, a number of 
shared features which Hickey (2004: 514) explains in terms of (i) the 
close resemblance between the indigenous languages, and (ii) the fact 
that these varieties have been acquired through a similar learning process. 
Furthermore, it is interesting to note the presence of a code-switching and 
code-mixing style (i.e. the mixing of languages) in all these territories, be 
it English and Malay in Malaysia, English and Cantonese in Hong Kong, 
or English and Tagalog in the Philippines, which is astonishingly common 
in informal conversations and in advertisements, as in a famous Indian 
Pepsi add which uses the word more: Yeh Dil Maange More (‘This heart 
demands more’). 

Politeness characterises the conversational style of the Asian society, 
be it through the enhancement of another’s self-esteem (What is your 
good name, please?), through insistence when offering (Have some more, 
have some more), or through the use of kinship terms (sister, uncle) and 
honorific suffixes attached to names (+ji, +sahib) (cf. Gargesh 2006: 105). 
Here follows a look at the most common features of the different linguistic 
levels in Asian Englishes.

2.2.1. Phonological level

On the phonological level, Asian Englishes tend to reflect the speech habits 
of the indigenous languages spoken in a certain region. Among the most 
common vocalic characteristics, Hickey (2004: 515ff, 545) points out the 
following: 

(i) syllable-timing, the act of pronouncing all syllables approximately 
the same length and with little if any vowel reduction and stress 
contrast across syllables (butter /bata/); 

(ii) the lack of length distinction among vowels, particularly if this 
distinction is not present in the background language either; and, 

(iii) the replacement of certain English vowels (as /ʌ/ and /æ/) for 
the nearest substrate equivalent, since they are not common in the 
Asian languages. 
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Prominent regarding the consonantal spectrum are: 

(iv) rhoticity, that is, the pronunciation of /r/ in post-vocalic 
environments (for example, the ‘r’ in part and poor is sounded in 
Indian English); 

(v) the merger of /l/ and /r/, most salient in Chinese languages, as in 
Hong Kong English; and,

(vi) initial and final consonantal cluster simplification and the 
dropping of consonants in word-final position (see also Kachru 
1994: 515; Gargesh 2006: 103; Kirkpatrick 2007: 92).

2.2.2. Morphological level

With regard to morphology, Hickey (2004: 520ff) highlights the following 
features: 

(i) Plurals are not always marked since, as mentioned in (vi) above, 
through cluster simplification a final -s remains unrealised (books 
= [bυk]), and morphologically, some background languages might 
not have formal marking of the plural, so that plurality is inferred 
from the context, as in the southern Chinese dialect Hokkien (cf. 
Platt, Weber & Ho 1984: 49). Nonetheless, Asian Englishes tend to 
pluralise non-countable nouns, as in All our rices we have to import 
(Hong Kong) and He has many luggages (the Philippines) (examples 
from Platt, Weber & Ho 1984: 50), probably due to analogy with 
other nouns as is typical of second language acquisition processes.

(ii) The lack of verbal inflections in Asian Englishes, as the omission 
of suffixal -s in the present tense or the lack of verbal endings in the 
past tense (Last year I work in Ipoh, cf. Platt, Weber & Ho 1984: 
68). The lack of inflections in many background languages (as in 
Singapore and Chinese) might be one of the main influencing causes, 
together with final cluster reduction also typical of the substrate 
languages. The morphological simplification that tends to derive 
from situation of language contact may also trigger the absence of 
inflectional endings (cf. Kortmann & Szmrecsanyi 2004).

(iii) Some languages of the area do not have a gender distinction for 
pronouns of the third person singular, which have just one single 
form for both masculine and feminine. This leads to difficulties in 
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pronominal usage, as in My mother, he live in kampong (Malaysia) 
and He work in office in Kowloon (Hong Kong, referring to a 
female) (cf. Platt, Weber & Ho 1984: 61-62). 

(iv) Confusion arises too with the adjectival suffixes -ed and -ing, 
as in The instructions are very complicating (cf. Platt, Weber & Ho 
1984: 62).

2.2.3. Syntactic level

Among the syntactic characteristics, Hickey (2004: 522ff) points out the 
following: 

(i) A non-standard word order, typically in Malaysian and 
Singapore English, involving the co-occurrence of demonstrative 
and possessive pronouns, as in Your that brother come back already 
or not? ‘That brother of yours…’ (cf. Platt, Weber & Ho 1984: 64). 
Similarly, many Asian languages lack the subject-verb inversion 
which is triggered by wh-questions in English, as in the following 
Indian English example: What you would like to read? (cf. Kachru 
1984: 360). 

(ii) The use of indefinite articles is commonly avoided (as in It looks 
like cat ‘It looks like a cat’) or replaced by the quantifier one (as 
in I’m staying in one house with three other (students), cf. Platt, 
Weber & Ho: 1984: 55-56); on the contrary, definite articles are 
most preferably substituted for demonstrative pronouns, as in This 
handbag you wanted to buy the other day. Buy already or not?, 
since most background languages lack definite articles, as is the 
case with Singapore English (cf. Platt, Weber & Ho 1984: 56-57).

(iii) The absence of conjunctions and the preference for 
juxtapositions is probably influenced by the background languages, 
as Singapore English Altogether I have two brother, four sister (cf. 
Platt, Weber & Ho 1984: 64). 

(iv) There is also a non-standard use of prepositions in Asian 
Englishes, as well as analogical extensions from existing phrasal 
verbs in English, as in speak out > voice out; You can voice out 
what you are not satisfied with at the meeting (cf. Platt, Weber & 
Ho 1984: 85). 
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(v) Reduplications are usually attested for emphasis, as the following 
examples from Malaysia and Singapore English respectively 
illustrate: Scrub until clean clean; Eat until full full (cf. Platt, Weber 
& Ho 1984: 114). 

(vi) Asian Englishes lack of mastery in the use of tag questions, as 
the following example shows: He does work in the city, isn’t he? (cf. 
Hickey 2004: 526). 

(vii) The obligatory use of do-support in interrogative, negative 
and emphatic sentences in standard English is obviated in Asian 
Englishes, as in Who you talk to there? (cf. Hickey 2004: 527). 

(viii) Another recurrent process in the Asian varieties is fronting, 
that is, the highlighting of sentence elements by placing them at the 
beginning of the clause, as in Singapore English Certain medicine 
we don’(t) stock in our dispensary, and To my sister sometime I 
speak English (cf. Platt, Weber & Ho: 1984: 121).

2.2.4. Features relating to word categories and verb usage

Regarding the verbal complex, Hickey (2004: 524ff) emphasises the 
following: 

(i) Whereas stative verbs do not generally take the progressive form 
in standard English, Asian Englishes do not draw a clear distinction 
between stative and dynamic verbs, thus not only dynamic but also 
stative verbs occur in the continuous form, as in I am knowing 
Italian quite well (see also Gargesh 2006: 104). 

(ii) It is not infrequent for these varieties to use transitive verbs 
intransitively, as Filipino English Did you enjoy?, I cannot afford, 
and I don’t like (cf. Hickey 2004: 526). 

(iii) A tendency in these varieties to employ nouns, prepositions 
and adverbs as verbs, a phenomenon designated by Platt, Weber & 
Ho (1984: 99) as ‘grammatical shift’, as in to under ‘to let someone 
down badly’ (Sri Lankan English), and to friend ‘to be friends, 
befriend’ (Singapore and Malaysian English) (cf. Hickey 2004: 
527).
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2.2.5. Lexical level

Finally, the sphere of lexicon, where words acquire new meanings in 
local contexts through processes of innovation, compounding, blending, 
semantic shift and reduplication. Some examples include innovations such 
as finger chips ‘French fries’, full-boiled and half-boiled eggs ‘hard-’ and ‘soft-
boiled eggs’; innovative compounds such as tool-down-strike and to airlift; 
and semantic shift of English items as in four-twenty ‘a swindler’ and secular 
‘respect for all religions’ (cf. Gargesh 2006: 103). More conspicuously, there 
is normally abundant borrowing of lexical items representing the local 
linguistic ecology (e.g. Indian English masala to refer to a local dish).

2.3. South and Southeast Asian Englishes

South and Southeast Asia “can be treated as a (socio-)linguistic area in 
which phonological, syntactic, lexical and stylistic features are shared 
to a large extent” (Hickey 2004: 536), in part thanks to these countries’ 
geographical proximity and their similar colonial past. Their command 
of the English language skyrockets the figure of English speakers since, if 
we take the case of India alone, the estimates of the number of speakers 
of English vary from 200 million (cf. Encyclopedia Britannica 2002: 796; 
Crystal 2003: 50) to 333 million (cf. Kachru 1986: 54; 2005: 15) in a country 
whose population exceeds a billion people. These South and Southeast 
Asian countries are all made up by multilingual societies who have a whole 
repertoire of languages available to their speakers, the best example being 
India, which has 1,652 mother tongues (1961 census) (cf. Kachru 1984: 
357; Gargesh 2006: 91; Bautista & González 2006: 130-141). 

The role of the English language has been increasing in the multilingual 
speech communities of South Asia, especially in India, where it has acquired 
four different functions according to Srivastava (1994; as cited by Gargesh 
2006: 92), namely auxiliary, supplementary, complementary and equative. 
In its auxiliary function, English is primarily used for acquiring knowledge 
rather than for communication (also known as ‘library language’). In its 
supplementary function, so-called “unstable bilinguals” with partial 
competence in the language employ almost conventional expressions in 
English for specific practical purposes, as do tourist guides and taxi drivers 
in India (referred to as ‘vehicular language’). In its complementary function, 
English is used along with a first language in well-defined social domains, 
creating “stable bilinguals” with a higher competence in the language 
(known as ‘link language’). Finally, in its equative function, English is 
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adopted as an alternative language in all domains in which a first language 
is used. The fact is that English is seen as a language of power and as a 
means of economic rise and upward movement in the social class hierarchy 
in all South and Southeast Asia, and thus occupies outstanding domains of 
society, such as education, administration, science, technology and mass 
media. I will focus the attention now on the linguistic development of the 
three Asian English varieties I am concerned with in my study, namely 
India, Hong Kong and Singapore.

2.3.1. India (cf. Fig. 8, from Schneider 2007: 162) 

Fig. 8. India 

Schneider (2007: 162) dates the onset of the first phase (‘Foundation’) of 
the linguistic development precisely and conveniently on December 31, 
1600, the date when Queen Elizabeth I granted a charter to the East India 
Company, guaranteeing a lucrative monopoly of trade between India 
and the East. It is worth mentioning that the term ‘East India Company’ 
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refers to any of several commercial firms established in Western Europe 
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to promote trade with the 
East Indies. That is how English sailors, traders and missionaries brought 
the language to Indian shores, and in the course of the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries they established the first permanent trading posts for 
their own activities and converted some of the indigenous population to 
the Christian church, which triggered the linguistic and cultural infiltration 
of English in South Asia. Nonetheless, the spread and influence of English 
gained importance rather late, during the second half of the eighteenth 
century, when the motivation shifted from purely economic interests to a 
strive for political authority, with the British Crown getting involved and 
assuming joint responsibility with the Company in the India Act of 1784 
(cf. Kachru 1994: 502). Thus, the Anglicisation of India began with trade 
and turned out into exploitation colonisation only later. One might assume 
that the parameters of Schneider’s Dynamic Model (see 2.1.6 above) 
apply perfectly to this first phase: contact is established between a small 
settler party and a numerous indigenous population, and bilingualism 
with English spreads slowly among the natives and toponymic borrowing 
among the settlers (cf. Schneider 2007: 163).

Schneider (2007: 163) locates the second phase in the linguistic 
development, that is, the transition to a stable ‘exonormative’ colonial status, 
along the second half of the eighteenth century. This period witnessed both 
the expansion and the final dissolution of the East India Company in 1874. 
The growing influence of the British settlers in India was reflected by the 
rapid spread of English language teaching and bilingualism with English as 
a second language. A heated debate between the Orientalists, who wanted 
Indians to be educated in their own languages and traditions, and the 
Anglicists, who favoured the introduction of an English-based educational 
system, was decided in favour of the latter by the adoption of Sir Thomas 
B. Macaulay’s famous Minute of 1835, in which he vehemently fought 
for an English education to be established in India, which in turn signals 
the beginning of systematic and widespread bilingual education in India 
throughout the nineteenth century (cf. McArthur 1992: 505; Schneider 
2007: 164). This period shows the typical sociolinguistic situation of 
phase 2 of the Dynamic Model, namely an expanding language contact 
between the settler and the native speech communities and a rapid spread 
of bilingualism, especially among the higher indigenous social classes. 
Linguistically speaking, this is the period of heavy lexical borrowing from 
Indian languages into English (cf. Kachru 1983a; Mehrotra 1998), most 
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commonly flora and fauna words, as bamboo, mango and bandicoot ‘kind 
of rat’, and cultural terms (also known as ‘Indianisms’) such as curry, 
cheroot ‘kind of cigar’ and dhoti ‘loin-cloth worn by men’ (cf. Schneider 
2007: 165; 2011: 22). 

The progression of Indian English into the process of ‘nativisation’ and 
thus, into phase 3 of the Dynamic Model, took place during the twentieth 
century. As Schneider (2007: 165) notes, this might seem surprising, as the 
country’s intention clearly was to get rid of English as a reminder of the 
colonial period after independence, but, interestingly enough, quite the 
opposite happened; in Gupta’s (2001: 148) words: “since 1947, English has 
grown and spread in India.” Ferguson (1996) suggests independence to 
mark the onset of the third phase in the development of English in India, 
though Schneider (2007: 166) considers this date too late and argues that the 
rooting of the language and the emergence of its structural characteristics 
must have occurred before 1947. In the same line, Krishnaswamy & Burde 
(1998: 110) assume that it was after 1900 when English became “gradually 
detached from the British rule” and turned from a foreign to a second 
language. After independence, the formerly colonialist-imposed English 
language became not only officially recognised in the Indian Constitution 
of 1950, but even achieved a co-official status together with Hindi in the 
Official Languages (Amendment) Act of 1967. Nonetheless, and contrarily 
to other varieties such as Hong Kong and Singaporean English, Indian 
English has not adopted the function of an identity carrier. English is a 
marker of education and an interethnically neutral link language between 
Hindi speakers and speakers of Dravidian languages in particular (cf. 
Schneider 2007: 167). As regards the sociolinguistic characteristics of 
the nativisation process, a major trace is widespread bilingualism among 
the indigenous population, strongly promoted by the English-medium 
education policy. Furthermore, Indian English is primarily associated 
with certain domains; it is, for instance, the language of government and 
politics, higher education, law, business and the media, and comes in a 
range of varieties, both regional and social.

Indian English shows strong traces of structural nativisation (many 
features have already been mentioned in the characteristics of Asian 
Englishes above, cf. section 2.2): 

(i) The phonetic level is characterised by different regional 
accents originated by transfer of the respective local languages, 
the pronunciation of /r/ after vowels (i.e. rhoticity), the speech 
rhythm marked by syllable-timing rather than stress-timing, and 
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a different placement of the accent in many words (contri’bute 
versus con’tribute, edu’cate versus ‘educate, cf. Bansal 1990: 227; 
Schneider 2007: 169). 

(ii) On the lexical level, Indian English has proved to be extremely 
productive: besides the increasing lexical borrowing from indigenous 
languages (such as bungalow, sahib ‘sir, master’, basmati ‘kind 
of rice’ and masala ‘spices’ from Hindi and Bengali, cf. Hickey 
2004: 546), some English words have undergone semantic shifts 
by changing their former meaning and acquiring a new one, for 
example alphabet ‘letter’ or boy ‘male servant’. The process 
of word formation is also very recurrent, including compounds 
which combine English constituents (cow-eater, sacred-ash), 
hybrid compounds (burning-ghat, dhobi-washed), derivatives 
with inflectional elements from English and stems from regional 
languages (Brahminhood, goondaism ‘hooliganism’ or ‘thuggish 
behaviour’), or clipping and acronyms (aggie ‘agriculture’ and 
B.O.R. = British (soldier of) Other Rank (than officer)’ respectively, 
cf. Görlach 1990b: 90).

(iii) Among the morphosyntactic features of Indian English, 
Trudgill & Hannah (1994: 129-133) and Schneider (2007: 169-170) 
list the following: invariant tags like isn’t it? or no?, regardless of 
person tense or main clause auxiliary (You went there yesterday, 
isn’t it?, cf. Gargesh 2006: 104); pluralisation of certain mass nouns 
(like alphabets or furnitures, cf. Schneider 2007: 169); omission or 
insertion of articles (the Mahatma Gandhi, cf. Gargesh 2006: 104); 
use of the progressive with stative verbs (Gautam was knowing that 
he would come, cf. Gargesh 2006: 104); reduplication of adjectives 
and verbs as a means of emphasis (I bought some small small things, 
cf. Hickey 2004: 546); absence of subject-verb inversion in direct 
questions (as in Where you are going?, cf. Schneider 2007: 169), 
although inversion in indirect questions (I wonder where is he, cf. 
Trudgill & Hannah 1994: 133); and the use of different prepositions 
(to get off/out (from a vehicle) versus to get down; to pay attention 
to versus to pay attention on, cf. Trudgill & Hannah 1994: 130). 
It is worth mentioning that code-mixing (i.e. English and Hindi 
resulting in Hinglish) is very frequent. Baldauf (2004) defined it as 
the “fastest-growing language in the country,” whose explosion is 
dated back to the mid-1990s, where it was used by all multinational 
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corporations in their advertisements, for instance in McDonald’s 
What your bahana is? (‘What is your excuse?’), and in Coca Cola’s 
Life ho to aisi (‘Life should be like this’) (cf. Schneider 2007: 171).

 Whether Indian English has progressed into a locally grown variety, 
reaching phase 4 of the Dynamic Model, remains disputed, since it has 
not yet been generally accepted as a carrier of a national identity nor is 
it a language accessible to the major portion of society. Nonetheless, 
some signs of an ‘endonormative’ attitude begin to sprout, for instance, 
Gargesh (2006: 100) emphasises the use of English in the media as one 
of the parameters for evaluating its spread. A significant part of the about 
100 languages in which newspapers are published in India is in English, 
as The Times of India (cf. Kachru 1994; as cited by Gargesh 2006: 100). In 
the same line, the number of books and both scientific and non-scientific 
journals published in English is higher than those published in any other 
language (cf. Kachru 1986: 36; as quoted in Bhatt 2004: 1018). Radio 
and television in English (together with Hindi) is also very widespread, 
particularly in news broadcasts, sports and educational programs. The 
growing popularity of Indian English is also manifested in the literary 
creativity of internationally successful Indian writers (among them Raja 
Rao, Salman Rushdie and Pritish Nandy) who write in English though 
emphasising their cultural origins in their works. 

Schneider (2007: 172-173) predicts that Indian English will keep 
growing in speakers; if fact, in terms of speaker numbers, Indian English is 
one of the most important varieties in the world, and the native varieties of 
English (especially British) are losing ground and opening way to the more 
and more recognised and accepted local varieties of English. However, he 
is not as positive as regards its acceptance as a marker of the community’s 
identity, at least in the near future.
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2.3.2. Hong Kong (cf. Fig. 9, from Schneider 2007: 134) 

Fig. 9. Hong Kong

Since the seventeenth century, activities by the British East India Company 
had brought English to the region and had resulted in the emergence of 
Chinese Pidgin English, now believed to be extinct. The beginnings of the 
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developmental cycle in Hong Kong can be dated to 1841-1842, when Hong 
Kong Island was occupied and became a colony in the wake of the first 
Opium War and the missions’ activities, which contributed to the gradual 
spreading of English (cf. Bolton 2000a: 267; 2003: 192-194, 229-231). 

A further step in the development came with the Treaty of 1898, in 
which, to secure Britain’s hold and the economic basis for the island itself, 
the New Territories were leased for ninety-nine years. This step guaranteed 
stability to the entire territory for the next century, and Hong Kong became 
a major centre of trade between Britain and southern China. Hence, the 
British crown became a politically stable colony in Asia. Bilingualism 
kept spreading, though it had a decidedly elitist quality because education 
in English was only accessible to a small segment of the indigenous 
population.

The next phase in the development can be best dated in what Bolton 
(2000a: 268) calls “late British colonialism” since the 1960s, “the economic 
transformation of Hong Kong from a relatively poor refugee community 
to a wealthy commercial and entrepreneurial powerhouse.” With the end 
of the lease in sight, since the 1970s negotiations were conducted about the 
future status of the territory, and they ultimately led to the Joint Sino-British 
Declaration of 1984 with an agreement on the transfer of sovereignty of 
1997, imposing conditions on the future status of Hong Kong as a part of 
the People’s Republic of China, at least for a fifty-year transition period. 
Thus, as Joseph (2004: 150) points out, the situation of Hong Kong is not 
a typical postcolonial one (as is the case with India, for instance) in that 
it did not gain independence but was turned over to another power. From 
the 1970s onwards important social changes took place, for instance the 
emergence of a “new middle class”, the growth of a service economy, the 
spread of education, and also the expansion of the role of English (cf. 
Bolton 2003: 62).

With the new educational policy of introducing Anglo-Chinese 
secondary schools since the 1970s, which substituted “elitist bilingualism” 
for “mass bilingualism”, English has been spreading steadily (cf. Bolton 
2000a: 269; 2000b: 95; 2003: 84-87). Bolton (2000b: 96) documents the 
rise of knowledge of English from 6.3% in 1931 to 38.1% in 1996; for 
2001 Bolton (2003: 87) quotes a figure of 43% of the population knowing 
English. By now knowledge of English has become “the marker of a general 
middle-class (new middle-class) identity for Hong Kong Chinese” (Bolton 
2003: 115). 
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The status of the English variety in Hong Kong has also been widely 
disputed. Some twenty years ago Luke & Richards (1982: 55) denied the 
existence of a distinct ‘Hong Kong English’ (see also Li 1999: 95; Tsui & 
Bunton 2000). Now, however, Bolton (2003: 50) suggests that the role and 
status of the variety has to be reassessed, since he confirms the existence of 
transfer features, noting that it “cannot avoid absorbing the characteristics 
of the vernacular, especially one as vibrant as Cantonese.” The genesis of 
a new variety is closely associated with both the emergence of syntactic 
interlanguage features and the perception of “declining standards” 
(cf. Joseph 2004: 139). No doubt Hong Kong English has developed a 
distinct vocabulary segment of its own, largely to be explained as loans 
or interference phenomena from Cantonese in particular and Chinese 
in general (cf. Benson 2000; Bolton 2000b: 108-110; 2003: 106, 209-214), 
for instance tai tai ‘supreme wife’ and kwailo ‘foreign residents’, or loan 
translations like lucky money and blue lantern. Internal lexical creativity 
has produced new compounds, such as field chicken ‘kind of dish’ and 
dragonhead ‘top leader of a triad’; hybrid compounds, such as chim sticks 
‘bamboo sticks used in telling someone’s fortune’ and hoisin sauce; or 
semantic shifts, such as astronaut ‘person commuting between a family 
abroad and a job in Hong Kong’ and cage ‘partitioned bed space’. 

On the phonological level, it cannot be disputed any longer that there 
exists a Hong Kong accent which can be described phonologically (cf. 
Hung 2000; Bolton 2003: 206-209), which is developing distinct rules and 
other features of its own (cf. Peng & Setter 2000), and which for Hong 
Kong students is beginning to be regarded as a positively valuated source 
of identification (cf. Bolton 2000a: 277-278). Finally, lexico-grammatical 
peculiarities include redundancies in predication, for instance discuss 
about or return back; the widespread pluralisation of non-count nouns, 
as underwears, equipments and aircrafts; and the invariant tag isn’t it (cf. 
Bolton 2003: 106, 213). As opposed to other Postcolonial Englishes, in 
Hong Kong there is an emergence and positive attitude towards code-
switching and mixing. Joseph (2004: 134) states that for young people 
educated at Hong Kong universities “the hallmark of their identity is their 
ability to code-switch, relentlessly and seamlessly, between Chinese and 
English.”

With the handover of mid-1997, the political status of the city changed 
fundamentally. This change of sovereignty could have resulted in strong 
and adverse consequences for the status of English, after one and a half 
centuries of permanent and intense presence, but actually that does not 
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seem to be the case. Politically, English remains a co-official language, 
together with Chinese, with this status preserved in Hong Kong’s 
government, academic circles, business and courts. English is clearly 
regarded as indispensable and inalienable in Hong Kong; this is probably 
another attestation of the power that “postcolonial attraction” has in many 
countries, defined by Schneider (2013: 141) as “the immense attractiveness 
and pull of English today as the language of globalization, business, access 
to technology, etc. And in many cases, for millions of people as a gateway 
to reasonably well-paid jobs and a better life.”

2.3.3. Singapore (cf. Fig. 10, from Schneider 2007: 144) 

Fig. 10. Singapore

The first phase of the development in Singapore began in 1819, when Sir 
Stamford Raffles obtained the rights from the Sultan of Johor to establish 
a trading outpost for the British East India Company on what was then 
little more than a jungle island with potential. In 1826, Singapore formally 
became a part of the Straits Settlement, together with Penang and Melaka, 
and its population, which had undergone a rapid growth, exceeded ten 
thousand people, the majority of whom were of Chinese origin. 
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The second phase of the development can be conveniently associated 
with the year 1867, when Singapore became a crown colony. During the 
second half of the nineteenth century government-run schools were 
expanding and early in the twentieth century the number of Chinese 
children in English-medium schools increased drastically. Bilingualism 
was spreading but had an elitist touch. English speakers represented a 
variety of regional and social backgrounds, including Scots, Irish, and 
American Methodists, so some dialect contact must have been going on 
(cf. Gupta 1998). 

Singapore’s continuous development was interrupted by three years 
of Japanese occupation during WWII (1942-1945), and when the British 
assumed authority again, things had changed. The colonial tradition was 
broken, and a resistance movement emphasised the island’s Asian roots, so 
upon their return in 1945 the British were faced with a desire for merdeka 
(‘independence’), promoted by a newly founded political party, the PAP 
(People’s Action Party). After self-government and a Constitution in 1959, 
as well as a brief period of unification with Malaysia, these movements led 
to independence in 1965. 

The young nation soon experienced a stunning development: processes 
of modernisation, economic growth and nation building, especially during 
the second half of the twentieth century, transformed the country quite 
radically and introduced the transition to a new phase in its linguistic 
development. Multilingualism and a special status assigned to English, as 
a language transcending ethnic boundaries, have been important pillars in 
this process. Several factors have contributed to the present-day exceptional 
status of English in Singapore. One is certainly its ethnic neutrality. The 
strongest immediate cause, however, was the nation’s strictly imposed 
educational policy towards English-based bilingualism. Every child is 
educated in English as a “first language” and his/her ethnic language out 
of the other three official languages (Mandarin, Tamil, Malay) is taught as 
a “mother-tongue second language” (cf. Foley 1998: 130-131). This policy 
has effectively weakened the position and usefulness of the indigenous 
languages and, conversely, strengthened that of English. Consequently, 
striking increases in speaker numbers have been recorded. According to 
Gupta (1998: 119), a “Singaporean born in the 1970s is almost certain to be 
able to communicate in and to read English,” while this was not at all the 
case half a century earlier. 

English in Singapore is nowadays used in a wide variety of domains and 
contexts, both formal and informal, although its mastery is closely correlated 
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with social class. On the informal level, a distinctive local variant evolved 
since the late 1970s, commonly called Singlish (or Colloquial Singaporean 
English). The reason for its birth can be linked to the second generation 
of English speakers in Singapore, born in the post-independence years (cf. 
Low & Brown 2005: 30). Singlish definitely qualifies as a dialect to express 
emotionality and proximity, and is an identity carrier. 

Singaporean English has characteristic features on all levels of language 
organisation. For instance, Singapore’s phonology is quite distinctive, 
including features like reduced consonant clusters word-medially and word-
finally, and no length contrast (cf. Tay 1982; Platt, Weber & Ho 1983; Bao 
1998). The local vocabulary, on the other hand, kept expanding, integrating 
words from a wide range of domains of everyday life, for instance sayang 
‘love, beloved person’ and chin chai ‘lazy and careless’. Indigenous lexical 
productivity builds upon the same types found elsewhere: compounding 
(shophouse) including hybrid compounds (botak head ‘bald head’), 
derivation (irregardless), phraseology (catch no ball ‘fail to understand’), 
semantic shift (bluff ‘joke’), etc. Finally, the syntax of Singaporean English, 
especially on the level of Singlish, is also marked by many distinctive rules 
and patterns; for instance, the use of can as a complete utterance, without 
a subject or complement, or count uses of non-count nouns, like a fruit or 
staffs. There are also distinctive patterns in formal English; for instance, 
Ooi (2001: xii) illustrates the tendency to complement the verb clarify by a 
that-clause (rather than by a noun phrase or a wh-clause), and Pakir (2001: 
8-10) documents distinctive uses of the verbs send, bring and fetch. 

The country’s local way of speaking English is a symbolic expression 
of the pride of Singaporeans in their nation. It encodes both sides of the 
national identity: its world language character expresses the country’s 
global outreach and striving after economic prosperity, and its distinctively 
local shape on some linguistic levels ties up with the country’s location and 
traditions. The population is willing to defend and stick to Singlish, in spite 
of the government’s stern rejection of this speech variety, which receives 
its official expression in an ongoing campaign known as the ‘Speak Good 
English Movement’ (SGEM), officially launched in 2000 to encourage 
Singaporeans to speak proper English. Rubdy (2001: 347) discusses this 
public debate in some detail, and comments on how in the 1999 discussion 
a majority “vociferously defended the use of Singlish,” now “an icon of 
national identity” which has come to assume “a symbolic function as a 
language of solidarity, identity and pride.” In a similar line, Chng (2003: 
46) argues that in a multilingual society there is clearly room for Singlish, 
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“the quintessential mark of Singaporean-ness”, as a variety appropriate in 
certain informal situations, not to be confused with contexts which call 
for the use of Standard English. Therefore, though Singlish and Singapore 
English are different languages, the fact that the population take pride in 
the distinctiveness of their Englishes comes to show that Singapore English 
is in an advanced phase of development according to Schneider’s (2007) 
Dynamic Model.

Pakir (2001) argues that Singaporean English is moving into Kachru’s 
Inner Circle. Proof of this is that literary writings in Singaporean English 
begin to flourish and that linguistic homogenisation of the variety is 
observable as well, and Lim (2004) even documents and discusses ethnic 
varieties within Singaporean English. If this trend continues, in the long 
run Singapore might turn out to be a largely English-speaking country. 

2.4. The expression of passive voice in the substrate languages

A possible reason for differences in the use of passives among contact 
varieties of English is the influence of the substrate languages. In this 
section, I will take a look at how substrate languages for the World 
Englishes under study might potentially influence the frequency of get-
passives in these varieties.

(i) Indian English: as shown in section 2.3.1, the linguistic diversity 
in India is enormous. The indigenous national language is Hindi, 
from the Indo-Aryan family, a morphologically polysynthetic 
language. Passive verbs in Hindi consist of the passive auxiliary ja 
following an inflected past participle of the main verb (cf. Sandahl 
2000: 101; Kachru 2006: 93). Therefore, passive voice in the most 
influential substrate language for Indian English is fairly similar 
to the passive in English, in that it is also expressed by means of a 
periphrasis. Moreover, most of the passives in Hindi are agentless, 
their main function being that of eliding an irrelevant agent, and this 
is one of the main functions of get-passives as well, since they are 
normally agentless, certainly in larger proportions than be-passives 
(cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 161; Collins 1996: 46; Carter & McCarthy 
1999: 51; Mindt 2000: 282; McEnery et al. 2006: 113). With respect 
to substrate influence, therefore, we might expect Indian English to 
be characterised by a fairly frequent use of get-passives.

(ii) Hong Kong English: the most important substrate language 
in Hong Kong is Cantonese Chinese. The passive in Cantonese is 
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similar to that of Mandarin, the substrate language of Singapore 
English (see below). In both languages bei has grammaticalised as 
a “function word with no inherent meaning other than passiveness 
marking” (Xiao et al. 2006: 125). In Cantonese the passive marker 
bei can only appear in long passives (passives with an overt agent 
phrase, cf. Matthews & Yip 1994: 149). Passives in Cantonese are 
less frequent than in English, because there are other strategies in 
the language which readily topicalise objects. Another characteristic 
of passives in Cantonese is that they are strongly associated with 
the expression of adversative meaning (cf. Matthews & Yip 1994: 
150), which might have an effect on the use of get-passives with 
adversative meaning in Hong Kong English. With respect to 
substrate influence, therefore, we might expect low frequency of 
get-passives but a relatively high proportion, among them, of get-
passives with adversative meaning.

(iii) Singapore English: the most important substrate language 
in this East Asian country is Mandarin Chinese. Other substrate 
languages relevant for Singapore English are Malay and Hokkien 
(and to a lesser extent Tamil, spoken by the Indian population, cf. 
section 2.3.3). In Hokkien (a group of Min Nan Chinese dialects), 
Mandarin (an isolating language of the Sino-Tibetan group) and 
Malay (an agglutinative language belonging to the Austronesian 
family of languages) verbs do not show inflections to mark voice. 
In Mandarin, the passive marker bei can appear in both long and 
short passives (i.e. those with or without an explicit agent) without 
any change in the verb form. Other less frequent passive markers in 
Mandarin are gei, jiao and rang (cf. Xiao et al. 2006: 125). As for 
the frequency and distribution of the passive in Mandarin, Bao & 
Wee (1999) and Xiao et al. (2006: 124-141) observe that passives 
are less frequent in Mandarin than in English because they normally 
convey negative and adversative meanings, which again might 
lead to frequent use of get-passives with adversative and negative 
meaning in Singapore English. Therefore, if substrate influence 
were to play a role in the use of passives in Singapore English, 
we would expect a tendency towards relatively infrequent use of 
passives in general but a relatively high incidence of adversative 
meaning within the get-passives found.
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3. Get + past participle constructions: 
types, characteristics and functions

A number of linguists, among them Granger (1983: 103), Quirk et al. 
(1985: 167-171), Svartvik (1985: 138, 156) and Collins (1996: 45), claim 
that the definition of the English get-passive, that is, the construction 
get + past participle or Ven, is very broad and that the various passive 
get constructions form a fuzzy set. The get-passive has been regarded as 
a “linguistic puzzle” (Carter & McCarthy 1999: 54), as “a contentious 
point of discussion” (Chappell 1980: 411), or even as “the subject of 
widespread disagreement” (Collins 1996: 43). In fact, the term ‘passive’ is 
misleading, since there is a heterogeneous number of get + past participle 
constructions that involve types of meanings different from the regular 
passive functions, despite their formal and semantic similarity. In order 
to classify these constructions, the above authors place them on a scale 
or gradient according to their degree of ‘passiveness’, which ranges at the 
top end from prototypical agentive get-passives (the so-called ‘central’ 
or ‘true’ passives), which are propositionally related to equivalent active 
clauses, to pseudo get-constructions in between, which have progressively 
fewer characteristics in common with get-passives, to more peripheral 
constructions with an adjectival complement following a copular verb 
(adjectival get-constructions) and other borderline constructions 
(idiomatic and reflexive get-constructions) at the bottom end. In similar 
lines, Mitkovska & Bužarovska (2012: 196) describe get + past participle 
constructions as “a diathesis continuum from active to passive poles, 
covering a range of events in which the active role of the subject is gradually 
diminished.” Although there is no agreement on an exact gradient, the 
following hierarchy, partly based on the work of these authors, seems to be 
fairly comprehensive.
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In what follows I will classify and provide examples of the different get 
constructions along the gradient from prototype to periphery, beginning 
with central get-passives.

3.1. Central get-passives

At the top end we find the structures that Quirk et al. (1985: 167) call 
‘true passives’ and Collins (1996: 45) ‘central’. The latter term will generally 
be adopted in this work, or simply get-passives. This ‘central’ subtype is 
the most frequently represented of the five subclasses according to Collins 
(1996: 49), whose constituents have a direct active-passive relation, as in 
the following example: 

(2)  a. This vest got designed by a famous tailor.1

b. A famous tailor designed this vest.

 Collins (1996: 45) proposes a list of features which, he argues, are 
definitory of central get-passives. These concern the presence or absence 
of an agent by-phrase, the semantic properties of the agent (animate vs. 
inanimate; human vs. non-human), the accessibility (if not present) of the 
agent, and the stative/dynamic meaning of the lexical verb. Get-passives 
with a human agent rank highest, as in He got invited to the party by the 
host, since the association between agency and intentionality is stronger 
among human rather than non-human agents, as in The car crash got 
caused by a reckless deer. Inanimate entities, as with lightning in The poor 
man got struck by lightning, are not associated with intentionality at all, 
though the active-passive alternation is still possible: Lightning struck the 
poor man. Ranked below these are constructions which have a preposition 
other than by (cf. Palmer 1988: 87-88; Collins 1996: 46), notably about, 
at, over, through, to or with. In an example like He got hit in the nose with 
a golf ball, the prepositional phrase following the get-passive does not 
resemble an agentive by-phrase because it takes a different preposition, 
but semantically it is somehow similar. This passive clause could have two 
active counterparts, as shown below; sentence (3a) would correspond to 
an agentive interpretation of the with-phrase, while (3b) would involve an 
instrumental reading of the with-phrase:

(3)  a. A golf ball hit him in the nose.
b. Someone hit him in the nose with a golf ball. 

1  Examples whose source is not explicitly mentioned are mine.
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Prepositional phrases like these, with a twofold equivalent in active 
counterparts, are what Svartvik (1985: 104-105) calls ‘Janus agents’. He 
defines them as follows: 

Some prepositional phrases may have twofold potential 
function in active transforms: their nominal part may 
function as active clause subject, or the entire prepositional 
phrase may function as adjunct (usually instrumental, ‘by 
means of ’) with some other nominal element as active clause 
subject. Such adjuncts which permit two different active 
clause transforms […] will be called ‘JANUS AGENTS’. 
(Svartvik 1985: 104-105)

Although the possibility of an active counterpart suggests that there is a 
fine line between agentivity and instrumentality, agent phrases introduced 
by a preposition other than by (as opposed to agent by-phrases) are not 
related to volition or intentionality (of a generally animate and human 
agent), thus they are not agentive, but rather instrumental. Hence, I will 
not analyse agent-like prepositional phrases as agent phrases here, since 
strictly speaking they are not such.

Get-passives with explicit agent phrases are followed by agentless get-
passives, which have no expressed agent, as in the following example:

(4)  The burglar who stole the money never got caught. 

An overwhelming majority of get-passives occur without an agent, and a 
possible explanation for this is that, since some measure of responsibility 
for initiating the action is ascribed to the subject-referent in get-passives, 
the role of the subject-referent in the process is of greater concern than 
that of the agent, which might have low information value, for instance, 
when it is obvious, pragmatically inferable, unknown or irrelevant (see 
also Palmer 1988: 78-79). These factors lead Collins (1996: 46) to specify 
a scale, going from cases where the agent, though unexpressed, is salient 
in the linguistic context, as in The young girl got hit by a truck and got 
killed where the agent-phrase by a truck is readily reconstructible, or in 
The carpet’s loose there and my heel got caught (from Collins 1996: 45) 
where by the (loose) carpet is easily inferable from the linguistic context, to 
cases where the agent is merely implicit and might be figured out without 
a complete certainty, as in We cut the amount of wood the boss required, 
without getting caught cutting without a licence (from Collins 1996: 45) in 
which we might infer, in part from the rest of the sentence and in part from 
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general knowledge, that the indefinite and non-specific agent is human 
and has some authority, for example, the police.

3.2. Pseudo get-constructions

Further down the scale are pseudo get-constructions (also called ‘pseudo-
passives’, cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 169-170; and ‘reflexive’ or ‘reciprocal get-
passives’, cf. Collins 1996: 47), constructions which have a kind of active 
counterpart that involves no syntactic transformation, and in which the 
possibility of agent addition is very rare, due to “the sense of initiative and 
responsibility for the action that is vested in the subject-referent” (Collins 
1996: 48), as in [I]f you ever got married I’d be absolutely devastated <,> 
<ICE-GB:S1A-050 #156:1:B> or I have to get dressed before eight o’clock 
(from Quirk et al. 1985: 161). Collins (1996: 47) classifies the verbs 
belonging to this category as either reciprocal, such as get divorced (from 
each other) and get married (to each other), or reflexive (also known as 
‘autocausative’ by Mitkovska & Bužarovska 2012), including body care 
verbs or verbs of grooming such as get changed, get shaved, and get washed 
(by oneself). In these constructions, get functions as a copular verb and not 
as a catenative and is followed by a non-gradable stative past participle 
(e.g. married and dressed in the examples above, according to Quirk et al. 
1985: 161 and Collins 1996: 47, mean ‘in a state of marriage’ and ‘in a 
state of wearing clothes’, respectively) as its complement, which is therefore 
adjectival. According to Palmer (1988: 88), “[t]he -en forms that function 
in this way are essentially perfect in meaning and refer to a resultant 
present state [...].” Nonetheless, these participles do not fulfil all of the 
properties attributed to adjectives: for instance, they are never gradable 
(*They got very washed), get cannot be replaced by a lexical copular verb 
(*They seemed washed, although ?They seemed married), and the criterion 
of coordinating the participle with an adjective is unclear (?They got 
washed and ready). Finally, like in get-passives, get puts the emphasis on 
the subject rather than the agent and on what happens to him/her/it as a 
result of the action (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 161).

3.3. Adjectival get-constructions

Close to the periphery we find adjectival get-constructions (termed ‘adjectival 
get-passives’ by Collins 1996: 48), whose members are adjectives, derived by 
lexical-morphological conversion of the Ven form, and get is a copula rather 
than a catenative. These constructions commonly involve a change of state 
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rather than an agent-motivated event, which is why the presence of an agent 
by-phrase is usually impossible. As with central get-passives, this subclass 
is not homogeneous but represents a scale of degree of adjectivalisation. 
The more adjectival criteria that a given example fulfils, the closer it is to a 
prototypical adjective, namely the possibility of being used attributively, to 
be premodified by an intensifier such as extremely, quite, rather or very, to be 
coordinated with another adjective, or to replace get with a lexical copular 
verb such as become, feel or seem (cf. Collins 1996: 48).

(5)  She got entangled with this book.

Example (5) fulfils almost all the abovementioned criteria: premodification 
(She got very entangled), coordination with another adjective (She got 
entangled and pleased), replacement of get with become (She became 
entangled), though it cannot be used attributively (*An entangled book). 
Participles like bored, drunk, frightened and tired, which refer to human 
states, move yet further along the scale from verbal to adjectival and are 
close to prototypical adjectives in that they enjoy a greater freedom of 
occurrence than the participles discussed above with premodification (The 
old man got awfully frightened) and in predicative use (A frightened old 
man).

Although the presence of an agent phrase is hardly possible, as I have just 
mentioned, a reduced number of cases of adjectival constructions might 
show verbal properties (i.e. an agent-like phrase and an active analogue):

(6)  They got very excited about their new house.

Example (6), for instance, is verb-like in having an agent-like phrase (about 
their new house) and an active analogue (Their new house excited them). 
These constructions are known as ‘semi-passives’ and ‘psychological get-
passives’ by Quirk et al. (1985: 168-169) and Collins (1996: 46) respectively, 
and they remark that the use of agent by-phrases in these adjectival past 
participle constructions is very rare, although agent-like phrases introduced 
by different prepositions seem to be quite common, among them about, at, 
over, through, to and with. As mentioned before in connection with Janus 
agents in central get-passives, these prepositional phrases are not strictly 
speaking agent phrases and hence are not representative of the passive 
voice, and for this reason the term ‘agent-like phrase’ is an appropriate one.

As we shall see in section 5.2 on the methodology of the research, it 
might sometimes be difficult to distinguish central get-passives from 
adjectival get-constructions, since the differences among them can be 
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subtle and not clear-cut in all cases. Adjectival past participles are easily 
confused with verbal past participles, and Mitkovska & Bužarovska (2012: 
198) argue that “the source of the confusion with get-passives lies not only 
in their formal likeness but also in their conceptual affinity as they both 
code situations in which the subject referent is affected in some way.” In 
some grammars, for instance, the so-called ‘pseudo get-constructions’ and 
‘adjectival get-constructions’ (cf. 3.2 and 3.3 respectively) are not even 
distinguished from straightforward ‘central get-passives’ (cf. 3.1). For 
example, Biber et al. (1999: 481) state that central get-passives “describe 
the process of getting into the state with a resultant meaning similar to 
become,” illustrating this point with examples such as get involved, get 
married and get stuck, which clearly do not belong to the passive voice. 

3.4. Idiomatic get-constructions

On the very periphery of the get-constructions gradient we find idiomatic 
expressions (or ‘formulaic get-passives’ according to Collins 1996: 49) where 
the relationship between the Ven form and the verb from which it historically 
derived has been totally lost from sight, as with get stuck into in There’s a 
Jewish tradition <,> of uh [sic] scholarship in which after a certain stage you 
just have to get stuck in to public life <,> <ICE-GB:S1B-047 #14:1:B>. Similar 
idiomatic expressions include get accustomed to, get fed up with, get rid of 
and get used to (cf. Collins 1996: 49; Leech et al. 2009: 156).

3.5.  Reflexive get-constructions

Beyond the periphery of passive get constructions we find reflexive get-
constructions (also known as ‘reflexive passives’, cf. Chappell 1980 and 
Sussex 1982; ‘complex reflexive get constructions’, cf. Quirk et al. 1985; 
‘complex reflexive get-passives’, cf. Collins 1996; and ‘complex catenative 
get constructions’, cf. Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002):

(7)  He got himself shot.

These constructions, which have get as a main verb taking non-finite 
complementation, cannot be considered as get-passives, since the passive 
get construction is a simple catenative with no intervening NP between 
get and the non-finite complement (cf. Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 
1443). When the intervening NP is a reflexive, the construction is explicitly 
agentive, with the subject-referent being involved very directly and being 
responsible for the action described. According to Chappell (1980: 430-
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431), the adversative reflexive is more appropriately used, depicting a 
subject as “tempting fate through provocative actions or perhaps what the 
speaker judges to be some kind of ill-considered behaviour, expected to 
lead to an unfortunate state of affairs,” as in John gets very reckless when 
he’s drunk, that’s why he got himself run over. In beneficial reflexives some 
kind of intentional causation on the part of the subject is clearly visible, 
as in She got herself promoted, through her dedication or hard work, 
for instance. According to Sussex (1982: 86) and contrary to Chappell’s 
(1980) analysis, reflexive constructions can even occur with inanimate and 
abstract nouns, as in My theory got itself accepted at the annual convention. 
The difference between the reflexive and the plain get-passive construction 
is that the former suggests some kind of involvement which is more than 
pure passive suffering of an action, but less than agentive involvement. 
There are occasions on which the intervening NP is not a reflexive, as in 
She got her watch repaired or He gets his hair cut once a month. Again, 
these constructions, where get functions as a causative verb followed by 
an object and an –ed participle complementation, cannot be considered 
passives.

Summarising, we can distinguish five types of constructions with get: 
first, central get-passives, with get followed by a verbal past participle; second, 
pseudo get-constructions, which have neither an active counterpart nor an 
agent phrase and are followed by a stative past participle; third, adjectival 
get-constructions, whose members exhibit adjectival properties; fourth, 
idiomatic get-constructions; and finally reflexive get-constructions, with 
an intervening NP between get and the past participle. This classification, 
which coincides broadly with Quirk et al.’s (1985), Collins’s (1996) and 
Leech et al.’s (2009) classification of constructions with get, is the one I will 
follow in my corpus analysis. 

Nonetheless, it should be noted that the present gradient of get + past 
participle constructions is my own, and that it differs from the other 
gradients put forward so far in a number of aspects. My gradient is data-
driven, that is, created in light of the data retrieved from the corpora and 
their detailed analysis. The differences between this gradient and others 
concern not only the terminology used but also the number and nature 
of the subtypes of get constructions posited along the continuum. As 
regards the terminology, I opted for a renewed labelling that could be 
more transparent and more consistent with the subclass it represents. 
For example, all of Collins’s (1996) categories of get + past participle 
constructions include the term ‘get-passives’, be they reflexive/reciprocal 
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get-passives, adjectival get-passives, formulaic get-passives, or complex 
reflexive get-passives. His terminology may be, in my opinion, confusing 
and misleading, since the majority of the abovementioned constructions 
lack the defining characteristics of central get-passives: thus, we find 
absence of active counterpart and agent addition in reflexive/reciprocal 
get-passives; there are adjectival (and thus non-verbal) properties in the 
past participle of adjectival get-passives; formulaic get-passives are no 
longer ‘get + past participle’ constructions but fixed idiomatic expressions; 
and the noun phrase functioning as object between get and the participle 
in complex reflexive get-passives makes it impossible for this construction 
to be a passive. The term ‘passive’ therefore can be misleading, and this is 
enough reason to avoid it when classifying the various get constructions 
into a coherent taxonomy. 

As far as the second aspect is concerned, the number and characteristics 
of the subtypes to be included in the gradient, there are differences 
regarding the classification of the different get constructions between 
the present gradient and other gradients found in the relevant literature. 
The findings from the corpus have demonstrated that some categories of 
get + past participle constructions proposed by other authors seem to be 
inappropriate, or at least non-functional. Good cases in point are Quirk et 
al.’s (1985: 168-169) semi-passives and Collins’s (1996: 46) psychological 
get-passives (see also Anderwald 2014). These constructions, whose 
members exhibit a mixture of verbal and adjectival properties (She 
got involved through me; They may get a bit bored with the film; You get 
alarmed at the quantity of red chillies used), have been found to be rather 
infrequent and marginal. In my 2.4 million word corpus only 31 tokens 
could be ascribed to such a category: 13 tokens in ICE-GB (6.1%), 8 tokens 
in ICE-IND (2.6%), 7 tokens in ICE-SIN (3%), and 3 tokens in ICE-HK 
(1.2%). In other words, the low number of these constructions would not 
provide enough data to draw significant results. More importantly, the 
ambiguous nature of the category of semi-passives or psychological get-
passives does not prove useful. As I mentioned in section 3.3 above, the 
subclass of adjectival get-constructions is not homogeneous but represents 
a scale of degree of adjectivalisation. Since semi-passives and psychological 
get-passives show both verbal and adjectival properties, I decided to 
include them within this category, by placing those which are verb-like (i.e. 
active analogue, agent-like phrase) at the lower end of the adjectival scale. 
This solution seems to be more reasonable than to treat those few cases as 
a separate category of get constructions. As a whole, the present gradient 
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proves functional in being able to accommodate and account for all the 
different get + past participle constructions found in different varieties of 
Present-Day English.

I will also identify and analyse (for descriptive purposes only) the so-
called ‘passive imperatives’ or ‘directives’, which according to Quirk et 
al. (1985: 827) typically take the form of an imperative sentence without 
a subject (although one can infer that the omitted subject is usually the 
second person pronoun you), as in Be warned by what he says or Get 
dressed right now. Quirk et al. (1985: 827) and Huddleston & Pullum 
et al. (2002: 932-933) agree that both passives with be and get are more 
common in negative than in positive directives, where they generally mean 
‘Don’t allow yourself to be/get…’, as in Don’t be told what to do or Don’t get 
intimidated by the situation. 

3.6. Parallelism between gradients: get + past participle and 
be + past participle constructions

A parallelism can be traced between the classification of get constructions 
above and the classification some authors (among them Svartvik 1966, 
Mihailović 1967 and Granger 1983) provide of be + Ved constructions. 
Although the types of constructions are almost the same in both 
classifications, Svartvik (1966) (see also Granger 1983: 96-98), for instance, 
distributes them differently into seven classes. He subdivides the type of 
be-passives into four subclasses: Class 1 includes agentful passives with 
an expressed animate agent; Class 2 agentful passives with an expressed 
inanimate agent (both agents introduced by the preposition by); Class 3 
agentless passives whose agent might be recoverable from the linguistic 
context; and Class 4 including prepositional phrases which take a different 
preposition than by, the so-called ‘Janus agents’. Subsequently, Class 5 
corresponds to a type whose members show both verbal and adjectival 
properties. Class 6 includes non-agentive passives, i.e. stative passives with 
which the addition of an agent is either impossible or very unusual (viz. 
the ‘pseudo get-construction’ type). And finally Class 7, which comprises 
passive idiomatic expressions which have no underlying active clause. 

Mihailović (1967: 318) suggests a similar passive scale for be + past 
participle constructions with passive verbal groups on the one end and 
passive adjectival groups on the other (cf. Granger 1983: 99). Interestingly, 
she divides the be + Ved constructions only into two main categories, (i) 
‘passives’, which have a direct correspondence with the active; and (ii) 
‘pseudo-passives’ (which correspond to Svartvik’s non-agentive passives), 
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which have no direct active-passive relation (examples (8) and (9) 
respectively): 

(8)  a. The house was built in 1886 (by them).
b. They built the house in 1886.

(9)  He fell overboard and was drowned in the river.

 Granger (1983: 108), nonetheless, distinguishes three clear-cut 
categories among be + Ved combinations, namely (i) ‘passives’, which stand 
in direct alternation to a semantically equivalent active clause and might 
occur with or without an expressed agent (example (10) below); (ii) ‘verbal 
pseudo-passives’, which have no direct active counterpart and whose 
participle is verbal (example (11) below); and (iii) ‘adjectival pseudo-
passives’, which do not stand in relation to an active clause either and 
whose participle shows adjectival features (premodification, possibility to 
take comparison, ability to function attributively and/or predicatively after 
be or other copulas like seem or become) (example (12)).

(10) The waiter was attacked by an angry customer.

(11) The mansion was located in the heart of the pine forest.

(12) He was very exhausted after the sprint. 

In addition, Granger (1983: 111-113) distinguishes three intermediate 
categories which stand halfway between two of the main categories referred 
to above (the first between (i) ‘passives’ and (iii) ‘adjectival pseudo-passives’; 
the second between (i) ‘passives’ and (ii) ‘verbal pseudo-passives’; and the 
third between (ii) ‘verbal pseudo-passives’ and (iii) ‘adjectival pseudo-
passives’). First, the ‘mixed be + Ved’ combinations (viz. Svartvik’s (1966) 
Class 5), which show both verbal (active counterpart, agent phrase) as well 
as adjectival characteristics (premodification), as illustrated in (13) below. 
It is to be noted that the agents in this category are usually introduced by 
prepositions other than by (what Granger 1983: 112 calls ‘quasi-agents’), as 
in example (14). 

(13) He was very shocked by the present situation. 

(14) She was surprised at the prices of houses in Britain. 

The second intermediate category, known as the ‘usually passive’ category 
(viz. the ‘pseudo get-construction’ type), includes constructions which 
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share all the characteristics of passives while the active counterpart, 
though possible, is uncommon or even unlikely, as in She actually finished 
her education in what is known as the servants’ hall or The whole corridor 
was lined with various forms of washing and so on (cf. Granger 1983: 170). 
And finally the ‘peripheral’ combinations, whose degree of adjectivalness 
is so limited (since they show only one adjectival feature) that one might as 
well classify them among strictly verbal pseudo-passive constructions with 
no active counterpart (category (ii) above).
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4. Characteristics of central get-passives: 
variables under consideration

Most of the variables which will be taken into account in order to study 
the different types of get constructions in my corpus analysis are based 
on the defining characteristics of central get-passives (cf. Chapter 3). In 
the same vein, central get-passives are best described by comparing them 
with the most widespread passive periphrasis: the be-passive. As opposed 
to be-passives, get-passives tend to be avoided in formal English and are 
typically recurrent in conversation, occur only with dynamic verbs, and 
do not normally have an overt agent by-phrase; if present, though, their 
referent is typically animate and human (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 161; Biber 
et al. 1999: 476; Carter & McCarthy 1999: 51-52; Huddleston & Pullum 
et al. 2002: 1442; Alexiadou 2005: 17; McEnery et al. 2006: 112-113). 
Moreover, the animate subject of the get-passive is usually responsible 
for initiating the event described in the clause and is also commonly 
attributed adversative consequences in these constructions (cf. Hatcher 
1949: 436-437; Collins 1996: 52; Carter & McCarthy 1999: 49-50). Here 
follows a close introspection at each one of these characteristics, starting 
first of all with agent by-phrases and their interrelation with givenness and 
definiteness.

4.1. Presence of an agent by-phrase

As the passive voice is often used as a strategy that allows speakers to 
avoid mentioning the agent, it might be expected that agentless passives 
are significantly more common than those with an overt agent. In fact, 
Fryd (2008: 14) argues that “agency is a structurally lacking quality in be-
passives, where the subject is a thematic patient who therefore plays no 
role in bringing about the accomplishment of the process of which he is a 
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target.” Quantitative data from the literature confirms this expectation: for 
instance, Jespersen (1933: 121) mentions that “over 70 per cent of passive 
sentences found in English literature contain no mention of the active 
subject.” Quirk et al. (1985: 164) state that “approximately four out of five 
English passive sentences have no expressed agent,” and that get is usually 
“limited to constructions without an expressed animate agent” (Quirk et 
al. 1985: 161), as in James got beaten last night. In Collins’s (1996) corpus 
92% of the central get-passives were agentless, and in Carter & McCarthy 
(1999: 51) the corresponding figure is almost identical with 93%, while 
Mindt (2000: 282) observes that “in c. 82% of all cases the effector remains 
unexpressed.” The findings of McEnery et al.’s (2006: 113) study show that 
in F-LOB, of approximately one million words of British English recorded 
in the 1990s, the short form of the be-passive is over eight times as frequent 
as its long form,2 while for the get-passive the short form is over ten times 
as frequent as the long form. The contrast in the spoken part of the British 
National Corpus (BNC), of about 10 million words (10% of the corpus), 
is even more marked, where the short forms of be- and get-passives are 
over 18 and 37 times as frequent respectively as their long forms. The data 
show, then, (i) that short passives are clearly more common than long 
passives in both spoken and written English, (ii) that short passives are 
also significantly more frequent in spoken than in written English, and 
(iii) that get-passives are more likely than be-passives to occur without an 
agent. 

Furthermore, the information by-phrases normally provide is new 
rather than given (or old) and for that reason such phrases are a key 
element in the discourse. According to Givón (1990: 897), “by ‘old’ one 
means ‘assumed by the speaker to be accessible to the hearer’ and by ‘new’ 
‘assumed by the speaker not to be accessible to the hearer.’” Linguists such 
as Chafe (1970), Hinds (1975), Hutchins (1975) and Dik (1978) (as cited 
in Siewierska 1984: 222), just to name a few, see as the primary motivation 
for the use of the passive that of maintaining an unmarked given/new 
distinction of information in order to enable “a given patient to function as 
the unmarked topic or theme, [and] a new agent as the information focus” 
(Siewierska 1984: 222). 

Chafe (1976: 30) defines given (or old) information as “that knowledge 
which the speaker assumes to be in the consciousness of the addressee at 
the time of the utterance;” on the other hand, “new information is what 
the speaker assumes he is introducing into the addressee’s consciousness 
2  As could be expected, the proportion of short versus long passives varies according to text type. As 
shown in Seoane (2006a: 197), the proportion in the scientific register in F-LOB is 11.1:1.
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by what he says.” In other words, given information, as opposed to new 
information, refers to an entity already introduced or which is present in 
the domain of discourse. The prior mention of a referent constitutes the 
most common linguistic basis for the speaker’s assumption that something 
is already in the consciousness of the addressee, as in example (15):

(15) I’m going to show you a dress (new). I bought it (given) two 
weeks ago. 

However, discourse-old status can also be applied to elements which 
have not been explicitly evoked but which are closely related to elements 
that have been evoked (cf. Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 1368). In an 
example like This novel is very intriguing; the author keeps the suspense till 
the end, the author has the status of given or discourse-old in the context of 
the preceding NP this novel, as we understand that the author refers to the 
author of the novel just mentioned. 

Since the capacity of consciousness is very limited, the speaker’s 
treatment of an entity as given should cease when he or she thinks 
that entity is no longer in the listener’s consciousness. This idea clashes 
with Halliday’s (1967) notion of ‘recoverability’, according to which a 
referent may be still easily accessible in memory and retrievable into 
consciousness, even though the addressee might have stopped thinking 
of it (cf. Chafe 1976: 32). The use of an indefinite in these particular cases 
would incorrectly introduce an entity as brand-new into the discourse as 
if it were not already known (i.e. given) to the listener (cf. Huddleston & 
Pullum et al. 2002: 1398).

As we know, the unmarked given/new order of information has been 
interpreted as facilitating communication, as the listener has to identify 
the given information first, and then look for an antecedent for the given 
information before he or she can attach new information to that antecedent. 
In relation with this given-before-new distribution, English sentences tend 
to begin with definite noun phrases (which presuppose a given referent) 
and end with indefinite noun phrases (which presuppose a new referent) 
(cf. Clark & Haviland 1977: 13; Quirk et al. 1985: 1361; Huddleston & 
Pullum et al. 2002: 1372). 

Chafe (1976: 31) argues that given information is conveyed in a “weaker 
and more attenuated manner than new information,” either through lower 
pitch and weaker stress pronunciation or through pronominalisation, 
as with it in example (15) above. It is worth mentioning that ‘given’ and 
‘new’ are two opposite points on a gradient concerning the accessibility of 
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information to discourse participants. A number of authors have proposed 
different accessibility taxonomies within the discourse status. Levelt (1989), 
for instance, distinguishes four kinds of information: ‘brand new’, ‘inferable’, 
‘accessible’ and ‘in focus’, while Prince (1992) limits the classification to 
three types: ‘discourse given’, ‘inferable’ and ‘discourse new’. Gundel et al. 
(1993: 275) propose the so-called ‘Givenness Hierarchy’, a scale based on 
the ‘cognitive status’ and the degree to which an NP’s referent is assumed 
to be known to the addressee. This hierarchy along with the most salient 
determiners and pronominals associated with the different points on the 
scale is represented as follows (scheme adapted from Gundel 1996: 144):     

In Focus   > Activated   > Familiar   > Uniquely  
Identifiable    > Referential     > Type Identi-

fiable3

that

it this that N       the N indefinite this N a N

this N
3

 It is important to mention that each particular status also involves 
all lower statuses, that is, if something is ‘Activated’, it also is ‘Familiar’, 
‘Uniquely Identifiable’, ‘Referential’ and ‘Type Identifiable’. On one extreme 
of the gradient we have the ‘Type Identifiable’ status, which is the least 
restrictive status, most commonly introduced by the indefinite article 
a, since the listener does not yet have a mental representation of the 
referent. As we move through the different statuses, the determiners and 
pronominals become more restricted and the referent in question is more 
easily accessed by the addressee. On the other extreme of the scale we have 
the ‘In Focus’ status (appropriate for zero and unstressed pronominals) 
where the referent is supposed to be in the short-term memory of the 
listener or the centre of attention.

Mulkern (1996: 238-239) is concerned with determining the cognitive 
status associated with two categories in particular: full names and single 
names. She considers full names to be ‘Uniquely Identifiable’ and illustrates 
her view with the following example (cf. Mulkern 1996: 238):
3 Cf. Gundel et al. (1993: 276-278):
Type identifiable. I couldn’t sleep last night. A dog (next door) kept me awake.
Referential. I couldn’t sleep last night. This dog (next door) kept me awake.
Uniquely identifiable. I couldn’t sleep last night. The dog (next door) kept me awake.
Familiar. I couldn’t sleep last night. That dog (next door) kept me awake.
Activated. I couldn’t sleep last night. That kept me awake.
In focus. I couldn’t sleep last night. It kept me awake.
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(16) U.S. downhill skiing silver medalist Picabo Street came 
up short in the slalom portion of the women’s combined, 
dropping from second place to 10th. [Saint Paul Pioneer 
Press 2/22/94]

 Since example (16) above is the first sentence in a newspaper article, 
no previous mention of the referent associated with the italicised NP 
has occurred in the discourse. The addressee is not supposed to have a 
mental representation of the referent either. Thus, the cognitive status for 
full names might be properly associated with the ‘Uniquely Identifiable’ 
status, since a proper name does identify a particular referent, an uniquely 
identifiable individual. 

As regards single names, which include family names, given names and 
nicknames, this category is more ambiguous than full names, given that 
“they have a broader range of possible referents, and therefore indicate 
to the addressee a more restrictive cognitive status” (Mulkern 1996: 240). 
That is why the addressee is expected to have a mental representation of 
a referent who is identifiable by that single name. In other words, single 
names are appropriate for ‘Familiar’ referents, as is the case with Rita in the 
following conversation exchange (cf. Mulkern 1996: 242):

(17) A: Oh, well, our snow’s almost gone. That’s what Rita – when 
Rita was here on Tuesday, she couldn’t get over…
J: Oh, yeah, that’s right, Rita was there. How did it…how did 
it go?

 As we have just seen, the concepts of givenness and definiteness are 
closely related. Actually, the type of information conveyed (either given or 
new), the degree of definiteness, together with the degree of animacy of the 
referents, constitute what Siewierska (1984) calls ‘prominence hierarchies’ 
(also ‘familiarity hierarchies’, cf. Siewierska 1988, Seoane 2006b). As we 
shall see below, these three features might determine the eligibility of noun 
phrases to become topics and thus have an effect on the choice between 
active and passive.

In English, as in many other languages, definite status can be marked 
overtly by means of the definite article the, demonstratives like this and 
that, possessive adjectives like her work and my house, personal pronouns 
like I, you and they, and proper names and proper nouns. Proper names 
are expressions which have been conventionally adopted as the name of 
a particular entity or a collection of entities. They include the names of 
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particular persons or animals (Mary, Fido), place names (Lake Michigan, 
Melbourne), institutions (Harvard University), historical events (the Plague, 
the Second World War), the names of days of the week, months of the year, 
and recurrent festivities, public holidays, etc. (Easter, Ramadan). Proper 
nouns, by contrast, are word-level units belonging to the category noun. 
America, for instance, is a proper noun, but The United States of America is 
not, nor are The United States or United and States on their own. By virtue 
of its use to refer to a particular entity or collection of entities that bears 
the name, a proper name is inherently definite. This excludes the use of an 
indefinite determiner, and makes the marking of definiteness unnecessary. 
Huddleston & Pullum et al. (2002: 517) distinguish between strong proper 
names like Kim or New York, where there is no determiner, and weak names 
like the Bronx or the Thames, where definiteness is redundantly marked by 
the definite article the. Furthermore, plural proper names are always weak, 
as the Alps, the Bahamas, the Balkans, the Beatles, etc. (cf. Huddleston & 
Pullum et al. 2002: 517).

Indefinite status, on the other hand, is commonly marked by the 
indefinite articles (a/an, the zero article) (cf. Chafe 1976: 39; Prince 
1992: 299; Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 356-357; Abbott 2004: 123-
124). Discrepancies as regards the definite/indefinite status arise when 
dealing with quantifiers. Whereas Lyons (1999: 32, 44-45, 148, 266) and 
Huddleston & Pullum et al. (2002: 361-362, 374-375) classify universal 
quantifiers as definite (all, both, each, every) and the other quantifiers, 
including numerals, as indefinite (any, few, many, most, several, some; five, 
six; cf. Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 380, 393-394), Quirk et al. (1985: 
345, 377, 380, 865) and Biber et al. (1999: 278) consider all individual 
quantifiers indefinite, including all, both, each and every.4 Most is classified 
as indefinite by Abbott (2004: 124) and as definite by Milsark (1974, 1977, 
as cited by Abbott 2004: 138) and Lyons (1999: 44, 148, 266). Determiners 
like what, whatever, which and whichever are indefinite as interrogatives, 
while definite as relatives (cf. Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 356-357). 
In view of the differing arguments as to whether to categorise quantifiers 
as definite or indefinite, I will follow Lyons’s (1999: 32) and Huddleston & 
Pullum et al.’s (2002: 176) consideration of universal quantifiers as definite 
determiners, “since they express totality [of an identifiable set], either 
4  The pronouns derived from a quantifier are also indefinite. There are four groups (cf. Quirk et al. 
1985: 377; Biber et al. 1999: 351):
the every group: everybody, everyone, everything
the some group: somebody, someone, something
the any group: anybody, anyone, anything
the no group: nobody, no one, none, nothing
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within a context or absolutely,” and thus analyse universal quantifiers (as in 
all (the) boys, both sides, each mistake and every label) and their derivatives 
(everybody, everything) as definite.

Definiteness is established when the addressee is able to identify the 
referent the speaker is referring to. The definite article is required when 
there is just one single referent, as with the earth, the sky or the Queen of 
England. On other occasions and within a particular context, an instance 
of the whole category becomes prominent, as for example the lamp 
on the table or the blackboard in a particular classroom, which makes 
the referent easily identifiable (i.e. Quirk et al.’s (1985: 266) ‘situational 
reference’). Chafe (1976: 39) alludes to the ‘process of categorisation’, by 
which particular objects of the same kind or class and with a certain set 
of distinguishable characteristics tend to be categorised under the same 
label, as with the dog/a dog/dogs, which includes all breeds. Generic NPs 
are commonly interpreted as topic NPs, since they are normally placed in 
sentence-initial position, and are argued to be semantic definites denoting 
a referent which is familiar to both speaker and listener or easily inferable 
from background or world knowledge. Their referent is informationally 
given due to their permanent or persistent properties or characteristics, 
“regardless of whether they are marked as definite or indefinite, mass or 
count, singular or plural.” This is illustrated in the following example (cf. 
Lee 1996: 213):

(18) Birds fly / A bird flies.

 The most typical form for generic NPs is represented by a singular 
common noun, as in A bird flies above, which can be assumed to be 
semantically definite when referred to a particular kind. Since categories 
represented by generic NPs habitually consist of more than one member, 
its plurality of members is reflected via plural-marking, as birds in example 
(18) above. It was noted earlier that all three major forms of the article (the, 
a/an and zero) may be used to express generic reference. Quirk et al. (1985: 
281) illustrate this point with the following set of examples:

(19) a. The bull terrier makes an excellent watchdog.
b. A bull terrier makes an excellent watchdog.
c. Bull terriers make excellent watchdogs.

 Although the definite plural is not generally employed for generic 
reference, it is used generically with certain types of nouns, such as 
nationality terms, as in The Americans are leaders in political and economical 
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measures. Lee (1996: 213) has considered generics to be semantically 
definite since their reference is to a whole class (and thus inclusive) and 
their familiarity makes them easily identifiable (example (19)). I agree, 
nonetheless, with Lyons’s (1999: 198) remark that generics are semantically 
definite, though they must not necessarily be represented grammatically 
as definite. For the purpose of my research, a syntactic analysis of generics 
will be sufficiently appropriate, thus I will classify generics preceded by the 
as definite and generics preceded by either a or zero article as indefinite, 
that is, I will follow formal rather than semantic criteria.

Personal pronouns can also have a generic use meaning ‘people in 
general’, as for example one or the plural pronouns you, we and they, 
which are indefinite in reference, as shown in examples (20) to (23) below 
(cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 353-354; Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 427, 
1467-1468):

(20) One can get fined for parking on the sidewalk.

(21) You can always tell what she’s thinking.

(22) We live in an age of immense changes.

(23) Science tells us that the earth goes round the sun.

 Of course, as already mentioned above, definiteness (and givenness) 
can be established by prior mention of the referent in the discourse. Besides 
the cases in which the referent is introduced explicitly in the previous 
discourse, occasionally there are instances in which the antecedent is not 
overtly expressed. Haviland & Clark (1974) illustrate this point with the 
following example: they provide a context sentence (We checked the picnic 
supplies) and a target sentence (The beer was warm). The beer of the target 
sentence has not previously been introduced in the context sentence, thus 
it is not given in the target sentence. According to Clark & Haviland (1977: 
6), “[w]hen the listener cannot find a direct antecedent, most commonly he 
will be able to form an indirect antecedent by building an inferential bridge 
from something he already knows.” Thus, although the reaction, processing 
and comprehension time is longer than if there actually was a direct overt 
antecedent, the addressee infers (either from textual, situational or general 
knowledge) that the beer is part of the picnic supplies, and treats it as 
already given by giving it a definite status. This use of definite NPs has been 
defined as ‘inferential bridge’ or ‘bridging’ by Clark & Haviland (1977: 6) 
and as ‘inferrables’ by Prince (1981: 236, 1992: 305); (also as ‘associative 
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anaphora’ by Hawkins (1978: 123), in which the NP in the target sentence 
functions as a ‘trigger’, since it “triggers off the association;” and ‘inclusive 
anaphora’ by Erkü & Gundel (1987), where the target NP “sets a frame” for 
the listener’s interpretation; Fraurud (1992: 25) prefers the term ‘anchor’ for 
“any element in relation to which first-mention definites are interpreted” 
(Hawkins, Erkü & Gundel, and Fraurud are quoted in Hellman (1996: 
194-195))). The by far most common forms for inferrables are full noun 
phrases introduced by either definite or indefinite articles, as in example 
(24) below. The use of pronominals and demonstrative determiners for 
inferrables is very rare (since they require an existing representation of 
the referent) and pronouns do not normally substitute inferrables, except 
for the cases in which the referent has been mentioned previously in the 
discourse or is in the immediate extralinguistic context and the focus of 
attention. This can be seen in example (25), where the pronoun it cannot 
be interpreted as the counter in (24) (examples adapted from Gundel 1996: 
141, 144):

(24) We went into the Augusta bus station, and I came up to the 
counter.

(25) We went into the Augusta bus station, and I came up to it.

 The close relationship between definiteness and givenness is said to 
be universal (cf. Gundel et al. 1993: 285). Their interaction is commonly 
shown by the combination of indefinite status and new status (I hired a 
plumber last week), definite status and given status (He/The plumber is an 
old friend of mine, continuing with the previous example) and definite status 
and new status (I talked with the postman this morning). The combination 
of indefinite and given is less frequent, limited to instances in which the 
referent in question is different from the referent which established the 
givenness.

The notions of givenness and definiteness are deviant in terms of 
their durability. While givenness is subject to the limited capacity of the 
addressee’s consciousness, “definiteness can be preserved indefinitely if the 
eventual context in which the referent is reintroduced is narrow enough to 
make the referent identifiable” (Chafe 1976: 41).

My study will focus on the information status of two constituents in 
particular, namely the subject and the agent by-phrase. As regards the 
prominence or familiarity hierarchy mentioned in the first place (that 
of given/new), the givenness and newness of the referents have been 
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determined via the analysis of the linguistic and extralinguistic contexts. 
Thus, a referent has been classified as ‘given’ a) when it has been mentioned 
in the previous discourse, b) when it is inferable from background or world 
knowledge, or c) when it is present in the extralinguistic context, that is, 
perceived by both discourse participants. On the other hand, a referent 
has been termed as ‘new’ when it is introduced for the first time in the 
discourse, is not inferable from general knowledge, and is not present in 
neither linguistic nor extralinguistic contexts.

As far as the second familiarity hierarchy is concerned (that of definite/
indefinite), I will adopt a formal and syntactic rather than semantic point of 
view (and thus analyse generic and bare plural noun phrases as indefinite; 
cf. Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 355) and follow the gradient proposed 
by various authors (e.g. Clark & Haviland 1977; Prince 1992; Seoane 
2009: 370), which distinguishes, from most to least salient, the following 
categories: pronouns (he, she, it) > proper names and proper nouns (Smith, 
the Thames, America) > definite noun phrases (the old man, this house, her 
dress, including universal quantifiers all, both, each and every) > indefinite 
noun phrases (a new car) (this last class including generic pronouns like 
one, you or they, generic noun phrases and bare plurals as banks, birds, 
people, and other quantifiers, such as few, many, some, three, four, etc.).

A third prominence hierarchy, together with the type of information 
conveyed and the degree of definiteness of the noun phrases, may 
determine the eligibility of a noun phrase as topic and, thus, account 
for the use of the passive as an information rearranging device. This is 
the animacy hierarchy, originally proposed by Silverstein (1976), which 
contains the elements human [+H, +A] > non-human animate [-H, +A] 
> inanimate [-H, -A]. Although this classification distinguishes only the 
core prototypical cases, that is, individual human beings, non-human 
animates such as animals and plants, and inanimate entities, there are 
other fuzzy referents in the language such as inanimate entities being 
conceptualised as humans. Seoane (2009: 370) mentions personifications 
(Nature is generous), metonymical extensions (Spain celebrated its victory 
in the championship), and the conceptualisation of certain collective nouns 
(government, company) as a group of people (see also Dahl & Fraurud 
1996: 62-63; Rosenbach 2007: 153-155). According to Silverstein (1976), 
Siewierska (1984: 221-222) and Croft (1990: 112), it is [+H, +A] noun 
phrases which tend to occupy topic position.

Seoane in several of her studies (cf. 2000a,b on Early Modern English, 
2009 on Early and Late Modern English) analyses the syntactic, semantic 
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and pragmatic differences between subject and agent noun phrases in 
passive constructions as regards communicative dynamism. For this 
purpose, she examines: (i) the type of information conveyed by the noun 
phrases (given versus new), (ii) the degree of animacy of the referent of the 
noun phrases (human [+H], non-human [-H], animate [+A], inanimate 
[-A]), and (iii) the degree of definiteness of the noun phrases involved 
(pronoun, proper N (a category including both proper nouns and proper 
names), definite, indefinite). 

The findings as regards the first factor confirm that the great majority 
of passive constructions have a subject-given/agent-new distribution 
(60.4% in her 2000a,b studies, 53.3% in her 2009 study). As the unmarked 
given-before-new order of constituents can only be achieved by rendering 
the clause in the passive voice, the ‘discourse topicality’ (cf. Siewierska 
1984: 222), that is, the type of information the subject and agent convey, 
is confirmed as an important factor for the use of the passive as an 
information rearranging device.

As far as the human and animacy features are concerned, Seoane shows 
that only 9.4% (in her 2000a,b studies) and 18.6% (in her 2009 study) of 
passives topicalise a patient noun phrase whose referent is higher than the 
agent in the animacy hierarchy, that is, subject [+H, +A] / agent [-H, -A], 
as in example (26). The reverse order, that in which a [-H, -A] patient is 
promoted to topic position at the expense of an agent that is [+H, +A] and 
should have therefore have become topic, occurs in more than 24% (in her 
2000a,b studies) and more than 32% (in her 2009 study) of the passives, 
as in (27):

(26) a Civil man is never bitter against a Friend or a Stranger, 
much less to him that enters under his Roof, and is secured 
by the Laws of Hospitality. (QE3_IR_SERM_JETAYLO: 18)

(27) So are the properties of a Wife to be dispos’d of by her Lord; 
(QE3_IR-SERM_JETAYLO: 12)

This demonstrates that promoting human noun phrases is not a 
conditioning factor for the use of the passive, a surprising finding since 
it goes against the cross-linguistic tendency to place human referents in 
initial or topic position (cf. Silverstein 1976; Siewierska 1984: 221-222; 
Croft 1990: 112).

Finally, regarding the degree of definiteness of the noun phrases 
involved, the results in Seoane (2000a,b, 2009) reveal a clear preference 
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for cases in which the subject is more definite than the agent, namely in 
42.6% and 46% of the cases respectively, as in example (28). Interestingly, 
in the majority of the passives within this group, the subject is a pronoun, 
i.e. the most definite type of constituent. Degree of definiteness, therefore, 
has also proven to be an important determining factor for passivisation.

(28) for stubble though it be quickly kindled, yet it is as soon 
extinguished, if it be not blown by a pertinacious breath, 
or fed with new materials. (QE3_IR_SERM_JETAYLO: 10)

In conclusion, two of the three syntactic and pragmatic variables examined 
above have proven to be prominent behind the use of the passive as a 
topicalisation device and crucial as determinants of active versus long 
passive variation, namely givenness and definiteness. The animacy 
and human features of the subject and agent, however, do not trigger 
passivisation. This demonstrates again the strong connection existing 
between given information and definiteness: “the apparent tendency for 
subjects to be definite is likewise seen to be simply a reflex of their tendency 
to be Discourse-old” (Prince 1992: 317).

Carter & McCarthy (1999: 52) state that get-passives focus on the patient 
and the events in which the patient is involved rather than on the agent, 
which is only indispensable to the information content and coherence of 
the message provided. On the same lines, Quirk et al. (1985: 161) defend 
that “the get-passive […] puts the emphasis on the subject rather than the 
agent.” This is one reason why agentless get-passives are more frequent 
than agentless be-passives. Another reason is provided by Johansson & 
Oksefjell (1996: 69), who state that be-passives focus more on the action, 
and get-passives more on the result of the action; hence, agent phrases 
are expected to be more frequent with the be-passive than with the get-
passive. With respect to the concept of ‘result’, Vanrespaille (1991: 97-98) 
refers to resultativeness as “one of the most central characteristics” of the 
get-passive: while the be-passive “simply refers to the action predicated 
in the verb,” the get-passive “conveys the sense of an action leading up to 
a significant result which is sometimes felt as irreversible,” as in Timings 
can be quite accurate so you could have a ‘splodge’ sound as a character 
gets hit by a custard pie (example from Guerrero-Medina 2009: 274). 
The importance of denoting a resultant state can be also supported by the 
fact that the get-passive form often occurs with a particle denoting the 
completion of the action involved, as in get burned out, get caught up and 
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get settled down. The particles used here support, according to McIntyre 
(2005), the resultant state involved in the get-passive. 

Since some measure of responsibility for initiating the action is ascribed 
to the subject-referent in get-passives, the role of the subject in the process 
is of greater concern than that of the agent, which might be elided due to 
its low information value, for instance, when it is obvious, pragmatically 
inferable, unknown or irrelevant (see also Palmer 1988: 78-79). Another 
reason for the omission of the agent by-phrase may be related to the type of 
subject. Traditionally, be-passives have been described as having a roughly 
equal ratio of human and non-human subjects while get-passives show a 
clear preference for human subjects; in Givón’s (1993: 69) words, “while the 
subjects of be-passives divide roughly equally between human and non-
human ones, the get-passive shows a lopsided 9:1 preference for human 
subjects.” More recent studies, however, have shown that the differences 
between be- and get-passives in this respect are more pronounced, since 
there is a clear preference for be-passives to have non-human subjects 
while get-passives favour human ones (cf. Seoane 2009: 373-374). The 
high incidence of human subjects in get-passives is related to their agentive 
nature, as will be dully explained in sections 4.3 and 4.4 below.

Nevertheless, it has been noted by some scholars, among them Halliday 
(1967: 217), Lakoff (1971: 159) and Stein (1979: 137-138), that pronouns 
are usually unacceptable as the logical subject of passive constructions, 
as in John was shot by *me/you/him. A pronoun can never introduce new 
information into the sentence, since, by its very nature, it refers back to 
something or someone already introduced in the discourse. Nonetheless, 
such examples do occur, although they are much less common than non-
pronominal agent phrases because of their low degree of communicative 
dynamism or because they convey given information. For this reason, 
passive clauses with pronominal agents, especially first person agents, are 
much more likely to be rendered in the active. 

Mihailović (1966: 123-124) and Stein (1979: 126) raise the question that 
if the agent phrase is really optional, why does it occur then in 1/5 or 1/6 of 
the passive sentences? According to them, there must be some reasons for 
its occurrence and these will probably lead to the conclusion that the agent 
by-phrase is not that optional after all. In her paper, Mihailović (1966: 123-
124) tries to demonstrate that “the verb determines the choice between 
passive constructions with the expressed agent and those with the deleted 
agent” and draws attention to the fact that “the nominal and some other 
elements in structure, such as adverbial adjuncts, influence the choice of 
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the passive construction.” She discusses three groups of verbs which are 
particularly interesting and are listed below.

(i) First, she cites three different verbs which do not allow agent 
deletion when used in the passive, namely to possess, to actuate 
and to succeed. This group of verbs coincides with those mentioned 
by Poutsma (1926: 101-102) where the omission of the agent by-
phrase would distort the intended meaning of the sentence, making 
the message or utterance incomplete. Illustrative examples from 
Stein (1979: 127) are:

(29) An irresistible desire to run away possessed me.
*I was possessed.
I was possessed by an irresistible desire to run away.

(30) Unworthy motives actuated him.
*He was actuated.
He was actuated by unworthy motives.

(31) On his death his daughter succeeded him.
*On his death he was succeeded.
On his death he was succeeded by his daughter.

(ii) The second group is more interesting because Mihailović (1966: 
125) adduces some linguistic criteria in order to identify the group. 
This second group includes verbs with which the agent may be 
deletable or not depending on the subject of the active sentence, 
which she calls Ns: “if Ns is an animate nominal the agent is 
deletable, if it is an inanimate nominal the agent is not deletable.” 
Having a look at the following examples from Stein (1979: 127-
128), the agent by-phrase can be deleted in example (32), since 
the subject of the active sentence is animate (Somebody), though 
it cannot be deleted in (33), since it is inanimate (An even worse 
insult):

(32) Somebody followed me.
I was followed. 

(33) An even worse insult followed his first one.
*His first one was followed. 
*His first insult was followed.
His first insult was followed by an even worse one.
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(iii) With the third group of verbs “the agent is deletable only if there 
is an adverbial expansion in the structure” (Mihailović 1966: 124). 
The following example from Stein (1979: 128) clearly illustrates 
this point:

(34) A rich man owned the club.
The club was owned by a rich man.
*The club was owned.
but The club was jointly owned.

 Along these lines, Poutsma (1926: 101-102), Mihailović (1966: 123-
125) and Stein (1979: 126-129) have demonstrated that there are situations 
in which the agent by-phrase in a passive sentence cannot be omitted and 
have, therefore, provided evidence contradicting the view of the optional 
character of the agent phrase. In addition, Stein (1979: 76-77, 104) has also 
identified some structures where the agent by-phrase has to be omitted 
obligatorily, namely in co-referential passive constructions with possessive 
and reflexive pronouns, as in examples (35) from Stein (1979: 104), and 
(36) from Siewierska (1984: 206). In Stein’s (1979: 106) words, the agent 
phrase in the passive is excluded “whenever the activity performed by the 
subject does not go beyond the sphere of the subject himself.”

(35) She fixed herself up.
She got fixed up.
*She got fixed up by herself.

(36) He washed his face.
*His face was washed by him. 

4.2. Type of lexical verb

Another difference between be-passives and get-passives involves the 
type of lexical verb they contain. Huddleston & Pullum et al. (2002: 1442) 
state that get-passives are found only with dynamic verbs, that is, those 
verbs which denote an action and not its outcome, while be-passives can 
be found both with dynamic and stative verbs (see further Maratsos et 
al. 1985 and Pinker et al. 1987, as cited in Budwig 1990: 1234-1235, and 
McEnery et al. 2006: 117). The dynamicity of the get-passive is so strong 
that even a stative verb (to know) is forced to show a dynamic meaning, as 
shown in the contrast in (37a) and (37b) from McEnery et al. (2006: 117):
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(37) a. Okay to you and me tetanus is known by what? <BNC: 
KDC>
b. The key is persistence. Get your foot in the door, get known. 
You have to believe in yourself, despite the difficulties. <F-
LOB: F>

 In the same way, Alexiadou (2005: 17) argues that “the get-passive 
is not permitted with stative verbs and verbs that do not allow for the 
subject of the construction to be interpreted as affected.” Be cannot, then, 
be replaced by get in an example like It was/*got believed that the letter was 
a forgery (from Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 1442). 

A further difference between be- and get-passives can be observed from 
the collocations of the two passive variants, that is, the type of verbs they 
tend to combine with. McEnery et al. (2006: 118) analysed them in the 
BNC, which provides 205 collocations for the be-passive and 71 for the 
get-passive. This quantitative contrast is not surprising, since get-passives 
occur with dynamic verbs only. Nevertheless, it does suggest that the get-
passive is more restricted in collocation. A closer look at their collocations 
reveals a stylistic difference between the two constructions: contrarily to 
be-passives, the get-passive is more likely to co-occur with verbs referring 
to daily activities, such as get changed, get cleaned, get dressed or get washed, 
and with informal expressions, for instance, get kicked (out), get muddled 
(up), get nicked, get pissed or get sacked, which suggests that the get-passive 
is more informal than the be-passive (see also Collins & Yao 2013: 494-
496). These verbs are rarely found among the top 100 collocations for the 
be-passive in the BNC.

McEnery et al. (2006: 118) compare the frequencies for be and get with 
the roughly synonyms unemployed, fired and sacked to illustrate this point. 
These three expressions refer to the same thing, namely ‘to lose one’s job’, 
but the formal way to express it is to use unemployed; fired instead is less 
formal, while sacked is most colloquial. Leaving unemployed aside, which 
is an adjective and not a past participle and cannot therefore form be-
passives (*to unemploy), their results portray that fired is found in both be- 
and get-passive constructions, whereas the most informal option, sacked, 
is most frequent in the get-passive. This example suggests again that in 
contexts where both passive auxiliaries are possible, the be-passive is more 
formal than the get-passive. The use of the be-passive is more stylistically 
oriented, i.e. to make the discourse sound more impersonal, objective, 
formal and technical. 
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In line with these association patterns, both Biber et al. (1999) and 
Mindt (2000) provide lists of the verbs most frequently co-selected 
with the get-passive. Biber et al.’s list is headed by married with over 20 
occurrences per million words and followed, with over five occurrences 
per million words, by hit, left, stuck, and involved (cf. Biber et al. 1999: 481). 
Mindt’s list, on the other hand, includes rid of, involved, married, started, 
dressed, stuck, lost, caught, paid, done, killed, and mixed (cf. Mindt 2000: 
283). As we can see, these lists only partially map on to each other, since 
only married, stuck and involved are included in both lists. Some of these 
participles are questionable members of the class of central get-passives, as 
is the case of dressed and married, in which the participles are ‘stative’, used 
to convey “a state of wearing clothes” and “a state of marriage” respectively 
(cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 161). Questionable too is rid of, in that it virtually 
occurs in association with get only, constituting an idiomatic expression 
rather than a structural alternative to the be-passive (see also Rühlemann 
2007: 114-115).

4.3. Responsibility of the subject

The subject in central get-passives is usually attributed some kind of 
responsibility for initiating the event described in the clause, which is 
determined both by the meaning of get and by features of the context. As 
Huddleston (1984: 445) has noted, “get lends itself more readily than be 
to the imputation to the subject-referent of some measure of initiative 
or responsibility.” While a clause with get would be uttered by someone 
directly involved or affected by the action described, the equivalent clause 
with be would be more appropriate for a person trying to present an 
objective account of the event. Example (38b) below shows that the subject 
of the get-passive is in some way responsible for his own misfortune, while 
no such inference can be drawn about the subject of the be-passive in (38a):

(38) a. He was caught by the police.
b. He got caught by the police.
(from Givón & Yang 1994: 120)

 There are frequent cases in which the subject does not seem to be able 
to modify or determine what has happened to him, as in he got caught, 
cheated, fired, hurt, killed, knocked down, run over, shot, etc. Authors such 
as Hatcher (1949: 437) and Toyota (2007: 148), however, state that if the 
subject finds himself in one of the situations listed above, it is due to his 
carelessness, bravery, etc., that is, he might have avoided that situation. 
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There is, thus, at least a vague reference to the subjects’ responsibility. 
Klaiman (1988, 1991, as cited in Toyota 2008: 157) argues that the common 
property of passive subjects is that they are not in control of the event 
described, while an entity which is in control tends to be the active subject. 
Therefore, the subject of the passive get construction seems to contradict 
the common characteristics of the passive subject.

The extent to which the subject is in control of the event described 
differs, creating a scale in the construction which is best exemplified by 
Vanrespaille’s (1991: 107) ‘agentivity gradience’. The subject is marked 
on a gradience of agentivity which goes from the least agentive (He got 
arrested), passing through an intermediate agentive (He got worried), to 
the most agentive (He got dressed). Vanrespaille (1991: 104) describes this 
range as from “a mere hint of responsibility with a human subject over 
reflexive activity to causation on the part of the subject.”

Further evidence for this implication, namely the attribution of 
responsibility to the subject for initiating the event, is provided, for 
instance, by constructions which generally specify an agentive role for the 
subject-referent, as ‘try + to/and + get/be Ven’ (39), ‘go + and + get/be Ven’ 
(40) (cf. Pullum 1990 and Nicolle 2007), and ‘manage + to + get/be Ven’ 
(41), where get is strongly favoured over be (cf. Collins 1996: 50) (examples 
from Collins 1996: 51):

(39) So if it’s not worth trying to get born into the imperial family 
what about entering Japanese politics. <ICE-GB-S2B-021-82>

(40) Our advice is for both to go and get involved in the new 
technology and in shop-floor activities. <ACE-F19-3824>

(41) Though he knew no more about military science and tactics 
than any other desk officer, he managed to get transferred 
to the combat forces. <BROWN-F22-260>

 Collins (1996: 51) adduces another piece of evidence showing that 
some degree of responsibility is attributed to the subject to the fact that 
get may not occur with verbs taking non-finite complements, because the 
subject-referent has no control over the event in question, as in (42) below. 
However, examples like this are fairly common and therefore Collins’s 
argument cannot be taken into account in this respect.

(42) Paddy was/*got known to be an IRA sympathiser. 
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 Likewise, get is not possible with verbs denoting spontaneous change 
and verbs of creation (cf. Lakoff 1971: 154; Chappell 1980: 443), that is, 
processes where an external agent is unlikely or impossible. In Chappell’s 
(1980: 421) words, “the subject has to be thought of as ‘pre-existing’ before 
it can be considered as causally involved in the event.” These two examples 
from Collins (1996: 51) and Chappell (1980: 421-422) respectively illustrate 
the point:

(43) *The snow got melted.

(44) a. A baby was born on Christmas Eve.
b. *A baby got born on Christmas Eve.

 Finally, get is more likely to occur in imperatives than be, due to the 
fact that these constructions associate an agentive role with the understood 
subject. In the following example from Collins (1996: 51), get could not be 
replaced by be (see also Pullum 1990 and Nicolle 2007):

(45) “Don’t get married.”

 Shopen (1972: 334, as quoted by Siewierska 1984: 135-136) points 
out that the attitude of the speaker towards the event described in the 
clause is most clearly expressed in interrogatives and wh-questions formed 
from get-passives. Compare, for instance, the following pair of examples 
from Siewierska (1984: 135) below. Clauses which presuppose negative 
achievement with how convey the sympathy of the speaker, as in (46a), 
while interrogatives may indicate disrespect or insolence, as in (46b). The 
opposite holds for clauses which presuppose positive achievement, as in 
(47a) and (47b) respectively. 

(46) a. How did you get rejected by another firm?
b. Did you get rejected by another firm?

(47) a. How did you get invited to give a concert in Sidney?
b. Did you get invited to give a concert in Sidney?

4.4. Animacy of the subject

Since it is animate human referents which can show volition and 
intentionality over their actions (cf. Dahl & Fraurud 1996: 58), the concept 
of subject animacy is clearly related to the notions of subject control and 
responsibility. Get-passives are eventive in terms of their aspect and this 
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fact presumably contributes to the animacy effect; since events are usually 
controlled by an actor, animates are more likely to be able to control those 
events. Thus if speakers talk about animate beings, there is a greater chance 
for them to use the get-passive rather than the be-passive. Evidence for this 
is shown by Arce-Arenales et al. (1994: 14), who report that of the 32 get 
constructions with a passive interpretation in their study, 88% have human 
subjects, compared to 47% for the be-passives. On similar lines, Toyota’s 
(2007: 153) findings on the animacy of the subject entity in get-passives 
show that only 14.3% of the subjects in his data are inanimate while 85.7% 
are animate, of which 84.7% are human. To a lesser extent, and contrary 
to Lakoff ’s (1971: 154-155) assertion that they cannot take inanimate 
subjects, get-passives can indeed take inanimate subjects (see also Fleisher 
2006: 244). Givón & Yang (1994: 120-121) explain that:

when the subject of the get-passive is inanimate, thus itself 
incapable of responsibility, some human associated with 
the subject, or with the event in some capacity, may either 
retain responsibility, be involved in the action or be adversely 
affected by the results.

Givón (1993: 69) points out that the conditions under which inanimate 
subjects appear in get-passives suggest “a natural extension of the notion 
of responsibility towards other manners of human involvement,” in other 
words, the affected entity in these constructions is not the inanimate subject 
itself, but rather the person who owns or is responsible for it, such as in the 
case of Martin in example (48) below, or the hearer in (49) (from Lakoff 
1971: 155), where the speaker assumes the addressee to be responsible. 
However, there are cases in which the non-human subject-referent does 
not stand in a direct relationship to any person or persons, as in example 
(50). In this case the natural phenomenon of the rise of sea levels is not 
subject to human control either:

(48) Martin’s video recorder got fixed last week.

(49) “How did this window get opened?” “Sir, I cannot tell a lie: 
I did it.”

(50) Erm [sic] the hot places already, like deserts and mid Africa, 
places on the equator will get too hot, things will die. Right. 
Etcetera etcetera. And because the sea levels rise a lot of places 
could get flooded Mm [sic]. <BNC FMR S_classroom>
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 Although the predominant animacy of the subject in the get-passive 
correlates with the feature [+ human], Toyota (2008: 161) suggests that a 
slight diachronic change can be observed, since inanimate subjects have 
increased in PDE over lModE by about 6% and likewise, human subjects 
have decreased by about 7%. These findings on the animacy of the subject in 
get constructions are particularly interesting from a historical perspective, 
since unambiguous get-passives with inanimate subjects emerged later 
than those with animate subjects. In ARCHER, for instance, they begin to 
appear more frequently only in the last period (1950-99), as the following 
two examples from Hundt (2001: 74) illustrate:

(51) The dishes don’t get done. (1978ryan.j0)

(52) Articles get written about it. (1956flem.f9)

As for twentieth century English, Hundt (2001: 74-75) suggests that the 
number of get-passives with inanimate subjects shows a drastic increase in 
American English (from 3 in Brown (1960s) to 20 in Frown (1990s)) and a 
slight increase in the British corpora (from 6 in LOB (1960s) to 8 in F-LOB 
(1990s); see also Toyota 2008: 161). 

In an analysis of the evolution of the animacy of the subject entity in the 
be-passive, Toyota (2008: 161) finds that the prevailing human animacy 
pattern in OE shifts to a predominance of inanimate subjects after ME 
until PDE. He argues that a parallelism can be traced with get-passives, 
since the number of inanimate subjects has been gaining in frequency since 
the lModE period, although at a very slow pace. The idea that animacy 
in passive get constructions has started to shift from human to inanimate 
needs, however, further research. 

4.5. Attribution of adversative and beneficial consequences

This implication was first noted by Hatcher (1949: 441), who claimed that 
central get-passives were only used for two types of events, “those felt as 
having either fortunate or unfortunate consequences for the subject” (‘non-
neutral’ consequences, cf. Fleisher 2006: 249). The meaning of the lexical 
verb is the clearest indicator of an adversative or beneficial implication. 
This dichotomy is illustrated in the following examples from Collins 
(1996: 52), from the Brown corpus; (53) is an instance of an adversative 
connotation, in that getting fired is unfavourable to the subject affected by 
the event, while (54) is an example of a beneficial implication, since getting 
promoted is favourable:
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(53) ‘We got fired,’ Jones said. <BROWN-N01-1650>

(54) Some of them were warts until they got promoted. 
<BROWN-M01-1440>

 Several independent studies have shown that the majority of get-
passives refer to adversative contexts, “a state of affairs that is signalled 
contextually by the conversational participants as unfortunate, undesirable, 
or at least problematic” (Carter & McCarthy 1999: 49), and they often 
indicate that “something unpleasant is happening” (Francis et al. 1996: 58-
59). In other words, most verb phrases refer to unfortunate events, or at 
least, events perceived as unfavourable for the speaker, for instance: get 
arrested, get beaten, get burgled, get criticised, get intimidated, get killed, get 
penalised, get sued, etc. (see further Hatcher 1949: 436-437; Chappell 1980: 
444-445; and Gee 1974 and Banks 1986, as cited in Budwig 1990: 1224). 
Good proof of this can be found in Carter & McCarthy’s (1999: 49-50) 
spoken corpus results, who obtained adversative meanings in nearly 90% 
of get-passives, and fewer than 5% beneficial meanings. In the same line, 
Collins’s (1996: 52) findings in a mixed spoken and written corpus portray 
67% adversative and 23% beneficial. Leech et al. (2009: 156-157) using 
the ‘Brown family of corpora’ not only argue that most get-passives are 
adversative, but that the frequency of adversative get-passives has increased 
from 60.3% to 66.3% from the 1960s to the 1990s.

In corpus studies of the meanings of different passives (cf. Collins 1996; 
Carter & McCarthy 1999), there is a consensus that get-passives more 
often express emotive or interpersonal meanings, and either the speaker’s 
(approving or disapproving) attitude to the events described, or a focus 
on the subject-referent’s situation; be-passives, on the contrary, are usually 
more neutral in meaning (cf. Stubbs 2001: 212; Fryd 2008: 13-14). Thus be- 
and get-passives “carry different conversational implicatures” and cannot 
be regarded as pragmatically equivalent (Siewierska 1984: 134; see also 
Guerrero-Medina 2009: 279).

Thus, it seems plausible to conclude, as Biber et al. (1999: 481) do, that 
the get-passive typically co-selects verbs that have “negative connotations, 
conveying that the action of the verb is difficult or to the disadvantage 
of the subject,” as get pinched, run over, struck by lightning, etc. (see also 
Budwig 1990: 1236). In Rühlemann’s (2007: 120) words, it would appear 
that the typical get-passive can by no means be said to allow an open-
choice participle paradigm; rather, “the typical get-passive is semantically 
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restricted in that it prefers a restricted set of verbs sharing an ‘adversative’ 
core meaning.” 

Furthermore, this adversative/beneficial distinction can also be applied 
to get-passives with non-human subjects. Chappell (1980: 440) argues that 
“the affected entity in this construction is not the inanimate subject, but 
rather the person who owns it, or else stands in a relationship to this object 
equivalent to that of ownership,” as in the examples below (from Collins 
1996: 53). (55) is considered to be adversative because of the adverse effect 
of the theft upon Jane, while (56) is considered to be beneficial because of 
the beneficial effect of the repair on Jane.

(55) Jane’s bike got stolen.

(56) Jane’s bike got fixed.

 Nevertheless, the attribution of either beneficial or adversative 
consequences to the subject-referent is not always present. In fact, there is 
a great number of cases where there are no adversative or beneficial effects 
upon the subject-related person or persons, as in example (57) (from 
Collins 1996: 52):

(57) Remember I rang you up and asked you to come, like after 
you’d already decided that you didn’t want to go to the 
drive-in anyway ’cos remember I got asked if I wanted to go 
to the drive-in. <ICE-AUS-S1A-077>

4.6. Other variables

A number of variables which are not distinctive features of central get-
passives have also been analysed, although for descriptive purposes only, 
since their analysis might add interesting information on the structure and 
function of the different typologies of get constructions. These are (i) the 
finiteness of the get construction, including the type of clause (dependent vs. 
independent) in which the get construction occurs, and the function of the 
get construction (main vs. subordinate) within the clause; (ii) the polarity 
(positive vs. negative) of the get construction; (iii) the co-occurrence of the 
get construction with modals (central and semi-auxiliaries); and (iv) the 
co-occurrence of the get construction with adverbials.
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4.6.1. The finiteness of the get construction 

According to Quirk et al. (1985: 149), a finite verb phrase “is a verb phrase 
in which the first or only word is a finite verb, the rest of the verb phrase 
(if any) consisting of non-finite verbs,” while a non-finite verb phrase 
“contains non-finite verb forms only.” The infinitive ((to) paint), the –ing 
or gerund participle (painting) and the –ed or past participle (painted) are 
the non-finite forms of the verb paint. Any phrase in which one of these 
verb forms is the first or only word is a non-finite verb phrase.

Quirk et al. (1985: 993) distinguish four classes of non-finite verb 
clauses, each of which may occur with or without a subject: (i) to-infinitive 
(The best thing would be to tell everybody; The best thing would be for you 
to tell everybody); (ii) bare infinitive (All I did was hit him on the head; 
Rather than you do the job, I’d prefer to finish it myself); (iii) –ing participle 
(Leaving the room, he tripped over the mat; Her aunt having left the room, 
I asked Ann for some personal help); and (iv) –ed participle (Covered with 
confusion, they apologized abjectly; The discussion completed, the chairman 
adjourned the meeting for half an hour). Huddleston & Pullum et al. (2002: 
65) add a fifth class to this previous non-finite clause classification, namely 
verbless clauses, as He was standing with his back to the wall. Being an 
optional element, the subject of non-finite clauses is usually absent, which 
leaves it to be inferred from the context or to be identified with an indefinite 
subject (The food is good enough to eat [‘for anyone to eat’]) or the speaker 
himself (It’s hard work, to be honest [‘if I am honest’]) (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 
994-995, 1141).

Since they are extremely common in my corpus sample, I am concerned 
here with a particular type of non-finite clauses: to-infinitive clauses in 
complementation. As mentioned above, a common feature of non-finite 
clauses in general and of infinitive clauses in particular is that they are 
characteristically subordinate and generally subjectless and thus leave the 
subject to be inferred (cf. Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 90). The missing 
subject of the non-finite clause might be co-indexed with an antecedent 
located previously in the sentence, either the subject or object of the main 
or matrix clause. I will illustrate this point with an example:

(58) a. Tomi wants [___i to enter the competition].
b. Tom wants mei [___i to enter the competition].

In (58a) above, the missing subject represents the one who wants to enter 
the competition, namely Tom, who is retrieved from the matrix clause. 
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In example (58b), it is me who is supposed to enter the competition. 
Thus, while the missing subject of the infinitival complement in (58a) is 
co-indexed with the matrix subject, the missing subject in (58b) is co-
indexed with the matrix object. In other words, in these constructions, the 
understood subject of a subjectless infinitive clause is usually the same as 
the subject of the superordinate clause, as in He wanted to move house (cf. 
Quirk et al. 1985: 1187), although the implied subject of an infinitive clause 
might at times be the object (either direct or indirect) of the superordinate 
clause, as in (59) below (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 358, 1108, 1202):

(59) Susan lent Peter five pounds (for him) to get home. 

In cases like (59), the NP is commonly introduced by the subordinator 
for, which marks it as the subject of the infinitive clause rather than the 
object of the main clause, as in I arranged for them to go by bus (cf. Quirk 
et al. 1985: 1030, 1061-1062, 1230; Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 65, 
1178). The same occurs in indirect directives, where the subject of the to-
infinitive construction corresponds to the indirect object or prepositional 
object, as in example (60) (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 1030):

(60) She told me to call again tomorrow [‘She told me that I 
should call again tomorrow’].

 Huddleston & Pullum et al. (2002: 1193, 1268) refer to cases in which 
the missing subject is retrievable from the antecedent in the matrix clause 
as either ‘controlled’ or ‘raised’ interpretations of the missing subject. In 
the first, the antecedent is associated with two semantic roles, patient of 
the main verb and agent of the subordinate verb, as in Pat persuaded Kim 
[to travel by bus]. In the second, the antecedent has only the latter role, that 
of agent of the subordinate verb, as in Pat intended Kim [to travel by bus]. 
Instances in which one has to resort to the context to retrieve the missing 
subject since there is no antecedent in the matrix clause are known as ‘non-
syntactical’ interpretations of the missing subject, as in It was necessary to 
travel by bus.

In my analysis of the four subcorpora, the number of cases in which an 
object of the finite clause functions as the subject of the non-finite clause 
amounts to 14 instances (two in ICE-HK, nine in ICE-IND, and three in 
ICE-SIN), as illustrated in examples (61) and (62) (the object of the finite 
clause and subject of the non-finite clause is underlined): 

(61) So uhm [sic] <,> she asked my dad okay I will marry you only 
if you quit <,> smoking <,> so my dad has to quit smoking 
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because uh [sic] my <,> dad’s mother <,> uh [sic] really want 
[sic] want [sic] wants my dad to get married cos uh [sic] she 
[sic] he’s about <,,> thirty <,> maybe thirty something cos uh 
[sic] he’s ten years older than my mom <ICE-HK:S1A-006 
#97:1:A>

(62) Some of the things which science has given us have certainly 
helped <,> to make our lives happier <,,> Science has helped 
us to get rid of many sickness of the body <,,>
<ICE-IND:S2B-045 #32:1:A>

 Furthermore, I have recorded six cases (two in ICE-GB, three in 
ICE-IND, and one in ICE-SIN) in which the subject of the infinitive clause 
is introduced by the subordinator for, as in the following examples:

(63) It takes far too long for us to get rid of the poll tax And the 
poll tax for us in Scotland has been an unmitigated disaster 
<ICE-GB:S1B-034 #106:1:K>

(64) So <,> now they are <,> <.> a [sic] ac [sic] </.> actually 
his mother is very impatient <,> For him to get married 
<,> <w> that’s </w> why they are trying now <,> <ICE-
IND:S1A-092 #236:1:A>

(65) Okay in order for you to get involve[d] you have to be totally 
totally [sic] totally [sic] commit yourself to the music like 
what I did just now Once in a while I could get you all and 
say move this move this move this no <ICE-SIN:S2A-060 
#18:1:A>

4.6.2. The polarity of the get construction

Another syntactic variable included in this study is the relationship 
between get constructions and polarity. The reason for including it is that 
negative forms are overwhelmingly more recurrent in conversation than 
in writing, which, according to Biber et al. (1999: 159), may be due to the 
fact that the number of verbs in conversation is higher, and as negation 
is most often tied to the verb, this means a higher proportion of negative 
forms in conversation. Furthermore, clauses are usually shorter and 
more numerous in conversation than in any other registers, which also 
leads to a higher proportion of negative clauses. In addition, repetition 
in conversation is quite frequent, including repetition of negative forms. 
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Especially in conversation, there is a number of mental verbs which 
commonly collocate with the negator not, such as forget, know, remember, 
think and want. Finally, while writing usually portrays the perspective of a 
single author, conversation is interactive and invites both agreement and 
disagreement, which is reflected in the much higher frequency of negative 
forms.

However, this adduced preference for negative forms in conversation 
does not hold in my study. As we shall see in chapter 6, get constructions 
in the four varieties under consideration occur predominantly in positive 
clauses (91.2% on average). Nonetheless, the verb want does actually 
collocate with the negator not, namely 11 times, and in six of them it is 
followed by the same past participle, married. This shows that there is a 
tendency for the mental verb want to combine not only with the negator, 
but also with a particular past participle, namely married, as in example 
(66):

(66) And uh [sic] she didn’t <,> really want to get married <,> at 
that age <ICE-HK:S1A-006 #86:1:A>

4.6.3. The auxiliary-to-main verb gradient: the co-occurrence of 
the get construction with modals

Since modal verbs could have an effect on the meaning of the get 
construction, I had a look at its co-occurrence with modals. Modality 
has been defined by Quirk et al. (1985: 219) as “the manner in which the 
meaning of a clause is qualified so as to reflect the speaker’s judgment of 
the likelihood of the proposition it expresses being true.” Quirk et al. (1985: 
135ff) present a range of verbs which are intermediate between auxiliaries 
and main verbs and they place them on a scale which has modal auxiliaries 
on the one end and full verbs on the other. The auxiliary-to-main verb 
gradient includes the six following categories: ‘central modals’, ‘marginal 
modals’, ‘modal idioms’, ‘semi-auxiliaries’, ‘catenatives’5 and ‘main verbs’. 
Whereas central modals (can, could, may, might, must, shall, should, will, 
would) contain just one verb phrase, as in I can go, a construction like 
I hope to go contains two verb phrases, a finite verb phrase followed by 
a non-finite one. Semi-auxiliares (be able to, be about to, be going to, be 
willing to, have to, etc.) and catenative verb constructions (appear to, come 

5  For Huddleston & Pullum et al. (2002: 65), catenative constructions refer to concatenations of 
verbs followed by non-finite complements, where the term ‘catenative’ applies “to the non-finite 
complement, and also to the verb that licenses it and the construction containing the verb + its 
complement.”
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to, manage to, seem to, tend to, etc.) are close to main verbs in that they 
have non-finite verb forms. Constructions like attempt to, expect to, hope 
to, plan to, try to and want to are indubitably main verb constructions. 

Although non-finite verb phrases cannot occur with modal verbs, 
a modal meaning can be attached to them through the use of semi-
auxiliaries, as in The ape was about to escape from the zoo. Furthermore, 
a modal verb can be combined with a semi-auxiliary in a sequence of 
verb phrases, as in You may have to play it again, or in a longer sequence 
containing more than two modal items, as The students are going to have 
to be able to play three different instruments (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 144, 
237). Similarly, a chain of verbs followed by non-finite complements is also 
possible in catenative constructions, as in She intends to try to persuade 
him to help her redecorate her flat, where redecorate her flat is the catenative 
complement of the catenative verb help, to help her redecorate her flat the 
catenative complement of the catenative verb persuade, to persuade him to 
help her redecorate her flat the catenative complement of the catenative verb 
try and to try to persuade him to help her redecorate her flat the catenative 
complement of the catenative verb intend (cf. Huddleston & Pullum et al. 
2002: 65, 1177). In my data, just two instances of the combination modal 
+ semi-auxiliary have been recorded (examples (67) and (68) below), 
whereas (69) is the only instance of a concatenation of main and catenative 
verbs:

(67) And then I can just I won’t have to get rid of this <ICE-
GB:S1A-086 #257:1:B>

(68) <indig> Kahene ka matlab hai </indig> you must be able to 
get eighty-five percent of the normal illnesses treated <,> at the 
nearest health centre <ICE-IND:S1B-041 #85:1:B>

(69) And the [sic] <,> the very fact of moving out of the house 
<,> I think <,,> man enjoys that don’t they? I mean you make 
them sit at home for <,,> uh [sic] say about <,> uh [sic] uh 
[sic] not even a week <,> say two days I mean <,> <{> <[> 
right <,> if they have a prolonged weekend they just begin to 
tend to get <,> irritated <}> <ICE-IND:S1A-079 #82:1:B>

 Focusing further on catenative constructions, they are classified either 
as simple or complex depending on whether they contain an intervening 
NP or not (that is, an NP between the main and the subordinate verbs and 
functioning as complement), as in I want to buy it and I want you to buy 
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it, respectively (cf. Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 1177). Huddleston 
& Pullum et al. (2002: 1201-1204) distinguish three types of complex 
catenative constructions containing to-infinitivals: (i) the plain-complex 
construction, where the intervening NP is syntactically part of the matrix 
clause (functioning as matrix object) and not of the subordinate clause 
(Tom persuaded Anne to interview the football player); (ii) the for-complex 
construction, where for introduces a subordinate non-finite clause and is 
followed by the subject NP in accusative case (The teacher called for Michael 
to hand in the exam); and (iii) the oblique-complex construction, in which 
a few prepositional verbs take a subjectless infinitival complement as 
well as the prepositional one (She relies on me to look after her two little 
daughters).

All of the verb categories occurring on the auxiliary-to-main verb scale 
are present in my corpora analyses. Since the first three categories (central 
modals, marginal modals and modal idioms) are quite numerous, I will 
have a look at them separately later on in chapter 6 when dealing with 
the concurrence of get constructions with modals and will provide a close 
introspection into their relative frequencies. As regards the semi-auxiliary 
category, a total of 34 examples were attested in my data (ICE-GB: three 
with be going to and four with have to; ICE-HK: four with be going to, six 
with have to and one with be about to; ICE-IND: three with be going to, five 
with have to and two with be able to; ICE-SIN: two with be going to and 
four with have to). However, just three catenative verb constructions have 
been recorded (ICE-GB: one with tend to; ICE-IND: one with tend to and 
one with manage to). Examples (70) to (72) correspond to semi-auxiliaries, 
whereas examples (73) and (74) to catenative constructions:

(70) I suppose we had to get engaged now because it’s the only way 
we’re going to see each other <ICE-GB:S1A-050 #182:1:B>

(71) IATA also suggested if money is that short the Hong Kong 
government could borrow more money issue bonds or let 
the airlines take up equity <,> Beijing is already baulking at 
existing debt equity provisions but IATA is not about to get 
involved in that dispute <O> speech by Gunter Eser </O> 
<ICE-HK:S2B-010 #68:1:C>

(72) Indian joke <,> this is going to get recorded <,> Let it be 
whatever it is <,> <ICE-IND:S1A-054 #238:1:A>
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(73) And it’s the brain that tends to get <,> damaged at the end 
of this period if things don’t go well <,> <ICE-GB:S2A-046 
#123:3:A>

(74) <[> I never </[> </{> manage to get all this done <,> when 
<w> I’m </w> at home <,> <ICE-IND:S1A-030 #275:1:A>

 This leads us to the following category, that of main verbs. As mentioned 
earlier, constructions like begin to, plan to, try to or want to are undoubtedly 
main verb constructions. However, they can also be labelled as catenative 
verbs since they can build up a chain of verbs followed by non-finite 
complements (cf. Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 65, 1177). The catenative 
verb is followed by a subordinate non-finite clause, either in the form of a 
to-infinitival or a gerund participial clause, as in (75) and (76) respectively:

(75) I would like to get about two hours’ walking done <,> <ICE-
GB:S1A-059 #55:1:B>

(76) The importance of money <,> is accepted unchallenged <,,> 
Everything starts getting measured in terms of money <,> and 
then <,> values are turned in prices <,> <ICE-IND:S2B-040 
#31:1:A>

The most frequent catenative verbs in my corpus sample are want to and try 
to, each occurring up to 27 and 14 times respectively (want to= ICE-GB: 
6; ICE-HK: 11; ICE-IND: 5; ICE-SIN: 5; try to= ICE-GB: 5; ICE-HK: 3; 
ICE-IND: 1; ICE-SIN: 5). Here follow some examples:

(77) I never wanted to get married so it’d be quite a big thing 
<ICE-GB:S1A-050 #167:1:B>

(78) Because like maybe I ‘m not I don’t feel as though I have all 
the answers so I ‘m not that confident and <{1> <[1> <,> </
[1> you know sort like I don’t want to get yelled down for 
you [sic] you know uh [sic] you don’t know what <{2> <[2> 
you’re saying <,> </[2> <ICE-HK:S1B-076 #325:1:B>

(79) Robert Hook quite independently hit upon the idea <,> that 
the attraction between the sun and the planets <,> fell off at the 
square of their distances <,,> However <,> he couldn’t work 
out <,> what the orbits would be under such an attractive 
force <,,> He tried to get Newton interested in the problem 
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<,> and wrote to him in January sixteen hundred and eighty 
<,> But Newton didn’t reply <,> as an earlier controversy 
with Hook about the nature of light <,> had offended him 
<,,> <ICE-IND:S2B-024 #64:1:A>

(80) She I think they bought in bulk a lot a [sic] lot [sic] so then they 
were trying to get rid of it seventy <ICE-SIN:S1A-061 #143:1:B>

 Collins (2009) carried out a study on the frequency and distribution of 
a set of central modals (must, shall, should, will) and periphrastic expressions 
(semi-auxiliaries in my categorisation) (be going to, have got to, have to, 
etc.) in World Englishes in light of two complementary trends observed by 
corpus linguists: a rise in the popularity of semi-auxiliaries, and a decline 
in that of central modals. He analyses Inner Circle (IC) varieties (British, 
American, Australian, and New Zealand) on the one hand, and Outer Circle 
(OC) varieties (Indian, Kenyan, Philippines, Singapore, and Hong Kong; the 
last three constituting South East Asian (SEA) varieties) on the other hand. 
He notes that within the IC varieties American English is the main driving 
force of change, whereas the SEA varieties are leading the way in these 
developments within the OC varieties. A contributing factor in these trends 
is stylistic variation, since semi-auxiliaries proliferate in speech while their 
modal counterparts are more common in writing. Other authors, such as 
Mair & Leech (2006) and Leech et al. (2009: 97) have also provided evidence 
of a rise in the frequency of semi-auxiliaries and a decline in the frequency 
of central modals in present British and American writing. 

Among Collins’s (2009: 285-286) findings regarding the frequencies 
and distribution of central modals and semi-auxiliaries across the regional 
varieties is the stronger predilection for periphrastic expressions of the IC 
varieties (especially American English) over the OC varieties, with British 
(IC), New Zealand (IC), Indian (OC) and Kenyan (OC) being the most 
‘conservative’, that is, showing the lowest numbers of semi-auxiliaries. In 
addition, with the smallest number of central modals, American English 
appears to be again the most advanced of the nine Englishes. Contrarily, 
the SEA varieties are the most conservative, followed by Indian English 
and Kenyan English within the OC.

With regard to the frequencies across speech and writing, American 
English is portrayed again as the most progressive: semi-auxiliaries in 
American English are more frequent in speech than in writing by a ratio of 
5.44:1. Furthermore, the tendency of semi-auxiliaries to be more frequent 
in speech than in writing is more marked in the IC (3.08:1) than in the OC 
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varieties (2.93:1). Collins (2009: 286-287) interprets a variety’s higher number 
of modals in writing as evidence of conservatism, “insofar as older forms tend 
to linger longer in this more conservative medium than in speech.”

As regards the frequencies and distribution of the individual semi-
auxiliaries and their semantically-related modal counterparts, the results 
confirm that be going to is the most frequently occurring semi-auxiliary 
in the IC (1,437 tokens per million words). American English, with 2,413 
tokens per million words, leads the way in its increase. The popularity of be 
going to is significantly less pronounced in the OC varieties (774 tokens per 
million words), which are more conservative in this sense, and favour will 
with 5,209 tokens per million words. What this suggests is that be going to 
has been making some inroads into the semantic space occupied by will, and 
that this incursion of be going to into the territory of will is more advanced in 
the IC than the OC varieties (see also Collins & Yao 2013: 492-493).

The second most popular of the semi-auxiliaries in the IC and the most 
popular in the OC varieties is have to, being more frequent in the latter 
(OC: 1,541; IC: 1,281). Closest in meaning to have to among the modals is 
must, whose average frequency across the nine corpora is approximately 
half that of have to (751:1,425 or 0.52:1). The primary meaning of both have 
to and must is strong deontic necessity. The attractiveness of deontic have 
to to contemporary speakers might be explained by the fact that have to is 
more commonly objective, the source of obligation being external to the 
speaker, and consequently less overtly authoritarian and face-threatening. 
Must, however, is more commonly subjective, the speaker typically being 
the source of the obligation.

Modal should, with 1,446 tokens across the corpora, is similar in 
frequency to have to, and thus, like the semi-auxiliary, almost twice as 
popular as must. The numerical superiority of should over must may also 
be “attributable to its milder subjectivity and consequently less forceful 
and overbearing tone” (Collins 2009: 288).

Have got to is the least popular of the semi-auxiliaries analysed (190 
tokens per million words). Have got to is semantically similar to have to in 
serving primarily as a marker of strong deontic necessity; it differs only in 
that it is less consistently objective than have to. The dispreference for have 
got to in general, but especially in writing, may suggest, according to Collins 
(2009: 289), greater awareness of and sensitivity to traditional proscriptions 
of the verb get amongst IC speakers (see also Collins & Yao 2013: 490-492). 

By comparing Collins’s (2009) findings with my own results on modality 
(Table 1 below), we come to interesting conclusions: the data illustrate that 
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there is a considerable number of periphrastic expressions, especially if 
we bear in mind that we are dealing with the sphere of speech. However, 
central modals are far more frequent than semi-auxiliaries throughout 
all the varieties analysed. The modals studied in Collins (2009) (i.e. must, 
should, will) are more frequent in the OC varieties, particularly in Indian 
English, than in British English, which suggests again that the OC varieties 
are more conservative than the IC ones, in this case British English, which 
is a more advanced variety as regards the use of semi-auxiliaries.6 

ICE-GB ICE-HK ICE-IND ICE-SIN
Central modals
can 5 10 6 10
could 3 1 1

may 1 2 2

might 2 1

must 1 3 3
should 1 7 4 1
will 15 11 17 13
would 7 1 3 1
Marginal modals
used to 1 1 1

Modal idioms

had better 1

have got to 2
Semi-auxiliaries
be able to 2

be about to 1
be going to 3 4 3 2
have to 4 6 5 4
Total: 44 43 46 39

Table 1. Distribution of get + Ven according to modality 

6  Nonetheless, ICE-GB does not exhibit a high number of semi-auxiliaries, which could accord with 
Collins’s (2009) findings that within the IC varieties British English is the most conservative one.
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4.6.4. The co-occurrence of the get construction with adverbials

Another difference between get- and be-passives is that the co-occurrence 
of get-passives with adverbials, contrarily to be-passives, might be 
problematic, since adverbial focus on the verb might defocus the subject 
or patient. Biber et al. (1999: 763ff) distinguish seven main classes of 
adverbials:

(i) Adverbials of place may indicate position, direction or distance, 
as in “Don’t worry, he can’t have gone far” (Fict) <spatial distance>.

(ii) Time adverbials can convey four time-related meanings: 
position, frequency, duration, and temporal relationship, as in 
Worse still, the product itself is often dull and unchanging (News) 
<time frequency>.

(iii) Adverbials of manner (usually ending in the suffix –ly) add 
information about how an action is performed, as in Automatically 
she backed away (Fict).

(iv) Degree adverbials express the extent to which a feature holds. 
They are of two types: on the one hand, amplifiers or intensifiers, 
which increase the intensity of the modified item (they include more, 
really, so, too and very), and on the other hand, diminishers or 
downtoners, which, on the contrary, reduce its effect (they include 
almost, less, nearly, quite, rather and slightly).

(v) Additive adverbials show that one element of the clause is 
added to a previous one, as in I can hear the hatred, but also the 
need <Fict>, or that a single part of the clause is emphasised “by 
restricting the truth value of the proposition either primarily or 
exclusively to that part” in the case of restrictive adverbials, as in 
Only those who can afford the monthly payment of $1,210.05, plus 
$91.66 a month during probation, can be ordered to pay (News) (cf. 
Biber et al. 1999: 556).

 Biber et al. (1999: 763) refer to adverbials that add information about 
the action or state described in the clause, answering questions such as 
‘How [manner], When [time], Where [place] and ‘Why?’ [contingency], 
as ‘circumstance adverbials’.
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(vi) Stance adverbials “convey speakers’ comments on what they 
are saying (the content of the message) or how they are saying it 
(the style)” (cf. Biber et al. 1999: 764).

There are three subcategories:

a) Epistemic stance adverbials focus on the truth value of 
the proposition, commenting on factors such as doubt 
and certainty, actuality and reality, source of knowledge, 
limitations, viewpoint or perspective, and precision of 
the proposition, as actually, apparently, probably, really or 
typically.

b) Attitude stance adverbials “express the speaker’s attitude 
towards or evaluation of the content,” as appropriately or 
fortunately (cf. Biber et al. 1999: 764).

c) Style stance adverbials “convey a speaker’s comment on the 
style or form of the utterance, often clarifying how the speaker 
is speaking or how the utterance should be understood,” as 
quite frankly, technically speaking or to be precise (cf. Biber et 
al. 1999: 764).

As opposed to circumstance adverbials, stance adverbials are always 
optional (cf. Biber et al. 1999: 764).

(vii) Linking adverbials, “[r]ather than adding additional 
information to a clause, they serve a connective function. They 
make explicit the relationship between two units of discourse,” as, 
for instance, furthermore, however or nonetheless (cf. Biber et al. 
1999: 765).

 Biber et al. (1999: 798-799, 857-858) allude to the fact that some 
stance adverbials may show ambiguity with other adverbial classes. This is 
the case with adverb really, which can be both an epistemic stance adverb 
and an adverb of degree. In an example like It’s really wonderful (Conv), 
it is difficult to decide whether really is epistemic meaning ‘in reality’ or 
whether it functions as an intensifier of the following (verb or) adjective, 
meaning ‘very (much)’. The same occurs with the adverbial in fact, which 
can have both an epistemic stance meaning of actuality and a linking 
function by connecting the proposition to a preceding sentence as a way of 
clarifying or specifying it, as in Men’s legs needn’t be the same length <…> In 
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fact very few people’s legs are exactly the same length (Conv). Similarly, the 
adverb just fulfils multiple semantic purposes too, as an epistemic stance 
adverb marking reality, as a restrictive adverb, or as an adverb of time, as 
in Oh I just wondered – just wondered who it could be (Conv). In order to 
try to solve these ambiguities in meaning, I resorted to the Oxford English 
Dictionary (OED). For really (i.e. OED s.v. really, adv.2 and adj.), the entries 
that best serve to disambiguate its senses are (A.1.a.) for the epistemic 
stance meaning of actuality and (A.1.b.) for the intensifying meaning. For 
just (i.e. OED s.v. just, adv.), entry (1.b.) describes it as an adverb of time, 
(5.c.) refers to the restrictive sense and (6.a.) to the actuality meaning.

The by far most common adverbials in conversation (besides the 
categories of time and degree) are stance adverbials, by means of which 
speakers convey their judgments and attitudes overtly towards the content 
or style of a clause. Epistemic stance refers to the positioning of the speaker/
writer with respect to knowledge concerning the veracity of the event, to 
the ways in which the speaker/writer carries out a stance act aimed at 
estimating the likelihood of an event and assessing the validity of that 
event, showing his commitment to the truth value of the proposition (cf. 
Marín-Arrese 2009, 2011). Furthermore, although they occur more freely 
than the other classes in all positions, stance adverbials are usually placed 
in medial position within the clause, predominantly after the operator 
(They are probably there now; I shall definitely be at the airport to meet 
you), but are not uncommon immediately after the subject (They certainly 
have made a breakthrough in understanding the effect of light in humans; 
The word gossip itself actually means ‘God’s kin’) (cf. Biber et al. 1999: 560, 
766, 772-773). Be it either before or after the operator, in this position “the 
adverbial emphasizes its relationship to the state or action described by 
the verb or, sometimes, the negator not,” as in I really don’t understand it 
darling (cf. Biber et al. 1999: 872). Since the object of my research is get 
constructions in the spoken component of the different ICE corpora, and 
those get constructions typically occur amidst a clause rather than in initial 
or final position, I decided to focus on stance adverbials as they are the 
most frequent adverbials in conversation and are mainly placed in medial 
position within a clause.

Biber et al. (1999: 867-869) emphasise the high frequencies of adverbials 
in conversation, stance adverbials in general and adverbials marking 
actuality (like actually and really) in particular. According to them, the 
most frequent epistemic-doubt/certainty adverbials are: certainly (IND: 
1), definitely (HK: 1; IND: 1), maybe (GB: 1; HK: 2; SIN: 2), of course (GB: 
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1), perhaps (HK: 1), and probably (SIN: 1); the most common epistemic-
actuality adverbials are: actually (GB: 3; HK: 4; IND: 1; SIN: 2), in fact (GB: 
1; SIN: 1), and really (GB: 6; HK: 7; IND: 2; SIN: 2); the most frequent 
epistemic-imprecision adverbials are: kind of (1 HK), like (no example 
recorded in the corpus), and sort of (GB: 1; SIN: 1), and the most common 
epistemic-limitation adverbial is generally (no example recorded). 

The suggestion that adverbials marking actuality are very common in 
conversation is reflected in my corpora findings, where a total of 17 really 
and 10 actually were recorded. These adverbials emphasise the speaker’s 
consideration of a proposition as being real, as in the following two corpus 
examples: 

(81) And anyway I don’t think you can really get rid of those <{> 
<[> factors </[> <ICE-HK:S1A-053 #421:1:A>

(82) What I thought I’d get these printed out because I hadn’t 
actually got the support letters printed out <,> <ICE-
GB:S1A-077 #285:1:B> 

 In order to analyse the distribution of adverbials within the get 
constructions, I focused on four positions:

a) left, when the adverbial occurs before the get construction (He 
nearly got attacked).

b) medial (before get), when the adverbial is located within the 
get construction but before get (He can actually get accused).

c) medial (before past participle), when the adverbial is located 
within the get construction and before the past participle (She 
didn’t get really warned).

d) right, when the adverbial occurs after the get construction (She 
got arrested actually).

 Tables 2 to 4 below show the distribution of adverbials in general and 
stance adverbials in particular in get constructions, as well as their position 
within the construction.
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ICE-GB ICE-HK ICE-IND ICE-SIN
place 2 3 7 4
time 19 26 26 37
manner 5 4 9 1
degree: amplifier 18 15 4 14
degree: downtoner 2 7 2 1
additive 1 0 9 4
restrictive 4 2 4 2
stance 17 21 8 11
linking 0 1 0 0
Total: 68 79 69 74

Table 2. Distribution of get + Ven according to semantic type of adverbial

ICE-GB ICE-HK ICE-IND ICE-SIN
doubt 1 3 0 3
certainty 2 2 2 0
actuality 13 14 6 6
imprecision 1 1 0 1
limitation 0 1 0 1
Total: 17 21 8 11

Table 3. Distribution of get + Ven according to stance adverbials 

ICE-GB ICE-HK ICE-IND ICE-SIN
left 35.3% (24) 41.8% (33) 62.4% (43) 58.1% (43)
medial (before get) 14.7% (10) 13.9% (11) 10.1%   (7)   4.1%   (3)
medial (before pple) 33.8% (23) 22.8% (18) 14.5% (10) 21.6% (16)
right 16.2% (11) 21.5% (17) 13.0%   (9) 16.2% (12)
Total:  100% (68)  100% (79)  100% (69)  100% (74)

Table 4. Distribution of get + Ven according to adverbial position 
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4.7. Imperatives and directives

Imperatives and directives are used to cover a wide range of discursive 
purposes, most notably the categories of orders and commands (Don’t cheat), 
requests and pleas (Pass me the salt, please), advice, recommendations and 
warnings (Watch your step!), instructions (Take the first alley left and then 
straight ahead), and giving permission (Of course, come in) (cf. Huddleston 
& Pullum et al. 2002: 929-931).

Huddleston & Pullum et al. (2002: 924ff) divide imperatives into two 
subtypes: ordinary imperatives on the one hand and let-imperatives on 
the other. The main grammatical property which is in turn common to 
both subtypes involves the omissibility of the subject, as can be seen in the 
following two examples: 

(83) Open the door.

(84) Let’s open the door.

Although the subject is commonly omitted, the understood subject is 
normally the second person pronoun you, sometimes accompanied by a 
reflexive pronoun, as in Get yourself ready to go. There are cases in which 
the subject is overtly expressed, not only with second person (You be my 
friend and I’ll be yours) but also with third person pronouns, which are most 
frequently compound determinatives as everybody, nobody, somebody, 
someone, etc., as in Anybody call the police; fused determiner-head 
constructions with the complement of you, as in Some of you help her with 
the suitcase; and bare plurals, as in Ladies and gentlemen please stand for the 
National Anthem (cf. Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 925-926).

Another characteristic of ordinary imperatives concerns the possibility 
of the presence of auxiliary do, which may occur either without or in 
combination with a subject (Do be careful; All of you do please feel free to 
take a walk around the facilities), both in positive and in negative clauses 
(Don’t you be so thoughtless). 

As far as the other subtype of imperatives is concerned, Quirk et al. 
(1985: 829) explain that directives with let are imperatives which are 
formed by the catenative verb let followed by a subject in the objective or 
accusative case and a bare infinitival clause as second complement. This 
applies both to imperatives with first person subjects, as in example (85), 
and to imperatives with third person subjects (also known as open let-
imperatives, cf. Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 925), as in (86) below:
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(85) Let us go. / Let’s go.7

(86) Let her watch her favourite TV show.

Huddleston & Pullum et al. (2002: 925) explain that the reference of the 
first person ‘inclusive’ let-imperative includes both the speaker and the 
addressee(s) (as in (85) above). An ‘exclusive’ first person let-imperative 
would be, for instance, Please let me borrow your bike, where the reference 
to the addressee is not contemplated.

The types of constructions which I am more directly concerned with are 
the so-called ‘passive imperatives’. Quirk et al. (1985: 827) and Huddleston 
& Pullum et al. (2002: 932-933) agree that these typically take the form 
of a subjectless imperative sentence, the inferred subject commonly being 
the second person pronoun you, and that both passives with be and get are 
more frequent in negative than in positive directives, where they generally 
mean “Don’t allow yourself to be/get...,” as in Don’t be told what to do or 
Don’t get intimidated by the situation. It is not uncommon, however, to find 
a reflexive object in passive directives with get, as in Get yourself checked 
out by a specialist. Interestingly, the ability of get-passives to be used in the 
imperative also indicates that its subject has an agentive role in the action.  

In my subcorpora, I found only nine instances of ordinary passive 
imperatives with get (two in ICE-GB, one in ICE-HK, three in ICE-IND, 
and three in ICE-SIN), such as examples (87) and (88). It is clear that the 
omitted subject of both clauses below is the second person pronoun you.

(87) Come on get worked up <ICE-GB:S1A-038 #277:1:A>

(88) Get rid of the infection and your symptoms will subside 
<ICE-GB:S1A-087 #191:2:A>

Not many more examples have been recorded of constructions with 
passive let-imperatives. There are just 12 instances (two in ICE-GB, one in 
ICE-HK, three in ICE-IND, and six in ICE-SIN), as:

(89) Let’s get rid of it <ICE-GB:S1A-042 #313:1:B>

(90) Let’s get really drunk <ICE-GB:S1A-048 #121:1:A>

As mentioned above, the catenative verb let is followed by a subject in the 
objective case; here by a first-person subject (us) in its contracted form ‘s.

7  The 1st person plural objective pronoun us is frequently found in its colloquial abbreviated 
alternative ‘s (clitic) form, as in example (85) above.
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5. Corpora and methodology
As already mentioned, the aim of the present study is to analyse the 
frequency and distribution patterns of get + past participle constructions 
in spoken Present-Day World Englishes. The decision to focus on spoken, 
rather than written English, was motivated, first, by the fact that get 
constructions are commonly said to feature mostly in conversations and in 
informal communicative interactions (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 161; Biber et al. 
1999: 476; Carter & McCarthy 1999: 52; Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 
1442; Alexiadou 2005: 17; McEnery et al. 2006: 112-113); secondly, spoken 
language is considered to be the locus of change, the mode where innovations 
usually occur. Therefore, studying the spoken component of the corpora 
concerned would allow me to identify any potential recent developments in 
the use of get constructions in ENL and/or ESL varieties of English.

5.1. The International Corpus of English (ICE)

For this purpose, I selected the International Corpus of English (ICE), since, 
unlike most other corpora, it contains an important spoken component 
that provides suitable material for comparative studies of varieties of 
English around the world. 

The International Corpus of English project was initiated in 1988 by 
the late Sidney Greenbaum, the then Director of the Survey of English 
Usage, University College London. In a brief notice in World Englishes, he 
praised the contribution of two computerised corpora of printed English, 
namely the Brown Corpus of American English and the LOB (Lancaster-
Oslo-Bergen) Corpus of British English, to the field of grammatical studies, 
and added:

We should now be thinking of extending the scope for 
computerized comparative studies in three ways: (1) to 
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sample standard varieties from other countries where English 
is the first language, for example Canada and Australia; (2) to 
sample national varieties from countries where English is an 
official additional language, for example India and Nigeria; 
and (3) to include spoken and manuscript English as well as 
printed English. (Greenbaum 1988: 315)

In response, linguists from around the world came forward to discuss 
Greenbaum’s proposal, and ultimately to put it into effect. The project 
soon became known as the International Corpus of English (ICE), and was 
coordinated by Greenbaum until 1996; from 1996 to 2001 it was coordinated 
by Charles Meyer, University of Massachusetts-Boston, and it is now 
coordinated by Gerald Nelson at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. 

At this time, there are over twenty-five research teams around the world 
preparing electronic corpora of a particular national or regional variety of 
English, and for most participating countries, the ICE project is stimulating the 
first systematic investigation of their national variety. The ICE teams include:

Australia Malta
Bahamas Namibia
Cameroon New Zealand
Canada Nigeria
East Africa (Kenya, Malawi, Tanzania, Uganda) Pakistan
Fiji  Philippines
Ghana Scotland
Gibraltar Sierra Leone
Great Britain Singapore
Hong Kong South Africa
India Sri Lanka
Ireland Trinidad and Tobago
Jamaica USA
Malaysia

 Each research team is compiling, or has already compiled, a one 
million-word corpus of a national or regional variety of English. To ensure 
maximum comparability among the individual component corpora, each 
team follows a common corpus design, as well as a common scheme for 
textual and grammatical annotation.  The long-term aim of ICE is to 
produce up to twenty-one million-word corpora, each syntactically analysed 
according to a common parsing scheme, and supplied with the retrieval 
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software ICECUP, which stands for International Corpus of English Corpus 
Utility Program (dealt with in more detail below). Each component corpus 
contains 500 texts, 300 of spoken English and 200 of written English, of 
around 2,000 words each, with a grand total of approximately one million 
words. Some of the texts are composite, made up of two or more samples of 
the same type. The design of ICE corpora is set out in Table 5:

SPOKEN (300)8

DIALOGUES (180)

Private (100) Face-to-face conversations (90)
Phone calls (10)

Public (80)

Classroom lessons (20)
Broadcast discussions (20)
Broadcast interviews (10)
Parliamentary debates (10)
Legal cross-examinations (10)
Business transactions (10)

MONOLOGUES (120)

Unscripted (70)

Spontaneous commentaries (20)
Unscripted speeches (30)
Demonstrations (10)
Legal presentations (10)

Scripted (50)
Broadcast news (20)
Broadcast talks (20)
Non-broadcast talks (10)

WRITTEN 
(200)

NON-PRINTED (50)

Student writing 
(20)

Student essays (10)
Exam scripts (10)

Letters (30) Social letters (15)
Business letters (15)

PRINTED (150)

Academic writing 
(40)

Humanities (10)
Social sciences (10)
Natural sciences (10)
Technology (10)

Popular writing 
(40)

Humanities (10)
Social sciences (10)
Natural sciences (10)
Technology (10)

Reportage (20) Press news reports (20)

Instructional 
writing (20)

Administrative writing (10)
Skills/hobbies (10)

Persuasive writing 
(10) Press editorials (10)

Creative writing 
(20) Novels/short stories (20)

Table 5. Composition and distribution of the ICE corpora

8 The figures in brackets indicate the number of 2,000-word texts in each category.
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 As shown in Table 5, the corpora contain 12 textual categories and 32 
subcategories. The spoken data is divided into Dialogues and Monologues. 
Dialogues are further subdivided into Public and Private spoken texts. 
Public dialogues, which include Classroom lessons, Broadcast discussions, 
Broadcast interviews, Parliamentary debates, Legal cross-examinations, 
and Business transactions, represent the most formal spoken data in the 
corpus. By contrast, Private dialogues include Face-to-face conversations 
and Phone calls, which constitute one-third of the spoken samples and 
include the least formal types of texts. Monologues, in turn, are divided into 
Unscripted and Scripted texts, which are further classified into Spontaneous 
commentaries, Unscripted speeches, Demonstrations, Legal presentations, 
and Broadcast news, Broadcast talks and Non-broadcast talks respectively. 
The written component is divided into Printed and Non-printed texts. The 
former contain Academic writing, Popular writing, Reportage, Instructional 
writing, Persuasive writing, and Creative writing. The latter comprise 
Student writing and Letters. 

As can be seen from Table 5, the distribution of the total words is 
uneven, with the written section comprising 400,000 words (200 samples) 
and the spoken section 600,000 words (300 samples). Likewise, the 
categories and subcategories into which the corpora are subdivided also 
differ in size. In the spoken section, for instance, Private dialogues contain 
100 samples and Scripted monologues just 50. Each sample within the 
corpora is accompanied by an identifying code about the mode (spoken vs 
written), the section, the subsection, and the text number of each text type 
under analysis. Thus a sample identified as S1A-002 would correspond to 
Spoken, Dialogue, Private, Face-to-face conversations, text number two.  

The texts in the corpus date from 1990 or later. The authors and speakers 
of the texts are aged 18 or above, were educated through the medium of 
English, and were either born in the country where their variety of English 
is spoken, or moved there at an early age and received their education 
through the medium of English to at least the end of secondary schooling in 
the country concerned. The corpus contains samples of speech and writing 
by both males and females, and it includes a wide range of age groups. 
The proportions, however, are not representative of the proportions in the 
population as a whole: women are not equally represented in professions 
such as politics and law, and so do not produce equal amounts of discourse 
in these fields. Similarly, various age groups are not equally represented 
among students or academic authors.
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My study focuses on the analysis of get + past participle constructions 
in a particular region of the world where English is used as a second 
language, namely East and Southeast Asia. For this purpose, three varieties 
of English have been selected: the English produced in India (ICE-IND), 
Hong Kong (ICE-HK), and Singapore (ICE-SIN). In addition to these, 
another Southeast Asian variety of English is available in the ICE project, 
namely Philippine English, but this has not been included in this study 
in order to control for the variable superstrate language: whereas all the 
varieties under study here have British English as superstrate language, the 
superstrate of the Philippines is American English.  

The three varieties under consideration have been supplemented with 
the analysis of a fourth variety, British English (ICE-GB), which was 
chosen as the target variety for this cross-varietal comparative analysis of 
get + past participle constructions in East and Southeast Asian Englishes, 
since we cannot simply assume that ENL varieties will conform to standard 
rules as they appear in grammars of English. I am of course aware of the 
limitations of the ICE corpora (one million words), but they are a perfect 
tool for comparative studies of English worldwide. No other set of corpora 
offers such a wide range of matching data representing emerging or ESL 
varieties of English.

ICE-GB was the first component to be released of the ICE corpus, 
compiled and grammatically analysed at the Survey of English Usage 
between 1990 and 1993. Version 1 was released on CD-ROM in 1998, 
with ICECUP 3.0; Version 2 was released in 2006 with ICECUP 3.1 and 
audio recordings. Like all the ICE corpora, it consists of 200 written 
and 300 spoken texts which make up the million words, and every text 
is grammatically annotated at various levels, permitting complex and 
detailed searches across the whole corpus. Spoken texts, on the one hand, 
are transcribed orthographically and are marked for pauses, overlapping 
strings, discourse phenomena such as false starts and hesitations, and 
speaker turns. In written texts, on the other hand, features of the original 
layout are marked, including sentence and paragraph boundaries, 
headings, deletions, and typographic features. Furthermore, ICE-GB texts 
are tagged for wordclass, which assigns wordclass tags to each lexical item 
in the corpus. Here follows an example of a grammatically tagged sentence:

Each   PRON(univ,sing)
of    PREP(ge)
these   PRON(dem,plu)
is    V(cop,pres)
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the    ART(def)
responsibility  N(com,sing)
of    PREP(ge)
one    NUM(card,sing)
person   N(com,sing)

 In addition, every sentence in the corpus is analysed at phrase, clause 
and sentence level, and the analysis is shown in the form of a parse tree. 
ICE-GB contains 83,394 parse trees, including 59,460 in the spoken part 
of the corpus. The figure below shows ICECUP 3.1 displaying a single tree 
from the spoken part of the corpus. The ICECUP retrieval software allows 
you to perform a variety of different queries, including using the parse 
analysis in the corpus to construct fuzzy tree fragments in order to search 
and explore the corpus. Furthermore, ICE-GB has been fully checked by 
linguists at several stages in its completion, using both a traditional ‘post-
checking’ strategy and also by cross-sectional error-based searches. 

Fig. 11. ICECUP III displaying a parse tree from the spoken component of ICE-GB
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5.2. Methodology

The first step in the analysis has been the retrieval of the get + past participle 
constructions. Given the size of the corpora, around one million words 
each, the use of software tools would have greatly facilitated the retrieval 
of get followed by a past participle. Unfortunately, with the exception of 
ICE-GB, the corpora corresponding to the varieties of Indian, Hong Kong 
and Singaporean English are neither tagged nor parsed. For this reason, 
the corpus-based search has been mainly carried out manually.

It has been noted widely that the manual method of collecting data 
is exceedingly time-consuming (cf. Biber 1995; Mair 1995, 2002, among 
others) and that the human reader may miss certain tokens because of 
tedium and lack of concentration since, as pointed out by Kreyer (2004: 98), 
“reading large amounts of texts is extremely tiresome. [...] An automated 
search seems to be far more preferable in this respect.” This drawback has 
been remedied, to a certain extent, by devoting an extensive amount of 
time to the reading process.

I began with the search for get in all its forms, namely get (Present 
plural), gets (Present singular), getting (Progressive), got and gotten (Past 
singular and plural), followed by a past participle. Sometimes the full 
context of the token was needed to determine whether or not it was a 
passive, and, if so, what type of get construction it belonged to. I also had 
to look for get (in any of its forms) directly followed by an adverb or by any 
other noun phrase, since constructions such as reflexive get-constructions 
include a NP between get and the past participle. This task was also time-
consuming, since it yielded a considerable amount of junk, that is, results 
that do not belong to the kind of construction being sought. Examples of 
this are get functioning as main verb meaning ‘obtain, receive’, as in She will 
get a fabulous present for her birthday, or ‘reach, arrive at (a place)’, as in 
I got to the train station just in time. A laborious examination process has 
been required to filter out those findings.

A few words seem in order concerning the criteria that have been 
used here to categorise get constructions belonging to two different types 
of constructions in particular. So, distinguishing true passives (central 
get-passives in my classification; section 3.1) from copular constructions 
containing a participial adjective in predicative function (adjectival get-
constructions; section 3.3) has proved, in some cases, to be quite a complex 
task. Essentially, those criteria are syntactic in nature, and follow, on the 
whole, those outlined by Huddleston (1984) and Quirk et al. (1985). 
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These make it possible to regard a sentence like (91) below as a passive 
construction, but not a sentence like (92):

(91) The children were punished (by their teacher).

(92) The children were confused (by his actions).

The defining criteria are: first, participial versus adjectival status of the -ed 
form, and second, possibility of correspondence with an active sentence 
and addition of an agent phrase. The second criterion is fulfilled in that 
both central get-passives and adjectival get-constructions might have a 
corresponding active counterpart (The teacher punished the children vs. 
His actions confused the children) and an agent phrase (introduced by 
the preposition by as in (91) and (92) above, or by different prepositions, 
such as about, at, over, through, to and with, in the case of adjectival get-
constructions). As far as the first criterion is concerned, one of the main 
properties of the participle in adjectival get-constructions, together with 
the possibility of being used attributively, to be coordinated with another 
adjective, and to replace get with a lexical copular verb, is premodification 
by an intensifier (cf. section 3.3). This shows that the adjectival participle 
in example (92) can be premodified (The children were very confused), not, 
however, the verbal participle in (91) (*The children were very punished).

Taking as a starting point that get constructions feature mostly in 
conversation and in informal contexts (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 161; Biber 
et al. 1999: 476; Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 1442, among others), I 
examined the distribution of get constructions in each variety under study 
according to register. The results in Table 6 show, on the one hand, that 
get constructions are more frequent in dialogues than in monologues and, 
on the other hand, that they are more recurrent in private rather than in 
public dialogues, and in unscripted rather than in scripted monologues. 
As get constructions are typically associated with informal contexts, 
this predominance is not surprising since public dialogues and scripted 
monologues are more formal in nature than their respective counterparts.
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ICE-GB ICE-HK ICE-IND ICE-SIN
Sp

ok
en Dialogues

Private 126 167 139 111
Public 48 32 83 64

Monologues
Unscripted 32 31 53 41
Scripted 9 11 37 16
Total: 215 241 312 232

Table 6. Distribution of get + Ven constructions in the four varieties according to register

By focusing just on the type of get construction, irrespective of the variety 
in which it occurs, the findings point in the same direction (cf. Table 7). 
First, that get constructions in general tend to feature in dialogues rather 
than in monologues; and second, that all types of get constructions are 
more common in private rather than in public dialogues, and in unscripted 
rather than in scripted monologues (with the exception of idiomatic 
get-constructions, although the difference is minimal). This indicates 
once more that get constructions move within the sphere of informality, 
independently of the variety of English concerned. 
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Sp
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en Dialogues
Private 135 135 130 72 71
Public 92 34 43 19 39

Monologues
Unscripted 57 11 40 10 39
Scripted 29 6 16 11 11
Total: 313 186 229 112 160

Table 7. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to register

5.3. Database design

After excluding the occurrences in which get and the succeeding participle 
did not form a get construction, all the relevant examples were introduced 
in a database, which contains exactly 1,000 instances of get constructions 
(cf. Tables 6 & 7). These examples have been analysed according to a 
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number of variables. The great majority of the variables (4 to 20 below) 
which have been taken into account to study the different types of get 
constructions are based on the defining features of central get-passives, 
which have been examined in detail in chapter 4 (sections 4.1 to 4.5).

Variables (1) and (2) determine the form of get and the section and 
subsection of the spoken part of the corpus in which it occurs; variable 
(3) denotes the type of get construction it conforms (central get-passive, 
pseudo get-construction, adjectival get-construction, etc.); variables (4) 
and (5) indicate the main verb that appears as a past participle in the get 
construction and the type of verb it is (activity, mental, communication, 
etc.); variable (6) studies the semantic prosody of the get construction 
(adversative, beneficial, neutral); variables (7) to (13) specify the agent 
phrase and analyse the preposition involved, the animacy features of the 
referent (animate vs. inanimate; human vs. non-human), its degree of 
definiteness, the information it conveys (given/new), and the length of the 
agent phrase in number of words; variables (14) to (20) specify the subject 
and analyse its animacy features, degree of definiteness, the information 
it encodes, the length of the subject, and the degree of responsibility of 
the subject; variable (21) indicates whether the get construction is finite 
or non-finite; variables (22) and (23) denote the type of clause: whether 
the get construction occurs in a dependent or in an independent clause, 
and its function: whether the get construction functions as a main verb 
or as a dependent verb; in case of a dependent verb, variable (24) shows 
the verb it depends on; variables (25) and (26) study the polarity of the get 
construction (positive, negative), and its co-occurrence with modals; and 
finally, variables (27) and (28) specify the co-occurrence with adverbials 
and their position within the construction, as follows:

Variables

(1) Form of get: get, gets, getting, got, gotten

(2) Spoken register:  S1A (dialogues/private)
   S1B (dialogues/public)
   S2A (monologues/unscripted)
   S2B (monologues/scripted)

(3) Type of get construction:  central get-passive
    pseudo get-construction
    adjectival get-construction
    idiomatic get-construction
    reflexive get-construction
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(4) Main verb of the get construction

(5) Type of verb: activity, aspectual, causation, communication, 
existence, mental, simple occurrence

(6) Semantics of the get construction: adversative, beneficial, 
neutral

(7) Agent phrase

(8) Preposition

(9) Animacy: yes, no

(10) Humanness: yes, no

(11) Definiteness: definite, indefinite

(12) Givenness: given, new

(13) Length (number of words)

(14) Subject phrase

(15) Animacy: yes, no

(16) Humanness: yes, no

(17) Definiteness: definite, indefinite

(18) Givenness: given, new

(19) Length (number of words)

(20) Responsibility: yes, no

(21) Finiteness of the get construction: finite, non-finite

(22) Type of clause: dependent, independent

(23) Function within the clause: main verb, dependent verb

(24) Verb the get construction depends on

(25) Polarity of the get construction: positive, negative

(26) Co-occurrence with modals
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(27) Co-occurrence with adverbials

(28) Position of the adverbial: before get construction, medial 
before get, medial before past participle, after get construction

 The reason for choosing these variables and not others lies in that the 
majority of them (variables 4 to 20) have been analysed in the relevant 
literature (cf. Quirk et al. 1985; Biber et al. 1999; Carter & McCarthy 
1999; Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002, among others) as distinctive 
characteristics of central get-passives, as, for instance, the degree of 
responsibility of the subject or the semantics of the get construction. Some 
other variables have been studied to a lesser extent, like the co-occurrence 
of get constructions with modals and adverbials, and yet some others of 
them are my own, such as the finiteness and polarity distribution of get 
constructions. 
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6. Results of the corpus analysis
6.1. Get in the spoken British component of ICE (ICE-GB): 

overview

The quantitative analysis of the spoken British component of ICE yielded 
a total of 215 tokens of get (get=114, gets=59, getting=24, got=18) followed 
by a past participle, whose distribution according to type of construction 
is shown in Table 8:

Type of construction Percentage Tokens
central get-passives 23.3 50
pseudo get-constructions 13.5 29
adjectival get-constructions 27.0 58
idiomatic get-constructions 16.7 36
reflexive get-constructions 19.5 42
Total: 100 215

Table 8. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to type of construction in 
ICE-GB

 As can be seen, although all constructions occur relatively frequently 
in the corpus sample, adjectival get-constructions are the one most 
commonly represented of the five subclasses, closely followed by central 
get-passives and reflexive get-constructions. I illustrate the gradience 
from prototypical to peripheral with two examples from each of the five 
subcategories: 
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Get-passives

(93) a. And if you’re going to have them made of mud brick and 
it rains remember to actually stick a ledge or cornice all the 
way round <,> so that the <,> mud can not actually get ruined 
by the rain <ICE-GB:S2A-024 #80:1:A>
b. I can’t see much point in doing it at the moment because 
<,> you don’t get paid for it <,,> <laugh> <ICE-GB:S1A-066 
#139:1:B>

Pseudo get-constructions

(94) a. I suppose we had to get engaged now because it’s the 
only way we’re going to see each other <ICE-GB:S1A-050 
#182:1:B>
b. I’m I’m [sic] def [sic] I’m [sic] definitely not going down 
that road today because we’ve got to get finished by Christmas 
<ICE-GB:S1B-029 #111:1:A>

Adjectival get-constructions

(95) a. Yeah but the thing with Trivial Pursuits I get bored after a 
while <ICE-GB:S1A-048 #163:1:A>
b. You must be very careful with that cos otherwise you’re 
going to get confused <ICE-GB:S1B-015 #192:1:A>

Idiomatic get-constructions

(96) a. First of all you don’t score much and secondly you only get 
rid of two letters <ICE-GB:S1A-010 #162:1:B>
b. As you’re you’re [sic] getting used to it you’re getting better 
aren’t you <ICE-GB:S1B-004 #82:1:A>

Reflexive get-constructions

(97) a. Far from being cold-hearted the great eighteenth century 
rationalist republican Thomas Paine who’s been called the 
greatest Englishman got himself sentenced to the guillotine 
because he argued passionately in the assembly of the French 
Revolutionary Council for the life of King Louis <,> <ICE-
GB:S2B-032 #15:1:A>
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b. Well he’s got his fir [sic] first poster done and stuff like that 
<,> <ICE-GB:S1A-069 #277:2:B>

6.1.1. The agent by-phrase

Although in section 4.1 the presence of an agent by-phrase was listed as one 
of the defining criteria for central get-passives (for passive constructions in 
all languages, by definition, involve an agent), an overwhelming majority 
of get-passives tend to leave the agent phrase unexpressed. In fact, the 
ICE-GB corpus contains just eight tokens of agent by-phrases, three of these 
occurring in get-passives, three in reflexive get-constructions, and two in 
adjectival get-constructions, as the examples below show. This confirms 
the suggestion of Quirk et al. (1985: 161) and also Carter & McCarthy 
(1999: 52) that get-passives (as well as the other subtypes) are generally 
agentless, mainly because of the low information value the agent has.

Get-passive

(98) I know my period started the year that Uncle Ahmed got 
bitten by the snake <,> but it doesn’t help you to actually 
identify that particular year <,> <ICE-GB:S2A-047 #52:1:A>

Reflexive get-construction

(99) Then I came back and on the way back I got a Falange pass 
found on me by the Muslims who wanted to cut my throat 
<,> <ICE-GB:S2A-050 #142:2:A>

Adjectival get-construction

(100) I I [sic] I [sic] always get really turned on to the the [sic] style 
of it by the look of it <ICE-GB:S1B-023 #56:1:B>

 The long passive (where the agent phrase is expressed overtly) retains 
all the information that would be expressed in its corresponding active 
counterpart. The function of long passives, therefore, is not that of eliding 
information but that of rearranging the order of constituents in the clause, 
mainly for reasons of the length and information status of such constituents 
(cf. Seoane 2009). For this purpose, I examined the length of the subject 
and the agent by-phrase in these eight agentful constructions and found 
that the choice of the long passive can to a large extent be accounted for by 
the principle of end-weight formulated in Quirk et al. (1972), according 
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to which long and heavy elements tend to be placed at the end of the 
clause, as in examples (99) and (100) above. In fact, in seven of the eight 
agentful constructions the agent phrase is longer than the subject in terms 
of number of words. However, there is a balance as regards the information 
status of these constituents, since both subjects and agents tend to provide 
given information. The general tendency, nevertheless, is for subjects to 
have a higher degree of givenness than the agent by-phrase, which usually 
conveys new information, retaining the unmarked given-before-new 
order of constituents in clause structure. Concerning the definiteness of 
these constituents, there is also a balance, since in six of the eight agentful 
constructions both subject and agent are definite (either pronoun, proper 
noun or definite NP), while in the other two both subject and agent are 
indefinite (either generic pronoun, bare plural or indefinite NP). As far as 
the animacy of the subjects and agents is concerned, four of the eight long 
passives topicalise a patient noun phrase whose referent is higher than the 
agent in the animacy hierarchy, that is, subject [+H, +A] / agent [-H, -A]. 
In the rest of the constructions both subjects and agents are equally human 
and animate, or inanimate.

6.1.2. The dynamicity of the verb 

Since the semantic type of verb used may favour the use of one particular 
get construction over another, I have classified the verbs in my data from 
a semantic point of view. For this purpose, I have followed Biber et al.’s 
(1999: 360ff) classification into seven major semantic domains: activity 
verbs (buy, put, send), communication verbs (ask, tell, write), mental verbs 
(know, see, think), verbs of facilitation or causation (allow, cause, enable), 
verbs of simple occurrence (become, happen, occur), verbs of existence or 
relationship (appear, exist, seem), and aspectual verbs (continue, finish, 
start). This classification is based on the core meaning of the verb, that is, 
on the meaning that speakers first associate with a given verb. 

An analysis of the verb type distribution in my corpus sample according 
to this classification showed that the vast majority (70%) of the verbs 
occurring with get constructions are activity verbs, that is, those verbs 
which denote an action and not its outcome (see Fig. 12 below). This 
overwhelming frequency of activity verbs was expected since, in general, 
the category of activity verbs occurs much more frequently than any other 
verb category and they are particularly common in conversation (cf. Biber 
et al. 1999: 365-366). It is worth noting that 46 of the 151 activity verbs in 
get constructions in the corpus occur in get-passives, while 31 of the 53 
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mental verbs appear in adjectival get-constructions (see Table 9). This is 
not surprising since, as mentioned in section 4.2, get-passives, as opposed 
to be-passives, tend to occur with activity verbs, which are the dynamic 
verbs par excellence (cf. Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 1442). On the 
contrary, mental verbs yield stative participles or adjectival -ed forms, which 
favours an adjectival analysis. The semantic categories of communication 
and aspectual verbs were recorded to a lesser extent, while not a single 
instance of simple occurrence, causative or existence verbs was found. That 
is not saying much, since causative verbs are relatively rare and get is not 
possible with verbs which report a state of existence or a relationship that 
exists between entities, such as appear or seem, exist or live.

Fig. 12. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to verb type in ICE-GB

Type of construction activity mental communication aspectual
central get-passives 46 0 4 0
pseudo get-constructions 27 0 0 2
adjectival get-constructions 27 31 0 0
idiomatic get-constructions 25 11 0 0
reflexive get-constructions 26 11 2 3
Total: 151 53 6 5

Table 9. Distribution of different types of get + Ven constructions according to verb type 
in ICE-GB
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6.1.3. Adversative semantics

An examination of the semantics conveyed by get constructions in the 
corpus sample yielded the following findings: 65 examples (30%) of 
adversative connotations, 48 examples (22%) of beneficial implications, 
and 102 examples (48%) of neutral value for the subject-referent. What is 
meant by neutral value is that there are no beneficial or adversative effects 
upon the subject, or, at least, those effects are not clearly visible, as in get 
gathered, get printed out, get sent, get sprayed, get told and get transcribed. 
Of interest here is the preference for adversative (30%) rather than 
beneficial (22%) implications for the subject (see also Carter & McCarthy 
1999: 49). This evident preference for adversative semantics is confirmed 
not only for get-passives (8 ben./22 adv.), as in get caught, get hurt, get 
inundated, get killed, get ruined and get struck, but also for adjectival get-
constructions (10 ben./34 adv.), as in get annoyed,  get bored, get confused, 
get frustrated, get scared and get tired. Nonetheless, the balance is tipped in 
favour of beneficial implications in the case of reflexive get-constructions 
(22 ben./5 adv.), as in get it organised, get it sorted out, get that saved, get the 
job done and get their money paid (see Fig. 13 below). Although differences 
are not as pronounced as with reflexive get-constructions, idiomatic get-
constructions occur slightly more frequently with beneficial than with 
adversative connotations (7 ben./3 adv.). Pseudo get-constructions showed 
a balanced use of favourable and unfavourable situations (1 ben./1 adv.), 
with neutral utterances (27 out of 29) clearly predominating. As already 
mentioned, reflexive get-constructions are very much on the periphery 
of the get-passive category. As shown in Figure 13, this class is also 
semantically different from the rest of the constructions. 
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6.1.4. The subject: degree of responsibility and animacy features

Two aspects of the subject in get constructions have been analysed: fi rst, 
whether it can be attributed some degree of responsibility for the action 
described in the clause and, second, its animacy features. Subject animacy 
and subject responsibility are closely interrelated, as pointed out by Dahl 
& Fraurud (1996: 58), since it is animate human referents which can show 
volition and intentionality over their actions. As regards the former, the 
results confi rm that in almost 67% of the occurrences the subject is clearly 
responsible for initiating the action (example (101) below), whereas in 
only 27% of the cases the subject is clearly not in control (e.g. (102)). Cases 
in which it is not clear whether the subject is in control and in which the 
context is ambiguous were classifi ed as neutral (6%), as in example (103): 

(101) Everybody knows [that] some politicians get drunk some 
politicians <,> uh [sic] uhm [sic] sleep around <,> <ICE-
GB:S1B-024 #125:1:F>

(102) It escaped on the underground and it got out this poor wasp 
so far <,> far from home And it was on the window and I 
thought pe [sic] perhaps I ought to kill it because somebody’ll 
[sic] get stung and then I thought no why shouldn’t it have at 
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least a chance even if it does sting everybody So I I [sic] just 
left it <ICE-GB:S1A-067 #49:1:A>

(103) London London [sic] uhm [sic] in in [sic] in [sic] the 
foreign service if you got sent to Guadalajara <,> it meant 
you weren’t doing very well <,> <ICE-GB:S1A-056 #54:1:A>

 In terms of the individual subclasses of get constructions in ICE-GB, 
it has been shown that the preference for responsible over non-responsible 
subjects applies to pseudo, adjectival, idiomatic and reflexive get-
constructions, while responsible subjects are unexpectedly outnumbered 
by non-responsible ones in get-passives, as can be seen in Table 10:9 

Type of construction responsible non-responsible Total:
central get-passives 7 (17.1%) 34 (82.9%) 41 (100%)
pseudo get-constructions 28 (96.6%) 1 (3.4%) 29 (100%)
adjectival get-constructions 36 (65.5%) 19 (34.5%) 55 (100%)
idiomatic get-constructions 35 (97.2%) 1 (2.8%) 36 (100%)
reflexive get-constructions 38 (97.4%) 1 (2.6%) 39 (100%)

Table 10. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to subject responsibility in 
ICE-GB

As far as the animacy features of the subject are concerned, as a whole 
get constructions appear with an animate10 subject in almost 87% of the 
cases (e.g. (104) below) and this predominance applies to each of the five 
subclasses (see Table 11). There are, however, 28 examples (13%) where 
the subject is inanimate, which argues against Lakoff ’s (1971: 154-155) oft-
quoted claim that get-passives cannot take inanimate subjects. However, 
in most cases where the subject of the get construction is inanimate, 
some human entity associated with it retains responsibility, is involved in 
the action, or is affected by the results of the event (e.g. (105)), although 
there are also cases in which the subject-referent does not stand in a 
direct relationship to any person, as in example (106), where the natural 
phenomenon of heat is not subject to human influence.

9  Note that the few examples in which the subject responsibility is neutral are not reflected.
10  Practically all of the examples are human animates, with one single instance (the example below) 
where the referent of the subject is racing horses:
So they swing into the home straight and they’re coming down <unclear-words> stand side and 
they’re getting sorted out Indian file with Lord Chalmer setting the pace and a good one too to [sic] in 
second place <,> Gwecko Solo <ICE-GB:S2A-006 #66:2:A>
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Type of construction animate inanimate Total:
central get-passives 34 (68.0%) 16 (32.0%) 50 (100%)
pseudo get-constructions 28 (96.6%) 1 (3.4%) 29 (100%)
adjectival get-constructions 49 (84.5%) 9 (15.5%) 58 (100%)
idiomatic get-constructions 36 (100%) 0 (0%) 36 (100%)
reflexive get-constructions 40 (95.2%) 2 (4.8%) 42 (100%)

Table 11. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to subject animacy in ICE-GB

(104) He he [sic] got really pissed off when we were watching Back 
To The Future Two <ICE-GB:S1A-006 #86:1:A>

(105) But the moment you cross the lines <,,> the shutters go 
up <,> your business gets nicked <,,> <ICE-GB:S1A-027 
#84:1:B>

(106) Note that an awful lot of heat gets gathered round the world 
and passed up in our uhm [sic] neck of the woods which 
keeps our climate mu [sic] much milder than it would 
otherwise be <,,> <ICE-GB:S2A-043 #83:1:A>

6.1.5. Summary of findings

The overall findings of the analysis are summarised in Table 12:
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get-passive + + + – +
pseudo get + + + + –
adjectival get + + – + +
idiomatic get + + + + –
reflexive get + + + + –

Table 12. Overview of get + Ven characteristics in ICE-GB
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6.1.6. Finiteness, type of clause and function within the clause

i) Finiteness

The distribution of get constructions in finite and non-finite clauses is 
shown in Table 13 below:

Percentage Tokens
finite 83.3 179
non-finite 16.7 36
Total: 100 215

Table 13. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to finiteness in ICE-GB

 As can be observed, the majority of the get constructions recorded 
in the corpus are in the finite form, namely 179 out of 215 cases. Only 
16% of these constructions occur in the non-finite form, most of the times 
preceded by the infinitive particle to, as in example (107).

(107) I mean what’s the good of being dead if you’re still trying to 
get published on earth <ICE-GB:S1B-026 #250:1:D>

ii) Type of clause

Another interesting syntactic feature is whether get constructions tend to 
occur in independent or in dependent clauses. Table 14 shows that these 
constructions are slightly more frequent in independent clauses (57%):

Percentage Tokens
independent 57.7 124
dependent 42.3 91
Total: 100 215

Table 14. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to type of clause in ICE-GB

 When a get construction occurs in a dependent clause, it quite 
frequently happens in a relative clause introduced by a wh-word or by the 
relativiser that (example (108)), or in an adverbial clause introduced by the 
conditional conjunction if, as in (109).
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(108) I mean some of the things that get lost in boys’ schools are 
are [sic] highlighted in a girls’ school <ICE-GB:S1A-012 
#117:1:C>

(109) Well if I get bored with the company I’m keeping this evening 
<,> I shall come and find you <ICE-GB:S1A-040 #438:1:E>

iii) Function within the clause

Both in independent and in dependent clauses, get constructions normally 
function as the main verb, namely in 198 out of 215 cases (see Table 15):

Percentage Tokens
main verb 92.1 198
dependent verb 7.9 17
Total: 100 215

Table 15. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to function within the clause 
in ICE-GB

 The cases in which the get construction is subordinated to another 
verb are far less frequent (under 8%). We are referring to examples where 
the get construction takes the form of a to-infinitive clause occurring 
in post-predicate position controlled by a verb, and these constructions 
are usually employed to report activities, desires and other thoughts or 
emotions of the participants, as in example (110).

(110) Steve Bruce has a lot of room inside his own half playing it 
forward to Lee Sharp Sharp coming under strong pressure 
from Bradsley and then Barker Paul Ince decides to get 
involved He has the last touch <ICE-GB:S2A-003 #140:1:A>

 In ICE-GB, the verbs that more frequently control post-predicate to-
clauses are verbs of desire, such as want (six tokens) and try (five tokens) (as in 
examples (111) and (112) respectively) and other verbs such as decide and like. 

(111) I heard you say I never wanted to get married <,> <ICE-
GB:S1A-050 #194:1:A>
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(112) It’s a lovely house Good So that’s very nice And we’ve been 
uhm [sic] concentrating on uhm [sic] trying to get i [sic] it 
organised <ICE-GB:S1A-031 #32:1:B>

 It is worth mentioning that there is a similar structure to ‘try + to + 
verb’ which is present in the subcorpus, namely the combination ‘try + and 
+ verb’, illustrated in (113) below. 

(113) We’ll try and get it sorted <,> <ICE-GB:S1A-100 #274:3:B>

6.1.7. Polarity

The distribution of get constructions according to their polarity, whether 
positive or negative, is shown in Table 16 below:

Percentage Tokens
positive 89.8 193
negative 10.2 22
Total: 100 215

Table 16. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to polarity in ICE-GB

 The results clearly indicate that get constructions in ICE-GB usually 
occur in positive clauses. 

6.1.8. Get constructions and modals

In a previous study (cf. Coto-Villalibre 2010), I analysed the use of central 
modals and semi-auxiliaries in combination with get constructions and 
found no effect or tendency worthy of mention here. For this reason, I 
will list the frequencies of modals and semi-auxiliaries occurring in 
get constructions in my corpus sample and illustrate some of them for 
descriptive purposes only (see Table 17).
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ICE-GB
Central modals
can 5
could 3
may 1
must 1
should 1
will 15
would 7
Marginal modals
used to 1
Modal idioms
had better 1
have got to 2
Semi-auxiliaries
be going to 3
have to 4
Total: 44

Table 17. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to modality in ICE-GB

As for the combination of modality and voice, Biber et al. (1999: 499) 
state that passive voice with modals is generally rare in conversation. 
However, an important number of modals and semi-auxiliaries occur in 
combination with get constructions in the subcorpus. The most recurrent 
central modals are those expressing volition/prediction, namely will (15 
times) and would (seven times), as in (114). Have to (four times), expressing 
obligation/necessity, and be going to (three times), expressing intention or 
future time reference, however, are the most frequent semi-auxiliaries, as 
in (115).

(114) You get automatic delivery <,> and you’ll normally get told 
<,> when a message is available for you <,> <ICE-GB:S2A-028 
#78:2:A>

(115) It isn’t a prospect that I relish but uh [sic] there’s a Jewish 
tradition <,> of uh [sic] scholarship in which after a certain 
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stage you just have to get stuck in to public life <,> and uhm 
[sic] that’s the tradition which reluctantly I have to follow 
<ICE-GB:S1B-047 #14:1:B>

 Just a single instance of a genuine catenative verb (tend to) has been 
recorded in the subcorpus, namely example (116) below. However, other 
‘catenative’ constructions (those corresponding to main verb constructions 
in section 4.6.3), where a main verb has a non-finite internal complement 
(cf. Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 1177), proved to be relatively 
frequent. The most common are want to and try to, occurring six and five 
times respectively, as in (117):

(116) And it’s the brain that tends to get <,> damaged at the end 
of this period if things don’t go well <,> <ICE-GB:S2A-046 
#123:3:A>

(117) The unpaid debts of John the First’s ambassadors from 
the thirteen eighties were still rankling among some of the 
English creditors who had ships arrested in fourteen hundred 
and three fourteen hundred and four and fourteen hundred and 
ten still trying to get their money paid <,> <ICE-GB:S2B-043 
#56:1:A>

6.1.9. Get constructions and adverbials

As is also the case with other constructions, adverbials occur quite 
frequently with get constructions. The subcorpus contains examples of get 
constructions in combination with Biber et al.’s (1999: 763ff) main classes 
of adverbials: place (here, there), time (now, then), manner (decently, 
rather carelessly), degree: amplifiers (so, very) / downtoners (quite, slightly), 
additive (equally) / restrictive (just, only), and stance (actually, really) (see 
Table 18). The by far most common adverbial categories, together with 
time (19 tokens) and degree: amplifiers (18 tokens), are stance adverbials 
(17 tokens), through which speakers convey their judgments and attitudes 
overtly towards the content or style of a clause. The most frequent stance 
adverbials are those marking actuality (13 out of 17) (see Table 19 below), 
those which emphasise the speaker’s consideration of a proposition as 
being real, namely really (six times), actually (three times), just (three 
times), and in fact (once).
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ICE-GB
place 2
time 19
manner 5
degree: amplifiers 18
degree: downtoners 2
additive 1
restrictive 4
stance 17
linking 0
Total: 68

Table 18. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to adverbials in ICE-GB

ICE-GB
doubt 1
certainty 2
actuality 13
imprecision 1
limitation 0
Total: 17

Table 19. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to stance adverbials in 
ICE-GB

 If we analyse the position of adverbials with regard to get constructions, 
the data show that the most recurrent positions for them to occur are 
before the get construction (35%) and in medial position before the past 
participle (33%), as shown in Table 20. Stance adverbials, in particular, 
are more frequent before the get construction (nine tokens) and in medial 
position before get (six tokens), as illustrated in examples (118) and (119):
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ICE-GB
left 35.3% (24)
medial (before get) 14.7% (10)
medial (before pple) 33.8% (23)
right 16.2% (11)
Total:  100% (68)

Table 20. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to adverbial position in 
ICE-GB

(118) And I said well I really want to get it finished by Christmas. 
<ICE-GB:S1A-084 #218:1:C>

(119) And if you’re going to have them made of mud brick and 
it rains remember to actually stick a ledge or cornice all the 
way round <,> so that the <,> mud can not actually get ruined 
by the rain <ICE-GB:S2A-024 #80:1:A>

6.1.10. Conclusion

The preceding analysis and discussion of get constructions in contemporary 
spoken British English allows us to confirm that most of the syntactic, 
semantic and pragmatic characteristics attributed to central get-passives 
in the relevant literature (cf. Quirk et al. 1985; Collins 1996; Carter & 
McCarthy 1999; Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002) are complied with in 
general terms. Most interestingly, however, many of these features apply 
only to some get constructions and not to others, which would seem to 
confirm the idea that get constructions form a gradient with different 
degrees of prototypicality (see also Coto-Villalibre 2014a):

(i) Get constructions occur primarily without an overtly expressed 
agent by-phrase.

(ii) Subjects tend to be animate and human throughout all the 
subcategories.

(iii) As regards the type of lexical verb, get-passives, pseudo, 
idiomatic and reflexive get-constructions, which tend to have a 
dynamic past participle, occur predominantly with activity verbs, 
while adjectival get-constructions, which tend to take stative past 
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participles or adjectival -ed forms, make considerable use of mental 
verbs.

(iv) Responsible subjects prevail in non-central members of 
the category (pseudo, adjectival, idiomatic, and reflexive get-
constructions), but not in get-passives, which are more similar to 
prototypical be-passives in having as subject a non-responsible 
patient of the action.

(v) From a semantic perspective, only central get-passives and 
adjectival get-constructions tend to code unfortunate situations for 
the subject-referent, while favourable consequences for the subject 
are preferred in idiomatic and reflexive get-constructions.

6.2. Get in the spoken Indian component of ICE (ICE-IND): 
overview

The quantitative analysis of the spoken Indian component of ICE yielded 
a total of 312 tokens of get (get=162, gets=47, getting=36, got=67) followed 
by a past participle, whose distribution according to type of construction 
is illustrated in Table 21:

Type of construction Percentage Tokens
central get-passives 40.4 126
pseudo get-constructions 15.7 49
adjectival get-constructions 19.9 62
idiomatic get-constructions 8.0 25
reflexive get-constructions 16.0 50
Total: 100 312

Table 21. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to type of construction in 
ICE-IND 

 The data show that, although almost all constructions occur in 
reasonably large numbers in the corpus sample, the central get-passive is 
the one most frequently represented of the five subclasses, closely followed 
by adjectival and reflexive get-constructions. Furthermore, the data confirm 
Collins’s (1996: 54) assertion that get-passives are particularly frequent in 
Indian English; we can recall that in the parallel ICE-GB their percentage 
only reached 23.3%. Here follow two examples from each of the five 
subcategories: 
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Get-passives

(120) a. Everything starts getting measured in terms of money 
<,> and then <,> values are turned in prices <,> People get 
<,> to use Henry <w> Millers’ </w> expression <,> <quote> 
Protected by money <,> learnt by money <,> dulled by money 
</quote> <,,> <ICE-IND:S2B-040 #32:1:A>
b. Now you have told the honourable court that you saw one person 
who <,> got <,> injured <,,> Bullet injury was <,> sustained by 
him <,,> Uh [sic] <,> was he bleeding at the time <,> from the 
injury <,> in the room <,,> ? <ICE-IND:S1B-064 #172:1:B>

Pseudo get-constructions

(121) a. Don’t think of marriage just now <O> laughter </O> 
Uh [sic] no you must get married because now you are 
twenty-six or twenty-seven <w> it’s </w> time to marry 
<ICE-IND:S1A-024 #108:1:C>
b. I think some of you who have <,,> seen the last programme 
would be <,> ready with your sticks <,> So <,,> <w> let’s </
w> get started <,,> <ICE-IND:S2A-057 #2:1:A>

Adjectival get-constructions

(122) a. Hard work is essential <,> To get any success <,> And 
positive attitude is also very important <,,> One shouldn’t get 
frustrated or disgusted because of this reservation policy <,> 
<ICE-IND:S1A-089 #138:1:B>
b. The Western critical sensibility <,> loves irony <,> realism 
concreteness <,,> conflict and rigidity of form <,> and it 
gets baffled and frustrated <,> when it faces something 
<,> abstract <,,> apparently formless <,> spiritual <,> and 
mystical <,,> <ICE-IND:S2B-048 #55:1:A>

Idiomatic get-constructions

(123) a. Okay it was nice <,,> and I joined here much later than 
you so <,,> I think it takes some time to get used to my work 
also <ICE-IND:S1A-014 #23:1:A>
b. Some of the things which science has given us have 
certainly helped <,> to make our lives happier <,,> Science 
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has helped us to get rid of many sickness of the body <,,> 
<ICE-IND:S2B-045 #32:1:A>

Reflexive get-constructions

(124) a. May be you would like to take a small piece of paper and 
draw a few lines <,> clearly indicating what is a road on which 
your house is located <,> <w> what’s </w> a land mark <,> 
which is quite simple to identify <,> and how to reach your 
place <,> Well <,> this sketch <,,> makes <,> the man more 
confident and he is able to get himself acquainted with your 
area <,> and he will be able to reach home confidently <,> 
<ICE-IND:S2B-032 #17:1:A>
b. But <,> it is being collected <,> this corpus is being 
collected <,> <{> <[> uhm [sic] uhm [sic] <,> all over the 
world And this is about world English <,> Uhm [sic] so this 
is called an international corpus of English <,> And he was 
interested <,> in getting some telephone conversation <,> <{> 
<[> uhm [sic] <,> uh [sic] taped And <,> use it as a part of 
the corpus <ICE-IND:S1A-099 #154:2:A>

6.2.1. The agent by-phrase

The corpus contains just seven tokens of agent by-phrases, four of these 
occurring in get-passives and three in adjectival get-constructions, as 
examples (125) and (126) illustrate:

Get-passive

(125) Corruption seems to have penetrated <,> in all spheres of 
life <,> and worse then [sic] that <,> it seems that we have 
accepted <,> that it has come to stay <,> Work culture gets 
adversely affected by this <,> <ICE-IND:S2B-040 #25:1:A>

Adjectival get-construction

(126) We see nothing wrong in seeking personal <,> favours <,> 
for gratification <,> Is this in accordance <,> with what we 
say <,> ? And what impact is it going to have on the young 
generation <,> who get bewildered and confused <,> by this 
discrepancy between action and preaching <,,> <ICE-
IND:S2B-040 #23:1:A>
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 I analysed the length of the subject and the agent by-phrase in these 
seven agentful constructions and found that the choice of the long passive 
can to a large extent be accounted for by the principle of end-weight, 
as in example (126) above, in which a long and heavy agent phrase is 
placed at the end of the clause. This is the case in six of the seven agentful 
constructions; just in one example are the subject and the agent equally 
long. As far as the information status of these constituents is concerned, 
there is a balance regarding get-passives, since both subjects and agents 
tend to provide given information. The general tendency, however, is 
kept in the case of adjectival get-constructions, where subjects have a 
higher degree of givenness than agent by-phrases, which usually convey 
new information, retaining the unmarked given-before-new order of 
constituents in clause structure. A difference between get-passives and 
adjectival get-constructions is also visible concerning the definiteness of 
these constituents, since in the former the four subjects and three of the 
four agents are indefinite (either bare plurals or generic NPs), while in the 
latter both subjects and agents are definite (either pronouns or definite 
NPs). With regard to the animacy of the subjects and agents, the unmarked 
order of subject animate – agent inanimate does hold for six of the seven 
long passives; in the other construction both noun phrases are inanimate.

6.2.2. The dynamicity of the verb 

The analysis of the verb type distribution in my corpus sample according 
to Biber et al.’s (1999: 360ff) classification showed that the overwhelming 
majority (73%) of the verbs occurring with get constructions are activity 
verbs (see Fig. 14 below). Interestingly, 110 of the 229 activity verbs in get 
constructions in the corpus occur in get-passives, while 38 of the 64 mental 
verbs appear in adjectival get-constructions (see Table 22). The semantic 
categories of communication, simple occurrence and aspectual verbs 
were recorded to a lesser extent, while not a single instance of causative or 
existence verbs was found. 
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Fig. 14. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to verb type in ICE-IND 

Type of 
construction activity mental communication simple 

occurrence aspectual

central get-
passives 110 7 3 6 0

pseudo get-
constructions 48 0 0 0 1

adjectival get-
constructions 24 38 0 0 0

idiomatic get-
constructions 9 16 0 0 0

reflexive get-
constructions 38 3 9 0 0

Total: 229 64 12 6 1

Table 22. Distribution of different types of get + Ven constructions according to verb type 
in ICE-IND

6.2.3. Adversative semantics

Having analysed all the get constructions in the Indian variety according 
to their semantics, I concluded that there are 83 examples (27%) of 
adversative connotations, 41 examples (13%) of beneficial implications, 
and 188 (60%) of neutral value for the subject-referent, that is, with no 
visible beneficial or adversative effects upon the subject, as in get displayed, 
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get downloaded, get measured, get registered, get signed, get translated, get 
typed and get written. Th e evident predilection for adversative semantics 
is attested not only in get-passives (12 ben./33 adv.), as in get burnt, get 
cracked, get destructed, get hurt, get imprisoned, get injured, get killed and 
get violated, but also in adjectival get-constructions (10 ben./44 adv.), as 
in get annoyed, get bored, get disgusted, get frightened, get frustrated, get 
irritated, get scared and get tired. Benefi cial implications are only favoured 
in refl exive get-constructions (15 ben./2 adv.), as in get eighty-fi ve percent of 
the normal illnesses treated, get his scooter repaired, get it completely cured, 
get the work done and get their leaders elected. Even though diff erences are 
not as pronounced as with get-passives and adjectival get-constructions, 
idiomatic get-constructions occur slightly more frequently with adversative 
than with benefi cial connotations (3 ben./4 adv.). Pseudo get-constructions 
manifest an almost balanced use of favourable and unfavourable situations 
(1 ben./0 adv.), with a well-defi ned predominance of neutral utterances (48 
out of 49) (see Fig. 15 below).
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Fig. 15. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to semantics in ICE-IND 
 
6.2.4 The subject: degree of responsibility and animacy features 
 
The data indicate that in almost 53% of the occurrences the subject is clearly 
responsible for initiating the event (example (119) below), whereas in 45% of the cases 
(the highest percentage of the four corpora, triplicating the ratio of ICE-HK) the subject 
is definitely not responsible (e.g. (120)). Neutral cases amount to 2% only, as in 
example (121): 
 
(119) She might have done her MA or Ph D <,> but what is ultimate objective <,> she 
wants to get married <,> <ICE-IND:S1A-011 #53:1:G> 
 
(120) So yes what happens when clay lime and ammonium chloride <}> <-> mixed in a 
</-> <,> <=> taken in a </=> </}> dry test tube <,> ? When a hard platinium [sic] <,> 
wire is <,,> inserted <,,> when a hard platinum wire is inserted ammonia gets oxidised 
<,> to form nitric oxide <,,> <ICE-IND:S1B-004 #139:1:A> 
 
(121) And now here is another person <,> who had applied for an interview <,> He 
informed him <,> that he had got selected <,> and he has got the appointment order to 
him <,> and he says you have to give me feast <,> because <w> I've </w> <,> brought 
<,> good news <,> for you <,,> <ICE-IND:S1B-018 #108:1:A> 
 

With regard to the individual subcategories of get constructions in ICE-IND, the 
findings show that the preference for responsible over non-responsible subjects applies 
to all get constructions except for get-passives, in which responsible subjects amply 
outnumber non-responsible ones, as illustrated in Table 23: 

 
Type of construction responsible non-responsible Total: 
central get-passives 14 (11.6%) 107 (88.4%) 121 (100%) 
pseudo get-constructions 48 (98.0%) 1 (2.0%) 49 (100%) 
adjectival get-constructions 32 (54.2%) 27 (45.8%) 59 (100%) 
idiomatic get-constructions 24 (96.0%) 1 (4.0%) 25 (100%) 
reflexive get-constructions 46 (92.0%) 4 (8.0%) 50 (100%) 
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6.2.4. The subject: degree of responsibility and animacy features

Th e data indicate that in almost 53% of the occurrences the subject is 
clearly responsible for initiating the event (example (127) below), whereas 
in 45% of the cases (the highest percentage of the four corpora, triplicating 
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the ratio of ICE-HK) the subject is defi nitely not responsible (e.g. (128)). 
Neutral cases amount to 2% only, as in example (129):

(127) She might have done her MA or Ph D <,> but what is 
ultimate objective <,> she wants to get married <,> <ICE-
IND:S1A-011 #53:1:G>

(128) So yes what happens when clay lime and ammonium 
chloride <}> <-> mixed in a </-> <,> <=> taken in a </=> 
</}> dry test tube <,> ? When a hard platinium [sic] <,> wire 
is <,,> inserted <,,> when a hard platinum wire is inserted 
ammonia gets oxidised <,> to form nitric oxide <,,> <ICE-
IND:S1B-004 #139:1:A>

(129) And now here is another person <,> who had applied for an 
interview <,> He informed him <,> that he had got selected 
<,> and he has got the appointment order to him <,> and he 
says you have to give me feast <,> because <w> I’ve </w> <,> 
brought <,> good news <,> for you <,,> <ICE-IND:S1B-018 
#108:1:A>

 With regard to the individual subcategories of get constructions in 
ICE-IND, the fi ndings show that the preference for responsible over non-
responsible subjects applies to all get constructions except for get-passives, 
in which non-responsible subjects amply outnumber responsible ones, as 
illustrated in Table 23:

Type of construction responsible non-responsible Total:
central get-passives 14 (11.6%) 107 (88.4%) 121 (100%)
pseudo get-constructions 48 (98.0%) 1 (2.0%) 49 (100%)
adjectival get-constructions 32 (54.2%) 27 (45.8%) 59 (100%)
idiomatic get-constructions 24 (96.0%) 1 (4.0%) 25 (100%)
refl exive get-constructions 46 (92.0%) 4 (8.0%) 50 (100%)

Table 23. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to subject responsibility in 
ICE-IND 
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 As regards the animacy features of the subject, Table 24 below shows 
that as a whole get constructions occur with an animate11 subject in almost 
65% of the cases (the lowest ratio of the four corpora) (e.g. (130)) and 
this predominance in reflected in all subcategories except for get-passives, 
where only 25% have animate subjects. In most cases where the subject of 
the get construction is inanimate, some human entity associated with it 
retains responsibility, is involved in the action, or is affected by the results 
of the event (e.g. (131)), although there are also cases in which the subject-
referent does not stand in a direct relationship to any person, as in example 
(132), where the natural phenomenon of variations in temperature is not 
subject to human influence. 

Type of construction animate inanimate Total:
central get-passives 32 (25.4%) 94 (74.6%) 126 (100%)
pseudo get-constructions 48 (98.0%) 1 (2.0%) 49 (100%)
adjectival get-constructions 48 (77.4%) 14 (22.6%) 62 (100%)
idiomatic get-constructions 24 (96.0%) 1 (4.0%) 25 (100%)
reflexive get-constructions 49 (98.0%) 1 (2.0%) 50 (100%)

Table 24. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to subject animacy in 
ICE-IND 

(130) I don’t want to go there because they are <,> physically 
tortured like uh [sic] <,> sometimes they even ask them to 
go the morgery and <,,> at midnight twelve <w> O’clock </
w> whereas everyone is so scared like <,> <O> laughs </
O> And thinking about <,,> dissection hall itself they really 
get scared and that also in the midnight uh [sic] <,> <ICE-
IND:S1A-090 #100:1:B>

(131) Now <,,> as this rise and fall of the temperature <,> affects 
<,,> human being our skin for example <,> you find that in 
the cold season <,> your skin get[s] shrivelled <,,> <ICE-
IND:S1B-010 #8:1:A>

11  Nearly all of the examples are human animates, except for a single instance (the example below) 
where the referent of the subject is plants:
Like the meat or fish we consume today <,> though <,> uh [sic] the the [sic] animals or the fish 
cannot fix  nitrogen <,> they live on plants <,> <{2> <[2> right <,> and and [sic] the plants cannot 
fix nitrogen <,> so they get the nitrogen fixed from the microbes <,> <ICE-IND:S1B-046 #46:1:B>
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(132) The rocks in the hot summer season <,> gets expanded <,> 
and when the temperature falls in the winter season gets <,> 
<{> <[> contracted <,> contracted [sic] <ICE-IND:S1B-010 
#56:1:A>

6.2.5. Summary of findings

The overall findings of the analysis are summarised in Table 25:
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get-passive + – + – +
pseudo get + + + + –
adjectival get + + – + +
idiomatic get + + + + +
reflexive get + + + + –

Table 25. Overview of get + Ven characteristics in ICE-IND

6.2.6. Finiteness, type of clause and function within the clause

i) Finiteness

Finiteness in ICE-IND shows the following composition:

Percentage Tokens
finite 81.7 255
non-finite 18.3 57
Total: 100 312

Table 26. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to finiteness in ICE-IND

 Get constructions in the finite form have proved again to be the most 
frequent, namely 255 out of 312 cases. Only 18% of get constructions occur 
in the non-finite form, most of the times preceded by the infinitive particle 
to, as in example (133).
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(133) <w> That’s </w> why <,> the work which is to be finished 
within one hour <,> is taking him <,> six hours to <,> 
complete <,,> So here <,,> he allowed himself <,> to get mixed 
up with the fortunes of the persons <,> <ICE-IND:S1B-018 
#62:1:A>

ii) Type of clause

Get constructions in dependent clauses are outnumbered to a large extent 
by get constructions in independent clauses, as illustrated in Table 27:

Percentage Tokens
independent 68.3 213
dependent 31.7 99
Total: 100 312

Table 27. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to type of clause in ICE-IND

 Get constructions in dependent clauses generally occur in relative 
clauses introduced by the relativiser that or by a wh-word (example (134)), 
or in adverbial clauses introduced by the conditional conjunction if, as in 
(135).

(134) Unfortunately today we are at such junction in history <,> 
where the line between good and evil <,> often gets blurred <,> 
and consequently the distinction between heroes and villains 
also often gets blurred <,> <ICE-IND:S2B-040 #43:1:A>

(135) Were one <,> to teach for example <,> <w> Homer’s </w> 
<mention> Illiad [sic] </mention> I [sic] <,> <w> I’ve </w> 
taken just one example <,> One must know how much of the 
theory of the epic of growth <,> or archeology <,> he must 
give to his students <,> If you get lost in the theory of the oral 
or authentic epic <,> you may not reach Homer at all <,,> On 
the contrary <,> you may raise serious suspicion <,> in the 
minds of the students <,> whether a poet called Homer ever 
existed at all <,> <ICE-IND:S2A-025 #49:1:A>
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iii) Function within the clause

As in the previous subcorpus, get constructions tend to function as the 
main verb, namely in 288 out of 312 cases (see Table 28).

Percentage Tokens
main verb 92.3 288
dependent verb 7.7 24
Total: 100 312

Table 28. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to function within the clause 
in ICE-IND

 Less than 8% of get constructions are dependent on another verb, as in 
example (136).

(136) And the third novel <,> uh [sic] <mention> Heart of the 
Matter </mention> <,> it is set in <,> West Africa <,,> Here 
we have a character <,> uh [sic] deputy commissioner of 
police uh [sic] Scobie <,> who is a good upright man <,> [...] 
And it is going on alright till <,,> slowly he begins to uh [sic] 
<,> get caught in a whole plot <,> where a innocent journalist 
is murdered <,,> and Scobie <,> in trying to investigate <,> is 
uh [sic] <,> laid up wrong <,> making wrong decisions and 
ends his life ultimately in suicide <,> <ICE-IND:S2B-025 
#87:1:A>

 In ICE-IND, the verbs that more frequently control post-predicate to-
clauses are verbs of desire, such as want (5 tokens) and plan (3 tokens) (as 
in examples (137) and (138) respectively) and other verbs such as allow, 
begin, decide, help, train and try.

(137) Just she wanted to get acquainted with you and <,> uh [sic] 
she wanted to take time and just Uh [sic] anyway I mistook it 
for something else you know <ICE-IND:S1A-038 #204:1:B>

(138) So I don’t have to plan to get married because <,> I must wait for 
the suitable person <,> who is for me <ICE-IND:S1A-031 #32:1:B>
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6.2.7. Polarity

The distribution of get constructions according to their polarity is shown 
in Table 29 below:

Percentage Tokens
positive 95.8 299
negative 4.2 13
Total: 100 312

Table 29. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to polarity in ICE-IND

 Get constructions in ICE-IND occur most frequently in positive 
clauses. There are just 13 negative get constructions and (139) is one 
example:

(139) For purchases <,> a customer need not get his card encoded 
<,> he can just walk over to any shop which accepts our cards 
<,,> <ICE-IND:S2A-042 #102:1:A>

6.2.8. Get constructions and modals

The most recurrent central modals are will (17 times), expressing volition/
prediction, and can (six times), expressing permission/possibility/ability, 
as in (140). Have to (five times), expressing obligation/necessity, be going to 
(three times), expressing prediction and future time reference, and be able 
to (two times), expressing permission/possibility/ability, however, are the 
most frequent semi-auxiliaries, as in (141) (see Table 30).

(140) Shall I come with you <,,> Better come you know <,> 
otherwise I will get bored <,> <ICE-IND:S1A-070 #218:1:A>

(141) Let people get <,> access <,> to <,,> medical aid <,> from 
the simplest sources <,,> <indig> Kahene ka matlab hai </
indig> you must be able to12 get eighty-five percent of the 
normal illnesses treated <,> at the nearest health centre You 
don’t have to go to a hospital <ICE-IND:S1B-041 #85:1:B>

12  The fact that semi-auxiliaries have non-finite verb forms implies that two or even more modal 
forms (e.g. a central modal in combination with a semi-auxiliary) may be combined in a sequence of 
verb phrases, as must + be able to in example (141) above.
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ICE-IND
Central modals
can 6
could 1
might 2
must 3
should 4
will 17
would 3
Semi-auxiliaries
be able to 2
be going to 3
have to 5
Total: 46

Table 30. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to modality in ICE-IND

 Just two instances of genuine catenative verbs (tend to and manage 
to) have been recorded in the IndE subcorpus, namely example (142) and 
(143) below. Nonetheless, other constructions in which a main verb is 
followed by a subordinate non-finite clause turned out to be fairly frequent. 
The most common are want to and plan to, occurring five and three times 
respectively, as in (144):

(142) And the <,> the [sic] very fact of moving out of the house 
<,> I think <,,> man enjoys that don’t they? I mean you make 
them sit at home for <,,> uh [sic] say about <,> uh [sic] uh 
[sic] not even a week <,> say two days I mean <,> <{> <[> 
right <,> if they have a prolonged weekend they just begin to 
tend to13 get <,> irritated <}> <ICE-IND:S1A-079 #82:1:B>

(143) <[> I never </[> </{> manage to get all this done <,> when 
<w> I’m </w> at home <,> <ICE-IND:S1A-030 #275:1:A>

(144) See I want to get rid of teaching job <,> <{> <[> yeah <,> you 
know that <ICE-IND:S1A-021 #122:1:A>

13  A concatenation of main and catenative verbs (begin to + tend to) can be observed in example (142).
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6.2.9. Get constructions and adverbials

The most frequent semantic class of adverbials found is that of time, with 
26 adverbials. Stance adverbials, through which speakers convey their 
judgments and attitudes overtly towards the content or style of a clause, 
are not as common (just eight tokens) (cf. Table 31). The most frequent 
stance adverbials are those which emphasise the speaker’s consideration of 
a proposition as being real (six out of eight) (see Table 32 below), namely 
just (three times), really (two times), and actually (once).

ICE-IND
place 7
time 26
manner 9
degree: amplifiers 4
degree: downtoners 2
additive 9
restrictive 4
stance 8
linking 0
Total: 69

Table 31. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to adverbials in ICE-IND

ICE-IND
doubt 0
certainty 2
actuality 6
imprecision 0
limitation 0
Total: 8

Table 32. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to stance adverbials in 
ICE-IND
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 The distribution of adverbials within the get construction reveals a 
tendency for them to occur before the get construction (62%), as shown in 
Table 33. Stance adverbials, in particular, are more frequent before the get 
construction (six tokens) and in medial position before get (two tokens), 
as illustrated in examples (145) and (146):

ICE-IND
left 62.4% (43)
medial (before get)   10.1%  (7)
medial (before pple) 14.5% (10)
right 13.0%   (9)
Total:   100% (69)

Table 33. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to adverbial position in 
ICE-IND

(145) And in some cases you know like sometimes <O> one word 
</O> like <,> writes the script time thing <,> And he just 
get[s] it xeroxed <O> two words </O> it could be <O> one 
word </O> <,> And then there would be you know further 
xeroxing also <,> <ICE-IND:S1A-082 #191:1:B>

(146) So <,> you say that there should be a psychological 
preparation for the people to accept this election […] People 
are not prepared to accept it all of a sudden <,> Because this 
people never expected that <,> they would announce it And 
they come out with this announcement people will certainly 
get scrabbled <,> that is uh [sic] <,> I think they <?> wonder 
</?> <,> <{> <[> ahn [sic] <,> would be criticised for it <,> 
<ICE-IND:S1A-057 #72:1:A>

6.2.10. Conclusion

The majority of the features distinctive of central get-passives apply to 
most get constructions in Present-Day spoken Indian English, as follows 
(see also Coto-Villalibre 2014b):

(i) Get constructions occur generally without an overtly expressed 
agent by-phrase; however, if present, its referent is typically 
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inanimate (such as money, their variety and volume, and this 
discrepancy between action and preaching).

(ii) Subjects tend to be animate and human throughout all the 
subclasses except for central get-passives, which tend to occur with 
an inanimate subject (as in ammonia, the text, and the chemical 
composition of the rock).

(iii) As far as the type of lexical verb is concerned, get-passives, 
pseudo, idiomatic and reflexive get-constructions occur generally 
with activity verbs, while adjectival get-constructions tend to take 
mental verbs.

(iv) The well-known feature of central get-passives, that they 
involve some responsibility on the part of the subject, applies only 
to non-central members of the category: get-passives tend to have a 
non-responsible subject.

(v) From a semantic point of view, central get-passives, adjectival 
and idiomatic get-constructions favour adversative situations for 
the subject-referent. 

6.3. Get in the spoken Hong Kong component of ICE (ICE-HK): 
overview

The quantitative analysis of the spoken Hong Kong component of ICE 
yielded a total of 241 tokens of get (get=160, gets=6, getting=27, got=48) 
followed by a past participle, whose distribution according to type of 
construction is presented in Table 34:

Type of construction Percentage Tokens
central get-passives 26.6 64
pseudo get-constructions 22.4 54
adjectival get-constructions 21.5 52
idiomatic get-constructions 13.3 32
reflexive get-constructions 16.2 39
Total: 100 241

Table 34. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to type of construction in 
ICE-HK
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The findings illustrate that the central get-passive is the one most 
commonly represented of the five subclasses, closely followed by pseudo 
and adjectival get-constructions. I illustrate the gradience from prototypical 
to peripheral with two examples from each of the five subcategories:

Get-passives

(147) a. Legislator <?> Lau Ching Shek </?> says commuters are 
getting ripped off by the MTR <,> Lau says a survey conducted 
earlier this year shows eighty-two percent of commuters are 
against the rush-hour surcharge <ICE-HK:S2B-007 #62:1:B>
b. A lot of the things have been in the pipeline The airport has 
been <,> has been long discussion The great Basic Law has 
take[n] years to to [sic] get drafted Uh [sic] but Tiananmen 
Square sort of put all the things together and all happen in 
the past year <ICE-HK:S1B-027 #15:1:A>

Pseudo get-constructions

(148) a. I cannot imagine myself getting up at six o’clock Getting 
to the shower get dressed Dash off to the bus stop Squeeze 
into the bus with everybody <{> <[> else </[> <ICE-
HK:S1A-039 #87:1:A>
b. You know a chance to come to Hong Kong <{1 <[1> after 
</[1> seven years you become Hong Kong citizen And you 
get married <{2> <[2> <,> </[2> and then you’ll have a lot of 
children all become Hong Kong citizens <ICE-HK:S1A-062 
#482:1:B>

Adjectival get-constructions

(149) a. I I [sic] think if I get drunk uhm [sic] it’s really dangerous 
for me <ICE-HK:S1A-005 #562:1:A>
b. Then there is the problem that Vera also mentioned and 
this is how graduate students feel in the middle of their 
studies when they get depressed <ICE-HK:S2A-029 #98:2:A>

Idiomatic get-constructions

(150) a. I think you should get rid of your habit of jotting down notes 
when you have your discussion here <,> <ICE-HK:S1B-016 
#5:1:A>
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b. But when I’m doing research it involves critical thinking 
analysis and so on and I think as a a [sic] student we need time 
to get uh [sic] uh [sic] accustomed to that <ICE-HK:S2A-037 
#12:1:A>

Reflexive get-constructions

(151) a. They’re they’re [sic] saying that whatever we do <,> uh 
[sic] everyone gets up the train and uh [sic] we’d have to 
be reelected again uh [sic] in ninety seven Of course their 
difference of saying that <,> uh [sic] if the uh [sic] form 
of election is correct <{3> <[3> then </[3> the candidate 
can always re-participate and get yourself reelected <ICE-
HK:S1B-024 #61:1:D>
b. If you take your time to uhm [sic] click on the PDF icon 
for table of content will actually get the table of contents 
displayed online and also the PDF for the uhm [sic] abstract 
okay <ICE-HK:S2A-056 #54:1:A>

6.3.1. The agent by-phrase

The corpus contains just four tokens of agent by-phrases, three of these 
occurring in get-passives and the other in a reflexive get-construction, as 
the following examples show:

Get-passive

(152) In fact he gets himself that far under that he’s stuck <,> he 
gets caught by the top of his whither of his pommel <,> and 
he couldn’t go any further <,> <ICE-HK:S2A-010 #50:1:B>

Reflexive get-construction

(153) All you have to do is to find some way to present the facts to 
picture reality The key is to get your reality accepted by others 
<ICE-HK:S2B-036 #103:2:A>

 I examined the length of the subject and the agent by-phrase in these 
four agentful constructions and found again that the choice of the long 
passive can be accounted for by the principle of end-weight, as illustrated 
in example (152) above. In fact, in the four agentful constructions the 
agent phrase is longer than the subject in terms of number of words. The 
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general tendency as regards the information status of these constituents 
is met, since in three of them the subject has a higher degree of givenness 
than the agent by-phrase, while in the other case both subject and agent 
bring in new information. There is a disparity concerning the definiteness 
of these constituents, as the four possible combinations do occur: definite 
(pronoun) – definite (definite NP), definite (pronoun) – indefinite (non-
universal quantifier), indefinite (bare plural) – definite (definite NP), and 
indefinite (generic pronoun) – indefinite (non-universal quantifier). As 
far as the animacy of the subjects and agents is concerned, three of the 
four long passives topicalise a patient noun phrase whose referent is higher 
than the agent in the animacy hierarchy; in the other construction both 
subject and agent are equally human and animate.

6.3.2. The dynamicity of the verb 

Activity verbs have proved to be again the most recurrent verbs in get 
constructions, namely 77% (see Fig. 16 below). Interesting to mention 
is the fact that 60 of the 186 activity verbs in get constructions in the 
corpus occur in get-passives, while 28 of the 47 mental verbs appear in 
adjectival get-constructions (see Table 35). The semantic categories of 
communication and aspectual verbs were recorded to a lesser extent, while 
not a single instance of simple occurrence, causative or existence verbs was 
found. 

Fig. 16. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to verb type in ICE-HK
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Type of construction activity mental communication aspectual
central get-passives 60 0 3 1
pseudo get-constructions 53 0 0 1
adjectival get-constructions 24 28 0 0
idiomatic get-constructions 16 16 0 0
refl exive get-constructions 33 3 3 0
Total: 186 47 6 2

Table 35. Distribution of diff erent types of get + Ven constructions according to verb type 
in ICE-HK

6.3.3. Adversative semantics

Th e analysis of the semantics conveyed by get constructions in the corpus 
sample yielded the following fi ndings: 77 examples (32%) of adversative 
connotations, 49 examples (20%) of benefi cial implications, and 115 
examples (48%) of neutral value for the subject-referent. In this case, this 
preference for adversative semantics is complied with in adjectival get-
constructions (2 ben./42 adv.), as in get depressed, get drunk, get entangled, 
get exhausted, get lost and get messed up, and to a lesser extent in idiomatic 
get-constructions (4 ben./7 adv.). Unexpectedly, get-passives favour 
benefi cial implications for the subject (26 ben./22 adv.) (in the other three 
corpora get-passives are predominantly adversative), as in get accepted, 
get awarded, get elected, get looked aft er, get paid and get promoted, and 
so do refl exive get-constructions (15 ben./6 adv.), as in get my material 
organized, get something accomplished, get the workers more motivated, get 
their contract renewed, get your reality accepted and get yourself reelected. 
Contrarily, the vast majority of pseudo get-constructions show neutral 
utterances (52 out of 54), as in get changed, get dressed and get married (see 
Fig. 17). 
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Fig. 17. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to semantics in ICE-HK

6.3.4. The subject: degree of responsibility and animacy features

With regard to the degree of responsibility of the subject, the results attest 
that in almost 71% of the occurrences (the highest percentage of the four 
corpora) the subject is clearly responsible for initiating the action (example 
(154) below), whereas only in 15% of the cases is the subject not in control 
(e.g. (155)). Cases in which it is not clear whether the subject is responsible 
and the context is ambiguous were classifi ed as neutral (14%), as in (156):

(154) Yeah and <.> s [sic] </.> I just want I just want to get the 
work done Do you have anymore <{> <[> Anymore [sic] </
[> <[> Work </[> </{> to do Well yes actually I have two uhm 
[sic] essays to be handed in next week <ICE-HK:S1A-095 
#135:1:A>

(155) But still the major <,> the major problem lies on the 
staff  cost <{18> <[18> <,> </[18> which in a way I’m kind 
of happy because <,> kind of happy not <.> hap [sic] </.> 
personally I’m not because I get my salary cut like most 
of people because as you know the university pays scale is 
linked with government <{19> <[19> civil </[19> servants 
<{20> <[20> pays </[20> scale and we have a six percent cut 
in the next two years <ICE-HK:S1B-072 #110:1:A>
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(156) You get the survivors <,,> and then you socialize you get actualize[d] 
and <,> whatever it is <,> <ICE-HK:S2A-042 #82:1:A>

 Concerning the individual subclasses of get constructions in ICE-HK, 
it has been shown that the preference for responsible over non-responsible 
subjects applies to pseudo, adjectival, idiomatic and reflexive get-
constructions. Unexpectedly, get-passives prefer non-responsible subjects, 
as can be seen in Table 36:14

Type of construction responsible non-responsible Total:
central get-passives 8 (25.0%) 24 (75.0%) 32 (100%)
pseudo get-constructions 53 (98.2%) 1 (1.8%) 54 (100%)
adjectival get-constructions 46 (88.5%) 6 (11.5%) 52 (100%)
idiomatic get-constructions 31 (96.9%) 1 (3.1%) 32 (100%)
reflexive get-constructions 33 (89.2%) 4 (10.8%) 37 (100%)

Table 36. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to subject responsibility in ICE-HK

 As far as the animacy features of the subject are concerned, as a whole get 
constructions appear with an animate subject in almost 91% of the cases (the 
highest ratio of the four corpora) (e.g. (157) below) and this predominance applies 
to each of the five subclasses (see Table 37). There are, nonetheless, 22 examples 
(9%) where the subject is inanimate. However, in most cases where the subject 
of the get construction is inanimate, some human entity associated with it retains 
responsibility, is involved in the action, or is affected by the results of the event (e.g. 
(158)). In the other cases, the subject-referent does not stand in a direct relationship 
to any person, as the MFN (Most Favoured Nation status) in example (159).

Type of construction animate inanimate Total:
central get-passives 51 (79.7%) 13 (20.3%) 64 (100%)
pseudo get-constructions 54 (100%) 0 (0%) 54 (100%)
adjectival get-constructions 45 (86.5%) 7 (13.5%) 52 (100%)
idiomatic get-constructions 31 (96.9%) 1 (3.1%) 32 (100%)
reflexive get-constructions 38 (97.4%) 1 (2.6%) 39 (100%)

Table 37. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to subject animacy in ICE-HK

14  Note that there are 32 instances in which the subject responsibility of central get-passives is 
neutral, a figure as high as if we add up both responsible and non-responsible subjects together.
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(157) We almost get lost you know in this in some point because 
you know we which try to find a nice rock so we can sit down 
and have our picnic right <ICE-HK:S1A-041 #241:1:A>

(158) <[> No but it’s swollen </[> </{> you you [sic] can’t sort of 
see straight It is I mean when your eye get[s] swollen you it’s 
sort of like you know blocking your vision a little bit say so 
by by [sic] the time you turn to one angle you see you know 
there’s you you [sic] think that there’s something there but it’s 
actually your eyelid <ICE-HK:S1A-100 #280:1:A>

(159) So I think it’s a significant situation that we <,> have no 
choice but to work on it uh [sic] <,> If we don’t work on it 
and and [sic] MFN gets terminated we may <,> be sorry that 
we didn’t do any lobbying work <ICE-HK:S2A-028 #19:1:A>

 Although the great majority of the examples have human animates as 
subjects, there are nine instances where the subject is non-human. In all these 
cases the referent of the subject refers to racing horses, as in example (160):

(160) Seattle Sun is actually getting very wound up now as he 
makes his way out on the course <,> just starting to ah [sic] 
get a little bit of a sweat on but he looks like a horse who’s on 
the job here tonight <,> <ICE-HK:S2A-014 #77:1:B>

6.3.5. Summary of findings

The overall findings of the analysis are summarised in Table 38:
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get-passive + + + – –
pseudo get + + + + –
adjectival get + + – + +
idiomatic get + + – + +
reflexive get + + + + –

Table 38. Overview of get + Ven characteristics in ICE-HK
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6.3.6. Finiteness, type of clause and function within the clause

i) Finiteness

Finite and non-finite get constructions are distributed as follows:

Percentage Tokens
finite 80.1 193
non-finite 19.9 48
Total: 100 241

Table 39. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to finiteness in ICE-HK

 Although the majority of the get constructions recorded in the corpus 
are in the finite form, there are 48 tokens that occur in the non-finite form, 
generally preceded by the infinitive particle to, as in example (161).

(161) But of course uhm [sic] some people said uhm [sic] they 
don’t want to get married They want to have love for love sake 
They enjoy the feeling of falling in love <ICE-HK:S1B-001 
#316:1:A>

ii) Type of clause

As with the benchmark corpus, get constructions in ICE-HK are slightly 
more frequent in independent clauses (58%):

Percentage Tokens
independent 58.9 142
dependent 41.1 99
Total: 100 241

Table 40. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to type of clause in ICE-HK

 When the get construction does not occur in an independent clause, 
it quite frequently features in an adverbial clause introduced by the 
conditional conjunction if, as in (162).
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(162) I I [sic] think if I get drunk uhm [sic] it’s really dangerous 
for me <ICE-HK:S1A-005 #562:1:A>

iii) Function within the clause

The vast majority of get constructions act as the main verb, both in 
dependent and in independent clauses, as shown in Table 41:

Percentage Tokens
main verb 93.0 224
dependent verb 7.0 17
Total: 100 241

Table 41. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to function within the clause 
in ICE-HK

 The cases in which the get construction takes the form of a to-infinitive 
clause occurring in post-predicate position controlled by another verb, as 
in example (163) below, are low in number.

(163) Not even like the Urban Council or the Regional Council 
which is uh [sic] included in the standing orders that ordered 
uh [sic] very clear stipulation for the formation of these uh 
[sic] committees So I think now uh [sic] most of <.> th [sic] 
</.> my colleagues agreed that we now need to get things <?> 
formularize[d] </?> so that you know we will have these 
committees set up formally <ICE-HK:S2A-033 #65:1:A>

 In ICE-HK, the verbs that more commonly control post-predicate to-
clauses are verbs of desire, such as want (11 tokens) and try (three tokens) 
(as in examples (164) and (165) respectively) and other verbs such as force 
and need.

(164) <{> <[> And uh [sic] </[> <,> actually uhm [sic] at first 
she’s [sic] she was not very happy about marriage <,> She 
didn’t want to <,> get married you see and uh [sic] <,> my 
dad was smoking at that moment and uh [sic] <,> she hates 
smoking <,> <ICE-HK:S1A-006 #96:1:A>

(165) I don’t know if if [sic] you you [sic] have heard of that But 
that that [sic] thing <,> just some AFS returnees trying to <,> 
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to [sic] get something <{> <[> <,> </[> a [sic] accomplished 
but didn’t quite work out at the end <ICE-HK:S1A-091 
#176:1:A>

6.3.7. Polarity

Positive and negative get constructions show the following distribution: 

Percentage Tokens
positive 88.0 212
negative 12.0 29
Total: 100 241

Table 42. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to polarity in ICE-HK

 Even though get constructions in ICE-HK generally occur in 
positive clauses, the pseudo get-construction get married tends to appear 
particularly frequently in negative contexts, as in examples (164) above 
and (166) below:

(166) Uhm [sic] <,> in fact my mom didn’t want to get married in 
that age cos uh [sic] she’s very free and uhm [sic] <,> <{> <[> 
<.> sh [sic] </.> </[> <ICE-HK:S1A-006 #82:1:A>

6.3.8. Get constructions and modals

Table 43 below shows the frequencies of modals and semi-auxiliaries in 
get constructions in my corpus sample. The most recurrent central modals 
are will (11 times), expressing volition/prediction, and can (10 times), 
expressing permission/possibility/ability, as in (167). Have to (six times), 
expressing obligation/necessity, and be going to (four times), expressing 
prediction and future time reference, however, are the most frequent semi-
auxiliaries, as in (168).

(167) He looks in great order too absolutely glowing from the 
paddock nothing that I can see visibly wrong with this horse 
<,> he uh [sic] looks very well in himself <,> he can get fired 
up some evenings but uh [sic] certainly not tonight uh [sic] 
uh [sic] I’m very happy with him uh [sic] I think this is good 
value <,> <ICE-HK:S2A-011 #30:1:A>
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(168) oh <,> this horse has got his head underneath Magic Of 
Money <,> and came back <,,> in stall number five he put his 
head down and got halfway under <,> well halfway his neck 
anyway <,> and at that point they’re normally gone but he 
was smart enough to think no I’m going to get trapped here I 
better come back <,,> <ICE-HK:S2A-010 #13:1:B>

ICE-HK
Central modals
can 10
may 2
should 7
will 11
would 1
Marginal modals
used to 1
Semi-auxiliaries
be about to 1
be going to 4
have to 6
Total: 43

Table 43. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to modality in ICE-HK

 As far as main verb constructions are concerned, in which a verb is 
followed by a subordinate non-finite clause, the most frequent are want to 
and try to, occurring 11 and three times respectively, as in example (169):

(169) And a week or two weeks before Christmas Lot of people 
be away <{1> <[1> anyway </[1> So I try to <.> or [sic] </.> 
uh [sic] get one organize[d] <,> by the end of December <{2> 
<[2> <,> </[2> <ICE-HK:S1A-063 #410:1:A>

6.3.9. Get constructions and adverbials

The Hong Kong component shows the same distribution as ICE-GB, that is, 
a predominance of time adverbials (26 tokens), stance adverbials (21 tokens) 
and degree: amplifiers (15 tokens) (cf. Table 44). The most frequent stance 
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adverbials are those marking actuality (14 out of 21) (see Table 45 below), 
namely really (seven times), actually (four times), and just (three times).

ICE-HK
place 3
time 26
manner 4
degree: amplifiers 15
degree: downtoners 7
additive 0
restrictive 2
stance 21
linking 1
Total: 79

Table 44. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to adverbials in ICE-HK

ICE-HK
doubt 3
certainty 2
actuality 14
imprecision 1
limitation 1
Total: 21

Table 45. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to stance adverbials in 
ICE-HK

 Furthermore, as shown in Table 46, the most recurrent position for 
adverbials to occur is before the get construction (41%). Stance adverbials, 
in particular, are more frequent before the get construction (12 tokens) 
and in medial position before get (seven tokens), as illustrated in examples 
(170) and (171):
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ICE-HK
left 41.8% (33)
medial (before get) 13.9% (11)
medial (before pple) 22.8% (18)
right 21.5% (17)
Total:  100% (79)

Table 46. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to adverbial position in 
ICE-HK

(170) <[> Sometime </[> </{> you just don’t understand When 
I you know Maybe you’re <,> you get tired of <,> <{> <[> 
Repeating </[> again and again <ICE-HK:S1A-058 #903:1:A>

(171) But I but [sic] but [sic] I [sic] never really get drunk because 
I I [sic] don’t I [sic] don’t [sic] do that yeah I won’t let myself 
really get drunk <ICE-HK:S1A-005 #560:1:B>

6.3.10. Conclusion

The analysis of get constructions in contemporary spoken Hong Kong 
English has proven that most of the characteristics attributed to central 
get-passives are attested, although these features may apply to some 
constructions but not to others, which alludes again to a gradient of get 
constructions with different degrees of prototypicality (see also Coto-
Villalibre, In press. a):

(i) Get constructions occur primarily without an overtly expressed 
agent by-phrase.

(ii) Subjects tend to be animate and human throughout all the 
subcategories.

(iii) As regards the type of lexical verb, get-passives, pseudo and 
reflexive get-constructions tend to have a dynamic past participle, 
while adjectival get-constructions use to take stative past participles 
or adjectival -ed forms.

(iv) Responsible subjects prevail in all non-central members of the 
gradient; get-passives, however, prefer a non-responsible subject.
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(v) From a semantic perspective, adjectival and idiomatic get-
constructions usually occur with adversative implications for the 
subject, while get-passives and reflexive get-constructions happen 
with beneficial connotations.

6.4. Get in the spoken Singaporean component of ICE (ICE-SIN): 
overview

The quantitative analysis of the spoken Singaporean component of ICE 
yielded a total of 232 tokens of get (get=135, gets=17, getting=21, got=59) 
followed by a past participle, whose distribution according to type of 
construction is set out in Table 47:

Type of construction Percentage Tokens
central get-passives 31.5 73
pseudo get-constructions 23.3 54
adjectival get-constructions 24.6 57
idiomatic get-constructions 8.2 19
reflexive get-constructions 12.4 29
Total: 100 232

Table 47. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to type of construction in 
ICE-SIN

 As is the case with the other three subcorpora, almost all constructions 
occur in reasonably large numbers in ICE-SIN. However, the central 
get-passive is the one most frequently represented of the five subclasses, 
followed by adjectival and pseudo get-constructions. Furthermore, 
Hundt’s (2009: 121-129) assertion that central get-passives are used more 
frequently in Singaporean English (31.5%) than in British English (23.3%) 
is confirmed here. Two examples from each of the five subcategories 
illustrate the gradience:

Get-passives

(172) a. Uh [sic] we make a special effort to show whenever Mr 
Kiasu does something uh [sic] bad he pays for it You see 
there’s a situation where he tries to beat someone to it to to 
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[sic] grab a taxi at the end of which he goes onto a lane gets 
run over by a taxi <ICE-SIN:S1B-029 #42:1:B>
b. He was there before and he used to sell satay on outside the 
shop and he got chased away a number of times It seems like 
illegal so he went away <ICE-SIN:S1A-037 #167:2:D>

Pseudo get-constructions

(173) a. Each time I would talk to him uhm [sic] I just ended 
up being beaten up and uh [sic] the last straw was when he 
committed adultery I could not take it any more Thank you 
Rosaline Well Rosaline isn’t alone She’s one of a growing 
number of people who are divorced and according to the 
latest figures ten couples get divorced every day That’s twice 
the number ten years ago <ICE-SIN:S1B-023 #13:1:A>
b. And uh [sic] with all this knowledge I met a investor So I 
told him an an [sic] idea Basically how we got started was this 
I was running an engineering firm repairing IBM P C’s uh 
[sic] AO general data general mainframes and uh [sic] that 
sort <ICE-SIN:S2A-043 #117:1:A>

Adjectival get-constructions

(174) a. The teachers are given very wide syllabus to cover and 
they have to go very quickly through them and of course the 
average uh [sic] pupils uh [sic] would find it very difficult to 
cope up Uh [sic] they then they do not do so well in their 
examinations and their parents get very worried <ICE-
SIN:S1B-055 #11:1:B>
b. Customers today are getting more sophisticated They are 
printing more and more sophisticated thing from the laser 
printers <ICE-SIN:S2A-037 #26:1:A>

Idiomatic get-constructions

(175) a. He don’t want the person to be too good also Why Because 
he won’t need you He’ll say get lost <ICE-SIN:S1A-064 
#61:1:B>
b. How did you do it Got fed up I sat down then I saw my 
friends walking by <ICE-SIN:S1A-068 #202:2:B>
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Reflexive get-constructions

(176) a. So in a way you’re surveying and researching for them 
too So think of all the means you have whatever is within your 
means to uhm [sic] get well get yourself well-prepared and 
yours [sic] your uh [sic] production team to be well-prepared 
too <ICE-SIN:S1B-019 #101:1:A> 
b. Conductor attacks passenger That’s what happened The 
conductor was one of those that fortunately we don’t have 
anymore yah uhm [sic] he was he [sic] was [sic] abusing a 
passenger The plaintiff like a hero went up and tried to tick 
the conductor off and got a ticket punched in his eye <ICE-
SIN:S1B-009 #71:1:A>

6.4.1. The agent by-phrase

The corpus contains just five tokens of agent by-phrases, four of these 
occurring in get-passives and the other in an adjectival get-construction, as 
examples (177) and (178) illustrate. This confirms again that get-passives 
(and get constructions in general) are generally agentless. 

Get-passive

(177) These PAP back-benchers although they appear to speak up 
against government sometimes always follow the party line 
when the party whip is applied to them Yes you think PAP 
MPs say amazing things yesterday Dr Arthur Beng said that 
the PAP needs the party whip otherwise it might get toppled 
by its own back-benchers <ICE-SIN:S2B-047 #100:1:A>

Adjectival get-construction

(178) I think we should uh [sic] sorry I think we should give credit 
to young people even children uh [sic] sometimes we tend to 
think that they get easily influenced by comics We all grow up 
by watching Popeye the sailor and we haven’t become started 
speaking like Popeye <ICE-SIN:S1B-029 #20:1:B>

 I analysed the length of the subject and the agent by-phrase in these five 
agentful constructions and found again that the choice of the long passive 
can be accounted for by the principle of end-weight, as in example (177) 
above. Actually, in the five agentful constructions the agent phrase is longer 
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than the subject in terms of number of words. As far as the information 
status of these constituents is concerned, the given-before-new order is 
kept in just one example, whilst in the rest both subjects and agents provide 
given information. Concerning the definiteness of these constituents, 
in three of the four get-passives the structure is subject definite (either 
pronoun or proper noun), agent indefinite (either indefinite NP, bare plural 
or non-universal quantifier); the other get-passive is definite (pronoun) 
– definite (definite NP). However, the adjectival get-construction has the 
structure indefinite (pronoun for bare plural) – indefinite (bare plural). 
With regard to the animacy of the subjects and agents, the unmarked order 
of subject animate – agent inanimate does hold for just two of the five long 
passives; in the other three constructions both noun phrases are human 
and animate.

6.4.2. The dynamicity of the verb 

The analysis of the verb type distribution in my corpus sample according 
to Biber et al.’s (1999: 360ff) classification proved that the majority 
(69%) of the verbs occurring with get constructions are activity verbs 
(see Fig. 18 below). We can recall that activity verbs predominate in all 
the four varieties. It is worth noting that 73 of the 161 activity verbs in 
get constructions in the corpus occur in get-passives, while 34 of the 51 
mental verbs appear in adjectival get-constructions (see Table 48). The 
semantic category of aspectual verbs was less frequently recorded, while 
not a single instance of communication, simple occurrence, causative or 
existence verbs was found. Therefore, the semantic range of verbs in get 
constructions in Singaporean English is more reduced than in the other 
varieties studied.
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Fig. 18. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to verb type in ICE-SIN

Type of construction activity mental aspectual
central get-passives 73 0 0
pseudo get-constructions 35 0 19
adjectival get-constructions 23 34 0
idiomatic get-constructions 8 11 0
reflexive get-constructions 22 6 1
Total: 161 51 20

Table 48. Distribution of different types of get + Ven constructions according to verb type 
in ICE-SIN

6.4.3. Adversative semantics

The semantics conveyed by get constructions in ICE-SIN are distributed as 
follows: 83 examples (36%) of adversative connotations, 41 examples (18%) 
of beneficial implications, and 108 examples (46%) of neutral value for the 
subject-referent. It is worth mentioning that the rate of 36% represents 
the highest percentage of get constructions with adversative semantics of 
the four corpora under study. This manifested predilection for adversative 
semantics is confirmed not only for get-passives (18 ben./32 adv.), as in 
get arrested, get defeated, get penalised, get pushed around, get raped, get 
slaughtered, get stolen and get sued, but also for adjectival get-constructions 
(4 ben./41 adv.), as in get disoriented, get frustrated, get irritated, get jaded, get 
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pissed off , get stuck, get turned off  and get worried. Benefi cial connotations, 
nonetheless, are preferred in refl exive get-constructions (14 ben./6 adv.), 
as in get it saved, get the gold medal sown up, get the problem solved, get the 
project completed, get your work done and get yourself well-prepared. Th e 
majority of pseudo (50 out of 54) and idiomatic get-constructions (14 out 
of 19) show a predilection for neutral utterances, such as get married or 
get started, and get acquainted with or get used to respectively (see Fig. 19).
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Fig. 19. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to semantics in ICE-SIN 
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is clearly responsible for initiating the event (example (171) below), whereas in only 
28% of the cases the subject is definitely not responsible (e.g. (172)). Neutral cases 
account for 7% only of the total, as in (173): 
 
(171) I think uhm [sic] I think three parties need to get involve[d] in this We 
Singaporeans are firstly we always think of government pitching to help in one way or 
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(172) Ya she only gets fed once a day and she's still very fat Uhm [sic] why does she 
have to be punished <ICE-SIN:S1A-039 #96:1:A> 
 
(173) That's an idea that comes across that there is potential where love can be based on 
ignorance Ignorant Okay so that will be the example to prove that What else is it What 
else Do we get caught This this [sic] object topic of love by Shakespeare's presentation 
<ICE-SIN:S1B-020 #80:1> 
 

In terms of the individual subcategories of get constructions in ICE-SIN, the results 
confirm that the preference for responsible over non-responsible subjects applies to all 
get constructions except for get-passives which, as in the other three varieties, reveal a 
clear choice for non-responsible subjects (see Table 49): 
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central get-passives 11 (17.7%) 51 (82.3%) 62 (100%) 
pseudo get-constructions 53 (98.2%) 1 (1.8%) 54 (100%) 
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6.4.4. The subject: degree of responsibility and animacy features

Th e fi ndings from the corpus analysis reveal that in 65% of the occurrences 
the subject is clearly responsible for initiating the event (example (179) 
below), whereas in only 28% of the cases the subject is defi nitely not 
responsible (e.g. (180)). Neutral cases account for 7% only of the total, as 
in (181):

(179) I think uhm [sic] I think three parties need to get involve[d] 
in this We Singaporeans are fi rstly we always think of 
government pitching to help in one way or the other <ICE-
SIN:S1B-036 #87:1:B>
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(180) Ya she only gets fed once a day and she’s still very fat Uhm 
[sic] why does she have to be punished <ICE-SIN:S1A-039 
#96:1:A>

(181) That’s an idea that comes across that there is potential where 
love can be based on ignorance Ignorant Okay so that will be 
the example to prove that What else is it What else Do we get 
caught This this [sic] object topic of love by Shakespeare’s 
presentation <ICE-SIN:S1B-020 #80:1>

 In terms of the individual subcategories of get constructions in 
ICE-SIN, the results confirm that the preference for responsible over 
non-responsible subjects applies to all get constructions except for get-
passives which, as in the other three varieties, reveal a clear choice for non-
responsible subjects (see Table 49):

Type of construction responsible non-responsible Total:
central get-passives 11 (17.7%) 51 (82.3%) 62 (100%)
pseudo get-constructions 53 (98.2%) 1 (1.8%) 54 (100%)
adjectival get-constructions 43 (81.1%) 10 (18.9%) 53 (100%)
idiomatic get-constructions 19 (100%) 0 (0%) 19 (100%)
reflexive get-constructions 25 (86.2%) 4 (13.8%) 29 (100%)

Table 49. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to subject responsibility in 
ICE-SIN

 As regards the animacy features of the subject, as a whole get 
constructions occur with an animate15 subject in 89% of the cases (e.g. 
(182)) and this predominance is maintained in all subcategories (see Table 
50 below). There are, however, 25 examples (11%), of which 19 (76%) 
are get-passives, where the subject is inanimate. In these cases where 
the subject is inanimate, some human entity associated with it retains 
responsibility, is involved in the action, or is affected by the results of the 
event (e.g. (183)). Yet in other examples the subject-referent does not stand 
in a direct relationship to any person, as the H (the hydrogen component) 
in example (184).

15  Practically all of the examples are human animates, with a single instance (example (180), repeated 
here for convenience) where the referent of the subject is a dog:
Ya she only gets fed once a day and she’s still very fat Uhm [sic] why does she have to be punished  
<ICE-SIN:S1A-039 #96:1:A>
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Type of construction animate inanimate
central get-passives 54 (74.0%) 19 (26.0%)
pseudo get-constructions 53 (98.2%) 1 (1.8%)
adjectival get-constructions 53 (93.0%) 4 (7.0%)
idiomatic get-constructions 19 (100%) 0 (0%)
reflexive get-constructions 28 (96.6%) 1 (3.4%)

Table 50. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to subject animacy in 
ICE-SIN

(182) Good tackle by Lim Tong Hai got across very well The pitch 
is wet and uh [sic] really an invitation for rough play here 
and for Singaporeans would not want to get injured if they 
are to achieve the result they desire and qualify for the semi-
finals <ICE-SIN:S2A-016 #23:1:A>

(183) I’d like to cycle in Amsterdam You know your bikes will 
get stolen I know They only have a six-month lifespan <ICE-
SIN:S1A-009 #235:1:A>

(184) [...] this is the normal course of reaction alright the normal 
course but you find that there’s an alternative process which 
is reaction with C-H-2 the nucleophile So the H does not get 
lost right this is the alternative alternative [sic] pathway Now 
which of these paths or rather the choice of uhm [sic] which 
pathway would be followed is dependent upon the activation 
energies of each step depends on the relative activation 
energies of each step alright [...] <ICE-SIN:S1B-005 #40:1:A>
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6.4.5. Summary of findings

The overall findings of the analysis are summarised in Table 51:
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get-passive + + + – +
pseudo get + + + + –
adjectival get + + – + +
idiomatic get + + – + –
reflexive get + + + + –

Table 51. Overview of get + Ven characteristics in ICE-SIN

6.4.6. Finiteness, type of clause and function within the clause

i) Finiteness

The distribution of get constructions in finite and non-finite phrases is 
shown in Table 52 below:

Percentage Tokens
finite 81.5 189
non-finite 18.5 43
Total: 100 232

Table 52. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to finiteness in ICE-SIN

 As is the case with the rest of subcorpora, the majority of the get 
constructions recorded in the corpus are in the finite form, namely 81% of 
the cases. Only a small number of these constructions occur in the non-
finite form, usually preceded by the infinitive particle to, as in example (185).

(185) I think uhm [sic] I think three parties need to get involve[d] 
in this We Singaporeans are firstly we always think of 
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government pitching to help in one way or the other <ICE-
SIN:S1B-036 #87:1:B>

ii) Type of clause

Table 53 shows again that get constructions are more common in 
independent clauses than in dependent clauses:

Percentage Tokens
independent 61.2 142
dependent 38.8 90
Total: 100 232

Table 53. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to type of clause in ICE-SIN

 Get constructions in dependent clauses are normally instantiations of 
relative clauses introduced by the relativiser that or by a wh-word (example 
(186)), and adverbial conditional clauses with the conjunction if, as in (187).

(186) The Singapore Armed Forces needs good quality sold leaders 
who function effectively and can change raw recruits into 
fighting soldiers It doesn’t want commanders who can get jobs 
done only with the best soldiers <ICE-SIN:S2B-008 #56:1:A>

(187) The thing is I don’t even know This is the first time I tried it 
I don’t know if it gets recorded <ICE-SIN:S1A-086 #248:1:A>

iii) Function within the clause

The current trend continues in ICE-SIN, as get constructions tend to 
function as the main verb in 91% of the cases, as illustrated in Table 54:

Percentage Tokens
main verb 91.4 212
dependent verb 8.6 20
Total: 100 232

Table 54. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to function within the clause 
in ICE-SIN
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 Cases like (188) below, in which the get construction takes the form 
of a to-infinitive clause occurring in post-predicate position controlled by 
another verb, are far less frequent.

(188) Therefore in Singapore today there is an atmosphere of 
fear and this atmosphere of fear we must try and get rid of 
Everybody must help to get rid of this fear <ICE-SIN:S2B-012 
#118:1:A>

 In ICE-SIN, the verbs that more commonly control post-predicate to-
clauses are verbs of desire, such as want (5 tokens) and try (5 tokens) (as 
in examples (189) and (190) respectively) and other verbs such as choose, 
encourage, help, intend, leave, need and plan.

(189) If you were sneezing you know I really hope you’re not 
coming down with a cold cos if you’re coming down with a 
cold I don’t want to get infected uh [sic] <ICE-SIN:S1A-021 
#20:1:A>

(190) You try to get the project completed on time within a specified 
uh [sic] programme within uh [sic] certain budgeted cost as 
well as to certain uh [sic] quality standard <ICE-SIN:S2A-044 
#10:1:A>

 It is worth mentioning that there is a similar structure to ‘try + to + 
verb’ which is present in the subcorpus, namely the combination ‘try + and 
+ verb’, illustrated in (191) below. 

(191) They talk it in their rooms in their family circle between 
friends in club maybe But if you were to ask them to come 
out openly and identify themselves with the opposition they 
have to say they dare not Therefore in Singapore today there 
is an atmosphere of fear and this atmosphere of fear we must 
try and get rid of <ICE-SIN:S2B-012 #117:1:A>

6.4.7. Polarity

Table 55 proves once more that negative get constructions are outnumbered 
by positive get constructions.
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Percentage Tokens
positive 88.8 206
negative 11.2 26
Total: 100 232

Table 55. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to polarity in ICE-SIN

6.4.8. Get constructions and modals

The distribution of modals and semi-auxiliaries in get constructions is 
depicted in Table 56 below. The most recurrent central modals are will 
(13 times), expressing volition/prediction, and can (10 times), expressing 
permission/possibility/ability, as in (192). Have to (four times), expressing 
obligation/necessity, and be going to (two times), expressing prediction 
and future time reference, however, are the most frequent semi-auxiliaries, 
as in (193).

(192) Think this is the first time we have two generations in the 
same meeting Uh [sic] we won’t wait for uh [sic] Sheila so we 
can get started <ICE-SIN:S1B-078 #3:1:A>

(193) Molecular epidemiology is a long-term kind of plan If I still 
have to get the basics sorted out Oh so you haven’t started on 
it <ICE-SIN:S1A-033 #171:1:B>

 As regards main verb constructions, the most frequent are want to and 
try to, each of them occurring five times, as in example (194):

(194) You wish you had more chance to just sit there and enjoy 
it rather than tearing around all the time trying to get things 
done <ICE-SIN:S1A-019 #150:1:A>
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ICE-SIN
Central modals
can 10
could 1
may 2
might 1
must 3
should 1
will 13
would 1
Marginal modals
used to 1
Semi-auxiliaries
be going to 2
have to 4
Total: 39

Table 56. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to modality in ICE-SIN

6.4.9. Get constructions and adverbials

As is also the case with the other varieties examined, the by far most 
common adverbial categories, together with time (37 tokens) and degree: 
amplifiers (14 tokens), are stance adverbials (11 tokens) (cf. Table 57). The 
most frequent stance adverbials are those marking actuality (six out of 11) 
(see Table 58 below), namely actually (two times), really (two times), in fact 
(once), and just (once).
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ICE-SIN
place 4
time 37
manner 1
degree: amplifiers 14
degree: downtoners 1
additive 4
restrictive 2
stance 11
linking 0
Total: 74

Table 57. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to adverbials in ICE-SIN

ICE-SIN
doubt 3
certainty 0
actuality 6
imprecision 1
limitation 1
Total: 11

Table 58. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to stance adverbials in 
ICE-SIN

 As is the case in ICE-HK and ICE-IND, the most recurrent position 
for adverbials to occur is before the get construction (58%), as shown in 
Table 59. Stance adverbials, in particular, are more frequent before the get 
construction (nine tokens) and in medial position before get (two tokens), 
as can be seen in examples (195) and (196):
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ICE-SIN
left 58.1% (43)
medial (before get)   4.1%   (3)
medial (before pple) 21.6% (16)
right 16.2% (12)
Total:  100% (74)

Table 59. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to adverbial position in 
ICE-SIN

(195) And uh [sic] with all this knowledge I met a investor So I 
told him an an [sic] idea Basically how we got started was this 
I was running an engineering firm repairing IBM P C’s uh 
[sic] AO general data general mainframes and uh [sic] that 
sort <ICE-SIN:S2A-043 #117:1:A>

(196) And she was saying that Mike doesn’t like it that much and 
prefers <unclear> word </unclear> Really He or rather no 
what she actually said was Oh uhm [sic] ya [sic] he he [sic] 
says he can’t really get used to it <ICE-SIN:S1A-093 #64:1:A>

6.4.10. Conclusion

We can confirm that get constructions move along a continuum of 
prototypicality, as the preceding analysis of these constructions in 
Present-Day spoken Singaporean English featured most of the syntactic, 
semantic and pragmatic characteristics of central get-passives, as follows 
(see also Coto-Villalibre, In press. b):

(i) Get constructions occur generally without an overtly expressed 
agent by-phrase; if present, though, its referent is typically animate 
and human.

(ii) Subjects tend to be animate and human throughout all the 
subclasses.

(iii) As far as the type of lexical verb is concerned, get-passives, 
pseudo and reflexive get-constructions occur generally with activity 
verbs, while adjectival (and idiomatic) get-constructions tend to 
have mental verbs.
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(iv) Responsible subjects are predominant in most non-central 
members of the category (pseudo, adjectival, idiomatic and reflexive 
get-constructions), but not in get-passives, which are more similar 
to prototypical be-passives in having as subject a non-responsible 
patient of the action.

(v) From a semantic point of view, central get-passives and 
adjectival get-constructions tend to code unfortunate consequences 
for the subject-referent, whereas favourable consequences for the 
subject are preferred in reflexive get-constructions. Both pseudo 
and idiomatic get-constructions tend to happen in neutral contexts.
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7. Comparative analysis of the four 
varieties

7.1. Prototypical variables

7.1.1. Frequencies 

Type of construction ICE-GB ICE-IND ICE-HK ICE-SIN
get-passives 50 126 64 73
pseudo get-constructions 29 49 54 54
adjectival get-constructions 58 62 52 57
idiomatic get-constructions 36 25 32 19
reflexive get-constructions 42 50 39 29
Total: 215 312 241 232

Table 60. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to type of construction in ICE 
(no. of tokens)

 The data show that the four varieties share a similar pattern as regards 
the distribution and frequencies of get constructions. The get-passive is 
in general the most commonly represented of the five subclasses, closely 
followed by adjectival, pseudo and reflexive get-constructions. Idiomatic 
get-constructions are on the whole the least frequently attested in all four 
varieties. Most importantly, application of the chi-square test shows that 
the differences between ICE-IND and ICE-GB, ICE-IND and ICE-HK, 
and ICE-IND and ICE-SIN, concerning the number of central get-passives 
are statistically significant (x2 = 31.96, df = 1, p < .0001; x2 = 19.58, df = 1, 
p < .0001; and x2 = 13.59, df = 1, p < .0002 respectively; note that for df = 
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1 the chi-square reported is the Yates chi-square, corrected for continuity). 
Furthermore, percentage deviation indicates that the observed chi-square 
frequency in ICE-IND is 61% greater than the expected on the basis of the 
null hypothesis. Therefore, Collins’s (1996: 54) and Hundt’s (2009: 121-
129) assertions that central get-passives are especially frequent in Indian 
English and more common in Singaporean English than in British English 
are confirmed in this study.

In section 2.4 I offered an overview of the way in which the substrate 
languages for the contact varieties under study express passive voice. The 
most common substrate language for Indian English, Hindi, expresses 
voice periphrastically, by means of an auxiliary verb and the past participle 
of the main verb. As is frequently the case in contact varieties, the substrate 
language may influence the form and frequency of particular constructions 
in the emerging varieties of English; in this particular case, the existence 
of a similar passive periphrasis in Hindi may exert an influence on the 
high incidence of get-passives in Indian English, as shown in Table 60. 
The substrate languages for Hong Kong English and Singapore English, 
however, do not express passive voice periphrastically (cf. section 2.4), 
which might account for the relatively lower frequency of passives as 
compared to Indian English.

7.1.2. The agent by-phrase

The get-passive occurs in most cases without an overtly expressed agent 
by-phrase, and this applies to all varieties, since ICE-GB yields just eight 
tokens (3.7% of the total), ICE-IND seven tokens (2.2%), ICE-HK four 
tokens (1.7%), and ICE-SIN five tokens (2.1%) of agent by-phrases. This 
confirms the suggestion of Quirk et al. (1985: 161) and also Carter & 
McCarthy (1999: 52) that get-passives (as well as the other subtypes) are 
generally agentless, mainly because of the low information value the agent 
has. As far as potential substrate influence is concerned, we might expect 
a higher proportion of agentless passives in Indian English, since most 
passives in Hindi are agentless (see section 2.4). However, this tendency 
applies in equal proportions to all the contact varieties under study.

In all of the varieties the choice of the long passive (where the agent 
phrase is expressed overtly) is determined by the principle of end-weight, 
according to which long and heavy elements tend to be placed at the end of 
the clause. In fact, in most of these agentful constructions the agent phrase 
is longer than the subject in terms of number of words. The differences 
between the four varieties arise when focusing on the information status, 
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the definiteness and the animacy of subjects and agents in these agentful 
constructions. As regards the information status of these constituents, 
both subjects and agents tend to provide given information in ICE-GB, 
ICE-IND and ICE-SIN, whereas in ICE-HK subjects tend to have a higher 
degree of givenness than agent by-phrases, thus retaining the unmarked 
given-before-new order of constituents in clause structure. Concerning 
the definiteness of these constituents, there is a disparity among and 
within the four varieties, as the four possible combinations do occur: 
definite – definite, definite – indefinite, indefinite – definite, and indefinite 
– indefinite. As far as the animacy of the subjects and agents is concerned, 
the unmarked order of subject animate – agent inanimate does hold for 
most long passives in ICE-IND and ICE-HK, whereas in ICE-GB and 
ICE-SIN the proportion of long passives that topicalise a patient noun 
phrase whose referent is higher than the agent in the animacy hierarchy 
and of the constructions where both subjects and agents are equally human 
and animate or inanimate is much the same.

7.1.3. The dynamicity of the verb category

The analysis of the verb type distribution according to Biber et al.’s (1999: 
360ff) classification shows an identical pattern among the four varieties. 
The overwhelming majority of the verbs occurring with get constructions 
are activity verbs (at least 70% in each variety), followed by mental 
verbs (between 20% and 25% of the cases). The semantic categories of 
communication, aspectual and simple occurrence verbs are recorded to a 
lesser extent (around 2%-4%), while not a single instance of causative or 
existence verbs is found. As already mentioned, this is not surprising, since 
causative verbs are relatively rare and get is not possible with verbs which 
report a state of existence or relationship that exists between entities, such 
as appear or seem, exist or live. 

In all varieties, the majority of activity verbs in get constructions occur 
in get-passives, while the majority of mental verbs appear in adjectival and 
idiomatic get-constructions. This overwhelming frequency of activity verbs 
was expected since, in general, the category of activity verbs occurs much 
more frequently than any other verb category and they are particularly 
common in conversation (cf. Biber et al. 1999: 365-366). In addition, 
get-passives, as opposed to be-passives, tend to occur with activity verbs, 
which are the dynamic verbs par excellence (cf. Huddleston & Pullum et al. 
2002: 1442). On the contrary, mental verbs yield stative past participles or 
adjectival -ed forms, which favours an adjectival analysis.
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7.1.4. The adversative semantic nuance

A very similar pattern is found in all four varieties as regards the semantic 
nuance conveyed by get constructions: all varieties show a preference 
for adversative (between 30% and 35% of the cases) over benefi cial 
(between 15% and 20% of the cases) implications for the subject-referent. 
Nonetheless, the distribution of benefi cial versus adversative connotations 
within the diff erent get constructions varies from one variety to the 
other (compare Fig. 20 and Fig. 21). ICE-GB, ICE-IND and ICE-SIN 
show a similar pattern in that the manifested predilection for adversative 
consequences is confi rmed in get-passives and adjectival get-constructions, 
while benefi cial implications are preferred in refl exive get-constructions 
and, fi nally, neutral utterances are favoured in pseudo get-constructions 
(minor diff erences concern idiomatic get-constructions, which are 
benefi cial in ICE-GB, adversative in ICE-IND, and neutral in ICE-SIN). 
A diff erent distribution is attested in ICE-HK regarding (i) get-passives, 
which unexpectedly favour benefi cial implications for the subject, and 
(ii) idiomatic get-constructions, which show a preference for adversative 
meaning. Interestingly, the chi-square analysis gives a signifi cant result of 
(x2 = 11.65, df = 2, p < .0003) when we compare the number of benefi cial 
implications of central get-passives in ICE-GB, ICE-IND and ICE-HK. 
Moreover, percentage deviation indicates that the observed chi-square 
frequency in ICE-HK is 69.6% greater than the expected on the basis of 
the null hypothesis.
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verbs, which are the dynamic verbs par excellence (cf. Huddleston & Pullum et al. 
2002: 1442). On the contrary, mental verbs yield stative past participles or adjectival -ed 
forms, which favours an adjectival analysis. 
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A very similar pattern is found in all four varieties as regards the semantic nuance 
conveyed by get constructions: all varieties show a preference for adversative (between 
30% and 35% of the cases) over beneficial (between 15% and 20% of the cases) 
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to the other (compare Fig. 20 and Fig. 21). ICE-GB, ICE-IND and ICE-SIN show a 
similar pattern in that the manifested predilection for adversative consequences is 
confirmed in get-passives and adjectival get-constructions, while beneficial implications 
are preferred in reflexive get-constructions and, finally, neutral utterances are favoured 
in pseudo get-constructions (minor differences concern idiomatic get-constructions, 
which are beneficial in ICE-GB, adversative in ICE-IND, and neutral in ICE-SIN). A 
different distribution is attested in ICE-HK regarding (i) get-passives, which 
unexpectedly favour beneficial implications for the subject, and (ii) idiomatic get-
constructions, which show a preference for adversative meaning. Interestingly, the chi-
square analysis gives a significant result of (x2 = 11.65, df = 2, p < .0003) when we 
compare the number of beneficial implications of central get-passives in ICE-GB, ICE-
IND and ICE-HK. Moreover, percentage deviation indicates that the observed chi-
square frequency in ICE-HK is 69.6% greater than the expected on the basis of the null 
hypothesis. 
 

 
 
Fig. 20. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to beneficial implications for the subject in ICE 
(nº of tokens) 
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Fig. 21. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to adversative implications for the subject in 
ICE (nº of tokens) 
 

In order to find out whether there might be any substrate influence on the frequency 
of occurrence of adversative meaning, we can compare the proportion of examples 
having such meaning in each variety: in Indian English, where a high frequency of 
adversative is not expected, 27% of the examples have adversative meaning. In 
Singapore and Hong Kong English, where a higher proportion of adversative meaning 
might be expected due to substrate influence, the proportion is 36% and 32% 
respectively. Therefore, we can confirm Matthews & Yip’s (1994: 150) and Xiao et 
al.’s (2006: 124-141) words that Cantonese and Mandarin are influencing Hong Kong 
English and Singaporean English respectively. 
 
7.1.5 The subject: degree of responsibility and animacy features 
 
The four varieties share the same disposition as regards the attribution of responsibility 
to the subject for the action described in the clause. These varieties show a lopsided 
preference for responsible subjects over non-responsible subjects, and the neutral cases 
(instances in which it is not clear whether the subject is in control and in which the 
context is ambiguous) are always low in number.  
 
 The same distribution is appreciated when concentrating on the individual subclasses 
of get constructions in the four varieties. As shown in Table 61, all get + Ven 
constructions except for get-passives tend to occur with responsible subjects in all 
varieties. Noteworthy is the fact that get-passives in all four varieties prefer non-
responsible subjects, a finding that clashes with the literature on the topic which states 
that the subject in central get-passives is usually attributed some kind of responsibility 
for initiating the event described in the clause, which is determined both by the meaning 
of get and by features of the context (cf. Hatcher 1949: 437; Huddleston 1984: 445; 
Toyota 2007: 148). Furthermore, application of the chi-square test shows that the 
differences observable at first glance between ICE-IND and ICE-GB, ICE-IND and 
ICE-HK, and ICE-IND and ICE-SIN, concerning the number of central get-passives 
with non-responsible subjects are indeed statistically significant (x2 = 36.76, df = 1, p < 
.0001, x2 = 51.32, df = 1, p < .0001, and x2 = 19.14, df = 1, p < .0001 respectively). 
Moreover, percentage deviation indicates that the observed chi-square frequency in 
ICE-IND is 98.1% greater than the expected on the basis of the null hypothesis. 
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 In order to fi nd out whether there might be any substrate infl uence on 
the frequency of occurrence of adversative meaning, we can compare the 
proportion of examples having such meaning in each variety: in Indian 
English, where a high frequency of adversative is not expected, 27% of the 
examples have adversative meaning. In Singapore and Hong Kong English, 
where a higher proportion of adversative meaning might be expected 
due to substrate infl uence, the proportion is 36% and 32% respectively. 
Th erefore, we can confi rm Matthews & Yip’s (1994: 150) and Xiao et al.’s 
(2006: 124-141) words that Cantonese and Mandarin are infl uencing Hong 
Kong English and Singaporean English respectively.

7.1.5. The subject: degree of responsibility and animacy features

Th e four varieties share the same disposition as regards the attribution of 
responsibility to the subject for the action described in the clause. Th ese 
varieties show a lopsided preference for responsible subjects over non-
responsible subjects, and the neutral cases (instances in which it is not clear 
whether the subject is in control and in which the context is ambiguous) 
are always low in number. 

Th e same distribution is appreciated when concentrating on the 
individual subclasses of get constructions in the four varieties. As shown 
in Table 61, all get + Ven constructions except for get-passives tend to 
occur with responsible subjects in all varieties. Noteworthy is the fact that 
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get-passives in all four varieties prefer non-responsible subjects, a finding 
that clashes with the literature on the topic which states that the subject 
in central get-passives is usually attributed some kind of responsibility 
for initiating the event described in the clause, which is determined both 
by the meaning of get and by features of the context (cf. Hatcher 1949: 
437; Huddleston 1984: 445; Toyota 2007: 148). Furthermore, application 
of the chi-square test shows that the differences observable at first glance 
between ICE-IND and ICE-GB, ICE-IND and ICE-HK, and ICE-IND 
and ICE-SIN, concerning the number of central get-passives with non-
responsible subjects are indeed statistically significant (x2 = 36.76, df = 1, 
p < .0001; x2 = 51.32, df = 1, p < .0001; and x2 = 19.14, df = 1, p < .0001 
respectively). Moreover, percentage deviation indicates that the observed 
chi-square frequency in ICE-IND is 98.1% greater than the expected on 
the basis of the null hypothesis.

ICE-GB ICE-IND ICE-HK ICE-SIN
Type of 
construction +R -R +R -R +R -R +R -R

get-passive 7 34 14 107 8 24 11 51
pseudo get 28 1 48 1 53 1 53 1
adjectival get 36 19 32 27 46 6 43 10
idiomatic get 35 1 24 1 31 1 19 0
reflexive get 38 1 46 4 33 4 25 4

Table 61. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to subject responsibility in 
ICE (no. of tokens)

 As far as the animacy features of the subject are concerned, get constructions 
as a whole appear with an animate and human subject in the vast majority of the 
cases, and this extends to all varieties under study: ICE-GB (87%), ICE-IND 
(65%), ICE-HK (91%), ICE-SIN (89%). Furthermore, the predominance of 
animate subjects can be seen in all subclasses of get constructions except for 
get-passives in Indian English (see Table 62). The chi-square analysis gives a 
significant result of (x2 = 53.89, df = 1, p < .0001; x2 = 59.81, df = 1, p < .0001; 
and x2 = 48.46, df = 1, p < .0001 respectively) when comparing the number of 
central get-passives with inanimate subjects between ICE-IND and ICE-GB, 
ICE-IND and ICE-HK, and ICE-IND and ICE-SIN. Percentage deviation 
indicates that the observed chi-square frequency in ICE-IND is 164.8% 
greater than the expected on the basis of the null hypothesis. This finding 
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argues against literature on this topic (cf. Arce-Arenales et al. 1994: 14; Dahl & 
Fraurud 1996: 58; Toyota 2007: 153) which states that central get-passives do 
occur predominantly with an animate and human subject.

ICE-GB ICE-IND ICE-HK ICE-SIN
Type of 
construction +A -A +A -A +A -A +A -A

get-passive 34 16 32 94 51 13 54 19
pseudo get 28 1 48 1 54 0 53 1
adjectival get 49 9 48 14 45 7 53 4
idiomatic get 36 0 24 1 31 1 19 0
reflexive get 40 2 49 1 38 1 28 1

Table 62. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to subject animacy in ICE 
(no. of tokens)

 Although the preference is clearly for animate subjects in general, 
there is a considerable amount of inanimate subjects in get constructions 
(ICE-GB: 13%, ICE-IND: 35% (of which 85% are get-passives), ICE-HK: 
9%, ICE-SIN: 11% (of which 76% are get-passives)). This argues against 
Lakoff ’s (1971: 154-155) oft-quoted claim that get-passives cannot take 
inanimate subjects. 

As we have seen in section 4.4, Present-Day English shows an increase in 
the number of get-passives with inanimate subjects (cf. Hundt 2001: 74-75; 
Toyota 2008: 161). Data from my corpus analysis of British English, Hong 
Kong English, Singaporean English and especially Indian English seem 
to reinforce this tendency towards a widespread use of get constructions 
with inanimate subjects. The results concerning the amount of inanimate 
subjects in Indian English are striking and unexpected, since this variety 
is linguistically speaking very conservative (as British English is among 
the standard varieties). It seems, therefore, that Indian English is leading 
the way in the proliferation of inanimate subjects in get constructions in 
general, and central get-passives in particular, within the Outer Circle 
varieties.
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7.2. Non-prototypical variables

7.2.1. Finiteness, type of clause and function within the clause

i) Finiteness

Table 63 below compares the distribution of get constructions in finite and 
non-finite phrases in the varieties under study.

ICE-GB ICE-IND ICE-HK ICE-SIN
finite 83.3 81.7 80.1 81.5
non-finite 16.7 18.3 19.9 18.5

Table 63. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to finiteness in ICE (in 
percentages)

 As can be observed, the vast majority of the get constructions recorded 
in the corpus are in the finite form, and this holds for all varieties, where 
finites exceed 80% in all cases. When these constructions occur in the non-
finite form, most of the time they are preceded by the infinitive particle to 
(as in they don’t want to get married <ICE-HK: S1B-001 #316:1:A>).

ii) Type of clause

Table 64 shows whether get constructions tend to occur in independent or 
in dependent clauses.

ICE-GB ICE-IND ICE-HK ICE-SIN
independent 57.7 68.3 58.9 61.2
dependent 42.3 31.7 41.1 38.8

Table 64. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to type of clause in ICE (in 
percentages)

 The findings illustrate that these constructions are more frequent 
in independent clauses in all varieties under study. The most frequent 
dependent clauses get + Ven constructions occur in are relative clauses 
introduced by a wh-word, relative clauses introduced by the relativiser 
that, and adverbial clauses introduced by the conditional conjunction if.
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iii) Function within the clause

Table 65 compares the function of get + Ven constructions within the 
clause as either main verb or dependent verb.

ICE-GB ICE-IND ICE-HK ICE-SIN
main verb 92.1 92.3 93.0 91.4
dependent verb 7.9 7.7 7.1 8.6

Table 65. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to function within the clause 
in ICE (in percentages)

 Both in independent clauses and in dependent clauses, get constructions 
tend to function as the main verb, and this holds for all varieties, where the 
number of main verbs is above 90% in all cases. The instances in which 
the get construction is subordinated to another verb are far less frequent 
(around 7%-8%). In these cases, the get construction takes the form of a to-
infinitive clause occurring in post-predicate position controlled by a verb, 
and these constructions are usually employed to report activities, desires 
and other thoughts or emotions of the participants.

Although there is a large number of verbs that control post-predicate to-
clauses, such as begin, decide, intend, like, need, plan or try, the combination 
‘want + to-clause’ is by far the most commonly attested construction in 
the four subcorpora, which is not surprising because it is very frequent in 
conversation (cf. Biber et al. 1999: 710). The reason most often adduced 
for this predominance of the verb want in spoken English is the fact 
that it expresses personal desire and in most conversations it is topically 
important for participants to express their own personal desires and, to a 
lesser extent, the personal wishes of others. Due to its extreme frequency, 
the combination ‘want + to-clause’ is said to be acquiring a semi-modal 
status in English (cf. Biber et al. 1999: 707), which is reflected in its reduced 
form wanna in conversation, as in example (197): 

(197) Two of them care really care they <.> o [sic] </.> really care 
about the beer They wanna get drunk every night but <ICE-
HK:S1A-094 #183:1:A>

 There is a similar structure to ‘try + to + verb’ which is present in all 
four varieties, namely the combination ‘try + and + verb’. This combination 
is a colloquial structure which is relatively common in conversation but 
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in general avoided in formal written registers. It is usually employed to 
avoid a sequence of to-clauses. This structure as well as others, such as 
‘go + and + verb’ or ‘come + and + verb’, which Quirk et al. (1985: 978) 
define as ‘pseudo-coordination’, have an idiomatic function similar to 
the function of catenatives. Biber et al. (1999: 1031-1032) refer to them 
as ‘binomial phrases’ and agree that the most recurrent are ‘try + and + 
verb’ (198), ‘go + and + verb’ and ‘come + and + verb’ (199). Furthermore, 
these constructions generally specify an agentive and active role for the 
subject-referent. 

(198) We’ll try and get it sorted <,> <ICE-GB:S1A-100 #274:3:B>

(199) The two auricles act as a <,> reservoir of the blood <,,> 
which <,,> collected <,,> from <,> <}> <-> the side of the 
</-> <,> <=> all sides of the </=> </}> body <,,> It comes 
and get[s] <,,> stored in the auricles <,,> From auricles then 
<,,> it goes to the ventricles <,,> and then ventricle when 
it contracts it <,,> gets closed into the vessels <,,> <ICE-
IND:S1B-003 #45:1:A>

7.2.2. Polarity

Table 66 below shows the distribution of get constructions according to 
their polarity.

ICE-GB ICE-IND ICE-HK ICE-SIN
positive 89.8 95.8 88.0 88.8
negative 10.2 4.2 12.0 11.2

Table 66. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to polarity in ICE (in 
percentages)

 The results clearly indicate that get constructions in the four 
varieties occur most frequently in positive clauses (around 90%). In all 
the subcorpora, but particularly frequently in ICE-GB and ICE-HK, the 
pseudo get-construction get married tends to appear in negative contexts 
(as in my mom didn’t want to get married in that age <ICE-HK:S1A-006 
#82:1:A>).
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7.2.3. Get constructions and modals

As for the combination of modality and voice, Biber et al. (1999: 499) state 
that passive voice with modals is generally rare in conversation. However, 
an important number of modals and semi-auxiliaries occur in combination 
with get constructions in the four subcorpora (see Table 67). 

ICE-GB ICE-IND ICE-HK ICE-SIN
Central modals
can 5 6 10 10
could 3 1 0 1
may 1 0 2 2
might 0 2 0 1
should 1 4 7 1
will 15 17 11 13
would 7 3 1 1
must 1 3 0 3
Total: 33 36 31 32
Marginal modals
used to 1 0 1 1
Total: 1 0 1 1
Modal idioms
had better 1 0 0 0
have got to 2 0 0 0
Total: 3 0 0 0
Semi-auxiliaries
be able to 0 2 0 0
be about to 0 0 1 0
be going to 3 3 4 2
have to 4 5 6 4
Total: 7 10 11 6

Table 67. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to modality in ICE (no. of tokens)

The most recurrent central modals are those expressing volition/
prediction, namely will and can, which occur up to 56 and 31 times 
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respectively in all four varieties. Have to, expressing obligation/necessity, 
and be going to, expressing intention or future time reference, are the most 
frequent semi-auxiliaries, occurring up to 19 and 12 times respectively.

These results are in accordance with Collins’s (2009) findings on a 
study on the frequency and distribution of a set of modals and periphrastic 
expressions (or semi-auxiliaries) in World Englishes. Will proved to be the 
most popular modal, and have to and be going to among the most popular 
semi-auxiliaries. However, if we compare the frequency of be going to with 
its semantically-related modal counterpart (will), the results show that be 
going to is outnumbered to a large extent by will in all varieties. The fact 
that central modals are far more common than semi-auxiliaries in all four 
varieties analysed suggests that the OC varieties, and British English too (as 
it is considered the most conservative of the IC varieties; cf. Collins 2009: 
285), are reluctant to a change in the realm of modals and semi-auxiliaries. 

Nevertheless, there is some evidence that semi-auxiliaries are making 
some progress into the semantic domain occupied by modals, as is the case 
with have to, which is more frequently used than its semantically-related 
modal counterparts must and should, mainly because it is less authoritarian 
and face-threatening in face-to-face conversations. As for the comparison 
between must and should, in general, modal must expressing personal 
obligation is scarcely used probably due to the strong directive force this 
modal has when used in face-to-face interaction. This may be the reason 
why modal should is in most cases preferred; it provides a hedged expression 
of obligation which is considered as more polite (cf. Biber et al. 1999: 495). 

Regarding the lexical associations of modality, mental verbs show 
the strongest association with modal verbs. Mental verbs usually express 
various emotions, feelings, attitudes or cognitive states that are intrinsically 
personal and thus they co-occur quite frequently with modal verbs 
expressing a personal stance (cf. Biber et al. 1999: 491). In fact, the ratio 
of mental verbs accompanied by a modal in the different subcorpora is as 
follows: ICE-GB (17%), ICE-IND (16%), ICE-HK (13%), ICE-SIN (12%).

As far as main verb constructions are concerned, in which a verb is 
followed by a subordinate non-finite clause, they resulted to be quite 
frequent in the four subcorpora. The most common are want to and try to, 
occurring 27 and 13 times respectively.
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7.2.4. Get constructions and adverbials

Adverbials occur quite frequently with get constructions in the four 
varieties under study. As already mentioned, the subcorpora contain 
examples of get constructions in combination with Biber et al.’s (1999: 
763ff) seven main classes of adverbials, which are set out in Table 68. 

ICE-GB ICE-IND ICE-HK ICE-SIN
place 2 7 3 4
time 19 26 26 37
manner 5 9 4 1
degree: amplifiers 18 4 15 14
degree: downtoners 2 2 7 1
additive 1 9 0 4
restrictive 4 4 2 2
stance 17 8 21 11
linking 0 0 1 0
Total: 68 69 79 74

Table 68. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to adverbials in ICE (no. of tokens)

 In all four varieties, the most common adverbial categories are time 
(108 tokens), stance adverbials (57 tokens), through which speakers convey 
their judgments and attitudes towards the content or style of a clause, and 
degree: amplifiers (51 tokens). The most frequent stance adverbials are those 
marking actuality (39 out of 57) (see Table 69 below), those which emphasise 
the speaker’s consideration of a proposition as being real, namely really (17 
times), actually (10 times), just (10 times), and in fact (twice).

ICE-GB ICE-IND ICE-HK ICE-SIN
doubt 1 0 3 3
certainty 2 2 2 0
actuality 13 6 14 6
imprecision 1 0 1 1
limitation 0 0 1 1
Total: 17 8 21 11

Table 69. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to stance adverbials in ICE 
(no. of tokens)
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 If we analyse the distribution of adverbials within the get construction, 
the data of the four varieties show that the most recurrent positions for 
them to occur are (i) before the get construction (as in the vast majority of 
the cases), and (ii) in medial position before the past participle, as shown 
in Table 70. Stance adverbials, however, are more frequent before the get 
construction (36 tokens) and in medial position before get (15 tokens).

ICE-GB ICE-IND ICE-HK ICE-SIN
left 35.3 62.3 41.8 58.1
medial (before get) 14.7 10.1 13.9 4.1
medial (before pple) 33.8 14.5 22.8 21.6
right 16.2 13.0 21.5 16.2

Table 70. Distribution of get + Ven constructions according to adverbial position in ICE 
(in percentages)

7.3. Summary of findings for prototypical variables

The overall findings of the analysis of prototypical variables in the four 
varieties are summarised in Tables 71 to 75:

Type of 
construction ICE-GB ICE-IND ICE-HK ICE-SIN

get-passive + + + +
pseudo get + + + +
adjectival get + + + +
idiomatic get + + + +
reflexive get + + + +

Table 71. Distribution of agentless get + Ven constructions by geographical variety
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Type of 
construction ICE-GB ICE-IND ICE-HK ICE-SIN

get-passive + + + +
pseudo get + + + +
adjectival get – – – –
idiomatic get + – – –
reflexive get + + + +

Table 72. Distribution of dynamic get + Ven constructions by geographical variety 

Type of 
construction ICE-GB ICE-IND ICE-HK ICE-SIN

get-passive + + – +
pseudo get – – – –
adjectival get + + + +
idiomatic get – + + –
reflexive get – – – –

Table 73. Distribution of adversative get + Ven constructions by geographical variety

Type of 
construction ICE-GB ICE-IND ICE-HK ICE-SIN

get-passive – – – –
pseudo get + + + +
adjectival get + + + +
idiomatic get + + + +
reflexive get + + + +

Table 74. Distribution of responsible subjects in get + Ven constructions by geographical 
variety
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Type of 
construction ICE-GB ICE-IND ICE-HK ICE-SIN

get-passive + – + +
pseudo get + + + +
adjectival get + + + +
idiomatic get + + + +
reflexive get + + + +

Table 75. Distribution of animate subjects in get + Ven constructions by geographical 
variety

7.4. Conclusions

A simple glance at Tables 71 to 75 above yields the following conclusions 
on get constructions in contemporary spoken British English, Indian 
English, Hong Kong English and Singaporean English:

(i) Get constructions occur generally without an overtly expressed 
agent by-phrase. If present, though, its referent is typically animate 
and human in ICE-SIN, while inanimate in ICE-IND (such as 
money, their variety and volume, and this discrepancy between 
action and preaching).

(ii) As regards the type of lexical verb, there are slight differences 
between the individual varieties. The four varieties show the 
same distribution in that get-passives, pseudo and reflexive get-
constructions, which tend to carry a dynamic past participle, occur 
primarily with activity verbs, while adjectival get-constructions, 
which tend to take stative past participles or adjectival -ed forms, 
normally have mental verbs. The difference lies, however, in the 
idiomatic get-constructions, which tend to occur with activity 
verbs in ICE-GB, whereas in ICE-IND and ICE-SIN they feature 
predominantly with mental verbs (in ICE-HK they are equally 
distributed between activity verbs and mental verbs).

(iii) As far as the semantics of the constructions is involved, the 
four varieties share some aspects in common: in all cases adjectival 
get-constructions tend to code adversative implications, reflexive 
get-constructions are preferred in beneficial situations, and pseudo 
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get-constructions tend to feature in neutral contexts. The remaining 
constructions, central get-passives and idiomatic get-constructions, 
exhibit a great deal of semantic variation. Get-passives tend 
to express unfortunate situations in ICE-GB, ICE-IND and 
ICE-SIN, and beneficial consequences in ICE-HK. Idiomatic 
get-constructions, on the other hand, tend to express adversative 
implications in ICE-IND and ICE-HK, and fortunate situations in 
ICE-GB.

(iv) Subjects tend to be animate and human, except for central get-
passives in ICE-IND, which tend to occur with an inanimate subject 
(as in things, the substance, and the rain water).

(v) Responsible subjects prevail in most non-central members of 
the gradient, namely in pseudo, adjectival, idiomatic and reflexive 
get-constructions. Unexpectedly, central get-passives in all varieties 
are more similar to prototypical be-passives in having as subject a 
non-responsible patient of the action. 

As for the non-prototypical variables:

(vi) Get constructions tend to occur in the finite form, in independent 
clauses, and tend to function as the main verb, and this holds for all 
varieties.

(vii) These constructions occur most frequently in positive clauses.

(viii) The co-occurrence with modals, especially of volition/
prediction such as will and can, and with semi-auxiliaries, 
particularly of obligation/necessity as have to and of intention/future 
time reference as be going to, as well as main verb constructions 
such as want to and try to, are not rare.

(ix) The co-occurrence of get constructions with adverbials, 
especially stance adverbials marking actuality such as really, 
actually and just, occurring before the get construction, is quite 
common.

 It is clear from the analysis above that most of the prototypical 
syntactic, semantic and pragmatic characteristics attributed to central 
get-passives in the relevant literature (cf. Quirk et al. 1985; Collins 1996; 
Carter & McCarthy 1999; Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002) are complied 
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with in the different varieties: most get constructions are agentless, take 
a dynamic past participle, have an animate and responsible subject, and 
tend to carry adversative meaning. The interesting point here is to focus 
on those constructions and varieties where the features distinctive of get-
passives do not hold and try to find plausible reasons for it.

A first major difference concerns the semantics of central get-passives 
in ICE-HK. While in the other three varieties get-passives manifest a 
clear preference for adversative connotations, in Hong Kong English 
they surprisingly favour beneficial implications, and this preference 
for favourable semantics has proved to be statistically significant when 
compared with ICE-IND and the benchmark corpus (see section 7.1.4).

A second difference involves the subject animacy of central get-passives 
in ICE-IND. Whereas in the other subcorpora get-passives tend to occur 
with an animate and human subject, in the Indian variety they typically 
have inanimate subjects. This predominance of inanimate subjects in 
ICE-IND has also proved to be statistically significant when examined in 
contrast with the other three varieties (see section 7.1.5).

A third striking difference affects the subject responsibility of central 
get-passives. Unexpectedly, get-passives in all four varieties tend to occur 
with non-responsible subjects, and especially the high number of non-
responsible tokens in ICE-IND as compared with the other subcorpora 
has resulted again in statistical significance (see section 7.1.5). The fact that 
neither subject animacy nor subject responsibility are complied with is 
consistent with Dahl & Fraurud’s (1996: 58) theory that both concepts are 
closely interrelated, since it is animate human referents which can show 
volition and intentionality over their actions. 

Thanks to these differences between one variety and the other, there is 
evidence that get constructions form a gradient with different degrees of 
prototypicality and that central get-passives are undergoing a substantial 
change: in some varieties animacy has started to shift from animate 
to inanimate, from responsible to non-responsible subjects, and has 
lost its prototypical adversative semantics. Can thus the set of features 
described in the previous chapters still be considered as defining criteria 
of central get-passives? The differences referred to above point towards 
a tendency for get-passives (and other get constructions) to expand not 
only in frequency but also in function both in British English and in the 
ESL varieties of English (especially in Indian English), since they can be 
seen to occur more freely in new environments and serve new functions. 
Noteworthy is the fact that most of these differences affect ICE-IND (as 
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far as inanimate and non-responsible subjects are concerned) and some of 
them refer to the standard variety (concerning non-responsible subjects). 
This is also interesting, since both the Indian variety and the British variety 
are in linguistic terms among the most conservative varieties of English 
(cf. Bautista & González 2006: 139; Schneider 2007: 38). If this trend, 
especially observable in Indian English, continues, central get-passives 
might eventually move closer to other get constructions along the gradient, 
losing in this way their prototypical or defining characteristics.
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8. Summary and conclusions
This dissertation was conceived as a comprehensive addition to the modest 
existing literature on get + past participle constructions in general and 
central get-passives in particular, a topic that is attracting much attention 
these days (cf. Anderwald 2014; Bruckmaier 2014). Its starting point was 
the assertion that those constructions in which get occurs in combination 
with a past participle form a gradient or scale according to their degree of 
‘passiveness’. This corpus-based study contributes new data which throw 
light on the nature of this gradient in Present-Day English. Although there 
are several studies which analyse the syntactic and semantic characteristics 
of get-passives (cf. Chappell 1980; Collins 1996; Carter & McCarthy 1999; 
Rühlemann 2007; Coto-Villalibre 2012, among others), very few account 
for these constructions in varieties other than native varieties of English 
(mainly British English and American English). My research thus fills a 
gap in the literature on World Englishes by providing a thorough analysis 
of get constructions and their current uses in different contemporary 
non-native varieties of English of South and Southeast Asia. What follows 
is a summary of this dissertation, maintaining the original order of the 
chapters.

Chapter 2 opened with an introductory review of the theoretical 
approaches to the study of World Englishes, a discipline on the rise within 
English linguistics. The fact that the English language spread globally as 
a result mainly of colonial expansion and that it keeps spreading because 
of the cultural hegemony of English has turned it into the world’s lingua 
franca, occupying almost all domains of society, such as business, politics, 
education, and the media. On the other hand, the expansion of English 
has also led to the emergence of over 70 new distinct varieties of English 
(cf. eWAVE 2013), which are the object of analysis of this flourishing new 
branch of linguistics.
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Sections 2.1.1 to 2.1.6 offered an overview of the most important 
models of analysis that have been put forward in the literature to 
categorise the different World Englishes. First, Strevens’s (1980) World 
map of English model, which divides English into two branches: a British 
English branch and an American English branch. Second, Görlach’s (1990) 
Circle of International English model, a wheel model which moves from 
the most widespread variety in the centre to the regional, subregional and 
local varieties at the edge of the model. Third, McArthur’s (1987) Circle 
of World English model, which is similar to the previous model though it 
places Standard English at the centre of the wheel. Fourth, Strang’s (1970) 
model, which distinguishes between English as a Native Language (ENL) 
countries, English as a Second Language (ESL) countries, and English 
as a Foreign Language (EFL) countries. Fifth, Kachru’s (1985) seminal 
Three circles of English model, which classifies countries as belonging to 
an Inner Circle, an Outer Circle, and an Expanding Circle, a classification 
that largely corresponds with Strang’s model. This model provides rough 
estimates of the number of speakers of English in each category, and shows 
that the English language is rapidly expanding and the number of speakers 
is still increasing, especially non-native speakers of English.

Section 2.1.6 explained Schneider’s (2007) Dynamic Model, which 
distinguishes five progressive stages in the development of new varieties 
of English, namely foundation, exonormative stabilisation, nativisation, 
endonormative stabilisation, and differentiation. In addition, he analyses 
four constitutive parameters which characterise each of the five stages: 
first, the extralinguistic background; second, identity constructions on 
the sides of the parties involved; third, sociolinguistic conditions of the 
contact setting; and fourth, typical linguistic consequences of the varieties 
involved. Though Schneider’s Dynamic Model is the most influential and 
widely followed today, this section also mentions other authors who have 
also discussed World Englishes in terms of their developmental phases. 
Accordingly, Kachru (1983b) distinguishes between (i) imitation of the 
imported variety; (ii) coexistence of both the local and the imported 
varieties; and (iii) recognition of the imported variety as the norm. 
Moag (1983), however, differentiates five processes: transportation, 
indigenisation, expansion in use and function, institutionalisation, and 
restriction of use and function or decline. This section also mentioned 
new models that are currently being designed, especially for the Englishes 
developed in the post-colonial era, such as that in Mair (2013). This 
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proliferation and renewal of models attests to the continuous growth of 
this flourishing field of research. 

Section 2.2 summarised the most important linguistic features of Asian 
Englishes, a set of varieties which share, according to Hickey (2004: 511ff), 
not only some common characteristics regarding their background, origin 
and function, but also their linguistic characteristics. Prominent at the 
phonological level are: syllable-timing, the lack of length distinction among 
vowels, rhoticity, and consonantal cluster simplification. The following 
stand out with regard to morphology: the lack of verbal inflections (Last 
year I work in Ipoh), infrequent plural marking, and no gender distinction 
for pronouns (My mother, he live in kampong). Among the syntactic 
characteristics are: non-standard word order, avoidance of indefinite 
articles (It looks like cat), absence of conjunctions, pluralisation of non-
count nouns (equipments, furnitures), and code-mixing. Innovations on 
the sphere of the verb phrase include: stative verbs in the progressive 
(Gautam was knowing that he would come), intransitive use of transitive 
verbs (I don’t like), and the use of nouns, prepositions and adverbs as 
verbs (to friend ‘to be friends, befriend’). Finally, at the lexical level, words 
acquire new meanings through processes of innovation (full-boiled eggs), 
compounding (hoisin sauce, sacred-ash), blending, semantic shift (bluff 
‘joke’, boy ‘male servant’), reduplication and borrowings (bamboo, curry, 
masala).

Section 2.3 dealt with the role of English in South and Southeast Asia. 
It described in detail the historical and linguistic development of the three 
South and Southeast Asian varieties under consideration, namely Indian, 
Hong Kong and Singaporean English. Authors such as Bolton (2003: 
87), Gargesh (2006: 100) and Schneider (2007: 172-173) document the 
steady growth of the role of English in these countries. The parameters of 
Schneider’s Dynamic Model apply thoroughly to the three varieties. In fact, 
English has a co-official status together with Hindi in India, together with 
Chinese in Hong Kong, and together with Mandarin, Tamil and Malay 
in Singapore. It is the language of government, law, business, education, 
and the media. However, in contrast to Hong Kong English and Singapore 
English, Indian English lacks, according to Schneider (2007: 167, 172-
173), the function of an identity carrier. 

Finally, section 2.4 was devoted to explaining the potential influence 
of the substrate languages for the World Englishes under study on the 
frequency and use of get-passives in these varieties. Several substrate 
features were identified as possible sources of influence on the target 
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variety: in the case of India, it was shown that the passive voice in Hindi, 
as in English, is expressed by means of a periphrasis (ja + past participle), 
which may influence the frequency of use of get-passives in Indian 
English (cf. Collins 1996: 54; Sandahl 2000: 101). Concerning Hong Kong 
and Singapore, the strong association of passives with the expression of 
adversative meaning both in Cantonese and Mandarin was found as a 
possible source of influence on the incidence of adversative get-passives in 
Hong Kong English and Singaporean English respectively (cf. Matthews & 
Yip 1994: 150; Bao & Wee 1999; Xiao et al. 2006: 124-141). 

Chapter 3 discussed the characteristics and functions of the different get 
+ past participle constructions. In the relevant literature, get constructions 
are said to form a gradient; however, there is no consensus on how many 
different constructions there are, and their syntactic and semantic properties 
are still under discussion. This chapter tried to shed some light on the issue 
by suggesting a gradient or scale in which the different get constructions 
are placed, according to their degree of ‘passiveness’. Prototypical central 
get-passives rank highest on the gradient, and the lower a get construction 
is on the gradient, the fewer characteristics it has in common with the 
prototypical get-passive. The differences between the present taxonomy of 
get + past participle constructions and others put forward so far concern 
not only the terminology used but also the number and nature of the 
categories of get constructions posited along the gradience.

Hence, sections 3.1 to 3.5 described each of these constructions along 
the gradient, paying special attention to their characteristics and functions. 
At the top end we find central get-passives, whose constituents have a 
direct active-passive relation. These constructions are characterised by 
the dynamic meaning of the lexical verb and the presence of an animate 
agent by-phrase (This vest got designed by a famous tailor; cf. Collins 1996: 
45). Further down are pseudo get-constructions, which seldom have an 
active counterpart, in which the possibility of agent addition is very rare, 
and the past participle is stative (I have to get dressed before eight o’clock; 
cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 161). Close to the periphery we find adjectival get-
constructions, whose members are adjectives which might be used 
attributively, premodified by a degree adverb, coordinated to another 
adjective, and replaced with a lexical copular verb (She got very tired after 
that long walk; cf. Collins 1996: 48). On the very periphery of the gradient 
are idiomatic get-constructions (They got used to that noise) and reflexive 
get-constructions, the latter taking an intervening noun phrase functioning 
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as object between get and the participle complement (He got himself shot; 
cf. Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 1443).

Lastly, section 3.6 dealt with the similarities and differences between 
one construction and another, and the parallelism that can be traced 
between the gradient of get constructions suggested in this research and the 
classification some scholars (cf. Svartvik 1966; Mihailović 1967; Granger 
1983) provide of be + past participle constructions. Most notably, both get 
constructions and be constructions are posited on a scale which has verbal 
past participles on the one end and adjectival past participles on the other. 

Chapter 4 gave an account of previous research in the literature on 
the defining characteristics of central get-passives discussed in section 
3.1. They have been properly compared with the most widespread passive 
periphrasis, the be-passive, to highlight both the similarities and differences 
between the two constructions. Section 4.1 focused on the presence of 
an agent by-phrase and on their close interrelation with the concepts of 
givenness, definiteness and animacy. Most passive constructions are said 
to have no expressed agent, and that by-phrases are even less frequent with 
get-passives than with be-passives, as the former place the emphasis on the 
subject rather than the agent and on the result of the action rather than 
the action (cf. Johansson & Oksefjell 1996: 69; Carter & McCarthy 1999: 
51-52; McEnery et al. 2006: 113). It was observed that the information 
by-phrases normally provide is new rather than given, which maintains 
the unmarked given + new order of constituents in clause structure (cf. 
Siewierska 1984: 222). Different taxonomies concerning the accessibility of 
information to discourse participants, as Gundel et al.’s (1993) ‘Givenness 
Hierarchy’, studied the cognitive status and the degree to which the 
referent of a noun phrase is assumed to be known to the addressee. The 
‘prominence’ or ‘familiarity hierarchies’, as pointed out by Siewierska 
(1984, 1988) and Seoane (2006b), indicate the close relationship between 
the type of information conveyed by the noun phrases involved, the degree 
of definiteness of the noun phrases, and the degree of animacy of the 
referents, which ultimately have an effect on the choice between the active 
and the passive voice. The three aspects have been empirically tested on 
the subjects and agents in the get constructions in the corpus, as shown in 
chapter 6 of this dissertation.

Section 4.2 examined another notable difference between be-passives 
and get-passives, namely the type of lexical verb they contain. Whereas 
the former can be found both with stative and dynamic verbs, the latter 
occur only with dynamic verbs or verbs which denote an action and not 
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its outcome (cf. Budwig 1990: 1234-1235; Huddleston & Pullum et al. 
2002: 1442). Other studies, such as McEnery et al. (2006: 118), suggest 
that get-passives are stylistically prone to co-occur with verbs referring to 
daily activities (get changed, get cleaned, get washed) and with informal 
expressions (get nicked, get pissed, get sacked). 

In section 4.3 it was claimed that the subject in get-passives, as opposed 
to be-passives, is usually attributed some degree of responsibility for the 
event described in the clause (cf. Huddleston 1984: 445). Vanrespaille’s 
(1991: 107) ‘agentivity gradience’, for instance, determines the extent to 
which the subject is in control of the event, which goes from the least 
agentive (He got arrested) to the most agentive (He got dressed).

Given its close relation with the abovementioned concepts of subject 
control and responsibility, section 4.4 dealt with the concept of subject 
animacy. It has been shown that get-passives occur predominantly with 
animate and human subjects (cf. Arce-Arenales et al. 1994: 14; Toyota 
2007: 153). Some scholars, such as Givón & Yang (1994: 120-121) and 
Fleisher (2006: 244), have argued that even when the subject of the get-
passive is inanimate, thus itself incapable of responsibility, some kind of 
responsibility can be attributed to the person who owns or is responsible 
for it, as in Jane’s bike got stolen. 

Section 4.5 focused on the semantic prosody ascribed to the get-passive. 
Whereas be-passives tend to be more neutral in meaning, there is a shared 
idea that get-passive constructions are commonly attributed adversative 
connotations, that is, they describe situations which are unpleasant or 
unfavourable for the subject, as can be seen in the works by Hatcher (1949: 
436-437), Chappell (1980: 444-445) and Rühlemann (2007: 120).

A number of features which are not defining of central get-passives 
were looked at in section 4.6 mainly for descriptive purposes, since their 
analysis might have added interesting information on the structure and 
function of the different typologies of get constructions. Section 4.6.1 was 
devoted to the finiteness of the get construction, including the type of clause 
(dependent vs. independent) in which the get construction occurs, and the 
function of the get construction (main vs. subordinate) within the clause. 
Special attention was paid to to-infinitive clauses in complementation, 
since they have proved to be quite common in the corpora analysis, most 
notably in the Indian variety (as in My dad’s mother really wants my dad to 
get married).

Section 4.6.2 discussed the polarity (positive vs. negative) of the get 
construction. It was shown in chapter 6 that Biber et al.’s (1999: 159) claim 
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that negative forms are very common in conversation does not hold in my 
research. The tendency for some mental verbs, especially want, to collocate 
with the negator not has, nevertheless, been attested.

The co-occurrence of the get construction with modals was analysed in 
section 4.6.3, since modal verbs could have an effect on the meaning of the 
construction. Attention was given to all members of Quirk et al.’s (1985: 
135ff) auxiliary-to-main verb scale, namely central modals, marginal 
modals, modal idioms, semi-auxiliaries, catenatives and main verbs. All 
categories have proved to be numerous with get constructions (cf. chapter 
4). Regional differences concerning the preference for central modals (will, 
must, should) at the expense of semi-auxiliaries (be going to, have to) show, 
however, that some varieties are more conservative or less advanced than 
others in the overall tendency towards replacement of central modals of 
obligation by semi-auxiliaries. This is the case with British English within 
the native varieties of English and Indian English within the non-native 
varieties of English (cf. Collins 2009: 285-286).

Section 4.6.4 was concerned with the co-occurrence of get constructions 
and adverbials. All of Biber et al.’s (1999: 763ff) main classes of adverbials 
were examined, and also their position within the get construction, 
though special attention was paid to epistemic stance adverbials (actually, 
probably, really), by means of which speakers show their commitment to 
the truth value of the proposition (cf. Marín-Arrese 2009, 2011). My data 
in chapter 4 is in accordance with Biber et al.’s (1999: 867-869) findings 
that adverbials, and especially stance adverbials, are particularly frequent 
in conversation.

Finally, section 4.7 offered a brief account of get in imperatives and 
directives, following Huddleston & Pullum et al.’s (2002: 924ff) classification 
into ordinary imperatives (Get worked up) and let-imperatives (Let’s get 
really drunk).

Chapter 5 described the corpora and the methodology used in this 
investigation. Accordingly, section 5.1 presented the corpus selected, 
namely the International Corpus of English (ICE).Taking as a starting point 
that get + past participle constructions are commonly said to feature in 
conversations rather than in written English (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 161; 
Carter & McCarthy 1999: 52; Alexiadou 2005: 17), the focus had to fall 
on the spoken component of the corpus. Furthermore, since the aim of 
the research is to analyse the frequency and distribution patterns of get 
constructions in Present-Day South and Southeast Asian Englishes, 
this computerised corpus was also considered suitable, since it provides 
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comparable material for contrastive studies on different varieties of English 
worldwide. For the cross-varietal comparative analysis, four matching 
subcorpora of spoken English have been employed: Indian (ICE-IND), 
Hong Kong (ICE-HK), Singaporean (ICE-SIN) and British English (ICE-
GB), the latter used as a benchmark corpus. The total number of words in 
each subcorpus amounted to 600,000 words.

Section 5.2 dealt with the methodology used. The search for the 
different forms of get (present singular and plural, past singular and plural, 
progressive) followed by a past participle has mainly been carried out 
manually. Findings that did not belong to these constructions had to be 
filtered out, as those where get functioned as a main verb (She got to school 
on time). The examination process has proved to be laborious and time-
consuming, especially in differentiating verbal participles from adjectival 
participles, a distinction not visible at first sight. Evidence from a pilot 
study confirmed that get constructions are more frequent in informal 
contexts (private dialogues and unscripted monologues), irrespective of 
the variety of English concerned.

Lastly, section 5.3 explained the database design, which was made up of 
exactly 1,000 instances of get in combination with a past participle. All the 
examples have been analysed according to a number of variables, which 
correspond to the defining and non-defining characteristics attributed to 
central get-passives and discussed in chapter 4.  

Chapter 6 introduced the empirical part of the dissertation, presenting 
the results from the corpus-based analysis of get + past participle 
constructions in all four varieties under consideration. Section 6.1 
discussed get constructions in the spoken British component of ICE. Thus, 
the quantitative analysis showed a surprising preference for adjectival 
get-constructions over central get-passives. Nevertheless, the features 
distinctive of central get-passives were for the most part complied with, in 
that get constructions occur primarily without an overtly expressed agent 
by-phrase, most lexical verbs have a dynamic reading (except for adjectival 
get-constructions, which prefer stative verbs), and subjects tend to be 
animate and responsible in all subclasses but central get-passives, which 
prefer non-responsible subjects. From a semantic perspective, only central 
get-passives and adjectival get-constructions tend to code adversative 
implications for the subject.

Section 6.2 dealt with get constructions in the Indian variety. Central 
get-passives proved to be most frequent here, almost twice as common 
as in the previous subcorpus. In Indian English get constructions tend to 
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leave the agent phrase unexpressed and have a preference for activity verbs 
and adversative connotations (except for reflexive get-constructions). 
However, the defining characteristics of subject animacy and subject 
responsibility apply only to non-central members of the category, since 
central get-passives favour inanimate and non-responsible subjects. 

The Hong Kong subcorpus was analysed in section 6.3. The findings 
illustrated that central get-passives were the most commonly represented 
of the five subclasses, closely followed by pseudo and adjectival get-
constructions. Strong evidence of the presence of features distinctive of 
central get-passives is the few examples of long passives, the predominance 
of dynamic verbs (except for stative adjectival and idiomatic get-
constructions), and the preference for animate subjects. Nonetheless, 
central get-passives fail prototypicality in having a majority of non-
responsible subjects and a tendency to code beneficial consequences.

Section 6.4 focused on the Singaporean component of ICE. The most 
recurrent construction was found to be again the get-passive, closely 
followed by adjectival and pseudo get-constructions. The majority of the 
syntactic, semantic and pragmatic characteristics of central get-passives 
apply to most get constructions, as evidenced by the omission of the 
agent by-phrase, the tendency to occur with activity verbs, the adversative 
semantics of the past participle, and the predominance of animate and 
responsible subjects (except for central get-passives, which prefer non-
responsible subjects).

The last chapter, chapter 7, was devoted to the cross-varietal comparative 
analysis of get constructions in the Asian varieties of English and in the 
reference variety, British English. It provided an overview of the similarities 
and differences between the four varieties as regards the variables under 
study, and plausible explanations that may account for the variation and 
potential changes in the get constructions’ prototypical characteristics. As 
regards the distribution and frequencies of get constructions, ICE-IND 
was the subcorpus which showed the highest number of get constructions 
in general and central get-passives in particular. Their frequencies 
proved to be statistically significant, confirming Collins’s (1996: 54) 
assertion that central get-passives are particularly common in Indian 
English. Hundt’s (2009: 121-129) claim that get-passives are used more 
frequently in Singaporean English than in British English has also been 
attested. Furthermore, get constructions tended to leave the agent phrase 
unexpressed in all varieties, as affirmed by Quirk et al. (1985: 161) and 
Carter & McCarthy (1999: 52), mainly because of the low information value 
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of the agent. The four varieties shared an identical pattern concerning the 
verb type distribution, namely an overwhelming majority of activity verbs. 
Verbal participles were expected to favour dynamic verbs (as in central 
get-passives, pseudo and reflexive get-constructions) whereas adjectival 
participles yielded stative -ed forms (as in adjectival get-constructions). 
The Hong Kong variety seemed to differ from the other varieties as regards 
the semantic prosody conveyed by central get-passives: these constructions 
featured predominantly in beneficial contexts. Along similar lines, and 
contrarily to the other varieties, subjects in the Indian subcorpus were 
mostly inanimate, contradicting works such as Arce-Arenales et al. (1994: 
14), Dahl & Fraurud (1996: 58) and Toyota (2007: 153) which state that 
central get-passives do occur predominantly with an animate and human 
subject. Nor did the literature on the attribution of subject responsibility 
(cf. Hatcher 1949: 437; Huddleston 1984: 445; Toyota 2007: 148) hold for 
central get-passives, since they tended to appear with non-responsible 
subjects in all varieties under investigation. 

The corpus-based analysis has demonstrated that get + past participle 
constructions vary in their frequency and use depending on variables such 
as the variety of English, the degree of responsibility and animacy features 
of the subject, and the semantic prosody of the construction. This is 
especially noticeable with respect to central get-passives, since they exhibit 
beneficial or ‘non-adversative’ semantics in ICE-HK (cf. sections 6.3.3 
and 7.1.4), inanimate subjects in ICE-IND (cf. sections 6.2.4 and 7.1.5), 
and non-responsible subjects in all four varieties (cf. section 7.1.5). The 
abovementioned variations have, furthermore, proved to be statistically 
significant in all cases. 

Chapter 7 also alluded to some reasons which may explain the variation 
and differences found: the influence of the substrate languages revealed 
to be crucial concerning the differences between the different varieties of 
English. Accordingly, the similar underlying passive periphrasis in Hindi 
could account for the high number of central get-passives in Indian English 
as compared to the other varieties, both native and non-native (cf. Sandahl 
2000: 101; Kachru 2006: 93). In the same vein, the strong association of 
Cantonese and Mandarin passives with adversative meanings (as cited in 
Matthews & Yip 1994: 150, Bao & Wee 1999, and Xiao et al. 2006: 124-
141) is likely to have had an effect on the proliferation of adversative get 
constructions in Hong Kong English and Singaporean English respectively 
(cf. section 2.4). On the other hand, the shift from animate and human 
subjects to inanimate subjects, most notably in the Indian variety, is a trend 
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which has already been noticed in works such as Hundt (2001: 74-75) and 
Toyota (2008: 161) and has been confirmed here.

In general, the present investigation has shown that get constructions 
indeed form a gradient. The gradient suggested in this study, which differs 
from others posited so far (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 167-171; Collins 1996: 
45-49, among others), distinguishes five different get + past participle 
constructions, and has proved to be apt to accommodate all the get 
constructions found in the 2.4 million word corpus, as well as account for 
them with a fairly large degree of accuracy. This study has also shown that 
the members of this gradient have different degrees of prototypicality, as 
can be seen in the differences between one variety and the other. Another 
relevant overall conclusion is that the shifts from animate to inanimate 
subjects, from responsible to non-responsible subjects, and the loss of the 
defining adversative semantics of the constructions, show that get-passives 
occur more freely in new environments and serve new functions. The fact 
that this trend is most noticeable in Indian English and British English, 
two varieties considered to be among the most conservative varieties of 
English (cf. Bautista & González 2006: 139; Schneider 2007: 38), suggests 
that central get-passives are losing their defining characteristics, which 
pleads for a revision of the prototypical features attributed to get-passives 
in the literature.

The present investigation has been able to draw firm conclusions on the 
topic of get + past participle constructions, but has, in turn, raised other 
questions, and these may form the focus for further research. Being aware 
of the limitations of the ICE corpora, which consist of one million words, 
it would be interesting to work with further computerised corpora, such 
as those provided by ICAME (International Computer Archive of Modern  
and Medieval English). Examples are the Kolhapur Corpus of Indian English 
(KCIE), the Australian Corpus of English (ACE), the Wellington Corpus of 
Spoken New Zealand English (WSC), and the Wellington Corpus of Written 
New Zealand English (WWC), all consisting of one million words. It would 
also be relevant to analyse get constructions in written English and thus 
determine the extent to which mode affects the frequencies and uses of 
these constructions.

The comparison of the findings presented in this dissertation with 
the study of other varieties of English, such as Philippine English, and 
its superstrate language, American English (one of the most advanced 
varieties according to Collins 2009), or even other geographical varieties 
of English, for example African Englishes (e.g. East Africa, Nigeria), would 
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greatly enrich the current cross-varietal comparative analysis of get + past 
participle constructions, and help to account for the regional differences 
between English as a Native Language countries and English as a Second 
or Foreign Language countries as far as these constructions are concerned.
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Appendix I: Get constructions attested 
in the spoken component of ICE-GB
ABANDONED get abandoned
Type central get-passive
Example These uh [sic] temples uh [sic] got abandoned after <,,> 

well in fact after Medieval times though the site was still 
used and inhabited by Medieval people up to about the 
eighth century B C

Code <ICE-GB:S2A-024 #13:1:A>
Tokens 1

ACCEPTED get accepted
Type reflexive get-construction
Example You know Rachel you might have a chance if you if you 

[sic] got that accepted that that pavilion was sacrosanct 
to the men most probably because they want to be on their 
own

Code <ICE-GB:S1B-021 #39:1:C>
Tokens 2

ADDICTED TO get addicted to
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example And this links again both with exercise ad [sic] addiction 

which I mentioned at the beginning and with endorphins 
because one feels that if you create too many if you secrete 
too many of your own endorphins <,> you get addicted to 
your own <,> home-made opiates and then have to keep 
producing them

Code <ICE-GB:S2A-027 #84:1:A>
Tokens 1

ANNOYED get annoyed
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Is that the one that Philip’s just done <,,> and Jane Yeah 

the one that Philip actually The one that Philip got very 
annoyed because I always used to do the experiments 
twice as quick as as [sic] him

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-008 #37:1:A>
Tokens 1
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ATTACHED TO get attached to
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example Well she probably grew attached to it <,,> Can’t you 

just see that Getting attached to a goldfish bowl full of 
cigarette butts and water Really lovely

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-085 #210:1:B>
Tokens 1

BASHED get bashed
Type central get-passive
Example So then you can get the tube […] I’ll try and bring it on 

the way in to St John’s Wood <,> and drop it in […] That’s 
the last I take it home <unclear-words> anyway so it’ll 
get bashed as too heavy

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-043 #261:1:A>
Tokens 1

BITTEN get bitten
Type central get-passive
Example I know my period started the year that Uncle Ahmed got 

bitten by the snake <,> but it doesn’t help you to actually 
identify that particular year <,>

Code <ICE-GB:S2A-047 #52:1:A>
Tokens 1

BLACK-LEGGED get black-legged (i.e. ‘depreciative. Esp. of a bookmaker 
or gambler: swindling, dishonest’)

Type adjectival get-construction
Example That that [sic] is an unwritten law and anyone who does 

<unclear-words> very rapidly <,> very rapidly <laugh> 
Get black-legged Yeah <,> No They don’t just get 
blacklegged we can put them out of business really <,>

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-027 #69:1:B>
Tokens 2
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BLOWN DOWN get blown down
Type central get-passive
Example Anyway would you necessarily get the job <,> No But 

of course I suggest it casually and I get blown down in 
flames

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-093 #18:1:B>
Tokens 1

BLUEBEARDED get bluebearded
Type adjectival get-construction
Example If you shave too often <,> you get blue bearded there
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-065 #211:1:C>
Tokens 1

BORED get bored
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Yeah but the thing with Trivial Pursuits I get bored after 

a while
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-048 #163:1:A>
Tokens 5

BORN get born 
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example So if it’s not really worth trying to get born into the 

imperial family what about entering Japanese politics
Code <ICE-GB:S2B-021 #88:3:A>
Tokens 1

BROKEN get broken
Type central get-passive
Example I’ve heard horrible stories of people having vaccinations 

and the needles getting broken
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-046 #95:1:C>
Tokens 1
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BUNNIED get bunnied
Type adjectival get-construction
Example I mean that piece of paper will only get bunnied won’t it 

Pardon Bunnied […] They’ve got a pet rabbit <,> Laura 
and her boyfriend Simon

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-017 #123:1:A>
Tokens 1

CARRIED AWAY get carried away
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example You’re right A shirt is the best thing <,> with a brooch 

<,,> I know it seems I’m getting a bit carried away I know 
And I just want <,> to look nice

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-042 #266:1:A>
Tokens 1

CAUGHT get caught
Type central get-passive
Example He’s often looked a bit predictable and ponderous at times 

in his career but he always gets the job done Mason And 
he gets caught with another right then just blinked a bit 
as that landed <,>

Code <ICE-GB:S2A-009 #59:1:A>
Tokens 1

CAUGHT (2) get caught
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Uhm [sic] if you leave them chipped and jagged those 

jagged edges are more likely to get caught in other things 
and break a bit more off at an awkward angle or even 
strip a whole side of enamel off <,> That’s why this is to 
smooth them and round them off

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-087 #63:1:A>
Tokens 2
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CAUGHT UP get caught up
Type central get-passive
Example I would turn that round the other way and say that is 

sixty-seven per cent of people getting caught up who have 
gone through a traumatic investigation which traumatises 
parents traumatises children and ends up with system-
abused children

Code <ICE-GB:S1B-030 #138:1:F>
Tokens 1

CHANGED get changed
Type central get-passive
Example I put that cheque in <unclear-word> <unclear-word> 

<,> Should get changed on Friday so
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-099 #202:1:A>
Tokens 1

CHUCKED IN get chucked in
Type central get-passive
Example So I thought God damn it if I ever get close to walking 

up the aisle and then I get you know chucked in <,> 
<unclear-word> <,> I’ll be I’ll have a nervous breakdown

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-049 #26:1:B>
Tokens 1

COMPLICATED get complicated
Type adjectival get-construction
Example It gets complicated around there doesn’t it Uh [sic] it is 

rather I don’t know what to do with that
Code <ICE-GB:S1B-002 #44:1:A>
Tokens 1
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CONFLATED get conflated
Type central get-passive
Example I wonder if perhaps there’s an im [sic] some kind of 

distinction that might helpfully be made between what you 
call the need for faith and religion and religious belief in 
itself because I think if the two gets [sic] get conflated 
<,> one misses the sense of perhaps a tremendous sur 
[sic] human need <,> which religion for so long has 
answered

Code <ICE-GB:S1B-028 #52:1:E>
Tokens 1

CONFUSED get confused
Type adjectival get-construction
Example You must be very careful with that cos otherwise you’re 

going to get confused It’s not the nasal field <,> that 
decussates It’s the nasal retina that <,> that [sic] 
decussates

Code <ICE-GB:S1B-015 #192:1:A>
Tokens 1

DAMAGED get damaged
Type central get-passive
Example And it’s the brain that tends to get <,> damaged at the end 

of this period if things don’t go well <,>
Code <ICE-GB:S2A-046 #123:3:A>
Tokens 1

DIVIDED get divided
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Now as parents and children get more and more divided 

how do those traditions go on
Code <ICE-GB:S1B-047 #94:1:B>
Tokens 1
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DIVORCED get divorced
Type pseudo get-construction
Example There is an emphasis on sorting out the practical 

consequences <,> what it will mean for the couple their 
children their home their property their money what 
they’re all going to live on <,> before rather than after 
they get divorced <,>

Code <ICE-GB:S2B-019 #83:1:G>
Tokens 1

DOG-EARED get dog-eared (i.e. ‘shabby, ragged, tatty’)
Type central get-passive
Example Things that have been with me I suppose since I was in 

my teens <,> And and [sic] every so often I come back to 
them and uh [sic] and of course they get dog-eared and 
so on so then then [sic] I scour the secondhand bookshops 
looking for decent copies of them <,> to uh [sic] bring 
my uh [sic] collection back to uh [sic]  some decent state

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-013 #74:1:E>
Tokens 1

DONE get done
Type reflexive get-construction
Example He’s often looked a bit predictable and ponderous at times 

in his career but he always gets the job done
Code <ICE-GB:S2A-009 #57:1:A>
Tokens 6

DONE WITH get done with
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example And uhm [sic] they said well I’d just have to proceed 

with the pregnancy and uh [sic] get it over and done with 
and go and start again <,> on the next one like a baby 
machine <,,>

Code <ICE-GB:S1B-049 #10:1:B>
Tokens 1
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DRESSED UP get dressed up
Type pseudo get-construction
Example I wouldn’t really be looking forward to be getting dressed 

up on Friday
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-042 #273:1:B>
Tokens 1

DRUMMED get drummed
Type central get-passive
Example The same ghastly family taste That’s really funny cos you 

bought yours in <,> the year before I did and you know 
<,> And I didn’t even know you had that watch Mm [sic] I 
know <,,> You don’t like <unclear-words> Obviously got 
drummed in a certain taste in clothes <unclear-words>

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-046 #268:1:C>
Tokens 1

DRUNK get drunk
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Everybody knows politicians some politicians get drunk 

some politicians <,> uh uhm [sic] sleep around <,>
Code <ICE-GB:S1B-024 #125:1:F>
Tokens 3

ENGAGED get engaged
Type pseudo get-construction
Example I suppose we had to get engaged now because it’s the only 

way we’re going to see each other
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-050 #182:1:B>
Tokens 6
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EXCITED get excited
Type adjectival get-construction
Example So after we actually did Islington it it [sic] sort of fell 

in Canonbury it fell into place and they got quite excited 
about the Elizabethan side of it <,>

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-094 #12:1:A>
Tokens 3

FED UP get fed up 
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example Every now and again I get really fed up
Code <ICE-GB:S1B-026 #215:1:B>
Tokens 1

FINISHED get finished
Type pseudo get-construction
Example I’m I’m def I’m [sic] definitely not going down that road 

today because we’ve got to get finished by Christmas
Code <ICE-GB:S1B-029 #111:1:A>
Tokens 1

FINISHED (2) get finished
Type reflexive get-construction
Example And I said well I really want to get it finished by Christmas
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-084 #218:1:C>
Tokens 1

FOUND get found
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Then I came back and on the way back I got a Falange 

pass found on me by the Muslims who wanted to cut my 
throat <,>

Code <ICE-GB:S2A-050 #142:2:A>
Tokens 1
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FOUNDED get founded
Type central get-passive
Example Uh [sic] even in California and Silicon Silicon [sic] 

Valley uh [sic] in its economic boom times an awful lot of 
the small firms that get founded actually don’t last more 
than a year or eighteen months

Code <ICE-GB:S2A-049 #46:1:A>
Tokens 1

FRUSTRATED get frustrated
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Garcia is pushing forward well He’s coming under strong 

pressure from <,> Dobrovolski who’s helping out his 
defence and in the end gets a little too frustrated <,> with 
the uh [sic] Argentine’s progress and hacks down his man 
resulting in a free kick for Argentina right on the left edge 
of the penalty area <,>

Code <ICE-GB:S2A-010 #164:1:A>
Tokens 1

GATHERED get gathered
Type central get-passive
Example Note that an awful lot of heat gets gathered round the 

world and passed up in our uhm [sic] neck of the woods 
which keeps our climate mu [sic] much milder than it 
would otherwise be <,,>

Code <ICE-GB:S2A-043 #83:1:A>
Tokens 1

HOSPITALISED get hospitalised
Type central get-passive
Example He gets hospitalised and he nearly dies <,,>
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-049 #205:1:B>
Tokens 1
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HUNG UP get hung up
Type reflexive get-construction
Example I’ll get them hung up on coat hangers
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-099 #182:1:A>
Tokens 1

HURT get hurt
Type central get-passive
Example It is not as some of us have perhaps more comfortably 

believed a transcontinental video game in which nobody 
gets hurt

Code <ICE-GB:S2B-016 #89:3:B>
Tokens 1

IGNORED get ignored
Type central get-passive
Example Well I’m a bit anti it but there’s something well <,,> only 

because it’s in Central London and I think that eith [sic] 
they are divided into two uh [sic] the the [sic] frumpy 
ones of which there are not very many girls who then get 
ignored and the pretty ones who I think they’re sleeping 
with their boyfriends straight away <,>

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-054 #77:1:A>
Tokens 1

INDIVIDUALISED get individualised
Type central get-passive
Example Oh yes <,> yes the particular <,> yes yes […] And they 

don’t get individualised I mean
Code <ICE-GB:S1B-019 #101:1:A>
Tokens 1
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INTERESTED get interested
Type adjectival get-construction
Example I tried twice Yeah Tried twice to start reading that and 

couldn’t get interested at all
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-016 #214:1:C>
Tokens 4

INTERESTED (2) get interested
Type reflexive get-construction
Example But really what’s happened with my sort of history is when 

I met uh [sic] did a little recording with Chandos Records 
uhm [sic] and the Ulster orchestra who was conducting 
there came up with enough money to do their first record 
and they got Chandos interested

Code <ICE-GB:S1B-032 #21:1:C>
Tokens 2

INTERVIEWED get interviewed
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Well if you get me interviewed I don’t know Ian well 

enough <laugh> If you get an interview with me and Tony 
it probably will get <,,>

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-017 #378:1:A>
Tokens 1

INTRIGUED get intrigued
Type adjectival get-construction
Example his first visit ever to us <,> and do you remember my little 

house there and rooms I had We all sat round and you you 
[sic] got intrigued by the little rooms

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-028 #30:1:A>
Tokens 1
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INUNDATED get inundated
Type central get-passive
Example Yeah we used to buy Mum a vase every year for her 

birthday Yes So we got uh [sic] inundated with them We 
never use any of them hardly

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-019 #108:1:E>
Tokens 1

INVITED get invited
Type central get-passive
Example Very few people well no let’s seventeen to eighteen percent 

knew about the change of title <,> uhm [sic] <,> And just 
under half get invited to staff meetings <,>

Code <ICE-GB:S1B-077 #34:1:B>
Tokens 1

INVOLVED get involved
Type adjectival get-construction
Example And and [sic] I got involved because I went to college 

to Middlesex Poly with Adam and finished last June and 
haven’t really done any dance since then <,>

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-002 #9:1:C>
Tokens 12

INVOLVED (2) get involved
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Well I s [sic] I suppose it’s the writer <,> that uh [sic] 

gets you so involved
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-016 #238:1:D>
Tokens 3
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IRRITATED get irritated
Type adjectival get-construction
Example I mean I do that all the time when I’m marking people’s 

essays And it gets it may get <unclear-words> maybe 
irritated after a while

Code <ICE-GB:S1B-012 #161:1:B>
Tokens 1

KILLED get killed
Type central get-passive
Example They said you don’t take any pictures otherwise you you 

[sic] get killed And there were threats all round
Code <ICE-GB:S2A-050 #148:2:A>
Tokens 1

KNOCKED 
DOWN

get knocked down

Type central get-passive
Example You know I don’t like crossing the road in London with 

more than one person and that’s me <,> cos you know 
it’s bad enough worrying about yourself getting knocked 
down

Code <ICE-GB:S2A-050 #36:1:A>
Tokens 1

LOST get lost
Type adjectival get-construction
Example I mean some of the things that get lost in boys’ schools are 

are [sic] highlighted in a girls’ school
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-012 #117:1:C>
Tokens 3
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MARRIED get married
Type pseudo get-construction
Example When the emperor’s younger son got married a year ago 

television was allowed in to see his new home <,>
Code <ICE-GB:S2B-021 #71:3:A>
Tokens 18

MIXED get mixed
Type reflexive get-construction
Example One commentator getting his his [sic] metaphors slightly 

mixed wrote about the the [sic] virtual canonization of 
Lord Jakobovits by the Prime Minister <,>

Code <ICE-GB:S1B-047 #41:1:A>
Tokens 1

MIXED UP get mixed up
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Oh sorry I thought you were talking about the R A F No I 

mean I’ve had to do that as well Oh yeah I got mixed up
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-030 #83:1:C>
Tokens 1

MIXED UP (2) get mixed up
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Could it be that that Mrs Harrison is as it were saying 

to the rabbi you’ve got things mixed up here as between 
what religion is really about and the external relations of 
religious organisation where you’ve got rather a special 
Jewish <,,> inheritance

Code <ICE-GB:S1B-028 #66:1:C>
Tokens 1
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NICKED get nicked
Type central get-passive
Example But the moment you cross the lines <,,> the shutters go up 

<,> your business gets nicked <,,>
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-027 #84:1:B>
Tokens 2

OFFENDED get offended
Type adjectival get-construction
Example I’ve got a a [sic] friend who <,> whose parents are 

Catholic Now he’s not a practising Catholic as far as I 
know and he never talks about it but if it the subject comes 
up and especially if he’s had a couple of drinks he gets 
absolutely irate about it Gets offended if you <unclear-
syllable> yeah

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-084 #123:1:A>
Tokens 1

OFFERED get offered
Type central get-passive
Example And the phone never stops going And <,> people offer 

one goodies Not that one doesn’t get offered nice things
Code <ICE-GB:S1B-046 #5:1:B>
Tokens 1

ORGANISED get organised
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Isn’t it about time that the Department really got itself 

organised to avoid all these unnecessary deaths which 
are taking place which could be matched providing there 
was a real determination by the minister to do a proper 
recruitment policy

Code <ICE-GB:S1B-055 #9:1:C>
Tokens 2
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PAID get paid
Type central get-passive
Example I can’t see much point in doing it at the moment because 

<,> you don’t get paid for it <,,> <laugh>
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-066 #139:1:B>
Tokens 6

PAID (2) get paid
Type reflexive get-construction
Example The unpaid debts of John the First’s ambassadors from 

the thirteen eighties were still rankling among some of 
the English creditors who had ships arrested in fourteen 
hundred and three fourteen hundred and four and fourteen 
hundred and ten still trying to get their money paid <,>

Code <ICE-GB:S2B-043 #56:1:A>
Tokens 1

PASSED get passed
Type central get-passive
Example There is an attempt now to get far more passed by majority 

voting
Code <ICE-GB:S1B-053 #82:1:B>
Tokens 1

PISSED OFF get pissed off
Type adjectival get-construction
Example He he [sic] got really pissed off when we were watching 

Back To The Future Two
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-006 #86:1:A>
Tokens 1
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PLUGGED get plugged
Type central get-passive
Example It does raise a point also about you know this this [sic] 

growth of interest in C D ROM data <,,> uhm [sic] and 
we’re getting plugged into that to a larger extent now 
There seems to be a sort of wave of interest

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-029 #358:1:A>
Tokens 1

PREPARED get prepared
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Well I mean part part [sic] of the reason I am eating will 

be so that I we don’t have to have a picnic Yeah Why 
Because you hate getting anything like that prepared <,>

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-006 #34:1:B>
Tokens 1

PRINTED OUT get printed out
Type reflexive get-construction
Example What I thought I’d get these printed out because I hadn’t 

actually got the support letters printed out <,>
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-077 #285:1:B>
Tokens 3

PUBLISHED get published
Type central get-passive
Example I mean what’s the good of being dead if you’re still trying 

to get published on earth
Code <ICE-GB:S1B-026 #250:1:D>
Tokens 1
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PUT IN get put in
Type central get-passive
Example well he said they they they [sic] could definitely handle it 

<,> but it because they’d get round it by underspecifying 
this that and the other and having tricks as to where the 
underspecified bits got put in <,>

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-005 #5:1:A>
Tokens 1

PUT OUT get put out
Type central get-passive
Example I always got the impression that the Levites who came 

from working in all the local shrines they got put out 
of business <unclear-words> <,> leaving the the [sic] 
descendants of Zadok firmly in control in the Temple 
<unclear-words>

Code <ICE-GB:S1B-001 #72:1:B>
Tokens 1

RAISED get raised
Type reflexive get-construction
Example In allowing a handful of Western journalists to film civilian 

damage like this row of shops and transmit it round the 
world Saddam Hussein is has succeeded in getting the 
question raised to the coalition’s military leaders <,>

Code <ICE-GB:S2B-001 #59:1:B>
Tokens 1

RETURNED get returned
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Blackmore gets the ball returned to him from a header 

from Robson
Code <ICE-GB:S2A-003 #195:1:A>
Tokens 2
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RID OF get rid of
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example If it’s a question of pushing them into a quick answer then 

<,> they’re more likely to say no just to get rid of me
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-058 #113:2:B>
Tokens 22

RUINED get ruined
Type central get-passive
Example And if you’re going to have them made of mud brick and 

it rains remember to actually stick a ledge or cornice all 
the way round <,> so that the <,> mud cannot actually 
get ruined by the rain

Code <ICE-GB:S2A-024 #80:1:A>
Tokens 1

SAVED get saved
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Allen got that well saved the danger and those white shirts 

of Tottenham have possession with Steve Sedgely and he 
will just plant it back into the penalty for Eric Torsvord to 
calm things down

Code <ICE-GB:S2A-015 #48:1:A>
Tokens 1

SCARED get scared
Type reflexive get-construction
Example I was I mean and then I started lying cos he got me dead 

scared <,>
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-084 #232:1:C>
Tokens 1
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SEATED get seated
Type reflexive get-construction
Example and there’s a lot of things I’m ignoring cos I want to get 

the structure of her bottom and her legs seated first of all 
<,>

Code <ICE-GB:S1B-008 #140:3:B>
Tokens 1

SENT get sent
Type central get-passive
Example London London uhm [sic] in in in [sic] the foreign service 

if you got sent to Guadalajara <,> it meant you weren’t 
doing very well <,>

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-056 #54:1:A>
Tokens 3

SENT (2) get sent
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Somebody had been in to talk to uhm [sic] Pauline next 

door to borrow all her vases and then it was Pauline’s 
birthday a day or two afterwards and she got her sent a 
huge sheaf of flowers by her son

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-019 #83:1:A>
Tokens 1

SENTENCED get sentenced
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Far from being cold-hearted the great eighteenth century 

rationalist republican Thomas Paine who’s been called 
the greatest Englishman got himself sentenced to the 
guillotine because he argued passionately in the assembly 
of the French Revolutionary Council for the life of King 
Louis <,>

Code <ICE-GB:S2B-032 #15:1:A>
Tokens 1
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SEWN UP get sewn up
Type reflexive get-construction
Example At the moment he’s struggling in second place in this race 

And it looks as though Louis has got it sewn up already
Code <ICE-GB:S2A-012 #79:5:A>
Tokens 1

SOAKED get soaked
Type adjectival get-construction
Example And would you do any sort of inset for soap You can 

have a soap dish yeah [sic] Given there’s a big uhm [sic] 
given it’s a biggish shower they’ll probably find a corner 
<unclear-words> where it won’t get too soaked

Code <ICE-GB:S1B-071 #188:1:C>
Tokens 1

SORTED get sorted
Type central get-passive
Example What he needs is three-or-four-words It is knocking on a 

bit then Getting getting [sic] sorted in about three days’ 
time Well It can be done but <,>

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-070 #212:1:B>
Tokens 1

SORTED (2) get sorted
Type reflexive get-construction
Example We’ll try and get it sorted <,>
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-100 #274:3:B>
Tokens 1

SORTED OUT get sorted out
Type pseudo get-construction
Example So they swing into the home straight and they’re coming 

down <unclear-words> stand side and they’re getting 
sorted out Indian file with Lord Chalmer setting the pace 
and a good one too to in second place <,> Gwecko Solo

Code <ICE-GB:S2A-006 #66:2:A>
Tokens 1
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SORTED OUT (2) get sorted out
Type reflexive get-construction
Example And just put down the cost prices and we’ll bung it off and 

they’ll get you sorted out
Code <ICE-GB:S1B-074 #89:2:A>
Tokens 2

SPRAYED get sprayed
Type central get-passive
Example So in actual fact uh [sic] I’d I’d [sic] centre it so if you 

want if you know h [sic] two people are having a shower 
together <,> uhm [sic] in in [sic] both equally get sprayed 
as it were <,,>

Code <ICE-GB:S1B-071 #182:1:A>
Tokens 1

STARTED get started
Type pseudo get-construction
Example I <,> I really didn’t like technique I mean I’m too lazy 

really for that I think <,> and that was my <,> interest in 
it That’s how I sort of got started in it

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-002 #13:1:C>
Tokens 1

STARTED (2) get started
Type reflexive get-construction
Example What you So I’m sorry what did exactly happen with the 

car Well it wouldn’t start <,> See I couldn’t get it started 
on the Saturday night because I was going to come back 
on Sunday <,>

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-038 #66:1:C>
Tokens 2
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STRUCK get struck
Type central get-passive
Example What do you think will happen <,> in a takeover if 

the bank <,> does naughty things like funding secret 
purchases of shares <,,> Same thing You get struck off 
the Stock Exchange

Code <ICE-GB:S1B-011 #13:1:C>
Tokens 1

STUCK get stuck
Type adjectival get-construction
Example And I mean when people got stuck I’d just say look just 

listen you imagine you’re in a pub and I’ve said to you 
what’s he like <,,> and then just describe them

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-037 #47:1:B>
Tokens 4

STUCK DOWN get stuck down
Type adjectival get-construction
Example There are weeks when bitty things are the most productive 

<,,> And there are weeks when you can get stuck down 
you can get down down [sic] to earth

Code <ICE-GB:S1B-012 #11:1:B>
Tokens 1

STUCK INTO get stuck into (i.e. ‘to make a serious start on, get down to 
(a task, etc.)’)

Type idiomatic get-construction
Example It isn’t a prospect that I relish but uh [sic] there’s a Jewish 

tradition <,> of uh [sic] scholarship in which after a 
certain stage you just have to get stuck in to public life 
<,>

Code <ICE-GB:S1B-047 #14:1:B>
Tokens 1
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STUNG get stung
Type central get-passive
Example It escaped on the underground and it got out this poor 

wasp so far <,> far from home And it was on the window 
and I thought pe [sic] perhaps I ought to kill it because 
somebody will get stung and then I thought no why 
shouldn’t it have at least a chance even if it does sting 
everybody So I I [sic] just left it

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-067 #49:1:A>
Tokens 1

SUBJECTED get subjected
Type central get-passive
Example What we’re looking for is to design for these forces such 

that the vertical elements are able to withstand the load 
And in the case of irregularity certain vertical elements 
get uh [sic] subjected to greater loads and this makes 
them more vulnerable to failure causing the collapse of 
floors downwards one upon another

Code <ICE-GB:S2A-025 #32:1:A>
Tokens 1

TACKLED get tackled
Type central get-passive
Example Francis a long kick downfield Carling takes it and almost 

slips <,> Makes ground up Hoists it Gets <,,> tackled 
And the referee lets that go as Saunders catches it

Code <ICE-GB:S2A-002 #94:1:A>
Tokens 1

TIRED get tired
Type adjectival get-construction
Example We are getting tired of a cosmetic approach an 

oversanguine approach
Code <ICE-GB:S1B-056 #88:1:F>
Tokens 2
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TOLD get told
Type central get-passive
Example You get automatic delivery <,> and you’ll normally get 

told <,> when a message is available for you <,>
Code <ICE-GB:S2A-028 #78:2:A>
Tokens 1

TRANSCRIBED get transcribed
Type central get-passive
Example You have special symbols for when you can’t can’t [sic] 

actually hear something when you’re doing transcribing 
and that’s what gets transcribed you see

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-047 #141:1:B>
Tokens 2

TURNED ON get turned on
Type adjectival get-construction
Example I I I [sic] always get really turned on to the the [sic] style 

of it by the look of it
Code <ICE-GB:S1B-023 #56:1:B>
Tokens 1

USED TO get used to
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example He said to us it’s strange to get used to having to make the 

decisions yourselves <,>
Code <ICE-GB:S2B-047 #55:1:A>
Tokens 7

USED TO (2) get used to
Type reflexive get-construction
Example I have a worry here that we’ll get the Iraqis so used to 

dealing with air attacks to find ways round
Code <ICE-GB:S1B-038 #120:1:C>
Tokens 2
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WORKED UP get worked up
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Oh what a nightmare Come on get worked up It’d make 

it a lot more fun <,>
Code <ICE-GB:S1A-038 #277:1:A>
Tokens 2

WORRIED get worried
Type adjectival get-construction
Example uhm [sic] and that is and and and [sic] the struggle is that 

on the one hand you do want to be taken seriously and you 
get uh [sic] you feel mortified that it’s not taken seriously 
enough and on the other hand you get very worried if it’s 
taken seriously I don’t uh uh uh th [sic] the you know 
because you then you feel all the worries that anybody 
does sometimes

Code <ICE-GB:S1A-062 #93:1:A>
Tokens 1
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Appendix II: Get constructions attested 
in the spoken component of ICE-IND
ACCLIMATISED get acclimatised 
Type central get-passive
Example This is <,> a base <,,> to begin <,> <indig> shirsana 

</indig> <,> many people are afraid to do <indig> 
shirshana </indig> <,> because they are afraid to keep 
their head down <,> So this <indig> asana </indig> <,> 
trains the brain to get acclimatise[d] to keep the head to 
the ground then easily <,> the confidence come and they 
can practise <indig> shirsana </indig> <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-055 #128:2:A>
Tokens 1

ACCUMULATED get accumulated 
Type central get-passive
Example Let me suppose a customer has a credit line of only 

twenty-five thousand <,> and he has applied sixty 
thousand <,> and he hasn’t paid us till now <,,> so we 
can’t allow the customer to use the card and keep piling 
on the <,> delinquency or the <,,> raise up raise debt 
getting accumulated <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-042 #127:1:A>
Tokens 1

ACCUSTOMED 
TO

get accustomed to 

Type idiomatic get-construction
Example Now I think I got accustomed to this climate and other 

thing <,,>
Code <ICE-IND:S1A-030 #6:1:C>
Tokens 2
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ACQUAINTED 
WITH

get acquainted with 

Type idiomatic get-construction
Example Just she wanted to get acquainted with you and <,> uh 

[sic] she wanted to take time and just Uh [sic] anyway I 
mistook it for something else you know

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-038 #204:1:B>
Tokens 1

ACQUAINTED 
WITH (2)

get acquainted with 

Type reflexive get-construction
Example May be you would like to take a small piece of paper and 

draw a few lines <,> clearly indicating what is a road on 
which your house is located <,> <w> what’s </w> a land 
mark <,> which is quite simple to identify <,> and how 
to reach your place <,> Well <,> this sketch <,,> makes 
<,> the man more confident and he is able to get himself 
acquainted with your area <,> and he will be able to 
reach home confidently <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-032 #17:1:A>
Tokens 1

ADDICTED TO get addicted to
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example Once you get into a habit <,> nothing can stop you <,,> 

not even alcohol As your blood turns alcoholic and then 
you will get addict[ed] to cigarette smoking <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-046 #142:1:A>
Tokens 1

ADJUSTED get adjusted 
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example I stayed two years in Hyderabad so <,,> I got adjusted to 

hostel life and didn’t miss it but <,> Here I miss <,> my 
friends in Hyderabad

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-014 #6:1:B>
Tokens 1
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AFFECTED get affected 
Type central get-passive
Example Corruption seems to have penetrated <,> in all spheres 

of life <,> and worse than that <,> it seems that we have 
accepted <,> that it has come to stay <,> Work culture 
gets adversely affected by this <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-040 #25:1:A>
Tokens 2

ALARMED get alarmed 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Before you get alarmed at the quantity of red chillies used 

<,> here is a reassuring word about red chillies <,,>
Code <ICE-IND:S2A-051 #48:1:B>
Tokens 1

ANNOYED get annoyed 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example What we see that <,> uh [sic] some people say that I am 

allergic to that gentleman whenever I see him <,,> <O> 
laughter </O> I get annoyed <w> It’s </w> alright <,> 
you have every right to be annoyed <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-028 #56:1:A>
Tokens 1

ARRANGED get arranged 
Type central get-passive
Example A temporary magnet is a magnet <,,> which <,> uh [sic] 

loses its property after sometime <,> but the moment uh 
[sic] Gradually lose their arrangement power or they 
<-> are </-> get again the same <,> zig-zag they get 
arranged in the zig-zag manner and they lose it <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-019 #210:1:A>
Tokens 1
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ATTRACTED get attracted 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Because the earth behaves like a magnet The two ends of 

a magnet when uh [sic] rest against and when the object 
enters the magnetic field it gets attracted to <,> that

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-019 #135:1:S>
Tokens 3

BAFFLED get baffled 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example The Western critical sensibility <,> loves irony <,> 

realism concreteness <,,> conflict and rigidity of form 
<,> and it gets baffled and frustrated <,> when it faces 
something <,> abstract <,,> apparently formless <,> 
spiritual <,> and mystical <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-048 #55:1:A>
Tokens 1

BENEFITTED get benefitted
Type central get-passive
Example I requested them why not to <,> turn some of the sessions 

into library sessions Yeah And then all of us could have 
got benefitted

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-013 #113:1:C>
Tokens 1

BEWILDERED get bewildered
Type adjectival get-construction
Example We see nothing wrong in seeking personal <,> favours 

<,> for gratification <,> Is this in accordance <,> with 
what we say <,> ? And what impact is it going to have 
on the young generation <,> who get bewildered and 
confused <,> by this discrepancy between action and 
preaching <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-040 #23:1:A>
Tokens 1
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BLOCKED get blocked
Type adjectival get-construction
Example So if one of these vessels were to get suddenly <,> 

completely blocked <,> I see <,> Then a portion of the 
heart muscle would die <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-060 #15:1:B>
Tokens 2

BLURRED get blurred
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Unfortunately today we are at such junction in history 

<,> where the line between good and evil <,> often gets 
blurred <,> and consequently the distinction between 
heroes and villains also often gets blurred <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-040 #43:1:A>
Tokens 2

BOBBED DOWN get bobbed down
Type central get-passive
Example So <w> teachers’ </w> job is a very difficult job I tell 

you <,,> And more you get <,> bobbed down into it <,> 
more you will be in trouble <,,> But <,> you should be 
a real teacher <,,> not just an orator of your subject 
<,,> And for that <,> you have to <,> have a very deep 
understanding <-> your </-> of your subject <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-028 #95:1:A>
Tokens 1

BORED get bored
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Shall I come with you <,,> Better come you know <,> 

otherwise I will get bored <,>
Code <ICE-IND:S1A-070 #218:1:A>
Tokens 3
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BROKEN UP get broken up
Type central get-passive
Example In course of time <,> in course of time <,> ultimately 

what happens to those particular rock <,> ? The rock It 
gets <,> <-> it </-> disintegrated it gets <,> broken up 
and <-> they </-> <,> the weathering of rock <,> takes 
place <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-010 #201:1:A>
Tokens 1

BURIED get buried
Type central get-passive
Example And again <,> for the sake of his own <,,> uh uh [sic] 

community he sacrifices <,> jumps from the river As 
jumps from the top of the temple and <,,> uh [sic] gets uh 
[sic] buried in the <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-047 #152:1:B>
Tokens 1

BURNT get burnt
Type central get-passive
Example It has further that <,> she poured kerosene on herself to 

teach a lesson to him <,,> and <,,> the accused threw 
<,> a lighted match stick on her <,,> set her on fire <,,> 
[…] She herself told uh [sic] Told her about the incident 
<,,> and as to how she got burnt <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-065 #55:1:A>
Tokens 1

CAUGHT get caught
Type central get-passive
Example And why did you opt for M B A <,> Means it was just 

<,> for the heck of it I appeared for it <,> and I got <?> 
caught </?> <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-056 #107:1:C>
Tokens 1
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CAUGHT (2) get caught
Type adjectival get-construction
Example And the third novel <,> uh [sic] <mention> Heart of 

the Matter </mention> <,> it is set in <,> West Africa 
<,,> Here we have a character <,> uh [sic] deputy 
commissioner of police uh [sic] Scobie <,> who is a good 
upright man <,> […] And it is going on alright till <,,> 
slowly he begins to uh [sic] <,> get caught in a whole 
plot <,> where an innocent journalist is murdered <,,> 
and Scobie <,> in trying to investigate <,> is uh [sic] 
<,> laid up wrong <,> making wrong decisions and ends 
his life ultimately in suicide <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-025 #87:1:A>
Tokens 2

CHANGED get changed
Type central get-passive
Example While <,> chemical weathering is <,> the the [sic] 

chemical composition of the rock is changed Gets changed 
<,> because of the action of <,> these components 
Components like <,> <{> <[> water-vapour <,> 
carbondioxide </[> etcetera

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-010 #141:1:A>
Tokens 5

CHOKED get choked
Type central get-passive
Example The third thing <,> we must never put in <,,> any water 

<,,> or any <,,> <.> sol [sic] </.> any solid <,,> in the 
individuals mouth <,> There is a risk <,> as the individual 
is either in a temporary death or in a permanent death <,> 
whatever you put in the mouth will go into the windpipe 
<,> and the windpipe will get choked and there will not 
be any passage of air into the windpipe and person may 
die suddenly <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-059 #51:1:B>
Tokens 2
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CLOGGED get clogged
Type central get-passive
Example You have heavy rains Yeah Goa <w> it’s </w> raining 

very heavily and you can’t go anywhere out also <,> 
uhm [sic] Even when you go to school or anywhere <{1> 
<[1> out </[1> you have to face a lot of problems <,> 
And all the water would get clogged <{> <[> here </[> 
and there

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-065 #26:1:A>
Tokens 1

CLOSED get closed
Type central get-passive
Example They are also used as door closers automatic door closers 

You leave the door <,,> because of attraction <,> yes <,> 
because of attraction <,,> the door gets closed

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-019 #259:1:A>
Tokens 3

COLLECTED get collected
Type central get-passive
Example Okay the rain water which falls on the earth <,> <&> 

cough </&> surface <,> gets into <,> uh [sic] it falls and 
it gets into it also enters the rock How <,,> ? The cracks 
From the cracks of the rock <,> they enter the .. cracks .. 
of the rock .. okay So this rain water gets collected <,> in 
the crack of <}> <-> a </-> <+> the </+> </}> <{> 
<[> rock </[>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-010 #182:1:A>
Tokens 1
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COMPRESSED get compressed
Type central get-passive
Example […] because whenever the speech tempo <,> goes up 

or it increases <,> so our habit <,> that is the Marathi 
speakers or even Indians you know <,> they pronounced 
most of the words equally bold <,> And because of this 
you know when the <,> tempo increases or goes up <,> 
all the segments <,> including <,> vocalic and again we 
can say consonants they get compressed <,> And because 
of this <,> this vocalic parts or the vocalic segments you 
know and their duration it is not <,> felt very much <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-076 #104:1:C>
Tokens 1

CONFUSED get confused
Type adjectival get-construction
Example I always get confused with these names When I hear these 

names I think they are Anglo-Indian names
Code <ICE-IND:S1A-048 #27:1:C>
Tokens 2

CONFUSED (2) get confused
Type reflexive get-construction
Example But I think negotiation is part of the process of high-

jacking <,> of wearing down the opponent Yes <,> Get 
them confused <,> Get them to contradict themselves 
<,> Develop rival force and pressures in the other camp 
<,> weaken their resolve <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-024 #182:1:A>
Tokens 1

CONTRACTED get contracted
Type central get-passive
Example The rocks in the hot summer season <,> gets expanded 

<,> and when the temperature falls in the winter season 
gets <,> <{> <[> contracted <,> contracted

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-010 #56:1:A>
Tokens 3
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CONVERTED get converted
Type central get-passive
Example Subsequently <,,> we do not know exactly when and 

how <,> sisters started tying this sacred <indig> raksha 
bandhan </indig> around their brothers wrists <,,> And 
the whole thing got converted <,> into the modern festival 
of <indig> raksha bandhan </indig> <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-037 #29:1:A>
Tokens 1

CRACKED get cracked
Type central get-passive
Example Your lips get cracked <,,> So they are subject to <-> that 

</-> the changes in the <,> atmosphere <,> okay
Code <ICE-IND:S1B-010 #10:1:A>
Tokens 3

CURED get cured
Type central get-passive
Example <w> You’re </w> sure that you will get good results 

<,> Yeah yeah <,> most of the <,> I mean uh [sic] in 
Bangalore <,> <w> I’m </w> conducting <,> so ninety 
percent my ladies <,> they get cure[d] of their problems

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-043 #16:1:A>
Tokens 1

CURED (2) get cured
Type reflexive get-construction
Example And <w> it’s </w> now clear for instance in cancer if 

you detect early <,> you can get it completely cured <,>
Code <ICE-IND:S1B-041 #162:1:B>
Tokens 1
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DEFLECTED get deflected
Type central get-passive
Example Another area <,> where close range photogrammetry 

<,,> would be more useful <,,> is in the recording of 
<,> structural movement <,> of massive structures <,,> 
To cite a specific example <,> we can consider <,> a 
massive dam <,,> If we would like to know <,,> how 
much the dam is <O> one word </O> <,> over a period 
of time <,> or how much the dam is getting deflected over 
a period of time <,> we can make use of this technique 
<,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-027 #34:1:A>
Tokens 2

DEFORMED get deformed
Type central get-passive
Example If a structural engineer would like to <,> record the 

behaviour of the structure <,> due to various types 
of loading <,> he can make use of the close range 
photogrammetry camera <,> to record <,> how the 
structure is getting deformed <,> instant after instant 
<,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-027 #42:1:A>
Tokens 1

DEPOSITED get deposited
Type central get-passive
Example What happens where where [sic] which are the regions 

where you would have <,> more water <,,> ? You know 
more more rains <,> to be more precise Yes ? The slope 
of the mountain Correct <w> You’re </w> coming 
somewhere near <,> Miss uh [sic] <,> the water get[s] 
deposit[ed] <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-007 #150:1:S>
Tokens 1
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DESTRUCTED get destructed
Type central get-passive
Example And once things get destructed there means whole life 

<{> <[> is </[><[> They </[> </{> can’t change You 
can’t change <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-010 #94:1:C>
Tokens 1

DEVELOPED get developed
Type central get-passive
Example Means they created a uh uh [sic] a kind of <,> a <,> 

new man <,> who <,> was vigorous <,> who was uh 
[sic] dynamic who was not at all a [sic] an effete person 
<,> which is how the Britisher cast <,> Indians <,> […] 
Simultaneously they did this <,> the same thing for women 
<,> so women <,,> got developed in two ways <,,> Uh 
[sic] one was to look at women from the point of view of 
the uh uh [sic] <,> practices that they had <}> <-> <.> 
be [sic] </.> </-> <=> been </=> </}> familiar with

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-038 #46:1:C>
Tokens 1

DILUTED get diluted
Type adjectival get-construction
Example in the French courses <,,> there is <,> uh [sic] a little 

more uh [sic] emphasis on the <,> oral skills <,> speaking 
skills <,,> whereas the written part <,> somehow gets 
slightly diluted <,> <w> it’s </w> not <,> uh [sic] 
taught in such a nice fashion

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-060 #192:1:A>
Tokens 1

DISGUSTED get disgusted
Type adjectival get-construction
Example One shouldn’t get frustrated or disgusted because of this 

reservation policy <,>
Code <ICE-IND:S1A-089 #138:1:B>
Tokens 1
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DISINTEGRATED get disintegrated
Type central get-passive
Example In course of time <,> in course of time <,> ultimately 

what happens to those particular rock <,> ? The rock It 
gets <,> <-> it </-> disintegrated it gets <,> broken up 
and <-> they </-> <,> the weathering of rock <,> takes 
place <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-010 #201:1:A>
Tokens 1

DISPLAYED get displayed
Type central get-passive
Example I have increased the input level here <,,> to forty degree 

<,> you can see the difference in the <,,> the way <,> the 
amplitude is getting displayed there <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-053 #57:1:A>
Tokens 1

DISSOLVED get dissolved
Type central get-passive
Example Now ammonia is also used as a <,> solvent <,> Some 

substance get dissolved in <,> ammonia <,,>
Code <ICE-IND:S1B-004 #254:1:A>
Tokens 3

DISTURBED get disturbed
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Suppose for example <,> in digestive system like how 

does it get disturbed <,> or how does the liver works 
<,,> and all those things <,> we study in physiology <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-090 #10:1:B>
Tokens 4
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DONE get done
Type reflexive get-construction
Example <[> I never </[> </{> manage to get all this done <,> 

when <w> I’m </w> at home <,>
Code <ICE-IND:S1A-030 #275:1:A>
Tokens 6

DOWNLOADED get downloaded
Type central get-passive
Example And everyday evening <,> this transmission gets <,> into 

progress And after this gets downloaded into Citibank 
systems <,> we have to convert it into our database <,> 
and we have to issue the database up to work table <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-042 #32:1:A>
Tokens 1

DULLED get dulled
Type central get-passive
Example Everything starts getting measured in terms of money <,> 

and then <,> values are turned in prices <,> People get 
<,> to use Henry <w> Millers’ </w> expression <,> 
<quote> Protected by money <,> learnt by money <,> 
dulled by money </quote> <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-040 #32:1:A>
Tokens 1

EDUCATED get educated
Type reflexive get-construction
Example No <{1> <[1> but marriage is just a </[1> part of <,> 

uh [sic] life you know but when <w> we’re </w> getting 
ourselves educated there is no point sitting at home as 
such doing <w> Ph D’s </w> and all that <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-011 #56:1:C>
Tokens 1
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ELECTED get elected
Type central get-passive
Example When uh [sic] <,,> too many parties get elected <,,> 

forming a stable government becomes difficult <,> 
and a coalition or a minority government <,> becomes 
inevitable <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-049 #62:1:A>
Tokens 1

ELECTED (2) get elected
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Uh [sic] <,> politicians are uh [sic] encouraging their 

students <,,> to get their leaders elected <,,> <{> <[> 
<w> What’s </w> going on </[> <[> Students are the </
[> </{> instruments for the <.> po [sic] </.> politicians

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-027 #86:1:C>
Tokens 1

ENCODED get encoded
Type reflexive get-construction
Example And if you want to withdraw cash from what do you call 

as the automatic teller-machine or anytime money A T M 
<,> he has to get the card encoded <,,> There is a certain 
<,,> uhm [sic] personal <,,> identification number which 
you give to a customer <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-042 #98:1:A>
Tokens 3

ENDORSED get endorsed
Type central get-passive
Example So <,,> as soon as the card is approved it goes to the 

customer on a second day <,> Lately by third day the 
card get[s] endorsed <,> The next day <,> the card 
reaches the customer <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-042 #96:1:A>
Tokens 1
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ENGAGED get engaged
Type pseudo get-construction
Example Now since the <,> automization is made <,> people 

are really very happy <,,> They need not book the call 
to Nipani Exchange And wait for the call <{> <[> and 
uh [sic] depend upon the operators </[> <[> Wait 
now supposing now </[> </{> the difficulty is that 
<,> everybody supposing <w> subscriber’s </w> at 
Khadaklat <,> they dial each other <,> <w> they’ll </
w> be getting engage[d] to each other

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-018 #179:1:B>
Tokens 1

ERASED get erased
Type central get-passive
Example Once you press this one this is a very sacred button <,,> If 

you press anything here whatever is recorded gets erased 
<,,> as there is this <,> <w> it’s </w> a circular buffer 
is there <,> continuously records and erases <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-053 #50:1:A>
Tokens 1

EXCITED get excited
Type adjectival get-construction
Example <w> We’ll </w> now be in a uni-polar world <,> 

dominated by the USA <,> Alas <}> <-> <.> Rus [sic] 
</.> </-> <=> the Soviet Union </=> </}> is no more 
<,,> Some of the thing to be getting excited about Russia I 
think <,> or perhaps <,> we will no longer be a uni-polar 
world perhaps <w> we’ll </w> be able to use Russia or 
some other people <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-039 #60:1:B>
Tokens 1
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EXPANDED get expanded
Type central get-passive
Example What happens to the rock because of the variations in 

temperature <,,> ? The rock gets <.> expa [sic] </.> any 
<.> ma [sic] </.> now rock material <,> when heated 
gets <,> <{> <[> expanded <,> expanded 

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-010 #50:1:A>
Tokens 4

EXPOSED get exposed
Type pseudo get-construction
Example It was a pleasant experience <,,> because that <,,> uh 

[sic] there have been an opportunity to get exposed to 
<,> people from different parts of the country

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-035 #73:1:A>
Tokens 2

FED UP get fed up
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example And whether the <mention> <w> Akali’s </w> </

mention> called for a boycott or not it doesn’t matter <,> 
Uh [sic] people are <,> would <,> I have got thoroughly 
fed up of their <}> <-> <.> in [sic] </.> </-> <=> 
infighting </=> </}> and factionalism 

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-027 #174:1:B>
Tokens 2

FILLED UP get filled up
Type central get-passive
Example So the dam gets filled up this time And they open the 

shutter <,> top shutter Yeah Then <w> it’s </w> really 
beautiful to see

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-029 #107:1:B>
Tokens 2
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FILTERED get filtered
Type central get-passive
Example What do you mean by the portal <,> vein ? Why not it is 

simple vein <,,> ? Portal vein <,,> Because this vein <,,> 
is not directly going to the heart <,> but it goes through 
<-> some </-> one of the organs <,> There it gets filtered 
on the <,,> nitrogenous <,,> ammonic material <,,> and 
from there then the simple way to go to the <,,> heart <,> 
from heart then it goes to the lungs for purification <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-003 #143:1:A>
Tokens 1

FIRED get fired
Type central get-passive
Example While doing so <,,> I think accidently the trigger was 

<,,> uh [sic] trigger was <,> uh [sic] loaded you said 
the trigger was pressed <,> Accidently <,> […] And 
accidently <,,> the revolver was <,> uh [sic] fired <,> 
<&> Interruption </&> Got fired <,,> And <,,> I saw a 
lots of uh [sic] spark coming <,,> out of the revolver <,,> 
<O> cough </O> and everybody was quiet then <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-061 #237:1:B>
Tokens 1

FIXED get fixed
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Like the meat or fish we consume today <,> though <,> 

uh [sic] the the [sic] animals or the fish cannot fix nitrogen 
<,> they live on plants <,> <{2> <[2> right <,> and and 
[sic] the plants cannot fix nitrogen <,> so they get the 
nitrogen fixed from the microbes <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-046 #46:1:B>
Tokens 1
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FOCUSED get focused
Type central get-passive
Example We are saying that there are certain things activities 

which a human being does <,> habitually repetitively 
again and again <,> regularly <,> and that gets focused 
you can underline that and then at the end you have <,> 
the simple present as a box item <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-034 #101:1:A>
Tokens 1

FRESHED UP get freshed up
Type adjectival get-construction
Example I wish we had a long long holiday and we would go 

somewhere relax at a beach and there <,> Yeah <,,> no 
Then like uh [sic] <,> just <?> freak </?> out <,> and 
like uh [sic] relax for sometimes so that you get fresh[ed] 
up

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-054 #94:1:A>
Tokens 1

FRIGHTENED get frightened
Type adjectival get-construction
Example When <w> you’re </w> a moody person nobody cares 

you no But this people get <{> <[> frightened </[>
Code <ICE-IND:S1A-001 #164:1:A>
Tokens 1

FRUSTRATED get frustrated
Type adjectival get-construction
Example […] because I have seen many people and I have studied 

in United States of America also and I find <,,> that their 
entire life and thinking process is just mechanical <,,> 
whereas our thinking process is radical <,> That is why 
we think very high <,> but when we achieve little we get 
frustrated <,,> unnecessarily because this is <,,> just 
because when you think high and get little bit less you get 
frustrated nothing else <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-028 #15:1:A>
Tokens 4
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HEATED UP get heated up
Type central get-passive
Example And then <,,> heat these two ingredients <,> to seventy 

degrees <,,> And I have the set up here <,> the heater 
and then <,,> uh [sic] water inside and that water is 
getting heated up <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-058 #143:2:B>
Tokens 1

HURT get hurt
Type central get-passive
Example Say for example <,,> if somebody quotes <,> a particular 

religion <,,> or a text of a religion <,,> others get hurt 
<,,> Now why should we do it <,,> ? If <-> he is if if 
[sic] </-> <,> my words are hurting somebody we should 
avoid speaking those words avoid writing those words 
avoid seeking questions like that <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-028 #34:1:A>
Tokens 2

IMPRISONED get imprisoned
Type central get-passive
Example We see many young children <,> begging on streets <,> 

and working in dangerous conditions <,> We hear many 
incidents <,> about young women <,> being burnt for 
dowry <,> Innocent persons <,> getting imprisoned in 
the trap of bonded labour <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-040 #12:1:A>
Tokens 1

INCLUDED get included
Type central get-passive
Example Because it was uh [sic] <,> styled in the same way that is 

he passed <,> B E in so and so year from this college and 
M E also in this college and Uhm uhm [sic] Working in so 
and so Company <,> So his name also <,> got included 
into that

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-045 #34:1:A>
Tokens 1
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INJURED get injured
Type central get-passive
Example Now you have told the honourable court that you saw one 

person who <,> got <,> injured <,,> Bullet injury was 
<,> sustained by him <,,> Uh [sic] <,> was he bleeding 
at the time <,> from the injury <,> in the room <,,> ?

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-064 #172:1:B>
Tokens 1

INSPIRED get inspired
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Who knows who might get <,,> again we might change 

change [sic] our mind also to <,> <O> laughter </O> 
Yeah may be after going home </X> Yeah <,> you might 
get inspired But right now I don’t have any plans <,,> </
X>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-039 #271:1:B>
Tokens 1

INTERESTED get interested
Type adjectival get-construction
Example And when <,> in off hours <,> he gave me <,> very good 

background for necessary <,> And of <,> Jesperson <,> 
particularly Jesperson and in the library at all college 
professors and all there so I got interested <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-082 #42:1:B>
Tokens 4

INTERESTED (2) get interested
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Robert Hook quite independently hit upon the idea <,> 

that the attraction between the sun and the planets <,> 
fell off at the square of their distances <,,> However <,> 
he couldn’t work out <,> what the orbits would be under 
such an attractive force <,,> He tried to get Newton 
interested in the problem <,> and wrote to him in January 
sixteen hundred and eighty <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-024 #64:1:A>
Tokens 1
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INVOLVED get involved
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Uh [sic] we would like to take you down memory lanes 

<,> <{> <[> yeah <,> we would like to travel into the 
past Tell us about how you <,> got involved in tennis ? 
Yes <,,> uhm [sic] see I come from a tennis playing family 
<,> It all <,> my father started the whole thing <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-047 #9:1:A>
Tokens 2

IRRITATED get irritated
Type adjectival get-construction
Example This guy sitting in front row know <,> I felt so irritating 

you know he kept on turning and saying <indig> accha 
aram se haan </indig> Every time he keeps speaking you 
know <,> they get irritated and say <indig> aram se </
indig> <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-048 #300:1:B>
Tokens 4

JAMMED get jammed
Type central get-passive
Example Even traffic and all is getting jammed <,> <{1> <[1> uh 

uh [sic] <,> then you have to wait there <,> till it get <,> 
<{2> <[2> ah ha [sic] <,> clear and all <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-065 #27:1:A>
Tokens 1

KILLED get killed
Type central get-passive
Example Take other areas <,,> <mention> Domestic electrical 

appliances </mention> <,,> These are of day to day use 
<,> and there are cases of electrocution <,,> that because 
of some defect somewhere <,> person gets a shock <,> 
and he gets killed <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-029 #17:1:A>
Tokens 1
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LEARNT get learnt
Type central get-passive
Example Everything starts getting measured in terms of money <,> 

and then <,> values are turned in prices <,> People get 
<,> to use Henry <w> Millers’ </w> expression <,> 
<quote> Protected by money <,> learnt by money <,> 
dulled by money </quote> <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-040 #32:1:A>
Tokens 1

LIFTED get lifted
Type central get-passive
Example That this government made every possible mistake <,> in 

the handling of the situation that it could have made <,> 
and that is in Hazratbal the siege finally got lifted and 
with those that were inside <,> surrendered <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-059 #88:1:B>
Tokens 1

LIMITED get limited
Type central get-passive
Example <w> Women’s </w> access <,> to rights <,> of property 

<,> maintenance <,> inheritance <,> divorce <,> 
alimony and custody of children <,> get[s] limited <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-040 #85:1:A>
Tokens 1

LOST get lost
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Were one <,> to teach for example <,> <w> Homer’s </

w> <mention> Illiad </mention> I <,> <w> I’ve </w> 
taken just one example <,> One must know how much 
of the theory of the epic of growth <,> or archeology 
<,> he must give to his students <,> If you get lost in 
the theory of the oral or authentic epic <,> you may not 
reach Homer at all <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-025 #49:1:A>
Tokens 2
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LOST (2) get lost
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example No even an ordinary <,> uh [sic] <indig> rickshawallah 

</indig> or a shopkeeper Will uh [sic] <,,> won’t talk 
to you <,> in a very polite manner like <,> he is not 
bothered whether his <,,> product is <,> sold or not <,> 
He is more bothered that <,> if he <{> <[> like you </[> 
want to bargain <,> he says just keep it down and get lost 
<O> laughter </O>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-046 #52:1:C>
Tokens 1

LOST (3) get lost
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Haryana definitely doing <,,> most of the attacking in 

this first half <,,> And uh [sic] <,> considering that they 
are <,> the under dogs for this final <,> is certainly well 
good cheer up to what Jagbir does now <,,> And <,> 
crossing there and uh [sic] <,> again got the chance lost 
<,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-012 #65:1:A>
Tokens 1

MADE get made
Type reflexive get-construction
Example But this <indig> biryani </indig> is out because then we 

won’t get this <indig> biryani </indig> made
Code <ICE-IND:S1A-003 #190:1:A>
Tokens 1

MARRIED get married
Type pseudo get-construction
Example Don’t think of marriage just now <O> laughter </O> 

Uh [sic] no you must get married because now you are 
twenty-six or twenty-seven <w> it’s </w> time to marry

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-024 #108:1:C>
Tokens 41
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MARRIED (2) get married
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Yeah you go <+> to </+> the parents’ house <,> <w> 

I’ll </w> go <+> to </+> the principal <,> Okay <,> 
Ask them to get me married no <,> <O> laughter </O>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-049 #294:1:B>
Tokens 3

MATCHED get matched
Type central get-passive
Example So our <,,> database or <,,> or [sic] what you call <,,> 

uh [sic] <,,> members <,> addresses and all these <,> 
are totally on birthday base <,,> So <w> let’s </w> say 
these data <,> gets matched against any of these <,> For 
all you know <,,> me and my friend could have a same 
date of birth <,> but we are different persons <,,> So we 
have to look uh [sic] this is same person <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-042 #60:1:A>
Tokens 1

MEASURED get measured
Type central get-passive
Example The importance of money <,> is accepted unchallenged 

<,,> Everything starts getting measured in terms of 
money <,> and then <,> values are turned in prices <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-040 #31:1:A>
Tokens 1

MIXED UP get mixed up
Type central get-passive
Example <w> That’s </w> why <,> the work which is to be 

finished within one hour <,> is taking him <,> six hours 
to <,> complete <,,> So here <,,> he allowed himself 
<,> to get mixed up with the fortunes of the persons <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-018 #62:1:A>
Tokens 4
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MOVED get moved
Type central get-passive
Example If we analyse the photograph of the dam <,,> taken 

periodically <,,> making use of special plotting machines 
<,> we will come to know <,,> how much that targets 
are getting moved <,> either in the vertical direction 
<,> or in the lateral direction <,> or in any direction of 
deformation <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-027 #38:1:A>
Tokens 1

OVERLOADED get overloaded
Type central get-passive
Example You also select your input level <,,> it is at thirty degree 

which is a comfortable <,> input level <,> You can also 
increase it <,,> to seventy seventy is the maximum <,> 
and it becomes <,> you can see that it is getting over 
loaded <,> <w> That’s </w> too much actually <,> So 
we go down to thirty <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-053 #39:1:A>
Tokens 1

OXIDISED get oxidised
Type central get-passive
Example So yes what happens when clay lime and ammonium 

chloride <}> <-> mixed in a </-> <,> <=> taken in a 
</=> </}> dry test tube <,> ? When a hard platinum <,> 
wire is <,,> inserted <,,> when a hard platinum wire is 
inserted ammonia gets oxidised <,> to form nitric oxide 
<,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-004 #139:1:A>
Tokens 1
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PAMPERED get pampered
Type central get-passive
Example But he is with your parents no Yes <O> a few words </

O> pamper <,> pamper him a lot <,,> <w> It’s </w> 
okay <,> just for a month <,> For a change let him get 
pampered then he will change back to his normal routine 
<,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-030 #78:1:A>
Tokens 1

PASSED get passed
Type central get-passive
Example The sweet and sours <,,> both the teams having missed 

out one <,,> opportunities to <,,> Mohun Bagan as has 
had <,,> a better share <,,> […]  Ancheri <,,> very 
quick indeed <,,> To Ansari Ansari again coming down 
the middle <,,> cannot get passed <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-008 #59:1:C>
Tokens 1

PERCOLATED get percolated
Type central get-passive
Example Now <,> this rain water <,,> the rain water which falls 

on the earth surface <,,> okay they join the seas <,> 
<}> <-> they </-> <=> they [sic] </=> </}> form <}> 
<-> <.> rivu [sic] </.> </-> <=> rivulet </=> </}> 
<,> They <}> <-> go into the they </-> <=> get <,> 
percolated into the </=> </}> ground and they form 
ground water <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-010 #170:1:A>
Tokens 1
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POLISHED get polished
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Your <,> your [sic] boss is probably the finest because 

he has <,> he has [sic] just had a tour abroad You <,> 
you [sic] mean he is the finest <,> Our boss is the finest 
Because he is just <,> back from abroad He has got 
decently polished In Europe and <,> Uhn [sic] first he 
met all his <,> uh [sic] near and dear ones there

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-096 #488:4:B>
Tokens 1

PROMOTED get promoted
Type central get-passive
Example Shetty is also getting promoted you know <,>
Code <ICE-IND:S1A-058 #155:1:A>
Tokens 1

PROTECTED get protected
Type central get-passive
Example Everything starts getting measured in terms of money <,> 

and then <,> values are turned in prices <,> People get 
<,> to use Henry <w> Millers’ </w> expression <,> 
<quote> Protected by money <,> learnt by money <,> 
dulled by money </quote> <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-040 #32:1:A>
Tokens 1

PUBLISHED get published
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Sir <w> I’ll </w> think of publishing it <,> and revise it 

<,> and uh [sic] put in <,> all your suggestions <,,> that 
quantitative analysis of the data <w> I’ll </w> take up 
<,,> and <w> I’ll </w> <,> get it published <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-078 #157:1:B>
Tokens 1
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REALISED get realised
Type central get-passive
Example And a concept <,> arises out of the <,> innate perceptuality 

<,> of her idea <,> so that innate perception you perceive 
<,> then you conceptualise First <,> is perceive <,,> you 
perceive in your mental eye <,,> and that perceptuality of 
every <.> ob [sic] </.> the object <,> gets realised <,> 
through your perceptuality your perception <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-029 #86:1:A>
Tokens 5

REALIZED get realized
Type central get-passive
Example In fact but Konthal <,> got realized 
Code <ICE-IND:S1A-094 #435:3:A>
Tokens 4

RECOGNISED get recognised
Type central get-passive
Example He is one of the most widely travelled <,> authors <,> 

uh [sic] in the world today <,> […] Uh [sic] his first 
successful book only in terms of uh [sic] <,> sales was 
<mention> Istanbul Train </mention> <,> uh [sic] 
based on the Orient Express <,,> He got recognised and 
was taken a little more seriously <,> than he had been 
with his first three novels <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-025 #24:1:A>
Tokens 1

RECORDED get recorded
Type central get-passive
Example Indian joke <,> this is going to get recorded <,> Let it be 

whatever it is <,>
Code <ICE-IND:S1A-054 #238:1:A>
Tokens 1
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RECORDED (2) get recorded
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Did you watch Pranam You have to see No <,> Nice 

movie <,> Did you get it recorded <,> No man <,,>
Code <ICE-IND:S1A-051 #170:1:C>
Tokens 2

REFLECTED get reflected
Type central get-passive
Example The first equipment needed <,> is an electronic distance 

measuring equipment <,> An electronic distance 
measuring equipment <,> is known as E D M <,,> This 
is a sophisticated equipment <,> to measure the distances 
<,> and angles <,,> An <?> infra range </?> beam is 
generated <,> in the E D M <,> and it travels to the point 
<,> to which you want to make measurement <,> and it 
gets reflected <,> back to the equipment <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-027 #53:1:A>
Tokens 1

REFRESHED get refreshed
Type central get-passive
Example So after <,,> uh [sic] hearing so much about <,> uh [sic] 

CIEFL <{1> <[1> uhm [sic] <,> and coming over here 
<{2> <[2> uhm [sic] <,> uh [sic] what exactly <,> you 
want to do <,,> ? See actually I came here <,> of course 
For refresher course <w> that’s </w> all right To get 
refreshed <O> laughter </O>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-013 #73:1:A>
Tokens 1
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REGISTERED get registered
Type reflexive get-construction
Example So <,> if anybody wants to go for dairy <,> with an install 

capacity of more than ten thousand litres per day <,> then 
entirely he has to get his name registered <,> and we get 
registering form from the agriculture department <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-051 #88:1:B>
Tokens 1

REINSTATED get reinstated
Type central get-passive
Example You can never get the card back <,> The only way that you 

can get the card get back you should get reinstated <,> or 
to get a new card <,,> So these are some ways where <,,> 
fraud is being detected <,> or is being controlled <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-042 #141:1:A>
Tokens 1

RELAXED get relaxed
Type adjectival get-construction
Example So your wife is quite lucky <indig> na </indig> having 

you as a husband sir <,> <O> laughs </O> And even 
she is helping that all at my <,> In what <,> ? Uh [sic] 
that uh [sic] in home even <,,> uh [sic] <O> one word 
</O> she is also engaged in that uh [sic] <,> regarding 
home <,> uh uh [sic] <O> two words </O> this way <,> 
so we two we help in that <{> <[> she is also get[ting] 
relax[ed] </[>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-087 #150:1:A>
Tokens 1
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RELEASED get released
Type central get-passive
Example Naturally our hearts goes to <,> Mrs Doraswamy and 

family <,> And to all others <,> But this is a problem that 
we really must confess <,> Significantly the Liberation 
Front has also appealed for his release <,,> I hope <,,> I 
mean he gets released soon

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-024 #241:1:A>
Tokens 1

RELEASED (2) get released
Type reflexive get-construction
Example <O> Two word </O> I feel <,> that there is no difference 

<,> between <,> kidnapping for ransom <,> or 
kidnapping for putting pressures <,> to get the criminals 
released <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-024 #128:1:C>
Tokens 1

REPAIRED get repaired
Type reflexive get-construction
Example And he wanted that his scooter repaired <,> so he gave 

it and he took my scooter <,,> So evening <,,> I went to 
his place and I got his scooter repaired and I took it and 
came here <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-038 #97:1:B>
Tokens 2

REQUIRED get required
Type reflexive get-construction
Example The security <,> clearance is required <,,> for opening 

up uh [sic] <,> the <,> areas Before that <,> uh [sic] we 
have to get the security <,> uh [sic] clearance required 
And normally after we get the security clearance those 
areas are opened up <,> for either explanation or 
production <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-055 #15:1:B>
Tokens 1
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RESTRUCTURED get restructured
Type central get-passive
Example You can bring in your subjectivity to interpret the text 

<,> Whereas <,,> if text is structured <,> if human mind 
is structured <,> or if language is structured <,> then 
definitely the text must also uh [sic] <,> get restructured 
<,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-081 #36:1:B>
Tokens 1

RETIRED get retired
Type central get-passive
Example Even Ballal is getting retired next month <,,> So he might 

come to his place Belgaum
Code <ICE-IND:S1A-058 #111:1:A>
Tokens 2

RETURNED get returned
Type reflexive get-construction
Example <w> You’re </w> doing a very pious duty <{1> <[1> 

you know </[1> <w> don’t </w> think that it will be 
wasted <,> <{2> <[2> yeah <,> You will get it returned

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-004 #253:1:A>
Tokens 1

RID OF get rid of
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example Some of the things which science has given us have 

certainly helped <,> to make our lives happier <,,> 
Science has helped us to get rid of many sickness of the 
body <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-045 #32:1:A>
Tokens 6
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SANSKRITIZED get sanskritized
Type adjectival get-construction
Example And then I was very deeply influenced by Professor 

Pundit <,> He used to be the head <,,> uh [sic] English 
department <,,> And we had a very distinguished uh [sic] 
<O> two words </O> was there then <O> one word 
</O> <,,> and I did a piece of work <,> uh [sic] with 
with [sic] professor Pundit on the teachers of Hindi <,> 
trying to show how Hindi was <,> diverging into different 
directions <,> one would get Sanskritized <O> one word 
</O> <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-082 #224:1:A>
Tokens 1

SCARED get scared
Type adjectival get-construction
Example You got scared when you saw that accused number one 

was armed with the revolver and he fired a shot towards 
<@> Vasant </@> <,> ?

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-069 #134:1:A>
Tokens 6

SCATTERED get scattered
Type central get-passive
Example In University of Bombay for instance <,> American 

studies were sought to be introduced <,,> in the early <,> 
<}> <-> ninety-sixties </-> <+> nineteen-sixties </- > 
</}> <,> with the help of University of Pennsylvania 
<,,> But the conventional <,> departmental boundary 
<,,> was so strong <,,> that Readers <,,> recruited to 
study America got scattered <,> amongst the department 
of history <,> politics <,> and literature <,> rather than 
remain as one unit <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-049 #10:1:A>
Tokens 1
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SCRABBLED get scrabbled
Type adjectival get-construction
Example So <,> you say that there should be a psychological 

preparation for the people to accept this election […] 
People are not prepared to accept it all of a sudden <,> 
Because this people never expected that <,> they would 
announce it And they come out with this announcement 
people will certainly get scrabbled <,> that is uh [sic] 
<,> I think they <?> wonder </?> <,> <{> <[> ahn 
[sic] <,> would be criticised for it <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-057 #72:1:A>
Tokens 1

SEATED get seated
Type reflexive get-construction
Example There will be a <,> big crowd and also <,> the Mysore 

<indig> Maharaja </indig> <,> the <,> uh [sic] 
<indig> Maharaja </indig> will be <,> seated on 
an elephant <,> and <,> uh [sic] all uh [sic] […] No 
actually his grandsons are there So <,> they are going to 
<,,> uh [sic] get him seated uh [sic] on an elephant in the 
place of their fore-fathers <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-050 #94:1:B>
Tokens 1

SELECTED get selected
Type central get-passive
Example And now here is another person <,> who had applied for 

an interview <,> He informed him <,> that he had got 
selected <,> and he has got the appointment order to him 
<,> and he says you have to give me feast <,> because 
<w> I’ve </w> <,> brought <,> good news <,> for you 
<,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-018 #108:1:A>
Tokens 1
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SEPARATED get separated
Type central get-passive
Example And sometimes say it <,> it happens that the <,,> uh 

[sic] two family <,,> uh [sic] backgrounds <,> they don’t 
match <,> Or the <,> the culture <,> of uh [sic] both the 
<,> families doesn’t match <,> And because of that the 
clash <,> uh [sic] takes place and <,> uh [sic] both the 
parties <,> get separated <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-074 #195:1:B>
Tokens 1

SEPARATED (2) get separated
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Now there <,,> you see a red cursor but <w> that’s </

w> not one cursor there is a green cursor behind it <,,> 
Just we are moving this moves the cursors <,,> By moving 
it <,,> okay <,> you get <-> the </-> both the cursors 
separated <,,> the reading at the red cursor <,> is three 
point six five something <,> reading of the green one is 
three point five <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-053 #78:1:A>
Tokens 1

SETTLED get settled
Type pseudo get-construction
Example Yes yes we came to <,> uh [sic] Tamil Nadu <,,> about 

uh [sic] <,> thirty years ago <,> We got settled in <,> 
Tamil Nadu <,> and we studied <,> we were born only in 
<,> Tamil Nadu

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-022 #32:1:B>
Tokens 4

SHRIVELLED get shrivelled
Type central get-passive
Example Now <,,> as this rise and fall of the temperature <,> 

affects <,,> human being our skin for example <,> you 
find that in the cold season <,> your skin get[s] shrivelled 
<,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-010 #8:1:A>
Tokens 3
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SIGNED get signed
Type reflexive get-construction
Example So these guys go and get application <,> from a major 

company <,> and uh [sic] big shop partnerships and 
all that <,> So as soon as they <,> clear applications 
and get them signed with all the documents <,> they are 
submitted to a <,> certified public accountant <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-042 #26:1:A>
Tokens 3

SOAKED get soaked
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Now when we prepare the one with raisin <,> you take 

about <,,> uh [sic] half a cup of raisin <,,> you soak 
them into warm water <,> and leave them for some time 
so that they <,,> get soaked <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-054 #82:1:A>
Tokens 1

SOFTENED get softened
Type central get-passive
Example Now like <-> how </-> the wear and tear of a skin <,> 

similarly the rocks are also subjected to such wear and 
<,,> <{> <[> tear </[> <,> okay Due to the rise and fall 
of the temperature <,,> the rocks are also affected <,> 
this uh [sic] atmospheric <indig> ke </indig> changes 
in the atmosphere <,> <}> <-> <.> a [sic] </.> </-> 
<=> affect </=> </}> the rock and this rock <,> get[s] 
soften[ed] <,> breaks up into pieces <,> So this is known 
as <,> weathering <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-010 #18:1:A>
Tokens 1

SPOILED get spoiled
Type adjectival get-construction
Example <w> There’s </w> the family relationship gets spoiled 

<,> and they get dispute I can say <,> and collide 
something like that <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-024 #255:1:C>
Tokens 1
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STARTED get started
Type pseudo get-construction
Example I think some of you who have <,,> seen the last programme 

would be <,> ready with your sticks <,> So <,,> <w> 
let’s </w> get started <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-057 #2:1:A>
Tokens 1

STORED get stored
Type central get-passive
Example Now when the rain water falls on the surface <,> what is 

going to happen ? There it store water Correct <,> all the 
water might get inside and get stored here <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-007 #258:1:A>
Tokens 3

STORED (2) get stored
Type reflexive get-construction
Example So in this way <,> there are two portal veins <,,> and 

different types of veins in the body which help in collecting 
the <,> different <,,> venial blood <,,> and then getting 
<,> [it] stored in the <,,> auricle <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-003 #148:1:A>
Tokens 1

STRENGTHENED get strengthened
Type central get-passive
Example Stay in that position <,,> for a while <,,> maintaining 

normal breath <,,> Then with an exhalation move the 
head down <,,> You saw the pose when the head is lifted 
<,> the whole urinary organs were lifted up <,> So <O> 
one word </O> for the <O> one word </O> <,,> or 
<,,> the looseness of the floor with the bladder there you 
get strengthen[ed] in this pose <,,> Extend further and 
further if you know if you can do better <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-055 #110:2:A>
Tokens 1
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STUCK get stuck
Type central get-passive
Example They are also used as door closers automatic door closers 

You leave the door <,,> because of attraction <,> yes 
<,> because of attraction <,,> the door gets closed In 
<,> refrigerator also you leave it <,> it gets <,,> stuck 
to it because of the magnetic force <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-019 #260:1:A>
Tokens 1

STUCK (2) get stuck
Type adjectival get-construction
Example In <,> the summer <.> vac [sic] </.> vacation no we had 

this advertise and then I thought <w> I’ll </w> go for 
a summer job <,,> So I went there and I got stuck there 
<O> laughter </O>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-021 #137:1:A>
Tokens 2

SWOLLEN get swollen
Type adjectival get-construction
Example This is very good <,,> for dropping shoulder <,,> and 

drooping shoulder blade <,,> dislocated or displaced 
shoulder <,,> And normally people suffer from tennis 
shoulder tennis elbows tennis wrist <,,> were <?> 
dependent </?> <,> get <,,> disturb or swollen <,> 
They <.> dis [sic] </.> they remove <,> their swelling 
and are afraid to hold their right hand to play again <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-055 #76:2:A>
Tokens 1
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TAKEN OVER get taken over
Type adjectival get-construction
Example We shall now hear a talk <,,> entitled <mention> 

Random Thoughts </mention> <,> by Dr Usha Thakkar 
<,,> </&> Questions before us are baffling <,> and 
issues around us are overwhelming <,> When I start 
thinking about them <,> I get taken over by their variety 
and volume <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-040 #5:1:A>
Tokens 1

TALKED ABOUT get talked about
Type central get-passive
Example And I only fear <{> <[> that </[> whatever we talk 

about in the staffroom <,> <{1> <[1> uhm [sic] <,> it 
gets talked about more <,> <{2> <[2> uhm [sic] <,> 
under the <O> one word </O> of that grammar

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-080 #136:1:B>
Tokens 1

TAPED get taped
Type reflexive get-construction
Example But <,> it is being collected <,> this corpus is being 

collected <,> <{> <[> uhm uhm [sic] <,> all over the 
world And this is about world English <,> Uhm [sic] 
so this is called an international corpus of English <,> 
And he was interested <,> in getting some telephone 
conversation <,> <{> <[> uhm [sic] <,> uh [sic] taped 
And <,> use it as a part of the corpus

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-099 #154:2:A>
Tokens 1
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TIRED get tired
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Or in their greater tragedy there are <,,> there are any 

number of tragedies in this country <,> and those of you 
<w> who’re </w> standing I recommend warmly that 
you sit down <,> otherwise you will get tired <,,> <O> 
laughter </O>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-048 #98:1:A>
Tokens 1

TOUCHED get touched
Type reflexive get-construction
Example T S Pramila from the <,> Darya Ganj end <,,> bowling 

to Bright Faster delivery <,,> and came in straight to the 
keepers hand <,,> Anju unable to read that delivery of 
Pramila <,,> came off herself <,,> Lucky not to get it 
touched it with Bright <,,> Variations in <w> Pramila’s 
</w> delivery the last one came in

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-016 #117:1:B>
Tokens 1

TRAINED get trained
Type central get-passive
Example And uh [sic] <,> the students you know because <,> they 

are much <,> uh [sic] motivated <,> uh [sic] towards 
<,> getting trained <,> with which they will be able to 
get into better industries <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-023 #80:1:A>
Tokens 1

TRANSLATED get translated
Type reflexive get-construction
Example And the rule which Aurangzeb afterwards introduced <,> 

was full of fanaticism <,,> too full of debauchery <,,> 
That may be the <,> reason <,> Darashiko is a great 
personality <,> He got many and various books <,,> of 
Sanskrit <,> translated into Persian <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-005 #85:1:A>
Tokens 1
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TREATED get treated
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Let people get <,> access <,> to <,,> medical aid <,> 

from the simplest sources <,,> <indig> Kahene ka matlab 
hai </indig> you must be able to get eighty-five percent 
of the normal illnesses treated <,> at the nearest health 
centre You don’t have to go to a hospital

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-041 #85:1:B>
Tokens 1

TROUBLED get troubled
Type adjectival get-construction
Example He don’t know <,> <w> it’s </w> not worth because <,> 

the bosses and other people in the factory Uhm [sic] They 
<,> really are hell bent upon <,> pulling you down <,> 
In the sense <,> now <,> well I have been for <O> one 
word </O> because to avoid those <,,> fellas but uh [sic] 
<,,> they are saying that we will not complete <,> <{> 
<[> uhm [sic] <,> myself and <O> two words </O> 
simply getting troubled

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-045 #56:1:B>
Tokens 1

TYPED get typed
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Board of studies letter I gave it you no I gave it to you <,> 

<{> <[> yeah <,> and uh [sic] <,> you please check it 
up Go through that uh [sic] paragraph <,> <{> <[> yes 
sir <,> and if you bring it back <w> I’ll </w> get it typed 
then <w> we’ll </w> send it <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-100 #10:1:B>
Tokens 4

USED TO get used to
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example Okay it was nice <,,> and I joined here much later than 

you so <,,> I think it takes some time to get used to my 
work also

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-014 #23:1:A>
Tokens 11
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VIOLATED get violated
Type central get-passive
Example The question remains <,> how many women would muster 

courage and resources <,> to fight discrimination <,> ? 
Bigamy is still not extinct <,> The provision regarding 
the age of marriage gets frequently violated <,,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2B-040 #84:1:A>
Tokens 1

WALLED OUT 
[UP?]

get walled out [up?] (i.e. ‘To shut up (a person or thing) 
etc. Chiefly with up’)

Type central get-passive
Example So these customers go and try to withdraw money from the 

A T M <,> So what we do is we block his account to the 
A T M <,> And uh [sic] at the end of the day we transfer 
certain file <,,> As soon as these files are transferred to 
the A T M through a modem <,,> any card that is black 
listed or hot listed in the <,> A T M <,> if it is inserted 
into a A T M counter <,> the card gets wall[ed] out [up?] 
<,,> You can never get the card back <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-042 #139:1:A>
Tokens 1

WEATHERED get weathered
Type central get-passive
Example How is the rain water responsible for weathering of rocks 

? We saw <,> how the variations in temperature <,> 
affect the rock and how the rocks get weathered <,> okay

Code <ICE-IND:S1B-010 #175:1:A>
Tokens 9
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WRITTEN get written
Type central get-passive
Example You can’t say that poetry <,> uh [sic] somehow exist 

somewhere outside language <,> This language which 
limits it as <?> Wilkin Cine </?> had said <,> uh [sic] 
the limits of <,,> our language are the limits of our 
experience <,> In that sense the limits of our language 
are the limits of <,,> uh [sic] poetry which get[s] written 
in that language <,> in a sense <,>

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-027 #39:1:A>
Tokens 1

WRITTEN (2) get written
Type reflexive get-construction
Example The general concept of having proficiency in English <,> 

like a common man you will say <,,> if we get something 
written in a very <,,> uhm [sic] difficult or <O> one 
word </O> way they will say oh he is the man is very 
proficient […]

Code <ICE-IND:S2A-033 #6:1:A>
Tokens 1

XEROXED get xeroxed
Type reflexive get-construction
Example But the book as such we get it xeroxed <,> the main book 

<,> And uh [sic] that it works out much cheaper than <,> 
buying the book

Code <ICE-IND:S1A-060 #119:1:B>
Tokens 5
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ACCEPTED get accepted 
Type central get-passive
Example So uh [sic] just before I ask <,> uh [sic] Wing <{4> <[4> 

<,> </[4> uh [sic] your roommate <{5> <[5> how </
[5> she got her job <{6> <[6> <,> </[6> as I also 
want to be a primary teacher <{7> <[7> <,> primary 
</[7> school teacher Yeah <{1> <[1> she </[1> just 
got accepted to her <?> hold </?> uhm [sic] to her the 
<unc> one-word </unc> the primary school that she 
<{2> <[2> was </[2> graduated right </X>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-012 #X235:1:Z>
Tokens 1

ACCEPTED (2) get accepted 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example All you have to do is to find some way to present the facts 

to picture reality The key is to get your reality accepted 
by others The truth becomes less important if anybody 
ever cares

Code <ICE-HK:S2B-036 #103:2:A>
Tokens 1

ACCOMPLISHED get accomplished 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example I don’t know if if [sic] you you [sic] have heard of that But 

that that [sic] thing <,> just some AFS returnees trying to 
<,> to get something <{> <[> <,> </[> accomplished 
but didn’t quite work out at the end

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-091 #176:1:A>
Tokens 1
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ACCUSTOMED 
TO

get accustomed to 

Type idiomatic get-construction
Example But when I’m doing research it involves critical thinking 

analysis and so on and I think as a a [sic] student we need 
time to get uh uh [sic] accustomed to that

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-037 #12:1:A>
Tokens 2

ACTUALIZED get actualized 
Type central get-passive
Example You get the survivors <,,> and then you socialize you get 

actualize[d] and <,> whatever it is <,> 
Code <ICE-HK:S2A-042 #82:1:A>
Tokens 1

ANNOYED get annoyed 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Conscientious attitude regarding policies and 

responsibilities My responsibilities yes <{1> <[1> <,> 
</[1> uhm [sic] policies just for the sake of policies you 
know <{2> <[2> not necessarily so that </[2> you’ve 
got really a bit annoyed at some of it

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-076 #162:1:B>
Tokens 1

ARRESTED get arrested 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example You might even find workers works outside on the street I 

don’t know but how they would take to being stopped to 
interviewed Don’t get yourself arrested but <&> laughter 
</&>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-035 #X605:2:Z>
Tokens 1
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AWARDED get awarded 
Type central get-passive
Example I mean I heard you know the Wedding Banquet is really 

really good Oh I saw it </X> You uh [sic] did you see it 
Yes I have </X> I saw the film </X> Yeah how come I 
mean you know they didn’t get award[ed]

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-041 #381:1:A>
Tokens 1

BITTEN get bitten 
Type central get-passive
Example No oh when I slept I turned on the fan to max and I 

opened the windows Needless to say I got bitten by many 
mosquitoes <{> <[> so </[> </X>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-055 #X443:1:Z>
Tokens 1

BORED get bored 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Yeah at night what do you do At home I <{> <[> just </

[> go online I got so bored at home dude like I want to go 
out because I have friends like one of my friend she works 
at Marriott Hotel

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-099 #151:1:B>
Tokens 5

CARRIED AWAY get carried away 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Oh sorry I got you <,> carried away from the <,,> from 

the stuff that you were talking about with John Oh never 
mind <,> <&>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-091 #624:1:A>
Tokens 1
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CAUGHT get caught 
Type central get-passive
Example now here we go here’s this replay see <,> in fact he gets 

himself that far under that he’s stuck <,> he gets caught 
by the top of his whither of his pommel <,> and he couldn’t 
go any further <,>

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-010 #50:1:B>
Tokens 1

CHANGED get changed 
Type pseudo get-construction
Example The uh [sic] front portion of the </X> Up-front portion 

</X> Of my clothes had been <{> [ > uh [sic] </[> 
damaged by the fluid </X> Uh [sic] this uh [sic] this this 
[sic] suit I was wearing after I’ve got changed

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-067 #X323:1:Z>
Tokens 1

CIRCULATED get circulated 
Type central get-passive
Example I think each school gets a complimentary copy But I get I 

mean sometimes the the [sic] book gets circulated and I 
<,,> And nobody knows where it <,> ends up

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-053 #298:1:A>
Tokens 1

COMPLICATED get complicated 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Uh [sic] a class of students will be split into two or more 

groups So that they have to go to different rooms to attend 
the lesson So at least two rooms and two teachers will 
be asked to attend a free lesson And the situation will be 
getting more complicated if we have to split and combine 
So perhaps we have three groups of students split into <,> 
Sorry three classes of students split into five groups

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-047 #97:1:A>
Tokens 1
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CONFUSED get confused 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example And this <,> introduce [sic] introduces <,> another 

<,> situation we call that ambiguity The <,> system is 
ambiguous right it doesn’t know what to do It it [sic] got 
confused

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-013 #103:1:A>
Tokens 1

CUT get cut 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example But still the major <,> the major problem lies on the staff 

cost <{18> <[18> <,> </[18> which in a way I’m kind 
of happy because <,> kind of happy not <.> hap [sic] 
</.> personally I’m not because I get my salary cut like 
most of people because as you know the university pays 
scale is linked with government <{19> <[19> civil </
[19> servants <{20> <[20> pays </[20> scale and we 
have a six percent cut in the next two years

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-072 #110:1:A>
Tokens 2

DECAPITATED get decapitated 
Type central get-passive
Example They’re right <,> they’re also tired the present generation 

of Hollywood action movies that look and feel more 
<,> like cartoons People can only put up with so many 
car flipping over flames houses blowing up and human 
cartoon getting decapitated and disemboweled

Code <ICE-HK:S2B-033 #27:1:A>
Tokens 1

DEPRESSED get depressed 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Then there is the problem that Vera also mentioned and 

this is how graduate students feel in the middle of their 
studies when they get depressed

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-029 #98:2:A>
Tokens 1
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DEVELOPED get developed 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example And now uh [sic] now in Hong Kong it’s very cheap to 

develop photos in <{> <[> Hong Kong </[> And it’s like 
so easy cause when I at <unc> one-word </unc> I have 
to take the car and I <,> go to the shopping center which 
is like ten minutes away by car <,> to get my photos 
develop[ed] Then you have to go <unc> one-word </
unc> the next week </X>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-090 #X584:1:Z>
Tokens 1

DISEMBOWELED get disemboweled 
Type central get-passive
Example They’re right <,> they’re also tired the present generation 

of Hollywood action movies that look and feel more 
<,> like cartoons People can only put up with so many 
car flipping over flames houses blowing up and human 
cartoon getting decapitated and disemboweled

Code <ICE-HK:S2B-033 #27:1:A>
Tokens 1

DISPLAYED get displayed 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example If you take your time to uhm [sic] click on the PDF icon 

for table of content will actually get the table of contents 
displayed online and also the PDF for the uhm [sic] 
abstract okay

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-056 #54:1:A>
Tokens 1
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DONE get done 
Type central get-passive
Example <{3> <[3> Because </[3> it comes at a point you know 

just like look guys you know we can all sit here and argue 
<,> and nothing’s going to get done or if you want to do 
it your way fine do it your way <{4> <[4> and </[4 I’ll 
sit back and then two months later when it goes wrong I’ll 
say I told you so

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-076 #169:1:B>
Tokens 1

DONE (2) get done 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example I mention usability testing is an important part of our 

user-based product development We define usability as 
the ability to get a task done in Word without having to 
consult the menu no menu and I’m serious about that

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-022 #67:2:A>
Tokens 9

DOWNLOADED get downloaded 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example And then uhm [sic] I guided this faculty member all the 

way to order a thesis online in the ProQuest okay And 
then after two minutes okay after two minutes time he 
called me back And then he said oh you know Antonia I’ve 
already got the thesis downloaded into my PC already 
okay

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-056 #4:1:A>
Tokens 1
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DRAFTED get drafted 
Type central get-passive
Example A lot of the things have been in the pipeline The airport 

has been <,> has been long discussion The great Basic 
Law has taken years to to [sic] get drafted Uh [sic] but 
Tiananmen Square sort of put all the things together and 
all happen in the past year

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-027 #15:1:A>
Tokens 1

DRESSED get dressed 
Type pseudo get-construction
Example I cannot imagine myself getting up at six o’clock Getting 

to the shower get dressed Dash off to the bus stop Squeeze 
into the bus with everybody <{> <[> else </[>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-039 #87:1:A>
Tokens 2

DROWNED get drowned 
Type central get-passive
Example We we we [sic] took them out from the camp and <,> 

went to the beach beside the camp <,> Very close and the 
water is very shallow so we don’t have to worry about kids 
getting drowned or you know

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-019 #336:2:A>
Tokens 1

DRUNK get drunk 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Uhm [sic] so but but [sic] I can’t but I can’t really drink 

or I I I [sic] will uhm [sic] get drunk very <{> <[> easily 
<[>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-005 #508:1:B>
Tokens 5
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EDUCATED get educated 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example And as you notice all the litters that’s left behind 

particularly near barbecue site And some of them being 
throw out it on in on to the sea […] And then of course the 
regular traffic jams on major you know <unc> one-word 
</unc> Uhm [sic] I I I [sic] think that is already getting 
people a bit educated <{3> <[3> and </[3> getting 
around town is making life very <,> a big stressful

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-047 #17:1:A>
Tokens 1

ELECTED get elected 
Type central get-passive
Example Yeah I’m a bit worry about the new president Because he’s 

a <,> secret police in the past […] I uh [sic] I afraid that 
Russia will <,> he will became uh [sic] become another 
Stalin <&> […] And there was a <unc> one-word </
unc> that he cannot got [get] elected because of uhm 
[sic] that war with uhm [sic] <,> Chechnya

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-090 #X156:1:Z>
Tokens 1

EMBROILED get embroiled 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example We made this proposal because we thought it was wholly 

unnecessary to get embroiled in the sensitive issue of 
the power of CPG particularly when the government 
has embarked on a course which denies Hong Kong’s 
autonomy under the Basic Law

Code <ICE-HK:S2B-031 #87:2:A>
Tokens 1
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ENTANGLED get entangled 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example These projects will be instrumental in spurring our 

economy and creating many jobs for local professionals 
and workers However little progress has been made 
to many of these projects as they get entangled with 
bureaucratic red tape and land resumption problems

Code <ICE-HK:S2B-029 #65:1:A>
Tokens 1

EXCITED get excited 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example America sells a lot of arms to around the world <,> and 

and [sic] the Chinese position is gee uh [sic] the sales 
we made in arms is is [sic] a fraction of what America is 
selling around the world Why are they getting so excited 
Well the fact of the matter is not so much the fact that 
they are selling arms okay It’s the countries that they are 
selling to that is so sensitive with Washington

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-028 #87:1:A>
Tokens 2

EXHAUSTED get exhausted 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Actually I don’t want to go for this exam Because the 

duration is too <{> <[> long </[> And you got [get] 
exhausted <,> <&>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-036 #231:1:B>
Tokens 1
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FAMILIARIZED get familiarized 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example In order to have the development of polypropylene 

productions assuming that NPC cannot <?> finding 
</?> a new partner in a short period of time There are 
something NPC can do in order to get more familiarized 
of the technology of polypropylene Firstly it can establish 
company unit so as to monitor general and technical 
conference in order to get more information

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-011 #52:1:C>
Tokens 1

FINISHED get finished 
Type pseudo get-construction
Example Now wait how what happen with this twelve hour days the 

student came in twelve hour day and then <,> how was 
it that you didn’t get finished until <,> eight o’clock cos 
because of marking and stuff </X>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-040 #X260:1:Z>
Tokens 1

FIRED UP get fired up 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example He looks in great order too absolutely glowing from the 

paddock nothing that I can see visibly wrong with this 
horse <,> he uh [sic] looks very well in himself <,> he 
can get fired up some evenings but uh [sic] certainly not 
tonight uh uh [sic] I’m very happy with him uh [sic] I 
think this is good value <,>

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-011 #30:1:A>
Tokens 2
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FORMULARIZED get formularized (i.e. ‘to express in a formula or formal 
statement; to formulate’)

Type reflexive get-construction
Example So I think now uh [sic] most of <.> th [sic] </.> my 

colleagues agreed that we now need to get things <?> 
formularize[d] </?> so that you know we will have these 
committees set up formally

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-033 #65:1:A>
Tokens 1

GONE get gone 
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example <{4> <[4> And </[4> so it’s a reluctance to <unc> 

one-word </unc> go one little bit to <.> re [sic] </.> 
to relax it one little bit <{5> <[5> Because </[5> the 
whole thing may not to be <unc> one-word </unc> <{6> 
<[6> Because </[6> the whole thing may just get <unc> 
one-word </unc> gone I think there’s a fear that in <{7> 
<[7> in fact </[7> the whole thing will will [sic] fall 
apart <,> <{8> <[8> if you </[8> relax it </X>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-028 #X415:1:Z>
Tokens 1

HELD UP get held up 
Type central get-passive
Example in the centre in the pink was King Warrior <,> and back 

behind them Major Moves <,> now this horse got held 
up in the straight the horse in the pink cap it’s been a 
pretty good run by him <,> and his best effort on the sand 
surface by far

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-003 #4:1:A>
Tokens 2
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HURT get hurt 
Type central get-passive
Example And there there [sic] was a struggle between the two of 

you […] And it was in the struggle that your face was hurt 
by <{> <[> knives </[> […] Now in fact in this incident 
the defendant also suffered some injury […] Please tell 
me where he got hurt </X>

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-067 #X533:1:Z>
Tokens 2

HURT (2) get hurt 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example That time I was wondering whether he uh uh [sic] 

got himself uh uh [sic] hurt or it was the result of the 
scratching done by my son </X> <O> Putonghua 
translation and answer </O>

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-067 #X552:1:Z>
Tokens 1

INFECTED get infected 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example What did the doctor say I got a flu and uh [sic] got my 

vocal infected a <{> <[> fever </[>
Code <ICE-HK:S1A-096 #11:1:B>
Tokens 1

INJURED get injured 
Type central get-passive
Example How can a man do that <&> <&> tut [sic] <&> Like 

a robot Uh [sic] well I mean <,> he is very </X> Never 
<,> get[s] injured <{1> <[1> Never </[1> afraid <{2> 
<[2> <,> </[2> 

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-032 #481:1:A>
Tokens 1
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INTERESTED get interested 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Yes when you get older you <,> you get less interested 

<[> in having </[> </X> <[> That’s right Yes </[> 
that’s that’s [sic] how I feel Lots of things around you have 
to dust and keep <{> <[> take care of <,> get simpler </
[> </X>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-031 #X224:1:Z>
Tokens 1

INVOLVED get involved 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example IATA also suggested if money is that short the Hong Kong 

government could borrow more money issue bonds or let 
the airlines take up equity <,> Beijing is already baulking 
at existing debt equity provisions but IATA is not about to 
get involved in that dispute <O> speech by Gunter Eser 
</O>

Code <ICE-HK:S2B-010 #68:1:C>
Tokens 7

INVOLVED (2) get involved 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Why would Mr Hau and his four associates want to involve 

her at all Did she play any part Is her part so indispensable 
that these five robbers at the matter indiscretion to get her 
involved This is one major point that I would like you to 
bear in mind

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-067 #14:1:A>
Tokens 1

KICKED OUT get kicked out 
Type central get-passive
Example It’s not just based on how much you contribute It’s based 

on a lot of factors so it’s not that easy to get kicked out 
so don’t be scared as <{> <[> I’m </[> pretty sure they 
don’t kick you out </X>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-055 #X81:1:Z>
Tokens 1
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KILLED get killed 
Type central get-passive
Example I <.> m [sic] </.> I think for me <,> I I [sic] seen a lot 

of that stuff before and <,> it doesn’t bother me You know 
people getting kill[ed] </X> The story is expected to be 
moving Moving people

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-044 #X121:1:Z>
Tokens 1

LOOKED AFTER get looked after 
Type central get-passive
Example I think Hong Kong has an infrastructure on medical and 

health which is no turn away policy Anybody who gets 
uhm [sic] to a hospital gets looked after So what can be 
better than that

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-026 #201:2:A>
Tokens 1

LOST get lost 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example <[> Yeah </[> </{> <{> <[> I went </[> to you know 

buy an ice-cream things to eat you know have a nice picnic 
on the walk you know which is really nice We almost get 
lost you know in this in some point because you know we 
which try to find a nice rock so we can sit down and have 
our picnic right

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-041 #241:1:A>
Tokens 6

MARRIED get married 
Type pseudo get-construction
Example During that years uh [sic] thirty something is quite old 

<{1> <[1> and uh [sic] if </[1> you don’t get married 
you’ll you will become a bachelor or something <&> 
laughs </&>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-006 #101:1:A>
Tokens 49
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MESSED UP get messed up 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example <[> Oh </[> </{> on the seventh </X> Oh no no no Not 

not the coming Saturday Yeah I got messed up <,> The 
coming Saturday is tomorrow So uh [sic] tomorrow </X> 
No no no Uh [sic] next Saturday

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-091 #15:1:A>
Tokens 1

MIXED UP get mixed up 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Now His Lordship will direct you on on [sic] the law 

relating to corroborating evidence And I’m sure that he 
will usually in very clear terms and it’s very important for 
you to listen to his direction very carefully <,> because 
otherwise you get mixed up And you may think that any 
any [sic] evidence which is consistent with the victim’s 
evidences called corroborating evidence And that’s not so

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-070 #131:1:A>
Tokens 1

MODIFIED get modified 
Type central get-passive
Example I think we don’t the three hundred may not be the the [sic] 

sort of need object you may have at the very beginning 
it <{6> <[6> it [sic] </[6> will get modified because it 
goes along

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-077 #137:1:F>
Tokens 1

MOTIVATED get motivated 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example In Russia some factories will sell their shares to the 

workers to raise capital <,> and get the workers more 
motivated but the manager says this won’t work in China 
<,> as most workers cannot afford to buy

Code <ICE-HK:S2B-004 #90:2:A>
Tokens 1
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ORGANIZED get organized 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Meanwhile the United Democrat Yeung Sum has welcomed 

news of the CRC trying to form a new political party It’s 
a natural development as the Hong Kong becoming more 
politicized and more democratized And we need more 
people get organized to participate in the politics

Code <ICE-HK:S2B-016 #64:2:D>
Tokens 1

ORGANIZED (2) get organized 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example And a week or two weeks before Christmas Lot of people 

be away <{1> <[1> anyway </[1> So I try to <.> or 
</.> uh [sic] get one organize[d] <,> by the end of 
December <{2> <[2> <,> </[2>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-063 #410:1:A>
Tokens 2

PAID get paid 
Type central get-passive
Example Did you did you get pay <,> Summer job </X> <{> <[> 

Yes </[> of course Why why why [sic] should I go there if 
I don’t get paid <&>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-004 #992:1:B>
Tokens 18

PASSED get passed 
Type central get-passive
Example <{2> <[2> But if </[2> just when issue whether the fine 

should be one thousand dollar or I proposed two thousand 
<{3> <[3> And </[3> someone think two thousand is too 
much I’m sure we should talk about <{4> <[4> it and uh 
[sic] </[4> we are some so that that [sic] the whole <{5> 
<[5> uh [sic] </[5> motion will get pass[ed] instead of 
I <?> voting your </?> against it and they <?> voting 
</?> uh [sic] against on <{6> <[6> our vote </[6>

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-033 #246:1:C>
Tokens 3
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PASSED (2) get passed 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example But uhm [sic] I thank God God [sic] because <,> this 

morning is very difficult to <,> to pass to me It’s difficult 
to get the time pass[ed] Oh </X> I have <{> <[> <.> 
wai [sic] </.> </[> <[> Difficult </[> </{> to pass uh 
[sic] time </X>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-052 #111:1:A>
Tokens 1

PROMOTED get promoted 
Type central get-passive
Example <[> Three years of training </[> </{> <[> Yah yah she 

take </[> </{> she has to take the professional exam yah 
</X> I see <{> <[> Right </[> <[> For </[> </{> 
getting promoted to become assistant </X>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-051 #X73:1:Z>
Tokens 1

PUBLISHED get published 
Type central get-passive
Example Uh [sic] I have actually I have three <.> ma [sic] </.> uh 

[sic] manuscript of uh [sic] I have three novels you’ll see 
which are in <{8> <[8> manuscript </[8> and still very 
difficult to get published

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-013 #83:1:A>
Tokens 5

PUBLISHED (2) get published 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example So actually starting from the seventies onward when 

the <&> tut [sic] </&> when the local writers I mean 
have grown up and be more mature to write about Hong 
Kong then at that time in the seventies most of the our 
contemporaries would get their work publish[ed] in 
newspapers other than in literary journals <{4> <[4> 
<,> </[4> uh [sic] because there are so many newspapers

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-013 #186:1:A>
Tokens 3
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QUITTED get quitted 
Type central get-passive
Example Are you really afraid to quit to be quit Yeah Why do you 

say that </X> I don’t know why <,> just afraid <,> afraid 
[…] You won’t be quit yah I think so too Because it’s not 
that easy to get quit [sic] quitted </X> It’s not that easy 
</X> How many peoples were quit last year Only people 
who really do not contribute to hall or who didn’t do a 
thing or who are really hated by their floor-mates </X>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-055 #X67:1:Z>
Tokens 1

REELECTED get reelected 
Type central get-passive
Example <{4> <[4> Our </[4> kind of through train is <{5> 

<[5> you </[5> are elected by ninety five you could stay 
on to uh [sic] nineteen ninety nine and not really get off 
and reelect[ed] again <{6> <[6> We’re </[6> using the 
argument if you’re <?> electable </?> in ninety five you 
should be <?> electable </?> again in ninety seven 

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-024 #63:1:D>
Tokens 1

REELECTED (2) get reelected 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example They’re they’re [sic] saying that whatever we do <,> uh 

[sic] everyone gets up the train and uh [sic] we’d have to 
be reelected again uh [sic] in ninety seven Of course their 
difference of saying that <,> uh [sic] if the uh [sic] form of 
election is correct <{3> <[3> then </[3> the candidate 
can always re-participate and get yourself reelected

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-024 #61:1:D>
Tokens 1
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REJECTED get rejected 
Type central get-passive
Example So it’s like I thought that I’ll always get a place in 

Singapore but uh [sic] when I got rejected then it’s like 
I started to consider other options uh [sic] and then uh 
[sic] <,> Hong Kong was uh [sic] one of the options 
which I which I <.> thac [sic] </.> which I thought was 
was [sic] quite uh [sic] was quite good uh [sic] </X>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-008 #X315:1:Z>
Tokens 1

RENEWED get renewed 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Foreign domestic helpers have to leave Hong Kong only 

if they have not got their jobs and we have never said that 
<,> you know you must leave in six years’ time like what 
we have said to the <{> <[> imported labour </[> No 
that’s only if they cannot get their contract renewed

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-044 #80:1:A>
Tokens 1

REPLIED get replied 
Type central get-passive
Example It’s just you’ll enclose that you are interested in <{> <[> 

this area </[> <[> Yeah </[> </{> in this this [sic] area 
like <.> wha [sic] </.> whatever assistant what what 
[sic] assistant <{> <[> and then </[> just wait See and 
wait and then I got reply [replied]

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-010 #X428:1:B>
Tokens 1

RETURNED get returned 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example If you get it on if you <{1> <[1> if you if you [sic] 

retire you get uh [sic] </[1> you you [sic] get something 
return[ed] okay <{2> <[2> if </[2> you retire <[1> 
Two hundred fifty thousand </[1> </{1> </X>

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-075 #222:1:B>
Tokens 1
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RID OF get rid of 
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example I think you should get rid of your habit of jotting down 

notes when you have your discussion here <,> I mean 
what you need to do here is to think <,> what I [sic] I’m 
asking instead of say jotting down questions or whatever 
<,>

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-016 #5:1:A>
Tokens 15

RIPPED OFF get ripped off 
Type central get-passive
Example Legislator <?> Lau Ching Shek </?> says commuters 

are getting ripped off by the MTR <,> Lau says a survey 
conducted earlier this year shows eighty-two percent of 
commuters are against the rush-hour surcharge

Code <ICE-HK:S2B-007 #62:1:B>
Tokens 1

RUN OUT get run out 
Type central get-passive
Example He’s uh [sic] come pretty close to winning in the big race 

last weekend of course with Red Sun <,> he just got run 
out of things but uh [sic] all in all <,> the yard is in great 
form the horse are firing on all cylinders and uh [sic] well 
Tony will be more than happy to see this one come home 
by what a length and a half <,> just about that <,> over 
Dragon Win <,> […]

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-005 #41:1:A>
Tokens 1

SATURATED get saturated 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example I’ve we’ve got to move to lose interest in <,> things You 

say ah [sic] <unc> four words </unc> you’ve got <.> sat 
[sic] </.> saturated you got more <unc> several words 
</unc> 

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-031 #233:1:A>
Tokens 1
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SENT get sent 
Type central get-passive
Example From uhm [sic] I’ve I find that <,> uhm [sic] they may 

find uh [sic] the <,> foreigners more superior and <,> in 
the past but now uhm [sic] <,> sometimes I’ve I think that 
they will uhm [sic] got they will get uhm [sic] <,> sent 
some sentiments towards uhm [sic] <,> foreigners do you 
<{> <[> do you think </[>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-025 #295:1:C>
Tokens 1

SETTLED get settled 
Type pseudo get-construction
Example I would think that this year is <unc> one word </unc> 

<{4> <[4> than the </[4> work you should be looked 
into get settle[d] in this work <{5> <[5> <,> </[5>

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-078 #X340:1:Z>
Tokens 1

SPREAD 
AROUND

get spread around 

Type central get-passive
Example Uhm [sic] I can see it <,> getting more spread around 

I think it’s period when we do need to <{5> <[5> be 
because </[5> <.> pro [sic] </.> uh [sic] I would like 
to responsibility and then the period when we involve in 
because we will all participate enough to have feedback

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-077 #104:1:F>
Tokens 1

SQUARED UP get squared up 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example This fellow Wealthy Together does not want to go in <,> 

now he’s at the back of the gates and they’ve got him 
squared up now <,> he’s half way in <,> couple of extra 
attendants come around behind and they’re just trying to 
get him in that last little bit

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-005 #5:1:C>
Tokens 1
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STIRRED UP get stirred up 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Panda Power is a horse that uh [sic] I wanted to watch 

closely in the race because he’s an erratic customer and 
can play up uh [sic] quite badly but <,> tonight <,> uh 
[sic] he really has behaved which is quite unusual he can 
get stirred up he can be uh [sic] a big uh [sic] problem on 
the way to the gates <,> they’ve walked him to the gates 
and he’s standing there as quiet as a lamb so far

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-004 #5:1:A>
Tokens 1

STOLEN get stolen 
Type central get-passive
Example And uhm [sic] <,> this tankard got stolen at a student 

party <{6> <[6> <,> </[6> and I’m still looking for it 
<{7> <[7> <,> </[7>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-031 #X380:1:Z>
Tokens 1

STUCK get stuck 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example But this switch is on or off No </X> It should always be 

on Right just switch it off <,> <unc> several words </
unclear> </X> It should be twenty four hour on all status 
No this <?> has </?> definitely <,,> got <{> <[> stuck 
</[> </X>

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-073 #X630:1:Z>
Tokens 1

SUED get sued 
Type central get-passive
Example Uh [sic] <,> this doesn’t mean that international firms 

moving into China won’t uh [sic] won’t won’t [sic] get 
sued because invariably when you are international 
firm when you move into China what happens is that the 
clients look to you as an international setup and not as a 
PRC setup So therefore we cannot absolve our uh uh [sic] 
liabilities

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-021 #29:1:A>
Tokens 1
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SUSPENDED get suspended 
Type central get-passive
Example Did they did they advise you not to not to study further uh 

[sic] or uh [sic] or suspend you Yah that’s why because if 
I fail because this German course takes up twelve credits 
and if I fail I’m gonna be <.> scr [sic] </.> really screwed 
Yah I I [sic] have to get suspended but you know uhm 
[sic] the faculty department said there’s never anyone uh 
[sic] <.> g [sic] </.> repeat year one in BA

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-097 #95:1:A>
Tokens 1

SWOLLEN get swollen 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example <[> No but it’s swollen </[> </{> you you [sic] can’t 

sort of see straight It is I mean when your eye get[s] 
swollen you it’s sort of like you know blocking your vision 
a little bit say so by by [sic] the time you turn to one angle 
you see you know there’s you you [sic] think that there’s 
something there but it’s actually your eyelid

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-100 #280:1:A>
Tokens 1

TAKEN get taken 
Type central get-passive
Example Did did [sic] you get taken to anything like that any 

cultural shows
Code <ICE-HK:S1A-083 #X771:2:Z>
Tokens 1

TAPED get taped 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example <[> Ricky got </[> </{> it all tape[d] <&>
Code <ICE-HK:S1A-087 #1028:1:B>
Tokens 1
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TERMINATED get terminated 
Type central get-passive
Example So I think it’s a significant situation that we <,> have no 

choice but to work on it uh [sic] <,> If we don’t work on it 
and and [sic] MFN gets terminated we may <,> be sorry 
that we didn’t do any lobbying work

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-028 #19:1:A>
Tokens 1

THROWN AWAY get thrown away 
Type central get-passive
Example […] I’m obsessed with magazine I just think and the the 

[sic] most fantastic form of medium and communication 
and that just I just love them <{2> <[2> because </[2> 
they are so uhm [sic] accessible <{3> <[3> and </[3> 
and [sic] they are a bit not the daily newspaper which get 
thrown away

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-030 #X367:1:Z>
Tokens 1

TIRED get tired 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example <[> Sometime </[> </{> you just don’t understand When 

I you know Maybe you’re <,> you get tired of <,> <{> 
<[> Repeating </[> again and again

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-058 #903:1:A>
Tokens 6

TIRED (2) get tired 
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example Because I felt personally uh [sic] having worked on this 

for some years <,> that it is far more impactful <,> to 
go as a group <,> rather than all of us trying to visit 
Washington and uh [sic] politicians on the hill <,> okay 
get sick and tired of uh [sic] people coming from Hong 
Kong talking on the same subject

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-028 #10:1:A>
Tokens 1
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TOLD get told 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Uhm s [sic] <&> tut [sic] </&> or have you gone to any 

other fortune tellers </X> No I don’t believe in <,> such 
You don’t believe in it </X> Yeah I sort of find it kind of 
interesting But <,> when you go get your fortune told you 
always ask people about <,> the future </X>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-057 #X299:2:Z>
Tokens 1

TRANSLATED get translated 
Type central get-passive
Example It must be written to be on the information <,> <{> <[> 

superhighway </[> </X> <[> <unc> three words </
unc> </[> </{> <[> It depends on </[> </{> what you 
mean by but then yeah the the [sic] thing is that these 
words get translated into machine code <,>

Code <ICE-HK:S1A-047 #136:1:A>
Tokens 1

TRAPPED get trapped 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example oh <,> this horse has got his head underneath Magic 

Of Money <,> and came back <,,> in stall number five 
he put his head down and got halfway under <,> well 
halfway his neck anyway <,> and at that point they’re 
normally gone but he was smart enough to think no I’m 
going to get trapped here I better come back <,,> you 
don’t see that one very often <,>

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-010 #13:1:B>
Tokens 1

USED TO get used to 
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example Now this is a chopper that we use at home may be it looks 

a little scary to start off with but once you get used to it 
it’s a very very good one I use it for slicing I use it for 
chopping I use it for shredding alright so <.> ho [sic] 
</.> this is how you’re going to hold it

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-052 #35:1:A>
Tokens 13
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WAIVED get waived 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Now twenty six percent increase in public ward bed 

charges has just been announced How sure are you that 
the uh [sic] working class are going to be able to afford 
that kind of increase </X> Well at the moment we have 
in place an existing uh [sic] waiver system anybody can 
apply and get it waived

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-026 #146:2:A>
Tokens 1

WORKED UP get worked up 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Uh [sic] so that’s a very positive factor for Panda Power 

because usually he just gets far too worked up and I 
thought uh [sic] House Of Fortune was another deserved 
of respect so I’m going eight six and nine for race two

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-004 #6:1:A>
Tokens 1

WOUND UP get wound up 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Seattle Sun is actually getting very wound up now as he 

makes his way out on the course <,> just starting to ah 
[sic] get a little bit of a sweat on but he looks like a horse 
who’s on the job here tonight <,>

Code <ICE-HK:S2A-014 #77:1:B>
Tokens 1

WRAPPED UP get wrapped up 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Cheese Ball </X> Wow So fattening <&> Clears throat 

</&> That’s a lot I just get this <,> wrap[ped] up </X>
Code <ICE-HK:S1A-072 #X236:1:Z>
Tokens 1
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WRITTEN get written 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Now the next one the the [sic] fourth question is what is a 

young woman You’ve got the sentence for young man now 
would you please give an example of <,> a sentence with 
young woman <,,> Okay yes Rebecca have you got your 
sentence written <,,>

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-019 #161:1:A>
Tokens 1

YELLED DOWN get yelled down 
Type central get-passive
Example Yeah uh [sic] that that [sic] is sometimes <?> be </?> 

problem being sensitive people Because like maybe I’m 
not I don’t feel as though I have all the answers so I’m not 
that confident and <{1> <[1> <,> </[1> you know sort 
like I don’t want to get yelled down for you you [sic] know 
uh [sic] you don’t know what <{2> <[2> you’re saying 
<,> </[2>

Code <ICE-HK:S1B-076 #325:1:B>
Tokens 1
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Appendix IV: Get constructions attested 
in the spoken component of ICE-SIN
ACQUAINTED 
WITH

get acquainted with

Type idiomatic get-construction
Example Greek food like the language is something that most 

people in Singapore know little about To get acquainted 
with authentic Greek fare just troop on down to the Olea 
deli and restaurant along Upper East Coast road

Code <ICE-SIN:S2B-030 #36:1:A>
Tokens 2

AGITATED get agitated
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Do we present a a [sic] lecture that is well-rounded A B C 

D if and but and so on all conditions Now if you did that 
students go to sleep There’s another way of presenting 
Chicago style Get them agitated excited because you say 
things that you know they they [sic] are not comfortable 
with

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-050 #61:1:A>
Tokens 1

ARRESTED get arrested 
Type central get-passive
Example It’s about this East Coast Park thing right How many got 

arrested
Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-008 #234:1:A>
Tokens 1
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ASSESSED get assessed 
Type central get-passive
Example Their strengths will be emphasised and their weaknesses 

will be addressed And this whole uh uh [sic] scheme is 
basically set up to make use of their potential uh [sic] 
and abilities Now the uh [sic] features of this graduate 
development programme is that every quarter every three 
months people will get assessed uh [sic] initially and 
feedback will be given to the people

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-046 #93:1:A>
Tokens 1

ASSIGNED get assigned 
Type central get-passive
Example Actually a lot of the teachers feel very unhappy Oh All 

these extra duties Uhm [sic] But then can’t be helped what 
Somebody has to do them And it’s usually the new people 
who get assigned all these extra stuff right

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-092 #219:1:A>
Tokens 1

BORED get bored 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example But you will if you start with this topic uh [sic] you get 

bored with this one also you know
Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-082 #276:1:A>
Tokens 3

BROKEN UP get broken up 
Type central get-passive
Example Would you agree that uh [sic] people today you think are 

getting married at uh [sic] an age when they are not ready 
to get married Mr Chen I don’t think this is the problem uh 
al [sic] although statistics shows that the marriage group 
getting break up break up uh [sic] broken up lies quite a 
lot on the twenty five to thirty five group

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-023 #65:1:F>
Tokens 1
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BROUGHT UP get brought up 
Type central get-passive
Example […] filial piety comes in you know the children are put 

in a very difficult position either to you know to have 
to save the marriage or to to [sic] have the parents Mr 
Hia: I think that is the point of time where these kind of 
issues get brought up because I think marriage couns 
uh [sic] pre-marital counseling to me is not simply just 
uh [sic] finding out whether you are compatible in terms 
of you know your income or things like that and perhaps 
that’s that’s [sic] where the problem <unclear> word </
unclear> […]

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-023 #X88:1:A>
Tokens 1

BUMPED OFF get bumped off 
Type central get-passive
Example […] But people like us Orientals get a chance to play 

a part because the part is meant to be Oriental and it’s 
not going to be incidental that we’re going to be the Suzy 
Wong with the high slate or the Fool/Foo <unclear> 
word </unclear> Man Chu/Manchu <unclear> word </
unclear> or the amah that gets bumped off I hope we get 
a chance to play real characters

Code <ICE-SIN:S2B-016 #X114:2:J>
Tokens 1

BURNED get burned
Type central get-passive
Example And what are some of the safety measures being taken To 

start with he has his safety helmet his safety goggles Now 
of course he has to put on a pair of leather gloves These 
are the standard repelling gloves which he use protects 
his hands from getting burned and gives him better grip 
on the rope

Code <ICE-SIN:S2B-015 #43:1:A>
Tokens 1
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BUSTED get busted 
Type central get-passive
Example Always computer thing always got busted Right now it’s 

the peak period you see Ah it’s coming through
Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-074 #167:1:B>
Tokens 1

CARRIED 
THROUGH

get carried through 

Type central get-passive
Example Tax losses then can become an issue for if the losses can be 

carried forward it may be worthwhile for the company to 
take over the majority of the ailing company So because of 
this issue sometimes the deal falls through But even if the 
deal gets uh [sic] carried through often the entrepreneur 
has to sell off at a very paltry price

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-054 #35:1:D>
Tokens 1

CAUGHT get caught 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example That’s an idea that comes across that there is potential 

where love can be based on ignorance Ignorant Okay so 
that will be the example to prove that What else is it What 
else Do we get caught This this [sic] object topic of love 
by Shakespeare’s presentation

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-020 #80:1>
Tokens 3

CAUGHT UP get caught up 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Uh [sic] audience gets caught up with the effect rather 

than the content you see I see So we want to put that 
earlier uh [sic] slightly earlier

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-096 #172:1:C>
Tokens 1
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CHASED AWAY get chased away 
Type central get-passive
Example He was there before and he used to sell satay on outside 

the shop and he got chased away a number of times It 
seems like illegal so he went away

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-037 #167:2:D>
Tokens 1

COMMITTED get committed 
Type central get-passive
Example Eleven minutes of play gone by Nil nil Singapore Vietnam 

Good one real one by Steven Tan Kian Dong Rafi gets 
committed himself in very vulnerable tackle by Rafi Ali

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-016 #78:1:A>
Tokens 1

COMPLETED get completed 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example The project team objective basically as far as I can see 

uh [sic] centred around uh [sic] three areas time control 
cost control and quality control You try to get the project 
completed on time within a specified uh [sic] programme 
within uh [sic] certain budgeted cost as well as to certain 
uh [sic] quality standard

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-044 #10:1:A>
Tokens 1

CONFUSED get confused 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example And it it it [sic] has to be you cannot think too much you 

just have to do it You step up and down the the [sic] bench 
and you you [sic] cannot concentrate I mean you cannot 
really uh [sic] if you if you try to think too much you you 
you [sic] get confused and you can’t follow the class 
anymore So it it [sic] depends very much on on [sic] your 
spontaneity so you just have to do it

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-063 #197:1:A>
Tokens 2
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CULTURED get cultured 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Talk about chicks Let’s get more cultured ah Talk about 

women
Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-018 #34:1:B>
Tokens 1

CUT get cut 
Type central get-passive
Example But your kite still can get cut uhm [sic] you know The the 

[sic] string Ya they’ll cut the kites and then they’ll set up 
stalls somewhere else

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-030 #191:1:A>
Tokens 1

DEFEATED get defeated 
Type central get-passive
Example In the past they’ve always taken the initiative they’ve 

introduced issues and we were all led by the nose and get 
dragged into arguments with them on the issue which they 
have chosen In other words we have gone to contest with 
them on the grounds and in the circumstances uh [sic] in 
which they have chosen Of course we get slaughtered we 
get defeated but now it’s it’s [sic] different It’s no harm 
failing but we learn from our failures from our lessons 
[…]

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-045 #X79:1:N>
Tokens 1

DISABLED get disabled 
Type central get-passive
Example Are you familiar with personal accident insurances Uh 

[sic] no no Uh [sic] it pays if you have an accident and 
you you [sic] don’t survive you get disabled Uhm [sic] 
Loose limbs fingers <unclear> word </unclear> Oh oh 
okay okay that kind of thing

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-073 #174:1:B>
Tokens 1
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DISCOURAGED get discouraged 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example But uh [sic] here we are in this small screen trying very 

hard to look at the the [sic] notes on the screen uhm [sic] 
so that maybe <unclear> word </unclear> probably they 
get a bit discouraged from that

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-075 #63:1:A>
Tokens 1

DISLOCATED get dislocated 
Type central get-passive
Example Like even Teresa she I know she jogs she plays tennis 

But Maggie swims what But I heard she said she got 
dislocated before right Doing what Doing <unclear> 
word </unclear> I don’t know what lah [sic]

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-077 #187:1:B>
Tokens 1

DISORIENTED get disoriented 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example It’s not just simple forgetfulness It’s uh [sic] it involves 

disorientation Ya but are when you are a certain age I 
think you’ll get disorient [sic] disoriented

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-037 #257:2:C>
Tokens 1

DIVORCED get divorced 
Type pseudo get-construction
Example Each time I would talk to him uhm [sic] I just ended up 

being beaten up and uh [sic] the last straw was when he 
committed adultery I could not take it any more Thank you 
Rosaline Well Rosaline isn’t alone She’s one of a growing 
number of people who are divorced and according to the 
latest figures ten couples get divorced every day That’s 
twice the number ten years ago

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-023 #13:1:A>
Tokens 1
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DONE get done 
Type central get-passive
Example You know actually I think the play itself has a lot to offer 

I’m I’m [sic] glad you’re you’re [sic] planning to re-
stage it lah [sic] Ya I think too many of these plays here 
get done once and then get shelved and not you know not 
done again nuh [sic] 

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-096 #159:1:B>
Tokens 1

DONE (2) get done 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example The Singapore Armed Forces needs good quality sold 

leaders who function effectively and can change raw 
recruits into fighting soldiers It doesn’t want commanders 
who can get jobs done only with the best soldiers

Code <ICE-SIN:S2B-008 #56:1:A>
Tokens 9

DRAGGED get dragged 
Type central get-passive
Example Forty contested seats That’s the maximum we can have It’s 

beautiful It all works to our advantage at this point of time 
So up to this point of time we are taking the SDP and the 
opposition are taking the initiative not uh [sic] People’s 
Action Party […] In the past they’ve always taken the 
initiative they’ve introduced issues and we were all led by 
the nose and get dragged into arguments with them on the 
issue which they have chosen […]

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-045 #X79:1:N>
Tokens 1

DRUNK get drunk 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Well at least you never had a problem of being drunk Ha 

I’ll be scratching all over before I get drunk
Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-004 #201:1:C>
Tokens 5
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EATEN get eaten 
Type central get-passive
Example Yeah And my father didn’t allow me He says if I step into 

India I’ll get eat[en]
Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-079 #X367:2:C>
Tokens 1

ELABORATED get elaborated 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example […] so what exactly will our students be learning from 

Curtin university If it is uh [sic] will it be basically style 
technique I think they would also inject a stronger element 
of theoretical studies than what uh [sic] we have been 
accustomed to Could you get elaborated than that I think 
uh [sic] the training in NAFA had been studio-based so uh 
[sic] the Australians would probably come in and provide 
uh [sic] academic studies like psychology of art history of 
art aesthetics and so on […]

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-048 #46:1:C>
Tokens 1

ELECTED get elected 
Type central get-passive
Example They said oh if opposition come in the rubbish heap will 

go two stores high all untrue Those were the issues but 
they then did not tell you that in fact once they get elected 
with a majority strong mandate the other issues are 
hidden behind as price increases

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-021 #44:1:A>
Tokens 1

ENDORSED get endorsed 
Type central get-passive
Example Just a couple of pages you need to to [sic] fill up and get 

endorsed
Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-093 #166:1:C>
Tokens 1
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ENTERTAINED get entertained 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Yes I think uh [sic] people are bombarded with all kinds 

of messages especially in Singapore campaign after 
campaign telling them what they should do and what 
they shouldn’t do Sometimes it would be effective to use 
humour because a person gets entertained and in the 
process perhaps some of the messages get through

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-029 #13:1:B>
Tokens 1

EXCITED get excited 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Now there are different approaches we can use but the 

main thing is can we interest the students Can we motivate 
them Can we get them excited

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-050 #66:1:A>
Tokens 2

EXCUSED get excused 
Type central get-passive
Example Aye you have not cook the rice lah Ha [sic] The rice Ya 

lah [sic] I have to get excuse[d] Never mind never mind 
I do lah [sic]

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-064 #208:1:B>
Tokens 1

FED get fed 
Type central get-passive
Example Ya she only gets fed once a day and she’s still very fat
Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-039 #96:1:A>
Tokens 1
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FED UP get fed up 
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example How did you do it Got fed up I sat down then I saw my 

friends walking by
Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-068 #202:2:B>
Tokens 2

FLUSHED get flushed 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example I get so flushed I have to go and sleep immediately Then 

in the middle of the night I wake up scratching
Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-004 #208:1:C>
Tokens 1

FLUSTERED get flustered 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example I mean you just don’t like strangers coming into I I [sic] 

get flustered with <unclear> word </unclear> whistle 
Yes very disgusted And you find that it is men who do this 
You feel embarrassed you know

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-031 #222:1:A>
Tokens 1

FRIGHTENED get frightened 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example You know it’s like very like very scary you know Uhm [sic] 

So they got so like frightened you know
Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-087 #190:1:A>
Tokens 1

FRUSTRATED get frustrated 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example So now there’s no need to get frustrated or irritated Just 

go get retractable clothes shelter And all this dripping 
and soiling of our freshly washed clothes will be a thing 
of the past

Code <ICE-SIN:S2B-029 #59:1:A>
Tokens 1
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HIT get hit 
Type central get-passive
Example Nobody that time me and Alvin we went right So we stood 

under the shower Wah [sic] he got hit first you know then 
he jumped out you know And then we started like flexing 
ah [sic] waiting for the water pressure to go off uh [sic] 
then we go inside and bathe

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-082 #129:1:B>
Tokens 1

HOUNDED get hounded 
Type central get-passive
Example No Kum Kum Hong and you I I [sic] don’t I don’t [sic] 

blame you for saying this I don’t get hounded by men 
I’m not stopped by Here please don’t ever tell a soul that 
I’ll be killed by him but no no No not by him but you’re 
hounded by others okay so you’re

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-065 #89:2:G>
Tokens 1

HURT get hurt 
Type central get-passive
Example My father had an accident last year a motorbike accident 

So the leg got hurt had to screw uh [sic] the bones
Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-077 #207:1:A>
Tokens 1

IMMERSED get immersed 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Now you may feel a little bit apprehensive about it but 

uh [sic] actually this programme is to get people more 
mature in their working life and experience It’s to train 
people to actually independently handle problems and 
uhm [sic] get your [sic] yourself immerse[d] into the 
business into a different kind of environment

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-045 #45:1:A>
Tokens 1
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INFECTED get infected 
Type central get-passive
Example If you were sneezing you know I really hope you’re not 

coming down with a cold cos if you’re coming down with 
a cold I don’t want to get infected uh [sic]

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-021 #20:1:A>
Tokens 1

INFLUENCED get influenced 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example I think we should uh [sic] sorry I think we should give 

credit to young people even children uh [sic] sometimes 
we tend to think that they get easily influenced by comics 
We all grow up by watching Popeye the sailor and we 
haven’t become started speaking like Popeye

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-029 #20:1:B>
Tokens 1

INJURED get injured 
Type central get-passive
Example Good tackle by Lim Tong Hai got across very well The 

pitch is wet and uh [sic] really an invitation for rough 
play here and for Singaporeans would not want to get 
injured if they are to achieve the result they desire and 
qualify for the semi-finals

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-016 #23:1:A>
Tokens 1

INSPIRED get inspired 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Okay I [sic] I’m going to scrap through uh [sic] you know 

we might as well tell you how I got started in R and D It’s 
just like telling a story you know but uh [sic] maybe I just 
briefly run through it and uh and uh [sic] see whether the 
you know you will get inspired

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-043 #11:1:A>
Tokens 1
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INTERESTED get interested 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example I think they carry out surveys on various US newspapers 

and and [sic] the average uh [sic] time a reader spends 
on each uh [sic] story is he reads up to the fifth or sixth 
paragraph and then that’s it unless he’s really very 
interested in So you have to get him interested in right 
from the start

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-036 #105:1:A>
Tokens 1

INVITED get invited 
Type central get-passive
Example No no no he didn’t know them so uhm [sic] oh well there 

was Mona anyway uh [sic] I asked her so because uhm 
[sic] I got invited to this party one of my Australian 
friends lah [sic] threw a house-warming party so I said 
why don’t you come along lah [sic] I said it’s gonna be 
boring probably but uh [sic] said come along anyway so 
they were all quite game So they came along

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-080 #X338:1:B>
Tokens 1

INVOLVED get involved 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example But then again it loses the whole improve you know 

because once you start choreographing that means you 
start planning it loses it’s <unclear> word </unclear> 
because it comes from here it doesn’t come from here 
Okay in order for you to get involve[d] you have to be 
totally totally totally commit yourself to the music like 
what I did just now

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-060 #18:1:A>
Tokens 5
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IRRITATED get irritated 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example So now there’s no need to get frustrated or irritated Just 

go get retractable clothes shelter And all this dripping 
and soiling of our freshly washed clothes will be a thing 
of the past

Code <ICE-SIN:S2B-029 #59:1:A>
Tokens 1

JADED get jaded 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example But if you are thinking of marrying I don’t think it’s very 

a healthy life That’s true Even as a single It’s a very all-
consuming thing right isn’t it Ya it is it is And you get 
jaded very fast You get very cynical

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-055 #254:1:A>
Tokens 2

KICKED get kicked 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Radi Martin loses control over the ball Sundram gets 

it once again kicked from behind but the referee saw 
nothing of it

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-019 #74:1:A>
Tokens 1

KNOCKED OUT get knocked out 
Type central get-passive
Example My friend she my friend had a liquor you know that that 

that [sic] kind which kind and it’s it’s [sic] a it’s a what 
Earl Ladies and she was knocked out just after a single 
sip Had to stay had to sleep for about one hour at my 
friend’s place Ya get knocked out

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-004 #207:1:C>
Tokens 1
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LOST get lost 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example He [sic] he’s a English man right and this is off uh [sic] 

Upper Upper Bukit Timah Jalan Kampong Chantek but 
it’s right deep inside you see and it’s like it’s almost like 
there are no more houses there I thought for a moment I 
thought I got lost Very scary right

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-080 #253:1:B>
Tokens 4

LOST (2) get lost 
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example He don’t want the person to be too good also Why Because 

he won’t need you He’ll say get lost
Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-064 #61:1:B>
Tokens 1

MARRIED get married 
Type pseudo get-construction
Example She said her friend borrowed somebody’s dress somebody’s 

wedding gown I mean may not even wedding gown It’s 
just a nice dress you know and then they got married

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-053 #255:1:C>
Tokens 32

MARRIED OFF get married off
Type pseudo get-construction
Example Chinese astrology George Koh is often approached by 

couples who want to find out if they are compatible in 
marriage And if you think it’s only the young who worry 
about their love live you’re in for a surprise Many parents 
are very anxious to make sure their children get married 
off Using the traditional art of Chinese face reading 
and Chinese astrology George Koh advises parents on 
choosing the best matches for their children

Code <ICE-SIN:S2B-040 #114:3:C>
Tokens 1
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MIXED UP get mixed up 
Type central get-passive
Example And there’s a good thing that it crashed at the station and 

one of the trains was stationary Stationary That’s right 
but that shouldn’t happen if the train is stationary Why 
should the uh [sic] moving train you know collide into I 
think the time-table must have got mixed up Maybe one 
train was the the the the [sic] first train was slower and 
second train was faster you know so somehow or rather 
<unclear> word </unclear> happen

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-063 #8:1:B>
Tokens 1

MIXED UP (2) get mixed up 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example My other sister has two of them One is already in sec two 

this girl and then the boy is uh [sic] I think primary five 
or primary six I always get them mixed up

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-048 #129:1:A>
Tokens 1

MOLESTED get molested 
Type central get-passive
Example Because they were nudists Because the the [sic] 

undercover cops went there And they got molested and 
they got fed up

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-008 #243:1:C>
Tokens 2
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NORMALISED get normalised 
Type central get-passive
Example […] the Americans’ trade embargo is tied also to 

the uh [sic] the fact that uh [sic] excess of funds from 
international financial organisations are not able to reach 
Vietnam and this is important for Vietnam because of its 
lacking of capital So ah is the Vietnamese uh [sic] side 
doing anything to to [sic] ensure relations get normalised 
soon <X> NBT </X> So in other words you’re saying 
that you’re putting aside the uh [sic] matter of uh [sic] 
normalising relations with Vietnam and looking forward 
to extending relations with other nations perhaps with uh 
[sic] ASEAN […]

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-050 #46:1:C>
Tokens 1

PAID get paid 
Type central get-passive
Example They didn’t even get paid at the D and D ah
Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-056 #144:1:C>
Tokens 3

PASSED get passed 
Type central get-passive
Example Because a lot of them were Chinese educated They’re 

good technicians but they went to technical school they 
cannot speak properly They cannot won’t and can’t get 
pass[ed] an interview You want to go and get a job with 
IBM they won’t go pass the screening test because they 
can’t speak proper English

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-042 #74:3:C>
Tokens 3
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PENALISED get penalised 
Type central get-passive
Example That the the [sic] students uh [sic] many students do not 

honour the rule of put down your pen or stop writing 
now whatever the the [sic] instructor said And they keep 
writing because they know that nobody get[s] penalised 
for it

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-049 #66:1:A>
Tokens 1

PISSED OFF get pissed off
Type adjectival get-construction
Example The point was that I I [sic] wasn’t sure I would enjoy the 

dinner because I didn’t want to sit in the same at the table 
as Madame Oh I got really [Oh she was] pissed off She 
was quite pleasantly charming that evening

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-047 #19:1:B> <ICE-SIN:S1A-047 
#21:1:B>

Tokens 1

POSTED get posted
Type central get-passive
Example But at least June there’s the holidays right The school 

holidays Ya lah [sic] Ah then that’s not so bad lah [sic] 
Ya lah [sic] but ya lah [sic] as usual you know things 
start happening nuh [sic] and then you get posted into I 
mean you get uh [sic] volunteered into things you know 
like all these uh [sic] sub-committees lah [sic] especially 
for young teachers

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-092 #209:1:B>
Tokens 1
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PROMOTED get promoted 
Type central get-passive
Example Before we motivate students are we ourselves motivated 

I have lecturers in the past at Stanford University who 
openly told us told the students I don’t get promoted for 
good teaching I get promoted for good research so why 
should I bother Now if if [sic] lecturers carry this kind of 
attitude they’re not motivated in teaching

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-050 #51:1:A>
Tokens 3

PULLED get pulled 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example But uh [sic] well let’s see how the referee handle this 

situation He’s got Malin Vandasanda pulled into the side 
and he’s also got Said Shuko now Said Shuko was also 
instrumental in that little bit of flare up

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-004 #39:1:A>
Tokens 1

PUNCHED get punched 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Conductor attacks passenger That’s what happened The 

conductor was one of those that fortunately we don’t 
have any more yah uhm [sic] he was he was abusing a 
passenger The plaintiff like a hero went up and tried to 
tick the conductor off and got a ticket punched in his eye

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-009 #71:1:A>
Tokens 1

PUSHED get pushed 
Type central get-passive
Example Please try and remember it’s a comedy because actions 

get pushed together There’s a willingness on the part of 
the audience to suspend incredulity

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-020 #188:1>
Tokens 1
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PUSHED 
AROUND

get pushed around 

Type central get-passive
Example Actually prison ministry for me won’t be easy also because 

I’m I’m [sic] not firm enough you see Sometimes I get too 
soft with the people then get pushed around That is not 
really advisable

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-078 #72:1:A>
Tokens 1

RAPED get raped 
Type central get-passive
Example But it’s okay what I mean unless there are rape cases 

reported uh [sic] Were there Were there Not loud enough 
Rape cases No right no no males got raped there right

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-008 #254:1:C>
Tokens 2

RATED get rated 
Type central get-passive
Example But that’s how we talk normally That’s that’s [sic] the way 

to be recorded It’s correct Oh that means if she include all 
the vulgarities lah [sic] This is getting don’t know what 
rated Don’t worry lah [sic] The vulgarities won’t won’t 
[sic] be censored

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-018 #48:1:A>
Tokens 1

RECORDED get recorded 
Type central get-passive
Example The thing is I don’t even know This is the first time I tried 

it I don’t know if it gets recorded
Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-086 #248:1:A>
Tokens 2
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RID OF get rid of 
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example Therefore in Singapore today there is an atmosphere of 

fear and this atmosphere of fear we must try and get rid of
Code <ICE-SIN:S2B-012 #117:1:A>
Tokens 7

ROTATED get rotated 
Type central get-passive
Example I mean initially I think the expenses will be more because 

we’ve to buy books and everything Don’t know whether 
it can be so like because like like uhm [sic] in my family 
the niece the nephews hand down lah [sic] all hand down 
rather than throw it away It’s too good to throw away so it 
get[s] rotated to cousins and <unclear> word </unclear>

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-048 #174:1:A>
Tokens 1

RUN OVER get run over 
Type central get-passive
Example Uh [sic] we make a special effort to show whenever Mr 

Kiasu does something uh [sic] bad he pays for it You see 
there’s a situation where he tries to beat someone to it to 
to [sic] grab a taxi at the end of which he goes onto a lane 
gets run over by a taxi

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-029 #42:1:B>
Tokens 1

SAVED get saved 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Now that I am doing the analysis I found there are a lot 

of flaws Uh [sic] oh I’ve been putting things on it and it’s 
hung Switch it off You got it on back-up uh Uh [sic] You 
got you got it saved right

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-033 #128:1:A>
Tokens 1
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SCARED get scared 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Uh [sic] and then he like I walked to the right and he 

followed me So I walked to the left and he followed me So 
I went to this very big man and stood beside him So this 
Chinese man got scared walked away

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-031 #21:1:A>
Tokens 2

SELECTED get selected 
Type central get-passive
Example So I’m used to that another five minutes so in this is the 

writer So depending on on [sic] what these variables are 
the language gets selected It’s always come some sound 
selection as they write they begin to know what what [sic] 
words to to to to [sic] what words to use what words are 
can be allowed and what cannot be allowed

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-023 #45:1:A>
Tokens 2

SENT get sent 
Type central get-passive
Example This one this box here could be uh [sic] a filter network 

you want to make sure that only certain signals get sent 
all the other frequencies are filtered out

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-003 #149:1:A>
Tokens 1

SET UP get set up 
Type central get-passive
Example It’s great fun and we all say yes you know yes this year 

there won’t be trouble we will have good fun Uh [sic] but 
if we get every year there is a new set of people So one 
year we have a peaceful time everything gets set up and 
you sort of walk around you’ll be like a middle manager 
you know the real professional type

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-038 #74:1:A>
Tokens 1
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SETTLED DOWN get settled down 
Type pseudo get-construction
Example So we’re going to look at different aspects of uh [sic] 

parent-teacher relationship and why is it important to 
establish good relationship with parents okay Do you 
think you could get settled down and yah Okay so uh [sic] 
to start off we want to talk about the different types of uh 
[sic] school-home relationships

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-010 #9:1:A>
Tokens 1

SHELVED get shelved 
Type central get-passive
Example You know actually I think the play itself has a lot to offer 

I’m I’m [sic] glad you’re you’re [sic] planning to re-stage 
it lah [sic] Ya I think too many of these plays here get 
done once and then get shelved and not you know not 
done again nuh [sic]

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-096 #159:1:B>
Tokens 1

SHORT-LISTED get short-listed 
Type central get-passive
Example That means you wrote in first is it and then they short list 

those people for the test That’s right I I [sic] heard on the 
radio and then they short list you for in voice test because 
thanks uncle That means you went through the voice test 
already I think if you get short listed again you go for the 
interview

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-046 #10:1:B>
Tokens 1
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SHOT get shot 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Well anyway well he didn’t want to see his team down uh 

[sic] to ten men and uh [sic] in fact he sees a replacement 
for Arifin Osmund so he had to get back into the thick of 
action Well now it’s Trengganu then one uh [sic] is uh 
[sic] well have ball is got the ball shot right across the 
head of uh [sic] Zulkifi

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-004 #65:1:B>
Tokens 1

SHUT UP get shut up 
Type central get-passive
Example There’s such a thing as stage time against real time In 

stage time there’s credibility to the action In real time you 
stop to think about it it’s one week Just like Lear gets in 
to his kingdom divides it gets shut up by one daughter 
moves on to another and to another within a month

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-020 #195:1>
Tokens 1

SLAUGHTERED get slaughtered 
Type central get-passive
Example In the past they’ve always taken the initiative they’ve 

introduced issues and we were all led by the nose and get 
dragged into arguments with them on the issue which they 
have chosen In other words we have gone to contest with 
them on the grounds and in the circumstances uh [sic] in 
which they have chosen Of course we get slaughtered we 
get defeated but now it’s it’s [sic] different It’s no harm 
failing but we learn from our failures from our lessons 
[…]

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-045 #X79:1:N>
Tokens 1
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SOLVED get solved 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example But if there are problems and we had to solve them Then 

we would stay on till nine or ten until you know Nine or 
ten at night Until we get the problem solved or we are too 
tired

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-067 #166:1:B>
Tokens 1

SOPHISTICATED get sophisticated 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Customers today are getting more sophisticated They are 

printing more and more sophisticated thing from the laser 
printers

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-037 #26:1:A>
Tokens 1

SORTED OUT get sorted out 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Molecular epidemiology is a long-term kind of plan If I 

still have to get the basics sorted out Oh so you haven’t 
started on it

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-033 #171:1:B>
Tokens 2

SOWN UP get sown up 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Malaysia just broke the guards about two minutes ago 

uh [sic] towards the first part of the fourth quarter and 
now Singapore on the attack Uh [sic] Singapore has been 
leading all the way and uh [sic] they’ve got the gold medal 
sown up uh [sic] signed sealed and delivered so to speak

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-018 #5:1:A>
Tokens 1
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STARSTRUCK get starstruck (i.e. ‘fascinated by famous people, 
especially those connected with the entertainment 
industry; overwhelmed or greatly impressed by the 
presence of a celebrity’)

Type central get-passive
Example While foreign artistes have been pulling in the crowds 

here local musicians have also been trying hard to carve 
a niche for themselves And for them success doesn’t come 
easy <O> footage </O> Getting star-struck Not through 
the television or stage but through the telescope For those 
who are into it it’s a whole new world in the skies

Code <ICE-SIN:S2B-019 #120:3:C>
Tokens 1

STARTED get started 
Type pseudo get-construction
Example You put ninety per per [sic] cent of the money you give ten 

per cent of the share free I still get my salary And that’s it 
that’s how you get started without any money

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-043 #85:1:A>
Tokens 19

STARTED (2) get started 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example celebrate Singapore’s twenty-fifth anniversary celebration 

the Singapore Yachting Association organized a 
sailing extravaganza Dr Yeo Ning Hong Minister for 
Communication and Information got the three-day event 
started at the East Coast Sailing Centre There’ll be two 
days of sailing competition during the extravaganza

Code <ICE-SIN:S2B-016 #57:1:B>
Tokens 1
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STOLEN get stolen 
Type central get-passive
Example I’d like to cycle in Amsterdam You know your bikes will 

get stolen I know They only have a six-month lifespan 
Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-009 #235:1:A>
Tokens 1

STUCK get stuck 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example It might be due to you know all the skin and the flesh are 

stick on the mould You have to consider that When the 
hand was crushed all the skin and some of the bones got 
stuck on the mould and nobody want to clean it

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-066 #170:1:B>
Tokens 7

SUCKED get sucked 
Type central get-passive
Example <h> Genesis of the regional crisis </h> Let me go back to 

how the regional crisis started and how we got sucked in
Code <ICE-SIN:S2B-022 #20:1:A>
Tokens 1

SUED get sued 
Type central get-passive
Example I hope he doesn’t hear this You’re taping ah Okay oh dear 

I’ll get sued
Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-002 #150:1:B>
Tokens 1
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SURPRISED get surprised 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Is it I mean is that sort of relationship beyond redemption 

Would you ever say that there are cases which are beyond 
redemption I don’t uh [sic] state uh [sic] that there’s [sic] 
there are cases beyond redemption because I’ve seen 
many parents get[ting] surprise[d] at themselves uh [sic] 
that they had the ability to actually work toward

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-027 #75:1:C>
Tokens 1

TAKEN get taken 
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Said Shuko was brought down and now they’ve got their 

names taken in the infamous book of the referee let’s see 
the colour of the card that comes off

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-004 #40:1:A>
Tokens 1

TALENT-
SPOTTED

get talent-spotted 

Type central get-passive
Example Before the break Pat Chan was telling us about the need 

for internal drive to become champions the need for talent 
and also the need to be talent spotted Pat how does one 
get talent spotted There’s one of those one of those things 
of uh [sic] being the right place at the right time most 
of time uh [sic] but to get talent spotted you also have 
to have a a a [sic] real group talent scouts people are 
looking for talent and maybe the trouble in Singapore is 
that there aren’t they [sic] that many people looking out

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-030 #110:1:A>
Tokens 3
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TIED UP get tied up 
Type central get-passive
Example They can be mistaken for to be mad because of the weird 

things they do Got tied up you know <unclear> word </
unclear> That’s why a lot of people want their old folks 
at home

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-037 #269:2:C>
Tokens 1

TIRED get tired 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example I think this is one reason why I don’t want to go on tour 

you know You get more tired when you come back home
Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-050 #125:1:A>
Tokens 4

TOPPLED get toppled 
Type central get-passive
Example These PAP back-benchers although they appear to speak 

up against government sometimes always follow the party 
line when the party whip is applied to them Yes you think 
PAP MPs say amazing things yesterday Dr Arthur Beng 
said that the PAP needs the party whip otherwise it might 
get toppled by its own back-benchers

Code <ICE-SIN:S2B-047 #100:1:A>
Tokens 1

TRAINED get trained 
Type central get-passive
Example Certainly what it is is that initially you get trained for 

a profession but uhm [sic] if you don’t work within 
that profession then you can lose touch You don’t lose 
the training What happens is that you may lose some 
confidence and you may lose touch with the state of the 
art of the practice but uh [sic] it will not take very much 
to go back into it

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-073 #24:1:B>
Tokens 1
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TURNED OFF get turned off 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example Sometimes it would be effective to use humour because a 

person gets entertained and in the process perhaps some 
of the messages get through But if you were to tell him 
that he shouldn’t do this and that he gets turned off and 
we think that we’re probably uh [sic] more effective in 
getting the anti-kiasu message across than promoting 
kiasuism

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-029 #14:1:B>
Tokens 1

USED get used 
Type central get-passive
Example The court used the phrase that ah that employee had gone 

on a frolic of his own […] Just like phrases like floodgates 
of liability and very often been misused But that really is 
a phrase which gets used from time to time when we’re 
talking about the employee’s duties yah

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-009 #53:1:A>
Tokens 1

USED TO get used to 
Type idiomatic get-construction
Example But there’s segregated toileting I mean toilet facilities for 

men and women For male and females so you know we 
didn’t feel anything after that You get used to it I think it’s 
a matter of adaptation so we really it it [sic] was really 
an eye-opener

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-072#50:1:B>
Tokens 7
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VOLUNTEERED get volunteered
Type central get-passive
Example But at least June there’s the holidays right The school 

holidays Ya lah [sic] Ah then that’s not so bad lah [sic] Ya 
lah [sic] but ya lah [sic] as usual you know things start 
happening nuh [sic] and then you get posted into I mean 
you get uh [sic] volunteered into things you know like 
all these uh [sic] sub-committees lah [sic] especially for 
young teachers

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-092 #209:1:B>
Tokens 1

WELL-PREPARED get well-prepared
Type reflexive get-construction
Example So in a way you’re surveying and researching for them too 

So think of all the means you have whatever is within your 
means to uhm [sic] get well get yourself well-prepared 
and yours your uh [sic] production team to be well-
prepared too

Code <ICE-SIN:S1B-019 #101:1:A>
Tokens 1

WIPED get wiped
Type reflexive get-construction
Example Well Rashid with one more of his cross court chops and 

uh [sic] Foo Kok Keong scrambles for that one fell in 
the process uh [sic] and causing the his side of court to 
to [sic] be wet with his perspiration Got it wiped and uh 
[sic] well he’s a bit cross his court to Rashid Shidek ten 
eight

Code <ICE-SIN:S2A-001 #7:1>
Tokens 1

WORRIED get worried 
Type adjectival get-construction
Example But I don’t know what happened on the last two months 

Suddenly the thing becomes so quiet That’s why I got 
worried

Code <ICE-SIN:S1A-029 #20:1:B>
Tokens 3
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Resumen en castellano
Esta tesis pretende contribuir de manera exhaustiva al estudio de las 
construcciones de get + participio pasado en general y las construcciones 
pasivas con get (o ‘central get-passives’) en particular, un tema que suscita 
mucho interés hoy en día (cf. Anderwald 2014; Bruckmaier 2014), a pesar 
de que no existen muchos estudios monográficos sobre el tema. Toma 
como punto de partida la afirmación de que aquellas construcciones donde 
aparece get en combinación con un participio pasado forman una escala 
o gradiente en función de su grado de ‘pasividad’. Este estudio basado en 
corpus aporta nuevos datos que arrojan luz sobre la naturaleza de este 
gradiente en el inglés contemporáneo. Aunque existen varios artículos que 
analizan las características sintácticas y semánticas de las pasivas con get 
(cf. Chappell 1980; Collins 1996; Carter & McCarthy 1999; Rühlemann 
2007, entre otros), muy pocos dan cuenta de estas construcciones en 
variedades distintas a las variedades nativas de inglés (principalmente el 
inglés británico y el inglés americano). De este modo mi investigación 
viene a cubrir un vacío en la literatura sobre las distintas variedades de 
inglés en el mundo (o ‘World Englishes’) al ofrecer un detallado análisis de 
las construcciones con get y de sus usos actuales en diferentes variedades 
no nativas de inglés del sur y sudeste de Asia. Lo que sigue es un resumen 
de la tesis, manteniendo el orden original de los capítulos.

El capítulo 2 comienza con una revisión de los diversos enfoques 
teóricos al estudio de los World Englishes, una disciplina en auge dentro 
de la lingüística inglesa. A continuación ofrece un resumen de los modelos 
más importantes formulados en la literatura para categorizar los diferentes 
World Englishes. Primero, el modelo Mapa mundial del inglés de Strevens 
(1980), que divide el inglés en dos ramas: una rama de inglés británico 
y otra rama de inglés americano (cf. 2.1.1). Segundo, el modelo Círculo 
de inglés internacional de Görlach (1990), un modelo circular que parte 
de la variedad más extendida en el centro hasta las variedades regionales, 
subregionales y locales en el borde del círculo (cf. 2.1.2). Tercero, el 
modelo Círculo de World English de McArthur (1987), que se asemeja al 
modelo anterior aunque sitúa el inglés estándar en el centro del círculo 
(cf. 2.1.3). Cuarto, el modelo de Strang (1970), que distingue entre países 
que tienen el inglés como lengua nativa (ENL), países que tienen el inglés 
como segunda lengua (ESL), y países que tienen el inglés como lengua 
extranjera (EFL) (cf. 2.1.4). Quinto, el modelo Tres círculos de inglés de 
Kachru (1985), que clasifica a los países como pertenecientes a un círculo 
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interno, un círculo externo, y un círculo en expansión, una clasificación 
que se corresponde en líneas generales con el modelo de Strang (cf. 2.1.5). 
Este modelo presenta estimaciones aproximadas del número de hablantes 
de inglés en cada categoría, y muestra que la lengua inglesa se expande con 
rapidez y que el número de hablantes sigue al alza, especialmente aquellos 
que no son nativos de inglés.

La sección 2.1.6 desarrolla el Modelo dinámico de Schneider (2007), 
que distingue cinco fases progresivas en el desarrollo de nuevas variedades 
de inglés, que son ‘fundamentación’, ‘estabilización exonormativa’, 
‘nativización’, ‘estabilización endonormativa’ y ‘diferenciación’. Además, 
Schneider analiza cuatro parámetros constitutivos que caracterizan cada 
una de las cinco fases: primero, el contexto extralingüístico; segundo, 
las construcciones identitarias de las partes involucradas; tercero, 
las condiciones sociolingüísticas del escenario de contacto; y cuarto, 
consecuencias lingüísticas típicas de las variedades implicadas. Aunque el 
modelo de Schneider es el más influyente y más seguido hoy en día, esta 
sección cita también a otros autores que han tratado los World Englishes 
en cuanto a sus fases de desarrollo. Así, Kachru (1983b) distingue entre 
(i) imitación de la variedad importada; (ii) coexistencia de las variedades 
local e importada, y (iii) reconocimiento de la variedad importada como 
norma. Sin embargo, Moag (1983) señala cinco procesos diferentes: 
transportación, indigenización, expansión en el uso y funciones, 
institucionalización, y restricción en el uso y funciones o declive. Esta 
sección hace referencia también a nuevos modelos que se están diseñando 
en la actualidad, especialmente para las variedades de inglés surgidas en la 
era postcolonial, como el de Mair (2013). Esta proliferación y renovación 
de modelos atestigua el crecimiento continuo de este floreciente campo de 
investigación. 

La sección 2.2 resume las características lingüísticas más 
representativas de las variedades de inglés de Asia (o ‘Asian Englishes’), 
un conjunto de variedades que comparten, según Hickey (2004: 511ff), 
no sólo características comunes en lo que respecta a su contexto, origen y 
función, sino también en cuanto a sus propiedades lingüísticas. Entre los 
aspectos fonológicos destacan: la isocronía silábica, la falta de distinción 
en la duración de las vocales, la roticidad, y la reducción de grupos 
consonánticos. Los siguientes rasgos son prominentes en la morfología: la 
falta de flexión verbal (Last year I work in Ipoh), el marcado poco frecuente 
del plural, y la ausencia de distinción de género para los pronombres (My 
mother, he live in kampong). Algunas de las características sintácticas 
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son: un orden de las palabras no estándar, la ausencia de conjunciones, 
la pluralización de nombres no contables (equipments, furnitures), y la 
mezcla de dos lenguas (o ‘code-mixing’). Innovaciones en el ámbito de la 
frase verbal incluyen: verbos estáticos en tiempo progresivo (Gautam was 
knowing that he would come), el uso intransitivo de verbos transitivos (I 
don’t like), y el empleo de nombres, preposiciones y adverbios como verbos 
(to friend ‘to be friends, befriend’). Por último, a nivel léxico las palabras 
adquieren nuevos significados a través de procesos de innovación (full-
boiled eggs), compuestos (hoisin sauce, sacred-ash), cambios semánticos 
(bluff ‘joke’, boy ‘male servant’), y préstamos (bamboo, curry, masala).

La sección 2.3 trata sobre el papel que juega el inglés en el sur y sudeste 
de Asia. Se describe con detalle la evolución histórica y lingüística de las 
tres variedades de inglés en cuestión, que son el inglés de la India, el inglés 
de Hong Kong, y el inglés de Singapur. Autores tales como Bolton (2003: 
87), Gargesh (2006: 100) y Schneider (2007: 172-173) documentan el 
crecimiento constante del rol del inglés en estos países. Los parámetros del 
Modelo dinámico de Schneider se aplican a las tres variedades. De hecho, el 
inglés tiene un estatus de cooficialidad junto con el hindi en la India, junto 
con el chino en Hong Kong, y junto con el mandarín, el tamil y el malayo 
en Singapur. Sin embargo, y a diferencia del inglés de Hong Kong y del 
inglés de Singapur, el inglés de la India no funciona como un símbolo de 
identidad (cf. Schneider 2007: 167, 172-173).

Finalmente, la sección 2.4 está dedicada a explicar la posible influencia 
de las lenguas sustrato sobre los World Englishes objeto de consideración 
en cuanto a la frecuencia y uso de las pasivas con get en estas variedades. Se 
identificaron varias características del sustrato lingüístico como posibles 
fuentes de influencia sobre la variedad objetivo: en el caso de la India, quedó 
demostrado que la voz pasiva en hindi, como en inglés, se expresa a través 
de una perífrasis (ja + participio pasado), que puede influir en la frecuencia 
de uso de las pasivas con get en el inglés de la India (cf. Collins 1996: 54; 
Sandahl 2000: 101). Con respecto a Hong Kong y Singapur, la estrecha 
correlación entre las pasivas y la expresión de significados adversos tanto 
en cantonés como en mandarín puede explicar la frecuencia de pasivas 
con get con sentidos adversos tanto en el inglés de Hong Kong como en el 
inglés de Singapur respectivamente (cf. Matthews & Yip 1994: 150; Bao & 
Wee; Xiao et al. 2006: 124-141).

El capítulo 3 describe las características y funciones de las diferentes 
construcciones de get + participio pasado. En la literatura relevante se 
afirma que las construcciones con get forman un gradiente o escala. Sin 
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embargo, no hay consenso en cuanto al número de construcciones que 
existen, y sus propiedades sintácticas y semánticas siguen siendo objeto 
de debate. Este capítulo trata de arrojar luz sobre este asunto sugiriendo 
un gradiente sobre el cual se distribuyen las diferentes construcciones 
con get, de acuerdo a su grado de ‘pasividad’. Este gradiente es innovador 
no sólo en cuanto a terminología, sino también en lo que respecta a la 
naturaleza de las construcciones. En lo más alto se sitúan las pasivas con get 
prototípicas, y cuanto más bajo esté una construcción en la escala, menos 
características tiene en común con la pasiva prototípica. Las diferencias 
entre esta taxonomía de construcciones con get y otras propuestas hasta la 
fecha afectan no solo a la terminología sino también al número y naturaleza 
de las categorías de construcciones con get.

Así, las secciones de la 3.1 a la 3.5 describen cada una de estas 
construcciones a lo largo del gradiente, prestando especial atención a 
sus características y funciones. En lo más alto están las pasivas con get 
(central get-passives), que tienen un equivalente en la voz activa. Estas 
construcciones se caracterizan por el significado dinámico del verbo y la 
presencia de un agente introducido por la preposición by (This vest got 
designed by a famous tailor; cf. Collins 1996: 45). Más abajo están las ‘pseudo 
get-constructions’, que rara vez tienen un equivalente en la voz activa, 
donde la presencia de un agente explícito es atípica, y cuyo participio es 
estático (I have to get dressed before eight o’clock; cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 161). 
Cerca de la periferia se encuentran las ‘adjectival get-constructions’, cuyos 
miembros son adjetivos que se pueden usar de forma atributiva, modificar 
con un adverbio de cantidad, coordinar con otro adjetivo, y sustituir por 
un verbo copulativo (She got very tired after that long walk; cf. Collins 1996: 
48). En la periferia del gradiente están las ‘idiomatic get-constructions’ 
(They got used to that noise) y las ‘reflexive get-constructions’, ésta última 
con una frase nominal como objeto entre get y el participio pasado (He got 
himself shot; cf. Huddleston & Pullum et al. 2002: 1443).

Por último, la sección 3.6 recoge las similitudes y diferencias entre una 
construcción y otra, y el paralelismo que se puede trazar entre la presente 
escala de construcciones con get y otras que proporcionan algunos 
académicos (cf. Svartvik 1966; Mihailović 1967; Granger 1983) de be + 
participio pasado. Cabe destacar que tanto las construcciones con get 
como las construcciones con be se disponen a lo largo de un gradiente 
que tiene participios pasados verbales en un extremo y participios pasados 
adjetivales en el otro. 
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El capítulo 4 da cuenta de estudios anteriores en la literatura acerca 
de las características definitorias de las pasivas con get abordadas en la 
sección 3.1, que se han comparado con la perífrasis pasiva más extendida, 
la pasiva con be (o ‘be-passive’), para resaltar tanto las similitudes como 
las diferencias entre ambas construcciones. La sección 4.1 se centra en 
la presencia de un agente introducido por by y su estrecha relación con 
los conceptos de grado de determinación (‘givenness’, ‘definiteness’) y 
animacidad (‘animacy’). Se alega que la mayoría de las pasivas no llevan 
agente explícito, y que las oraciones introducidas por by son menos 
frecuentes en las pasivas con get que en las pasivas con be, ya que las 
primeras ponen el énfasis en el sujeto en lugar del agente, y en el resultado 
de la acción más que en la propia acción (cf. Johansson & Oksefjell 1996: 
69; Carter & McCarthy 1999: 51-52; McEnery et al. 2006: 113). Se observa 
que las oraciones introducidas por by aportan información nueva (‘new’) 
más que dada (‘given’), manteniendo así el orden no marcado de ‘given + 
new’ de los constituyentes en la cláusula (cf. Siewierska 1984: 222). 

La sección 4.2 examina otra diferencia notable entre las pasivas con 
be y las pasivas con get, el tipo de verbo que contienen. Mientras que las 
primeras se dan tanto con verbos dinámicos como estáticos, las segundas 
suceden solo con verbos dinámicos o con verbos que señalan la acción 
y no el resultado (cf. Budwig 1990: 1234-1235; Huddleston & Pullum et 
al. 2002: 1442). Otros estudios, como el de McEnery et al. (2006: 118), 
sugieren que las pasivas con get son propensas a ocurrir con verbos 
referentes a actividades cotidianas (get changed, get cleaned, get washed) y 
con expresiones informales (get nicked, get pissed, get sacked).

En las secciones 4.3 y 4.4 se tratan dos conceptos relacionados con el 
sujeto de las pasivas con get. Por una parte, la atribución de cierto grado 
de responsabilidad al sujeto por el acontecimiento descrito en la cláusula 
(cf. Huddleston 1984: 445). Por otra parte, la animacidad del sujeto en las 
pasivas con get, que suele ser animado y humano (cf. Arce-Arenales et al. 
1994: 14; Toyota 2007: 153). 

La sección 4.5 se centra en la implicación semántica de las pasivas con 
get. Mientras que las pasivas con be tienden a ser más neutras en cuanto 
a su significado, a las pasivas con get se les suele atribuir connotaciones 
adversas, es decir, que describen situaciones que son desagradables o 
desfavorables para el sujeto, como defienden Hatcher (1949: 436-437), 
Chappell (1980: 444-445) y Rühlemann (2007: 120).

El capítulo 5 describe los corpus y la metodología utilizada en este 
estudio. En este sentido, la sección 5.1 presenta el corpus elegido, el 
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International Corpus of English (ICE). Partiendo de que las construcciones 
de get + participio pasado son más comunes en el inglés hablado que 
en el inglés escrito (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 161; Carter & McCarthy 1999: 
52; Alexiadou 2005: 17), el interés reside en el componente oral del 
corpus. Además, dado que el objetivo de la investigación es analizar la 
frecuencia y distribución de las construcciones con get en el inglés actual 
del sur y sudeste de Asia, este corpus computarizado ha resultado ser una 
herramienta adecuada, ya que proporciona material comparable para 
estudios contrastivos de diferentes variedades de inglés. Para el análisis 
comparativo se han seleccionado cuatro subcorpus de inglés oral: India 
(ICE-IND), Hong Kong (ICE-HK), Singapur (ICE-SIN) y Gran Bretaña 
(ICE-GB), éste último como corpus de referencia. El número total de 
palabras en cada subcorpus asciende a 600,000 palabras. 

Con respecto a la metodología empleada (cf. 5.2), cabe destacar que 
la búsqueda de las diferentes formas de get (presente singular y plural, 
pasado singular y plural, progresivo) seguidas de un participio pasado 
se llevó a cabo manualmente. Este proceso ha sido largo y laborioso, 
especialmente a la hora de distinguir participios verbales de participios 
adjetivales. Finalmente, se aborda el diseño de la base de datos (cf. 5.3), 
que consta exactamente de 1,000 casos de get seguido de participio pasado. 
Todos estos ejemplos han sido analizados de acuerdo con una serie de 
parámetros, que corresponden a las características definitorias de las 
pasivas con get discutidas en el capítulo 4. 

Los capítulos 6 y 7 constituyen la parte empírica de la tesis, mostrando 
los resultados del estudio de corpus de las construcciones con get, tratando 
primero cada variedad por separado y luego comparando las variedades en 
cuestión entre sí. Los resultados derivados de esta investigación muestran 
que ICE-IND es el subcorpus que más construcciones con get en general 
y más pasivas con get en particular recoge. Su frecuencia ha demostrado 
ser estadísticamente significativa, lo que confirma la afirmación de Collins 
(1996: 54) de que las pasivas con get ocurren con especial frecuencia en 
la variedad de la India. Se constata también lo que defiende Hundt (2009: 
121-129), el hecho de que las pasivas con get sean más comunes en el inglés 
de Singapur que en el inglés británico. Además, las construcciones con get 
tienden a omitir el agente en todas las variedades, como atestiguan Quirk 
et al. (1985: 161) y Carter & McCarthy (1999: 52), debido a su escaso valor 
informativo. Las cuatro variedades manifiestan un patrón muy similar con 
respecto a la distribución del tipo de verbo, puesto que la gran mayoría son 
verbos de actividad. El inglés de Hong Kong parece diferir de las demás 
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variedades en cuanto a la implicación semántica de las pasivas con get, ya 
que suelen aparecer principalmente en contextos favorables para el sujeto. 
En cambio, y a diferencia de las otras variedades, los sujetos en el subcorpus 
indio son en su mayoría inanimados, contradiciendo a Arce-Arenales et al. 
(1994: 14), Dahl & Fraurud (1996: 58) y Toyota (2007: 153), que defienden 
que las pasivas con get tienden a manifestar sujetos animados y humanos. 
Tampoco se cumple lo que afirma en general la literatura en relación a la 
atribución de responsabilidad al sujeto (cf. Hatcher 1949: 437; Huddleston 
1984: 445; Toyota 2007: 148), ya que las pasivas con get presentan sujetos 
no responsables en todas las variedades objeto de estudio. 

El análisis de los diferentes subcorpus ha demostrado que las 
construcciones de get + participio pasado varían en frecuencia y uso 
en función de parámetros como son la variedad de inglés, el grado de 
responsabilidad y la animacidad del sujeto, y la implicación semántica 
de la construcción. El capítulo 7 hace alusión también a algunos motivos 
que puedan justificar estas variaciones, y así la influencia de las lenguas 
sustrato ha resultado ser crucial para dar cuenta de las diferencias entre 
las distintas variedades de inglés. En hindi, por ejemplo, la existencia de 
una perífrasis pasiva semejante a la del inglés estándar puede dar cuenta 
de la alta incidencia de pasivas con get en el inglés de la India (cf. Sandahl 
2000: 101; Kachru 2006: 93). Del mismo modo, la estrecha asociación 
de las pasivas en cantonés y mandarín con la expresión de significados 
adversos (como citan Matthews & Yip 1994: 150, Bao & Wee 1999 y Xiao 
et al. 2006: 124-141) puede haber tenido un efecto en la proliferación de 
construcciones con get adversas en el inglés de Hong Kong y en el inglés de 
Singapur respectivamente. Por otra parte, la transición de sujetos animados 
y humanos a sujetos inanimados, de forma más notable en la variedad de 
la India, es una tendencia que ya ha sido mencionada anteriormente en 
estudios como el de Hundt (2001: 74-75) y Toyota (2008: 161) y que ha 
sido confirmada en esta tesis. 

En general, la presente investigación ha demostrado que las 
construcciones con get forman un gradiente. El que se propone en este 
estudio, y que difiere de otros hasta la fecha (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 167-171; 
Collins 1996: 45-49), distingue cinco construcciones diferentes de get + 
participio pasado y ha resultado ser apropiado para albergar a todas las 
construcciones con get halladas en el corpus de 2,4 millones de palabras. 
Este estudio también ha probado que los miembros de este gradiente tienen 
distintos grados de prototipicalidad, como muestran las diferencias entre 
una variedad y otra. Otra conclusión es que factores como la transición de 
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sujetos animados a inanimados, de sujetos responsables a no responsables, 
y la pérdida de significado adverso señalan que las pasivas con get ocurren 
con mayor libertad en nuevos contextos y desempeñan nuevas funciones. 
El hecho de que esta tendencia sea más notoria en el inglés de la India y 
en el inglés británico, dos de las variedades de inglés más conservadoras 
(cf. Bautista & González 2006: 139; Schneider 2007: 38), sugiere que las 
pasivas con get están perdiendo sus características definitorias, y todo ello 
aboga por una revisión de las propiedades prototípicas que se le atribuyen 
a las pasivas con get en la literatura. 
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